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PREFACE,
Shewing the inducement and general contents of this Second Part. The
occasion of considering Spinosa, and a French writer who pretends to
A specimen of the way and strength of the former's
confute him.
reasoning, as an introduction to a more distinct examination of such
of his positions, as the design of this discourse was more directly con'
cerned in.

TT

not worth the while to trouhle the reader with an account why
work (begun many years ago, in a former Part)
hath been so long delayed; or why it is now resumed. There are cases
-"-

is

the progress of this

wherein things too little for public notice, may be sufficient reasons to one's
and such self-satisfaction is all that can be requisite, in a matter of
no more importance than that circumstance only, of the time of sending
abroad a discourse, of such a nature and subject, as that if it can be useThe business of the present disful at any time, will be so at all times.
course, is religion; which is not the concern of an age only, or of this
or that time, but of all times; and which, in respect of its grounds
and basis, is eternal, and can never cease or vary. But if in its use and
exercise it do at any time more visibly languish, by attempts against its
foundations, an endeavour to establish them, if it be not altogether unfit
to serve that purpose, will not be liable to be blamed as unseasonable.
Every one will understand, that a design further to establish the grounds
of religion, can have no other meaning, than only to represent their
stability unshaken by any attempts upon them that being all that is either
possible in this case, or needful. Nothing more is possible: for if there
be not already, in the nature of things, a sufficient foundation of religion, it is now too late; for their course and order cannot begin again.
Nor is any thing, besides such a representation, needful for have the
adventures of daring wits (as they are fond of being thought) altered the
nature of things ? Or hath their mere breath thrown the world off from its
ancient basis, and new-moulded the universe, so as to make things be after
self:

;

:

the way of their own hearts ? Or have they prevailed upon themselves,
firmly to believe things are as they would wish ?
One would be ashamed to be of that sort of creature, called Man, and

count

it

an unsufferable reproach

to

be long unresolved, Whether

there.
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be such a thing in the world as religion, yea, or no. What ever
came on it, or whatsoever I did or did not besides, I would drive this
business to an issue; I would never endure to be long in suspense about
so weighty and important a question. But if I inclined to the negative,
I would rest in nothing short of the plainest demonstration
for I am to
dispute against mankind and eternity hangs upon it. If I misjudge, 1 run
counter to the common sentiments of all the world, and I am lost for ever.
The opposers of it have nothing but inclination to oppose to it, with a bold
jest now and then. But if I consider the unrefuted demonstrations brought

ought

to

:

;

with the consequences, religion is the last thing in all the world upon
And I would ask such as have
I would adventure to break a jest.
attempted to argue against it, Have their strongest arguments conquered
their fear? Have they no suspicion left, that the other side of the question
may prove true ? They have done all they can, by often repeating their
faint despairing wishes, and the mutterings of their hearts, " No God
no
God !" to make themselves believe there is none; when yet the restless tossings to and fro of their uneasy minds; their tasking and torturing that little
for

it,

which

!

residue of wit and common sense, which their riot hath left them, (the.
excess of which latter, as well shews as causes the defect of the former,) to
try every

new method and scheme of atheism they hear
and

of,

implies their

do what they can, things will still
be as they were, that is, most adverse and unfavourable to that way of living, which however at a venture, they had before resolved on. Theredistrust of all;

their suspicion, that

necessary to continue their contrivances, how more efany obligation to be religious; and
hope, at least, some or other great wit may reach further than their own
and that either by some new model of thoughts, or by not thinking, it may

fore, they find

it

fectually to disburden themselves of

be possible

at

length

to

argue or wink the Deity into nothing, and

all

religion out of the world.

And we

are really to do the age that right, as to acknowledge, the geaims at more consistency and agreement with itself, and more
cleverly to reconcile notions with common practice, than heretofore.
Men seem to be grown weary of the old dull way of practising all manner
of lewdnesses, and pretending to repent of them ; to sin, and say they are
sorry for it. The running this long-beaten circular tract of doing and
repenting the same things, looks ridiculously, and they begin to be ashamed
of it. A less interrupted and more progressive course in their licentious ways, looks braver ; and they count it more plausible to disbelieve
this world to have any ruler at all, than to suppose it to have such a one
as they can cheat and mock with so easy and ludicrous a repentance, or
reconcile to their wickedness, only by calling themselves wicked, while
they still mean to continue so. And perhaps of any other repentance they
have not heard much ; or if they have, they count it a more heroical, or
feel it an easier thing to laugh away the fear of any future account or
punishment, than to endure the severities of a serious repentance, and a
regular life. Nor can they, however, think the torments of any hell so

nius of

it

And for their
those of a sober and pious life upon earth.
prove everlasting, they think they may run the hazard of
that.
For as they can make a sufficient shift to secure themselves from
the latter sort of torments, so they believe the champions of their caus?
have taken sufficient care to secure them from the former.

little tolerable as

happening

to
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gospel and evangelists, so hath atheism and irreare tidings of peace sent to such as shall repent and

its

God and

there have been those appointed, whose business it
should be to publish and expound them to the world. This also is the
method for carrying on the design of irreligion. Doctrines are invented
to make men fearless, and believe they need no repentance. And some
have taken the part to assert and defend such doctrines, to evangelize the

turn to

:

world, and cry " peace, peace," to men, upon these horrid terms. And
these undertake for the common herd, encourage them to indulge themselves all manner of liberty, while they watch for them, and guard the

and no faith was ever more implicit or resigned, than the infiand disbelief of the more unthinking sort of these men. They
reckon it is not every one's part to think. It is enough for the most to
be boldly wicked, and credit their common cause, by an open contempt
of God and religion. The other warrant them safe, and confidently tell
them they may securely disbelieve all that ever hath been said, to make
a religious regular life be thought necessary; as only invented frauds of
sour and ill-natured men, that envy to mankind the felicity whereof their
nature hath made them capable, and which their own odd preternatural
humour makes them neglect and censure.
And for these defenders of the atheistical cause, it being their part and
province to cut off* the aids of reason from religion, to make it seem an
irrational and a ridiculous thing, and to warrant and justify the disuse
and contempt of it, and as it were, to cover the siege, wherewith the
common rout have begirt the temple of God; they have had less leisure
themselves, to debauch and wallow in more grossly sensual impurities.
Herewith the thinking part did less agree: and they might perhaps count
it a greater thing to make debauchees than to be such, and reckon it
was glory enough to them to head and lead on the numerous throng,
and pleasure enough to see them they had so thoroughly disciplined to
the service, throw dirt and squibs at the sacred pile, the dwelling of
God among men on earth, and cry, "Down with it even to the ground."
Nor for this sort of men, whose business was only to be done by noise and
clamour, or by jest and laughter, we could think them no more fit to be
discoursed with than a whirlwind, or an ignis fatuus. But for such as have
assumed to themselves the confidence to pretend to reason, it was not fit
they should have cause to think themselves neglected. Considering,
therefore, that if the existence of a Deity were fully proved, (that is,
such as must be the fit object of religion, or of the honour of a temple,)
all the little cavils against it must signify nothing, (because the same
thing cannot be both true and false,) we have in the former part of
this discourse, endeavoured to assert so much in an argumentative way.
And therefore first laid down such a notion of God, as even atheists
themselves, while they deny him to exist, cannot but grant to be the
true notion of the thing they deny; namely, summarily, that he can be
no other than a being absolutely perfect. And thereupon next proceeded
to evince the existence of such a being. And whereas this might have been
attempted in another method, as was noted Part 1. Ch. 1. by concluding
the existence of such a being first from the idea of it, which (as a fundamental
perfection) involves existence; yea, and necessity of existence, most appa?
rently in it.
Because that was clamoured at as sophistical and captious,
coasts:

delity
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(though very firm unslidingsteps might,with caution, be taken in that way,*)
yet

we rather chose the other as

plainer,

more upon the

more easily

square,

and convictive, and less liable to exception in any kind; that
is, rather to begin at the bottom, and rise from necessity of existence, to
absolute perfection, than to begin at the top, and prove downward, from
intelligible

absolute perfection, necessity of existence.

Now, if it do appear from what hath been said concerning the nature
of necessary, self-existing being, that it cannot but be absolutely perfect,
even as it is such, since nothing is more evident than that some being or
other doth exist necessarily, or of itself, our point is gained without more
ado: that is, we have an object of religion, or one to whom a temple
thereupon used some endeavour to make that good,
duly belongs.
and secure that more compendious way to our end as may be seen in
the former Part. Which was endeavoured as it was a nearer and more
expeditious course ; not that the main cause of religion did depend upon
the immediate and self-evident reciprocal connexion of the terms, necessary existence, and absolute perfection, as we shall see hereafter in the
following discourse
but because there are other hypotheses, that proceed either upon the denial of any necessary being that is absolutely perfect, or upon the assertion of some necessary being that is not absolutely
perfect; it hence appears requisite, to undertake the examination of
what is said to either of these purposes, and to shew with how little pretence a necessary most perfect being is denied, or any such imperfect ne«
cess a ry being, is either asserted or imagined.

We

;

:

We shall

therefore in this Second Part, First, take into consideration
(with equal absurdity and impiety) asserted by one author, of the
identity of all substance, of the impossibility of one substance being produced by another, and consequently of one necessary self-existing be-

what

is

ing, pretended with gross self-repugnancy, to be
fections, but really represented

—

the

common

endued with

receptacle of

infinite per-

all

imaginable

imperfection and confusion. Next, what is asserted by another in avowed opposition to him, of a necessary self-existent being, that is at the same

—

time said to be essentially imperfect. Then we shall recapitulate what
had been discoursed in the former Part, for proof of such a necessarily

—

Thence we
as is there asserted.
reasonably scripture testimony is to be relied
upon, in reference to some things concerning God, and the religion of
his temple, which either are not so clearly demonstrable, or not at all
And shall lastly shew how it hath comfr
discoverable the rational wav.
to pass, if God be such as he hath been represented, so capable of a
existent and absolutely perfect being,

shall

proceed to shew

how

—

temple with man, so apt and inclined to inhabit such a one, that he
should ever not do so; or how such a temple should ever cease, or be uninhabited and desolate, that the known way of its restitution may be the
more rcgardable and marvellous in our eyes.
The authors against whom we are to be concerned, are Benedictus Spinosa,
a Jew, and an anonymous French writer, who pretends to confute him.
And the better to prepare our way, we shall go on to preface something concerning the former, namely, Spinosa, whose scheme,

it

* As by the excellent Dr.
done.

Cud worth,

(as

it is

laid

down

in his Intellectual System,

in his

we

find
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posthumous Ethicks,) though with great pretence of devotion, it acknowLedgesa Deity, yet so confounds this his fictitious Deity with every substantial being in the world besides, that upon the whole it appears altogether inconsistent with any rational exercise or sentiment of religion at

And

indeed, the mere pointing with the finger at the most discerniabsurd weakness of some of his principal supports, might be
*ufficient to overturn his whole fabric; though perhaps he thought
the fraudulent artifice of contriving it geometrically must confound all
the world, and make men think it not liable to be attacked in any part.
But whether it can, or no, we shall make some present trial ; and for
a previous essay, (to shew that he is not invulnerable, and that his scales
do not more closely cohere, than those of his brother-leviathan,) do but
compare his definition of an attribute. * " That which the understanding perceives of substance; as constituting the essence thereof" with
his fifth Proposition, " There cannot be two, or more substances of the.
same nature, or attribute," which is as much as to say that two subtances cannot be one and the same substance. For the attribute of any
substance (saith he) constitutes its essence ; whereas the essence therefore of one thing, cannot be the essence of another thing, if such an
attribute be the essence of one substance, it cannot be the essence of
aJL

ble and

another substance. A rare discovery and which needed mathematical
demonstration! Well, and what now?
Nothing it is true can be
plainer, if by the same attribute or nature, he means numerically the
same; it only signifies one thing is not another thing. But if he mean
there cannot be two things or substances, of the same special or general
nature, he hath his whole business yet to do, which how he does, we shall
!

see in time.

But now compare herewith his definition of what he thinks fit to
dignify with the sacred name of God, t "By God (saith he) I understand a being absolutely infinite ; that is, a substance consisting of in.
finite attributes, every one whereof expresses an infinite essence." And
behold the admirable agreement how amicably his definition of an at!

and that mentioned proposition, accord with this definition (as he
calls it) of God There cannot be two substances, he saith, that have the
same attribute, that is, the same essence. But now it seems the same substance may have infinite attributes, that is, infinite essences O yes, very
conveniently for, he tells you that two attributes really distinct, we cannot
conclude do constitute two divers substances. J And why do they not ?
Because it belongs to the nature of substance, that each of its attributes be
conceived by itself, &c Let us consider his assertion, and his reason for it.
He determines, you see, two really distinct attributes do not constitute
two divers substances. You must not here take any other men's notion of
an attribute, according to which, there may be accidental attributes, that,
we are sure, would not infer diversity of substances for their subjects ; or,
there may be also essential ones, that only flow from the essence ot the
thing to which they belong ; so, too, nobody doubts one thing may have
many properties. But we must take his own notion of an attribute, according whereto it constitutes, or (which is all one) is, that very essence.
Now will not such attributes as these, being really distinct, make ditribute,

!

!

:

* Ethic. Part

1.

Def. 4.

t Definit.

6.

J Schol. in Prop. 10.
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Surely what things are essentially diverse, must be
concluded to be most diverse. But these attributes are by himself supposed to be really distinct, and to constitute (which is to be) the essence
vers substances

?

And how is that one thing, or one substance, which
hath many essences? If the essence of a thing be that, by which it is what
it is, surely the plurality of essences must make a plurality of things.
But it may be said, Cannot one thing be compounded of two or more
things essentially diverse, as the soul and body of a man whence therefore, the same thing, namely, a man, will have two essences?
This is
true, but impertinent.
For the very notion of composition signifies these
are two things united, not identified, that are capable of being again
separated
and that the third thing, which results from them both united,
contains them still distinct from one another, not the same.
But it may be said, though these attributes are acknowledged and asserted to be distinct from one another, they are yet found in one and th«
same substance common to them all. And this no more ought to be
reckoned repugnant to common reason, than the philosophy heretofore
in credit, which taught that the vast diversity of forms throughout the
universe, which were counted so many distinct essences, do yet all reside
in the same first matter, as the common receptacle of them all.
Nor yet cloth this salve the business, were that philosophy ever so sure
and sacred. For you must consider he asserts an attribute is that which
constitutes the essence of the substance in which it is.
But that philosophy never taught the forms lodged in the same common matter were its
essence, though they were supposed to essentiate the composite/, which
resulted from their union therewith.
Yea, it did teach they were so
little the essence of that common matter, that they might be expelled
out of it, and succeeded by new ones, and yet the matter which received
them still remain the same. But that an attribute should be supposed to
he the essence of the substance to which it belongs ; and that another
superadded attribute, which is also the essence of substance, should not
make another substance essentially distinct, is an assertion as repugnant
to common sense, as two and two make not four. But that which completes the jest, (though a tremendous one upon so awful a subject,) is,
of the substance.

;

;

that this author should so gravely tell the world, they who are not of his
Sentiment, being ignorant of the causes of things, confound all things
imagine trees and men speaking alike, confound the divine nature with

the human, &c. * Who would imagine this to be the complaining voice
of one so industriously labouring to mingle heaven and earth and to
make God, and men, and beasts, and stones, and trees, all one and the
!

same individual substance

And now

!

us consider the reason of that assertion of his ; f why two
attributes really distinct, do not constitute two beings, or two distinct
substances ; because, saith he, it is of the nature of substance that each of
its

let

be conceived by itself, &c. A marvellous reason
Divers
each whereof, as before, constitutes the essence of substance,

attributes

attributes,

!

do not make divers substances ; because those attributes may be conceived apart from each other, and are not produced by one another. It
was too plain to need a proof, (as was observed before,) that there cannot

* Schol.

S. in

Prop.

.8.

Part

l.

f Schol. in Prop.

10.
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be two substances of one attribute, or of one essence, (as bis notion of an
attribute is,) that is, two are not one.
But that two attributes or essences
of substance, cannot make two substances, because they are diverse, is
very surprisingly strange. This was (as Cicero upon as good an occasion
speaks) not to consider but cast lots what to say.
And it deserves observation too, how well this assertion, " That two distinct attributes do not
constitute two distinct substances," agrees with that,* "Two substances
having divers attributes, have nothing common between them.'' This
must certainly suppose the diversity of attributes to make the greatest
diversity of substances imaginable; when they admit not there should be
any thing (not the least thing r) common between them And yet they
!

make

not distinct substances
But this was only to make way for what was to follow, the overthrow of
the creation.
thing he was so over intent upon, that in the heat of his
!

A

and haste, he makes

asunder before him, and overturns even
he raises them; says and unsays, does and undoes, at all adventures.
Here two substances are supposed having distinct
attributes, that is, distinct essences, to have therefore nothing common between them; and yet presently after, though two, or ever so many distinct
zeal

bis

own

all fly

batteries as fast as

many distinct essences, yet
but one only. For to the query put by
discern the diversity of substances? he

attributes, give unto substance two, or ever so

they shall not be so

much

as two,

By what sign one may
roundly answers, (Schol. in Prop. 10.) The following propositions would
shew there was no other substance but one, and that one infinite, and
therefore how substances were to be diversified would be inquired in vain.
Indeed, it would be in vain, if knowing them to have different essences,
himself,

we must

them different substances. But how the following
shew there can be no more than one substance, we shall
We shall for the present take leave of him, until we meet

not yet call

propositions do

see in time.

bim again

in the following discourse.

* Prop.
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I.

<?.
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I.

I. The destructiveness of Spinosa's scheme and design
and the temple of God. II. The repugnancy of his doctrine
to this assertion
That whatsoever exists necessarily and of itself, is
absolutely perfect; which is therefore further weighed.
III. His v*rm
attempt to prove what hedesigns: also his second proposition considered.
IV. His definition of a substance defective; and proves not his purpose. V. His third, fourth, fifth, and sixth propositions considered.
VI. His fourth axiom examined. VII. His seventh and eighth pro-

Wherein

shewn,

is

to religion

—

positions

;

his eighth Scholia.

and with reason and

A

guide

to all

religion.

kinds of wisdom.

VIII. His inconsistency with himself,
IX. The manuductio ad pantosophiam—

X. Concluding remarks.

HITHERTO we

have discoursed only of the Owner of
and shewn to whom it rightfully belongs ;
namely, That there is one only necessary, self-existing, and
most absolutely-perfect Being, the glorious and ever-blessed
God who is capable of our converse, and inclined thereto j
this temple,

—

whom we are

to conceive as justly claiming

a temple with us,

and ready, upon our willing surrender,

to erect in us, or

repair such a one,

make

it

habitable, to inhabit

and replenish

with his holy and most delectable presence, and converse
with us therein suitably to himself and us
that is, to his own
excellency and fulness, and to our indigency and wretchedit

;

And now the order of discourse would lead us to behold
the sacred structure rising, and view the surprising methods

ness.

by which

it is brought about, that any such thing should have
place in such a world as this.
But we must yield to stay, and
be detained a little by some things of greater importance than

merely the more even shape and order of a discourse that is,
looking back upon what hath been much insisted on in the
;
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— Tliat some

being or other doth exist necessarily
and of itself, which is of absolute or universal perfection
and taking notice of the opposite sentiments of some hereto ;
because the Avhole design of evincing an object of religion
would manifestly be much served hereby, we could not but
reckon it of great importance to consider what is said against
it.
have observed in the Preface a two-fold opposite hy-

We

pothesis,

which

therefore, before

we go

further in the discourse

of this temple of God, require to be discussed.
I. The first is that of Spinosa, which he hath more expressly stated, and undertaken with great pomp and boast to
demonstrate, in his Posthumous Ethicks ; which we shall
therefore so far consider, as doth concern our present design.
He there, as hath been noted in the Preface, asserts all " substance to be self-existent, and to be infinite that one substance
is improducible by another
that there is but one, and this one
he calls God, &c." Now this horrid scheme of his, though he and
his followers would cheat the world with names, and with a specious shew of piety, is as directly levelled against all religion,
as any the most avowed atheism
for, as to religion, it is all one
whether we make nothing to be God, or every thing whether we
allow of no God to be worshipped, or leave none to worship him.
His portentous attempt to identify and deify all substance, attended with that strange pair of attributes, extension and
lfious:kt, (and an infinite number of others besides,) hath a
manifest design to throw religion out of the world that way.
most directly opposes the notion of a self-existent
II. And
Being, which is absolutely perfect for such a being must be
a substance, if it be any thing and he allows no substance but
one, and therefore none to be perfect, unless all be so.
And
since we are sure some is imperfect, it will be consequent there
is none absolutely perfect
for that the same should be imperfect, and absolutely perfect, is impossible.
Besides, that he
makes it no way possible to one substance to produce another,
and what is so impotent must be very imperfect : yea, and
whatsoever is not omnipotent, is evidently not absolutely per;

;

:

;

it.

:

;

;

fect.

We are therefore cast upon reconsidering this proposition

— Whatsoever being

and of itself, is absolutely
being be evinced to exist necessarily
and of itself, which is absolutely perfect, this gives us an object of religion, and throws Spinosa's farrago, his confused
heap and jumble of self-existent being, into nothing. But
if we carry the universal proposition as it is laid down, though
perfect.

exists necessarily

It is true that if any

CHAP.
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that will oblige us

confuter, as

him

;

it

afterwards as

Avell to
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carries the cause of religion with

much the

greater clearness, and with evident, unexceptionable self-con-

For indeed that being cannot be understood to be
which doth not eminently comprehend the
fulness of all being in itself; as that must be a heap of

sistency.

absolutely perfect,
entire

imperfection, an everlasting chaos, an impossible, self-repugnant medley, that should be pretended to contain all the varieties,

the diversifications,

things in itself formally.

and mixtures of

compositions,

And

for the universal proposition:

the matter itself requires not an immediate, self-evident, reciprocal connexion of the terms necessarily self-existent, and
absolutely perfect.
It is enough that it however be brought

—

—

about by gradual steps, in a way that at length cannot fail
and I conceive hath been in the method that Avas followed in
the former Part.
For, to bring the business now within as narrow a compass
as is possible : nothing is more evident than that some being
exists necessarily, or of itself; otherwise nothing at all could
now exist. Again, for the same reason, there is some necessary or self-existent being that is the cause of whatsoever being exists not of itself ; oilier wise, nothing of that kind could
ever come into being. Now that necessary being, which is
the cause of all other being, will most manifestly appear to be
absolutely perfect.
For, if it be universally causative of all
other being, it must both have been the actual cause of all being that doth actually exist, and can only be the possible cause
of all that is possible to exist. Now so universal a cause can
l)e no other than an absolutely or universally perfect being.
For it could be the cause of nothing, which it did not virtually
or formally comprehend in itself. And that being which comprehends in itself all perfection, both actual and possible, must
be absolutely or universally perfect. And such a being, as hath
also further more particularly been made apparent, must be an
intelligent and a designing agent, or cause
because, upon the
whole universe of produced beings, there are most manifest characters of design, in the passive sense
that is, of their having
been designed to serve ends to which they have so direct and
constant an aptitude: so that the attempt to make it be believed
they were forced or fell into that posture of subserviency to such
and such ends, by any pretended necessity upon their principal cause or causes, or by mere casualty, looks like the most
ludicrous trifling to any man of sense. For among produced be;

;
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ings there are found to be

many,

PART

II.

that are themselves actively

designing, and that do understanding! y intend and pursue ends ;
and consequently that they themselves must partake of an intelligent, spiritual nature, since mere matter is most manifestly incapable of thought or design*

And

also,

by

the most

evident, consequence, that their

productive cause, (namely,
the necessary, self-existing being, whereto till other things
owe themselves,) must be a mind or spirit, inasmuch as to suppose any effect to have any thing more of excellency in it than
the cause from whence it proceeded, is to suppose all that excellency to be effected without a cause, or to have arisen of
itself out of nothing.
See former Part, Chap. III. Sect. VII.

Page IU.
Therefore

did not immediately appear that necessary
absolutely perfect being ; yet, by this series
of discourse, it appears that the main cause of religion is still
safe
inasmuch as that necessary being which is the cause of
all things else, is hoAvever evinced to be an absolutely perfect
Being, and particularly a necessary self-existent Mind or Spirit,
which is therefore a .most apparently fit and most deserving
object of religion, or of the honour of a temple
which is the
sum of what we were concerned for. Nor did we need to be
solicitous, but that the unity or onliness of the necessary Being, would afterwards be made appear, as also we think it
was.
For since the whole universe of produced being must
arise out of that which was necessary self-existent Being, it
if it

being, as such,

is

;

;

must therefore comprehend all being in itself, its own formally,
and eminently all other that is, what was its own, being
formally its own, must be eminently also all being else, contained in all possible simplicity, within the productive power
This Being therefore containing in itself all that
of its own.
exists necessarily, Avith the poAver of producing all the rest,
which together make up all being, can primarily be but one,
inasmuch as there can be but one all. Upon the Avholc therefore, our general proposition is sufficiently evident, and out
of question That Avhatever exists necessarily, and of itself, is
;

—

Nor is it at all incongruous that this matter
should be thus argued out, by such a train and deduction of consequences, drawn from effects, that come under our present notice
for Iioav come Ave to knoAV that there is any self-existing
Being at all, but that Ave find there is somewhat in being that is
absolutely perfect.

;

subject to continual mutation,

and which

necessarily, (for Avhatsoever

AYhat

is

it is

therefore exists not

necessarily, can never
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change, or be oilier than what it is,) but must be caused by
Nothing- could be
that which is necessary and self-existent.
certain than the deduction from what
appears of excellency and perfection in such being as is
caused; of the correspondent, and far-transcendent excellency
and perfection of its cause. But yet, after all this, if one set
himself attentively to consider, there must appear so near a con-

more reasonable or more

nexion between the very things themselves, self-existence, and
absolute perfection, that it can be no easy matter to conceive

them separately.
abyss is a man cast
doth it overwhelm and swallow up
Willi what satisfaction and delight
his mind and whole soul
must he see himself comprehended, of what he finds he can
For contemplating the self-existent Benever comprehend
ing, he finds it eternally, necessarily, never-not existing!
He can have no thought of the self-existing Being, as such,
(Des Cartes,) but as always existing, as having existed always,
as always certain to exist.
Inquiring into the spring and
source of this Being's existence, Whence is it that it doth
exist?
His own notion of a self-existing Being, which is not
arbitrarily taken up, but which the reason of things hath imposed upon him, gives him his answer
and it can be no
other, in that it is a self-existent Being, it hath it of itself, that
it doth exist.
It is an eternal, everlasting, spring and fountain of perpetually-existent being to itself.
What a glorious
excellency of being is this!
What can this mean, but the
greatest remoteness from nothing that is possible
that is, the
most absolute fulness and plenitude of all being and perfection ?
And whereas all caused being, as such, is, to every man's
understanding, confined within certain limits what can the
uncaused self-existent Being be, but most unlimited, infinite,
all-comprehending, and most absolutely perfect ? Nothing
therefore can be more evident, titan that the self-existent Being
must be the absolutely perfect Being.
.And again, if you simply convert the terms, and let this
be the proposition, That the absolutely-perfect Being is the
Self-existence

!

at the thought of

Into

it

!

how profound an

How
!

!

;

;

:

—
—

Being

it is most obvious to every one, that the
very notion of an absolutely-perfect Being carries necessity of
existence, or self-existence, in it
which the notion of nothing
else doth.
And indeed one great Master (Dr. More) of this
argument for the existence of God, hath himself told me,
" That though wfeen lie had puzzled divers atheists with it
they had been wont to quarrel at it, as sophistical and falla-

self-existent

;
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that could detect the so-

phism, or tell where any fallacy in it lay and that, upon the
whole, he relied upon if, as most solid and firm.'" And I
doubt not but it may be managed with that advantage as to be
very clearly concluding ; yet, because I reckoned the way I
;

have taken more clear, I chose it rather. But finding that so
near cognation and reciprocal connexion between the terms
both ways,

I

reckoned

this short

representation hereof, an-

nexed to the larger course of evincing the same thing, might
add no unuseful strength to it and doubt not to conclude,
upon the whole, that whatsoever Being exists necessarily,
and of itself, is absolutely perfect and can, therefore, be no
other than an intelligent Being that is, an infinite, eternal Mind,
and so a most fit, and the only fit deserving object of religion,
or of the honour of a temple.
III. But now, be all this ever so plain, it will, by some, be
thought all false, if they find any man to have contrivance
enough to devise some contrary scheme of things, and confidence enough to pretend to prove it
until that proof be
detected of weakness and vanity, which must first be our further business -with Spinosa.
And not intending to examine
particularly the several parts and junctures of his model, inasmuch as I find his whole design is lost, if he fail of evincing
these things,
That it belongs to all substance, as such, to
exist of itself, and be infinite
And, (which will be sufficiently
consequent hereupon,) That substance is but one, and that it
is impossible tor one substance to produce another.
I shall
only attend to what he more directly says to this elfect,
and shall particularly apply myself to consider such of his
propositions as more immediately respect this his main design :
for they will bring us back to the definitions and axioms, or
other parts of his discourse, whereon those are grounded, and
even into all the darker and more pernicious recesses of his la;

—

—

;

;

—

—

byrinth
so as every thing of importance to the mentioned purpose will be drawn under our considevation, as this thread shall
;

lead us.

His first proposition we let pass 6i That a substance is, in
order of nature, before its affections;" having nothing applicable to his purpose in it, which we shall not otherwise
;

meet with.
His second, " That two substances, having divers attributes,
have nothing common between them ;" or, which must be
all one, do agree in nothing, I conceive it will be no great
presumption to deny. And since he is pleased herein to be

tHAF.
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divided from himself, it is a civility to his later and wiser self
to do so, who will afterwards have substance, having a multi*
tude of distinct attributes j that is, essences, (Schol. in Prop*

and which therefore cannot but be manifold, to have
So little Kath he common with him*

10.)

every thing common.
self.

And it will increase the obligation upon him, to deliver him
from the entanglement of his demonstration, as he calls it, of
as I hope we shall also of the other too, for
this proposition
no doubt they are both false. Of this proposition his demonstration is fetched from his third definition, namely, of a
substance, " That which is in itself, and conceived by itself;
that is, whose conception needs the conception of nothing else,
whereby it ought to be formed ;" so is his definition defined
over and over*
Into his definition of a subIV. We are here to inquire
stance
and, Whether it sufficiently prove his proposition.
First, For his definition of a substance.
He himself tells
us, (Schol. in Prop. 8.) " A definition ought to express nothing but the simple nature of the thing defined ;" and we may
ajs well expect it distinctly to express that.
Doth this defini;

t

—

:

tion express the simple nature of a substance,

in

when

itself,"

it

is

divination what

left to

U That which
is

meant by

is
is 9

whether essence, or existence, or subsistence ? And when we
are to be at as random a guess, what is intended by being in,
itself?

Whether being only

contained, or being also sustain-

and by, or of itself? And supposing this latter to be
meant, whether that self-subsistence exclude dependence only
on another, as a subject^ which we acknowledge true of all
substance
or dependence as on an efficient, which if he will
have to be taken for true of all, he was in reason to expect it
should be so taken from his effectual proof, not from the reverence of his authority only
for what he adds, " And that
is conceived by itself; and whose conception needs not the
conception of any other thing by which it ought to be formed ;" would he have us believe this to be true, when afterward
his tenth proposition is, "-" That every attribute of substance
ought to be conceived by itself?' Whereupon then so many

ed

in,

;

t

—

1

attributes, so

to

many substances,

be conceived by

substance,

let

itself*

it

being the nature of a substance
his notion of a

But passing from

us consider,

u Two subit proves his proposition, that
having different attributes, have nothing common between them," According to him, every attribute of substance
vol. i,
2n
Second///,

stances,

How
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be conceived by itself; and yet have one and the same
substance common to them all therefore the distinct conception of things is, even with him, no reason why they should
have nothing common between them. But as to the thing itself, he must have somewhat more enforcing than his definition of a substance, to prove that two (or many) individual substances may not have the same special nature common to them,
and yet be conceived by themselves having different individual
natures or attributes, or different special natures, having the
same general nature. Yea, and an equal dependence on the
same common cause, which is a less ingredient in the conception of a thing, than the general or special nature is.
And 1
doubt not, we shall find he hath not disproved, but that there
is somewhat, in a true sense, common to them and their cause,
that is of a conception much more vastly different from them
is to

:

;

both.

V. Whereupon,

it

is

necessary to take distinct notice of

" What

things have nothing common
between them, of them the one cannot be the cause of the
other."
In which nothing is to be peculiarly animadverted
on, besides the contradiction in the very terms wherein it is
proposed, What things have nothing common between them.
How can they be things, and have nothing common between
them ? If they be things, they have sure the general notion
of things common to them ; there can therefore be no such
And let this be supposed
things, that have nothing common.
yet now, for his
to have been absurdly set down on purpose
demonstration hereof, it rests upon a palpable falsehood that
causes and effects must be mutually understood by one another

his third proposition,

;

as

—

see more hereafter.
His fourth proposition we let pass

we shall

what it hath regardable
;
" There
being as fitly to be considered under the fifth
cannot be two or more substances, in the whole universe, of
the same nature or attribute j" unto which, besides what hath
been said already, we need only here to add, that (whereas
he hath told us, by the attribute of a substance, he means the
essence of it) if he here speak of the same numerical essence or
attribute, it is ridiculously true ; and is no more than if he
had said, One thing is but one thing. If he speak of the same
special or general attribute or essence, it is as absurdly false ;
and for the proof of it, in the latter sense his demonstration
signifies nothing.
There may be more than one (as a stone, a
tree, an animal) that agree in the same general attribute of
and
corporeity, and axe diversified by their special attributes

in

it,

;

;

f.HAP.
there
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may be many
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of the same special attribute, (namely, of

as John, Peter, Thomas, &c. that are distinguished by their individual ones. He might as well prove,
by the same method, the identity of his modi, as oC substances
as that there can be but one individual triangle in all the
world, of one attribute or property, as but one substanceLet (for instance) one at Park, another at Vienna, a third at
Rome, a fourth at London, describe each an equilateral triangle of the same dimensions, or in a thousand places besides ;
each one of these do only make one and the same numerical
But
triangle, because they have each the same attribute.
rationality,)

;

how

are the attributes of these several triangles the same ?
Then indeed they are all the
!
the same numerically ?

What

same numerical triangle for one and the same numerical essence makes but one and the same numerical thing.
But who
And if it be only said
that is in his right wits would say so ?
;

they have all attributes of one and the same kind, what
then is consequent, but that they are all triangles of one kind ?

Which who in his right wits will deny ? And if the attribute
of a substance be that which constitutes its essence, the attribute of any thing else is that which constitutes its essence. See
then how far Spinosa hath advanced with his demonstration
If he prove not all substance to
of the identity of substance
be numerically the same, he hath done nothing to his purpose.
And it is now obvious to every eye how effectually he hath
done that.
!

Whence

also it is further equally evident, that his demon*
dwindles into nothing ; and gives no support to his
sixth proposition, which contains the malignity of his whole
design, namely, " That one substance cannot be produced
by another substance," which rests (as you see) partly upon
the fifth, " That there cannot be two substances of the same
attribute," which in his sense is, as hath been shewn, most
absurdly false, and the attempt of proving it as absurd partly upon his second, ll That two substances, of different attributes, have nothing common between them," which might be
said of whatsoever else, as truly as of substances
but which
is also most evidently untrue
and partly, upon his third,
<£ That such things as have nothing common between
them,
the one of them cannot be the cause of the other," which depends upon two false suppositions, " That there can be two
things, which have nothing common between them ;" which,
as hath been noted, contradicts itself, and needs not be further
stood upon. And-r- u That whatsoever things are cause and
stration

;

;

;

—
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one to the other, must be mutually understood by
one another," which we shall here more distinctly consider,
it being also his second demonstration of the corollary of this
his sixth proposition, (which nothing but a disposition to trifle,
or having- nothing to say, could have made him mention, as a
corollary from this proposition, it being in effect but a repetition of the same thing,) namely, u That if one substance can be

effect, the

produced by another, (agent, or substance, which you please,)
the knowledge of it must depend upon the knowledge of its
cause, (by the fourth axiom, )and thereupon (by definition third)
it

should not be a substance."

VI.

We

are here to

fourth axiom, ii That
upon the knowledge of its
An effect may be considered two

examin

this hi

the knowledge of an effect depends

cause, and doth involve it."

ways

;

of an

efficient cause.

absolutely, as

it is

in itself, or relatively, as

cannot,

It

it is

it is

the effect

true, be understood to be the

an efficient, but the knowledge that this was its efinvolved therein for it is the same thing, and so much
maybe known, without knowing any thing of the nature of
either the efficient or effect. But this signifies nothing to his purpose.
He must therefore mean, that the knowledge of an effect
effect of such
ficient, is

;

its own nature, depends upon and
Surely,
involves the knowledge of the nature of its efficient.
the nature of a thing may be competently known by its true
But is the efficient cause, wont to be universally
definition.

absolutely considered, and in

put into definitions?

He

proposition eighth)

u

tells

A

us himself (Scholium second

upon

true definition contains, or expresses,

nothing, besides the mere nature of the tiling defined." And
let any man that thinks it worth it, be at the pains to examine
his own definitions in the several parts of this ethico-geometrical tract, and see whether he always puts the efficient cause
And (no doubt) he thought himself to
into every definition.
If all other men, who have so generally
reckoned the efficient and end, external causes, and only matter and form internal, and ingredient into the nature of things,
and therefore only fit to be put into definitions, were thought
by him mistaken and out in their reckoning, it was however
neither modest nor wise, to lay down for an axiom, a thing so
contrary to the common sentiment.of mankind ; and, without
the least attempt to prove it, go about to demonstrate by it, in
so portentous a cause
and lay the whole weight of his horrid
cause upon it ; expecting all the world should be awed info an
assent, by the authority of his bare word ; and not presume
to, disbelieve or doubt it, only because he is pleased to stamp the

define accurately.

;
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any man
become of his

therefore

assume the boldness to deny his axiom, what is
demonstration ? And whereas it is commonly apprehended,

that definitions are not of individual things, but of special

kinds, and

is

—

acknowledged by himself, {Prop. 21.) " That
by God, involves not existence,

the essence of things produced

and the production of a thing

nothing else but the putting
not the abstract essmce,
or nature of things, be well enough conceived and defined,
without involving the conception of their productive cause ?
And this enough shews, also, That this definition of a substance proves not, that one substance cannot be produced by
another namely, u That which can be conceived by itself,"
for so it may, without involving the conception of that which
produces it and so be a substance sufficiently according to
his definition.
Though there can be no inconvenience in admitting, that things understood apart, by themselves, may
be afterwards further and more clearly understood, by considering- and comparing them in the habitudes and references
which they bear as causes and effects (or otherwise) to one
it

into actual existence ;"

is

why may

:

;

another.

VII.

And now

is

" That

his seventh proposition,

to the nature of substance to exist."

Which

is

it

belongs

so great a pil-

lar, left itself without support
and being understood of substance as such, as his terms and design require it to be, it is
manifestly impious, communicating the most fundamental at>

tribute of the Deity, to all substance.

friended

by reason,

as

it

And

be-friends religion

;

it is

for

as
it

little

rests

be-

upon

nothing but the foregoing baffled proposition
and this deof that which is its own cause ; which is, « That
whose essence involves existence, or which cannot be con?
ceived otherwise than as existing ;" whereas, it is sufficiently
plain, we have a conception clear enough of the general nature of a substance as such, abstracted from existence, or noiir
existence, conceiving it only to be such, as if it exist, doth
subsist in and by itself, that is, without having a subject to
support it; though it maybe such as to have needed a productive, and continually to need a sustaining efficient cause.
Nor is there less clearness in this abstract conception of a substance, than there is in that of a modus, or accident, which
we may conceive in an equal abstraction, from actual existence,
or non-existence
understanding it to be such, as ihat if it
exist, it doth inexisf, or exist only in another.
And now is
our way sufficiently prepared to the consideration of his eighth.
:

finition, (5.)

;

27S
proposition

liow

is it
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u That all substance is necessarily
demonstrated ? Why, by his fifth
;

TAJIT
infinite."

If*

And

proposition,

That there can t>e but one substance, of one and the same attribute,'"
which hath been sufficiently unravelled and exposed,
60 as not to be left capable of signifying any thing here, as the
reader "will see by looking back to what hath been said upon
And now it must quite sink; its next reliance failing if,
it.
namely, the foregoing seventh proposition, " That it belongs
to it, to exist necessarily."
I grant the consequence to be
good, and reckon it a truth of great evidence and concernment, " That whatsoever exists necessarily, is infinite." I
heartily congratulate Spinosa's acknowledgment of so very
clear and important an assertion
and do hope, as in the foregoing discourse I liaye made some, to make further good use
of it. But for what he assumes, that all " substance necessarily exists ;" you see it rests upon nothing, and so consequently doth what he would conclude from it, that all sub**

—

—

;

And

proof of it avails as little,
because (by his second definition^ if it be so, it must be limited by something of the same
nature, &c.
Which would be absurd by proposition fifth,
*• That there cannot be two substances of the same attribute :"
for that there be two, of the same individual attribute, to bound
one another is unnecessary (as well as impossible) and absurdFor if there were two of the
ly supposed for this purpose.
stance

is infinite.

namely, that

it

his further

cannot be

finite

;

—

attribute, they would not bound
one another, but run into one inasmuch as having but one
attribute, the}' should, according to him, have but one and
the same essence
and so be mr>st entirely one, and that there
cannot be two, or many times two, of the same special or general nature, is unproved
and the contrary most evident, as
maybe seen, in what hath been said upon that fifth proposition,
No man needs wish an easier task, than it would be to shew
the falsehood or impcrtinency of his Scholia upon this proposition, and of his following discourse, to the purpose above
mentioned. But I reckon it unnecessary, his principal supports being (I will not say overthrown, but) discovered to be
none at all. I shall therefore follow his footsteps no further, only take notice of some few things that have a more
direct aspect upon his main design, and make all the haste 1
can to take leave of him, that I may be at liberty to pursue
my own. What is in his first Scholium follows, he says, only

same individual nature and

;

;

;

upon his seventh proposition, which itself follows upon nothing; and therefore, I further regar
it not.
His second

€HAP.
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Scholium would have his seventh proposition pass for a common notion and so it will, when he hath inspired all mankind with his sentiments. But why must it do so ? Because
substance is that which is in itself, and is conceived by itself?
.Now compare that with his tenth proposition, " Every attribute of substance ought to be conceived by itself." There the
;

—

definition of substance,

given to every attribute of snbstance ;
is a substance, since
the definition of substance (def. 3.) to which he refers hs in
the demonstration of that proposition, agrees to it ; therefore,
is

therefore, every attribute of substance

so

many attributes,

er

?

so

We have then his

substances.
What can be plainone substance multiplied into an in-

many

number of substances. By his sixth definition, we shall
own confession of this consequence, by and by.
And whereas in this Scholium he would make us believe,

finite

see his

that modifications,

men may conceive

substances they cannot.
ference be considered

not existing, but
this assigned difThat by substance tiiey must unas

Let the reason of

u

;

derstand that which is in itself, and is conceived by itself, its
knowledge not needing the knowledge of another thing. But
by modifications they are to understand that which is in another,
and whose conception is formed by the conception of that
thing in which they are
wherefore, we can have true ideas
:

of not-existing modifications, inasmuch as though they may
not actually exist, otherwise than in the understanding, yet
their essence is so comprehended in another, that they may
But the truth of substances is not
be conceived by the same.
otherwise without the understanding, than in themselves, because they are conceived by themselves, &c." Which reason
For with the same clearness, whereis evidently no reason.
with I conceive a substance, whensoever it exists, as existing
in itself; I conceive a modification, whensoever it exists, as existing in another.

If therefore,

any thing existing

be
of a sub-

in another,

as truly existing, as existing in itself, the existence

no more necessary, than the existence of a modificaif we can have true ideas of not-existing modifications, we may have as true,
of not-existing substances :
especially since (according to him) we cannot conceive of substance, without conceiving in it some or other modification.
For he tells us, ** The essence of modifications is so comprehended in another, that they may be conceived by the same."
Now, what means he by the essence of modifications being
comprehended in another ? By that other, he must mean
substance : for modifications do modify substances or nothing

stance
tion.

is

And

;
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if the essences of modifications be contained in substances,
they must (according to him) be contained in the essence of

substances.

For there is, saith Iie^ nothing in nature, besides substance?
and their affections or modifications (demonstration of proand definition fifth). Therefore, since nothing
can be conceived in substance, antecedent to these modifications, besides its own naked essence, they must be contained
immediately, in the very essence of substance, or in substance
wherefore, if all substance be necessarily existent, they
itself
must be necessarily inexistent. .And if the essence of substance contains the inexisting modi, the essence of the modi
doth equally contain their inexistence in substance. Whereupon, by consequence also, the essence of these modifications,
doth as much involve existence (since no one can affirm, inexistence to be existence) as the essence of substance doth,
in direct contradiction to proposition twenty-fourth, which expressly (and most truly) says, " The essence of things produced
by God (which he, as untruly, intends of these modifications
position fourth,

;

5

'

alone) " do not involve existence."
And now for his not undo in this Scholium by which he would

conclude, that there
in being,

p. 31.

It

is

no other than

is

this

one

infinite

substance

true indeed, that the definition of a

thing (which we have before said is of specific natures, not of
individuals) expresses not any certain number of existing in*
dividuals (be it man, or triangle, or what else you please) nor

any at all. For surely the definition of man, or triangle,
would be the same, if every individual of each^ should be
But that, if any do exist, some cause
abolished and cease.
must be assignable why they exist, and why so many only*
What is to be inferred from this ? That the reason being the
same, as to every substance whose essence involves not existence in it, (which that the essence of every substance doth,
or of substance as such, he hath not proved, nor ever can,)
when any such substance is found to exist, the cause of its
existence, not being in its own nature, must be external. And

many only do exist, because a free agent, ablo
produce them, (for the very substance of created beings itself,
owes not its production to a merely natural, undesigning, or to
any subordinate agent only,) was pleased to produce so many,
and no more. And so hath this unhappy author himself, with
great pains and sweat, reasoned out for us the very thing wc
therefore, so

to

assert.

JJut that

it

may
2

bo further seen,

how

incurious a writer this
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Ii

white he Is designman of
his own design,
overthrows
religion,
he
of
overthrow
the
ing
I shall not let pass what he says, in demonstrating his twelfth
" That no attribute of substance can be truly
proposition,
conceived, from which it may follow, tliat substance can be

—

divided."

How he proves

the sixth,

I

by proposition eighth, and

it

after

by

shall not regard, until I see those propositions

But that which I at present remark, is his arbetter proved
gument from proposition fifth, " That if substance could be
divided, each part must consist of a different attribute; and

—

i

so of one substance
fession, that

And

many

many might

be constituted."

attributes will constitute

himself acknowledges

many

many

A

fair

con-

substances.

attributes of substance, (de-

and proposition eleventh.) And therefore, though
he here call this an absurdity, it is an absurdity which he hath inevitably now fastened upon himself, having here allowed, plainly, the consequence (as was above promised to be shewn) that if
there be diversity of attributes, they will constitute a diversity of
substances, which it was before impossible to him to disallow ^
having defined an attribute (as was formerly noted) to be (def. 4.)
that which constitutes the essence of substance. Therefore, his
whole cause is here fairly given away for his one substance
is now scattered into many, and the pretended impossibility of
the creation of any substantial being, quite vanished into thin
finition sixth,

;

and empty air. The many inconsistencies to be noted also in his
annexed letters, with several parts of his discourse, it is not my
business particularly to reflect on.
It is enough, to my purpose, to have shewn that he comes short of hu.
VIII. Upon the whole, little more seems needful for the refutation of this his horrid doctrine of the unity, self-existence,

and

infinity of all substance, than

Spinosa.

Nor have

consistent with

with

itself.

all

And

only to oppose Spinosa to
ever met with a discourse so equally inprinciples of reason and religion, and

I

so frequently doth he overthrow his

design, in this very discourse, that

it is

own

ill

altogether unnecessary

on the inconsistencies of this, with his demonstrations
of Des Cartes's principles, written divers years before. Against
which, every one that hath compared, knows these his later
sentiments to import so manifest hostility, that I may well spare
that vain and useless labour, it being sufficient only to note the
to insist

more principal,

in the

margin. *

* As his asserting Cod to be a most simple being, and that his attributes do only differ, ratione. Whereas now, he mal.es his attributes as

VOL,
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It.

those most sur-

prising ones, the sixteenth and twenty-eighth) tend to evince
the onliness of substance, and the absolute

necessity of all
but upon grounds so plainly already discovered to
be vain and false, that we need follow aim no further. Nor is
it necessary to disprove his hypothesis, or charge it with the
many absurdities that belong to it, they are so horrid and
notorious, that to any one who is not in love with absurdity for
itself, it will abundantly suffice to have shewn he hath not

actions

proved

JX.

;

it.

I

cannot but, in the mean time, take some notice of the

genius, which seems to have inspired both him, and his devofraudulent pretence to religion, while they conspire
tees.

A

against

it.

Whereof many

instances might be given

;

as the

prefixing that text of holy Scripture to so impure a volume,
on the title page, I John 4. 13. a By this we know that we dwell
in God, and God dwelleth in us, because he hath given us of
his Spirit."

That the preface

to

his

posthumous works

is

quotations out of the Bible ; which it is their
whole design to make signify nothing. The divine authority
whereof, an anonymous defender of his, in that part of his
filled

up with

Specimen artis ratiocinandi, naturaad pantosophiai principia 7nanuducens A
specimen of the art of reasoning, natural and artificial, conducting to the principles of all hinds of wisdom— undertakes to
demonstrate (because, as he says, all religion depends upon
the word of God) by an argument, which, he says, he can

work which he
lis

Sr

entitles,

artificialis

—

many years meditation, the divine grace favouring him, he hath found out, by which he tells us, (p.
24 J, &c.) he is able (to do what, that he knows, no man hath
ever done before him) to demonstrate naturally the truth of
An
the sacred Scripture, that is, That it is the word of God.
argument, he says, able to convince the most pertinacious
Pagan, &c. And it is taken from the idea of God, compared

glory, that after

" 1 am that lam."
with that divine saying, Exod. 3. 14.
Whereupon, what he says, will to any one who attentively
reads shew his design, namely, at once to expose religion, and
hide himself.
divers', as

And

so doth his collusion sufficiently

appear in

extension and thought, and says, they ought to be conceived a?
There he asserts all things to

really distinct. Scholia in Proposition .tenth.

There he makes corporeal substance
substance indivisible, &c. And yet in this work
(vide Scholia in proposition nineteenth) refers us to the former, as if, whets
the one destroys the other, both were firm.

be created by God, here, nothing.
divisible; here, all

CHAP. T.
making the
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soul philosophically mortal, and Christ ianly im-

But if the Philosopher perish for ever,
70, &c.
what will become of the Christian ?
This author also finds great fault with tire instances usually
given to exemplify the common definition of substance, That
mortal,

p.

a being subsisting

?$,

bj/ itself,

or in

itself,

(Manudud,

p.

them not agreeable enough to his
notion
unity and identity of all subof
the
Spinosa\s
master
And
stances, and consequently of the improducibility of any.
he fancies them to contradict themselves, that while they call
the sun, the moon, the earth, this or that tree, or stone, substances, they yet admit them to be produced by another. For
how can it be, saith he, that they should be in, or by themselves, and yet depend on another, as on a subject, or as an
efficient cause ? He is very angry, and says they by it do but
crucify and mock their readers, only because it crosses and
disappoints his and his master's impious purpose of deifying
every substance. And therefore, to serve that purpose as he
fancies the belter, he would more aplly model all things and
reduce them to two distinct kinds only, namely, Of things
that may be conceived primarily and in themselves, without
involving the conception of another and again, of things that
we conceive not primarily and in themselves, but secondarily
and by another, whose conception is involved in their conception.
But all the while, what is there in this, more than what is
common and acknowledged on all hands ? as the sense of the
11,

12.) because he thought

;

trivial distich

he takes the pains to recite,

Summus

But when

Of

all this is

Aristoteles,

granted, what

&c.
is

he nearer his mark

?

and one
some are from another
other only of and from itself.
But then (says he) how are
those former conceived in and by themselves ? Well enough,
that former sort,

still

;

say I
for they are to be conceived, as tiiey are to be defined ;
but the definition of a thing is to express only its own nature
and essence (as Spinosa himself says Scholium second, in proposition eighth) considered apart by itself, into which (as
hath been said) the efficient cause, which is extrinsical to it,
enters not; and without considering whether it exist or exist
not.
Because definitions are of special kinds, or common natures, that exist not as such
not of existing individuals, except the one, only self-subsisting, original Being, of whose
essenco existence is
which Spinosa himself acknowledges,
and makes his twentieth proposition ; as on the other hand
;

;
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"The essence

that

istence"

of things produced by
his twenty-fourth.

is

God

PART

II*

involves not ex-

X. But thai the substance

of things, whose essence involves
whose essence involves it not, should be one
and he same, exceeds all wonder
One would think, so vast-

existence, and
t

!

ly different essences of substance should at least make different
•substances
and that when Spinosa hath told us so expressly,
;

that an

"

attribute of substance constitutes the essence of sub-?

and that all the attributes of substance are distinctly
conceived the conception of the one, not involving the con-;
cepfion of another;" and so do most really differ from
each oth r, and make so many essences therefore, of substance really distinct, (though he once thought otherwise of
the divine attributes, that they did only differ from each other
ratione, and that God was a most simple Being, which he also
takes pains to prove, K. D. Cartes. Princip. Philos. Append,
part. 2d. Cap. 5. p. 117, 118.) one would surely hereupon
stance

•

;

think, that so vastly different attributes, as necessary existence,

and contingent, should constitute the most different substances
imaginable.
For what is an attribute ? Id quod intellectus de
substantia percipit, tanquam ejus essentiam constituens
That
which the understanding perceives concerning' a substance as
Noav the essence
constituting its essence. (Jlefinition fourth.)
of some substance the understanding most clearly perceives

—

as

involving existence in

the essence of such

of

it.

Some

other essence

of somewhat.

"An

And

it

as clearly perceives,

Now this

volves not existence.
told us,

Existence therefore constitutes
is therefore an attribute

it.

substance, and

of what

is it

that in-

sort of essence is the attribute

the attribute

?

Why,

he hath

what the understanding perceives of
constituting its essence ;" therefore, some subattribute

is

substance as
stance hath such an essence as involves not existence.

Now let it hereupon be considered (albeit that I affect not to
give high titles to any reasonings of mine) whether this amount
not to a demonstration against the hypothesis of Spinosa, and
the rest of his way, that all substance is self-existent; and
that, even upon their own principles and concessions, so frequently acknowledging the world to be produced, and not self-.
existent, that even the substance of

it is

produced

also

;

which

they deny, namely, (Manudiict. p. 107.) That whose essence
this unnamed author says, includes not existence, either hath
some substance belonging! io its essence, or it hath not. If
not, it may exist without substance; and then unto what is it
an attribute, or what iloih it modify ? If yea, there is then

2
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some substance, and particularly that of this world, in whose
and that by consequence,
essence, existence is not included
But if any make a
the substance of this world is produced.
difficulty of it to understand, how all being and perfection
;

should be included in tlie Divine Being, and not be very God ;
much is already said to this in the former Part of this discourse, (namely, Chap. 4. Sect. Ill, &c.) that as I shall not
here repeat what hath been said, so 1 think it unnecessary to
say more.
And it is what Spinosa himself had once such sobriety of
mind as to apprehend, when(Prineip. R. D, Cart. Philosoph.
moreGeometr. demonstrat. Append, Part 1. Cap. §.) he says
thus of God, or of increate substance, that God doth emiso

is found formally in created things,
hath that in his own nature, in which all created
and that there
things are contained in a more eminent manner
is some attribute in God, wherein all the perfections, even of
matter, are after a more excellent manner themselves contained.
Having before told us, (Princip. Part 1. Axiom. 8.) That
by eminently, he understood when a cause did contain all the

nently contain that which

that

is,

God

;

reality of

formally,

its

effect

when

it

by
And so he
somewhat sufficiently common

more perfectly, than the

contained

it

effect itself;

in equal perfection.

might have told himself of
(though not uni vocally) to the substance of the Divine Nature,
and that of creatures whereon to found the causality of the
;

But
former, in reference to the latter, as effected thereby.
as he grew older, his understanding either became less clear?
pr Avas more perverted by

ill

design.

CHAP.
J,

II,

Animadversions upon a French writer, nameless. If. His pretence to
confute Spinosa: and the opinion of the world's being made of independent self-existing matter; chosen by him and asserted against two
other opinions.
III. The opinion of matters being created out of noIV. Moses, and the
thing, and charged (falsely) by him with novelty.
author to the Hebrews misalleged, vindicated. V. Self-originate, independent matter disproved asserted by this author with evident self:

contradiction; and without necessity.

J.

13 UT
Jt)

having here done with him and that

shall

now

sort of

men,

I

briefly consider the forementioned author's

TART Ho
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way

of confuting him.
The conceit, that there must be such
a thing as necessary self- subsisting matter, hath I confess
seemed to be favoured by some or other name among the Ethnics of that value, as to have given some countenance to a better cause ; besides some others, who wi'h greater incongruity,
and more injury to it, have professed the Christian name. It
Lath been of late espoused, and asserted more expressly, by
this French gentleman, who hath not thought fit to dignify it
with his name, doubting perhaps whether the acquainting
the world with it, might not more discredit his cause, than his
cause (in this part of it) could better the reputation of his

name. However it be, though my inquiry and credible irw
formation hath not left me ignorant, I shall not give him occasion to think himself uncivilly treated, by divulging what;
he seem6 willing should be a secret. For though it was not
intrusted to me as such, I shall be loath to disoblige him by

whereby that I know 1 can oblige nobody else. It is
enough that his book may be known by its title, Ij Impie conthat,

'

xuincu.

It is

professedly written against the atheism of Spino-

And when I first looked into it, I could not refrain thinking of Plato'* repartee to Diogenes, when the latter undertook
to reprehend the other's pride, that he did it with greater pride.
Although I think not the application is- to be made in the
strictest terms.
For I will neither be so indulgent to Spinosa,
as to reckon that any man's atheism can be greater than his ;
sa.

nor so severe to this his adversary, as positively to conclude
he designed the service of any atheism at all. IJut I think
him at least, unwarily and without any necessity, to have
quitted one of the principal supports of the doctrine of a Deity
and that he hath undertaken the confutation of atheism, upon a
;

ground

that leads to atheism.

He

thinks, it seems, Spinosa not otherwise confutable,
than upon the hypothesis of eternal, independent matter,
which he thus explains in his preface, it being the second
of the three distinct hypotheses whereof he there gives an ac11.

count.

The second,* he
two substances

says,

is

theirs

who

assert

two beings or

increate, eternal, independent, as to their sim-<

pie existence, though very differently
the former whereof is
God, the infinitely perfect Being, Almighty, the Principle of
;

all

perfection

;

and the second, matter, a being essentially imlife, without knowledge ; but

perfect, without power, without

* La seconde

est celle

de ceux qui, &c.

Avertissement.
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capable nevertheless of all these perfections, by impression
from God, and his operations upon it. This he, pretends to
have been the hypothesis of the ancient philosophers and di-

had acknowledged the former hypothesis—
That the world, and the matter of it, were drawn out of
nothing by the infinite power of the first and supreme Being,
which itself alone was eternal and independent," was the hypothesis of the greater part of Christian divines, and philosophers.) And this second, he says, is the hypothesis which
lie shall follow, rejecting th6 first, but now mentioned
and in
opposition to the third, which makes the world and its production to be nothing else than an emanation of the Divine Substance, whereby a part of itself is formed into a world.
And
this, he says, was the opinion of the ancient Gnostics and
Priscillianists, and is for the most part of the Cabbalists, of the
new Adamiles or the illuminated, and of an infinite number of
Asiatic and Indian philosophers.
III. To qualify the ill savour of that second opinion which
he follows, he would have us believe it to be the more creditable,
than the (rejected) first, which he says is a new tiling in the world,
and that it was not born until some ages after Christ; which is
vines (after he
*'

—

;

—

spoken without proof. And whereas he tells us,
he takes notice, that Tertullian was the first that maintained it
against a Christian philosopher, who defended the eternal
existence of matter
he had only reason to take notice, That
the philosopher he mentions, was the first, that calling himself a Christian, had the confidence to assert an opinion so repugnant to Christianity and to "all religion, and who therefore first gave so considerable an occasion to one who was a
Christian indeed, to confute it.
Nor was Hermogenes a much
more creditable name with the orthodox, ancient Christians,
than those wherewith he graces the third opinion, besides the
other ill company which might be assigned it, if that were a
convictive way of fighting, by names.
IV. And for what he adds. That Moses was, he dares say, of
his opinion; because he only gives such an account of the
creation, as that it was made of an unformed pre-existent matter
and the apostle Paul to the Hebrews, saying, God drew
these visible things out of those that were not visible.
He
shews indeed, more daringncss than solid judgment, in venturing to say the one or the other upon so slender ground. As
if every thing were false, which Moses and Paul did not s;iy.
But it appears rather from his way of quoting, (who, it is like.
gratis dictiun

:

:
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much concern himself to turn over

Bible, that he might be

PART Ui
the leaves of th£

sure to quote right,) that

God

did

unformed matter, as he calls it. For it is expressly
said, God created heaven, and earth, and that this earth (not
matter) was without form, and void. Gem 1. 1, 2.
And if this
unformed earth and matter be, as with him It seems, all one,
then the unformed matter is said to have been created. For God
is said to have created that unformed earth
which must indeed
exist unformed.} previously to its being brought into form
but
not prior to all creation. And the same thing must be understood
of the unformed heaven too, though Moses's design was to give
us a more distinct account of what was nearer us, and wherein
we were more concerned. And indeed, it seems most agreeable
to the letter of the text$ and to the following history, so to un-*
" In the beginning God created heaven
derstand those words
and earth, " namely That in the beginning, he created that,
which afterwards became heaven and earth, that is, unform*
ed matter. For heaven and earth as now they are, or as they
were in their formed stat.e$ were not created in a moment, in
create that

;

;

;

^

the very beginning
but in several successive days, as the fol»
lowing history shewSi And so much Tertullian aptly enough
intimates to that Pseudo-christian Hermogenes, Terrte nomeii
redigit in materiam.) &cThe name of earth he reduces into
Nor is Hob. Ih 3. capable of being tortured into
matter, Sfbi
any sense more favourable to his gross fancy, which (as the
Greek tvxt y if any will consult it$ shews) doth not sayj The
tilings that are seen were made of tilings not appearing, but
were not made of things appearing. As to what he adds .touching the word creer, &c. I let it pass, not liking to contend
about words often promiscuously used.
V". But shall apply myself to the consideration of the thing
;

—

and shew how inconsistently this author asserts
independent matter, both with the truth and with himself;
and also how unnecessarily he doth it, and that the defence of
the common cause against Spinosa, did no way oblige him to it.
First, How inconsistently he asserts it, 1. With the truth o£
in question,

the thing

;

for,

and necessarily, is
must do Spinosa that right, as to ac-<
knowledge he hath, in asserting it, done right to truth though
the grounds upon which he asserts it, are most perniciously
But I conceive it is capable of being clearly proved
false.
(and hath been proved, Part 1st.) otherwise, namely, that ne(1.)

infinite.

Whatsoever

And

exists independently

herein

I

;
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cessary, self-originate Being,

bring, whether actual or possible
tually brought in to being,
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the root and fountain

is

which

is

;

since there

is

of all

nothing* ac-

not actually from

it,

and no-

And
thing possible, but whose possibility depends upon it.
that which virtually comprehends all being, actual and possible, cannot but be infinite.
For without the compass of such
all-comprehending Being, there is nothing to bound it. And

what
upon

is

bounded by nothing,

is

unbounded or

infinite.

matter plainly appears not to be of

also,

itself.

WhereFor

if it

Mere, for the same reason it must be infinite and all-comprehending. But nothing were more apparently contradictious
and sell-repugnant, than the assertion of two all-comprehending beings
and if there be but one, that matter is not that one.
;

But

must be a necessary, self-originate, intelligent
Being, which is the root of all being, 1 conceive already sufficiently proved in (he former part of this discourse. Wherein
it is also shewn, that finite created beings, arising from that
infinite self-originate one, limit it not, nor do detract any thing
from iiii infinity, but concur to evidence its infinity rather
inasmuch as they could never have been, had they not been before
contained within the productive power of that iucreate self-originate being.
It is, by the way, to be noted that the notion of
infinity we now intend, doth not merely import unconfinedness
to this or that certain space, (though it include that too,) for
that, alone, were a very maimed, defective notion of infiniteness.
But we understand by it the absolute all-comprehending
profundity and plenitude of essence and perfection. Whereupon, it signifies nothing to the preserving entire the infinity
of the self-originate, intelligent Being, only to suppose it such,
as that it can permeate all the space that can be taken up by
another (supposed) self-originate being.
For still, since its
essence were of itself, it were not virtually contained in the
other. Which therefore would evince that other not to be in
that

it

;

the true sense infinite.

Whereupon we

Prove the impossibility of independent, self-originate
from the known, agreed notion of God, namely.
That he is a Being absolutely perfect, or comprehensive of all
perfection. Even they that deny his existence, confess (though
(2.)
matter,

to the contradiction of themselves) this to be the notion of the

thing they deny.
Now, though this assertor of independent
matter acknowledges it a being essentially imperfect, he can
only mean by that, less perfect ; not that it hath, simply, no
perfection

at,

all.

It

is

idle trifling, to

brangle about words.

Perfection hath been wont to go for ah attribute of being.

vol.

i.
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a being
it must therefore have some perfection, some
goodness, be of some value. Is it not better than nothing; ?
calls

it

;

Then, that perfection must be eminently contained in God
how is he a Being comprehensive of all perfection ?
The imperfections of mailer belong not to him nor of any
thing else.
For imperfection is nothing nor do the perfections of any creature belong to him formally, or in the same
Special kind, but eminently, and in a higher and more noble
kind.
And so, to have, all being and perfection, either for his
own, or within his productive power, cannot, without contradiction, be denied of him, who is confessed to be God.
And
otherwise,

;

:

again, to be able to create, is surely a perfection.
tency, more a perfection than partial iinpotency.
fore to assert matter could not be created

by God,

is

OmnipoWhereto assert

an impotent, imperfect God. Or (since God can be conceived
under no other notion than of a Being absolutely perfect) to
assert none at all.
(').) This supposition not only denies to God all perfection,
but it ascribes to matter, which he himself confesses the meanest
sort of being, (as shortly it will be fitter to take further notice,)
the high excellency of self-subsistence, the first and most fundamental of all divine perfections.
(4.) If matter be, as such, an independent, self-originate
thing, then every part or particle of matter must be so.
And
then, let such matter be supposed to fill up infinite space, we
shall have an infinite number of independent entities, co-existing for ever
for a finite number cannot replenish infinite
space
or let it be supposed (more agreeably to the pretended
sentiments of this author) confined within the limits of the
formed universe and how unreasonably is such a thing as
independent matter, supposed to be of itself, limited to one
spot of immense space
For let the universe be supposed
finite, though ever so vast, it must yet be conceived but as a
minute spot, to the infinite unbounded vacuity that lies without it; and which yet he seems to acknowledge replenished
with the Divine Being.
Now let a man set himself to consider,
and try how easy it will be to his thoughts to conceive one
little portion of boundless space, taken up with a mean being,
next to nothing, that is of itself there, and cannot but be
there, and nowhere else, imposed upon the infinitely perfect
Being the all-wise and almighty God, who fills up all space
unavoidably and from all eternity, so that he could not, if
he thought it a cumber, disencumber or rid himself of it and
rather seemed of necessity, than of choice, to have made a
;

:

;

!

;

;

,.Jf
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world of it, as not knowing else what to do with it with which
imagination also the youth of the world so ill agrees, for why
;

then was

it

But

(5.)

so lately
it

made

?

further seems very evident,

and more

fully evi-

dential of the absurdity of this conceit, that if there were such

matter, the world

could never have been

made of

For

it.

how

great alterations must such rude, undigested, unformed
matter have undergone, in forming of such a world as this ?

But what greater inconsistency can we imagine, than that
what exists necessarily, or of itself, should be alterable ?
What is of itself what it is, must be eternally and without
change what it is. So absurd, as well as profane, it will be
to ascribe to dull and senseless matter, or to any thing else, so
peculiar and appropriate an attribute and name as that of
the Deity, 7 am that I am.
For, hereupon, such matter were
not only supposed vainly and to no purpose, being never
possible to be

the matter of the

world, but destructively,

and against the very purpose that should be served by it.
For such matter being supposed to occupy the space of the
formed world, must exclude thence any other matter of which
it could be formed
and make it, consequently, impossible
there should ever have been any such world as this, where the
supposition itself makes it be.
This see discoursed more at
large, Part 1. Ch. 2.
;

(6.) And whereas his great reason for such self-originate, independent matter, namely, the imagined impossibility of creation, or that any thing can be produced out of nothing, (which
so far as is needful, we partly have, and further shall consider, in its proper place,) doth as much oppose the creation
of any spiritual being, as material.
If all that hath been said
in the former Part of this discourse, and by many authors besides, do sufficiently prove there are such spiritual or imma-

beings that are created, or are not of themselves and
property of thought, which is found belonging to
them, matter is not capable, (which I shall think to have been

terial

;

that, of the

done until I see the contrary evinced,) we must judge him
very absurdly to have asserted such self-originate, independent matter.
And as lie hath asserted it very inconsistently
with the truth of the thing so
2. It will appear he hath done
;

For
He acknowledges God

it

as little consistently

with

himself.
(1.)
fait,

be Uelre infniment partoute perfection
a
perfect, almighty, and the principle of all

tout puissant,

Being- infinitely

8c

h

to

principe de

—
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Now how is he infinitely perfect,
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include not

all

perfection

?

How

is
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being
he almighty, if he cannot
if his

How is

he the fountain or principle of all perfection, if the perfection of matter (which, as hath been said,
though he make it essentially imperfect, must have some perfection belonging to it, since it is not mere nothing) be not
eminently comprehended in his being ?
Besides that here acknowledging God to be omnipotent*
and having denied the necessary, eternal, independent matcreate

ter,

?

which he imagines

to

be

infinite,

fined to the created universe only

;

I

but limited .and con-

would hereupon demand

of him, Cannot the blessed God, if he please, create many
worlds ? If he say, No, then how is he omnipotent? If Yea,
of what matter must they be made ? Not of his (imagined)

—

necessary, independent matter, for of that really none could:

but according to him the present universe is made
it is already taken up, and pre-engaged therein, and it is limited
thereto.
Therefore the matter is yet to be created, of which
the other worlds are to be made ; and it can be so, otherwise
no more worlds can be made : and thereupon the great God is,
not without blasphemy, said to have gone to the utmost of his
power, to have done in this kind all that he can. And this
must be said, by this author, in express contradiction to the
truth of the thing, to the most common and agreed idea or
notion of the Divine Being; and now, most apparently, to
:

And

himself.

therefore his high rant against Spinosa, p. 47,

more orthodox than himself,) That he conphilosophy being and perfection, Pretendant
que, ce qui est, ft tie ten ferine aucune negation d'etre, est line
perfection, S$c.
Pretending that whatsoever is, and includes
48,

(in this point

founds

his

in

—

not in

its

notion

and

any negation of being,

is

a perfection,

8?c.

is

much

without cause, as what he afterwards says
about it is without sense. For he adds, That for his part he finds
nothing more false or extravagant
and why so ? Because
then pain and sorrow must be reckoned among perfections,
and such real perfections as are worthy of God, or a Being
infinitely perfect.
And upon this, he triumphs over such
men, as supplanters of the Deity, instead of defenders of so
great a Being, and as having lost their senses and their reason,
&c. But if he had not lost his own, and abandoned himself to
that fury and rage of insolence which he there imputes to his
opposers, he might have been capable of so much calm and
vain,

as

;

sober consideration, as to have bethought himself, that
creatures, a sense of pain, real grief

among

and sorrow, correspond2
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ent to their
stupidity,
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present, true causes, import more perfection, than
and if so, though
insensibleness, and apathy
TIIF.

;

pain and grief cannot formally agree to the most perfect being of God, to -whom their causes cannot agree, that the life
and pcrcipiency do eminently agree to him, by which he can
apprehend an injury, though not a real hurt, (which he can
therefore only not apprehend, not because the perceptive
principle is wanting, but the object.) and by the power of imparting whereof, he is able to make a creature capable of pain
and grief, where the objects shall (as they may deservedly)
occur, and meet the perceptive principle and that the power
of making such a creature, is a greater perfection than an
;

impotency of doing

it.

Which

not, consistently with himself,

ledged him a Being

perfection, therefore, he could

deny

to

God, having acknow-

infinitely perfect, or

comprehensive of all

perfection.
(2.)

Nor doth he assert necessary increate matter, consistentown reasonings for the possibility of a vacuum,

ly with his

(p. 110.) where he takes it for granted, that God can aneanttr une petite partie de la matiere, 8pc. -^-annihilate some small

particle of matter, one stone, for example, or one grain of
Which how ridiculously is it supposed, by one who
sand.

supposes such matter necessarily self-existent

!

For who

sees

not that necessity of existence, and impossibility of non-existence, do infer one another, or signify rather the same thing.

Therefore, no man, except Spinosa, could be at once more
daring and more unhappy than this author. And as it hath
thus appeared, that he hath asserted such self-originate, independent matter, very inconsistently both with the truth of the
thing and with himself; so,
Secondly, It will also appear he hath done it very unnecessarily ; and particularly, without that necessity Avhich he pretends of answering Spinosa.
For there is no necessity of it so
much as pretended, upon any account besides that of the
common maxim, that nothing can come out of nothing the
sense whereof must first be inquired before it can be understood, how far it will serve his purpose, or infer the necessity
of independent matter. The sense of it must either be this
That a being could never arise out of no-being, of itself, without a pre-existeht, creative cause
which is most evidently
true, but as evidently not to his purpose
or this
That what
once was not, could never be produced into being by a preexistent, omnipotent Cause
which were to his purpose, but
;

;

:

:

—
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by apparent self-contradiction, untrue.* And

it have so much as the least semblance of
Either the authority of the maxim, or some plausible
For its authority : though (hat •which he claims to it
reason.
of the ancient philosophers were little considerable, if ever
so truly claimed, we have no ground to think it otherwise

what can make
truth

?

claimed than most untruly. Its authority, as he represents
depends upon a worse authority. lie is so modest as to
expect it to be believed, upon his bare word, that this was
the opinion of all the ancient philosophers before Christ's
But if
time; while yet he thinks not fit to tell us his name.
their reasonings from it be considered, that generations are
it,

out of matter, and corruptions are into matter, we have
no cause to apprehend they understood it otherwise than
that natural agents did neither create nor annihilate any
Besides that, there is positive ground enough to conthing.
clude, that the more instructed and wiser Pagans, long before
Christ's time, did believe all things to have sprang from one
self-subsisting original, matter itself not being
excepted. As, with the Egyptians, the inscription of the temple at Sais shews, " I am all that is, or was, or shall be, &c."
and with the Grecians, their worshipping God, under the
name of .Prt/z ; which could mean no other thing, than that
they thought the Deity to comprehend eminently or virtually
And
all being besides, in its creative or productive power.
we have reason to think that Pagan philosophers since Christ,
intelligent,

such asHierocles, Jambliehus, Porphyry, Plotinus, &c. who
(as others have observed) were manifestly of this sentiment,
understood the minds of the more ancient philosophers as well
as this French gentleman ; nor do they pretend to contradict

them herein.

And for the reason of the thing itself, he hath not the least
appearance of any on his part, but that, because the finite power
of a creature cannot bring a thing out of nothing, therefore
omnipotency cannot; which is so far from concluding for
him, that (as hath been intimated) it manifestly contradicts
For how is that omnipoitself, and concludes the contrary.
implies not a contrathat
thing
tency, which cannot do every
diction ? And how is that a contradiction, that what once was
not, should afterwards come to be ? there being no objective
impossibility or intrinsic repugnancy in the thing itself to exist,
*

Of

this see at lar^e Dr.

Cudworth's Intellectual System.
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—

but that it were truly ens possibile a possible agent /(and we
are out of doubt concerning matter for instance, or whatsoever
else we are sure doth exist, that it could exist ;) and supposing
also that there be a sufficient, causative power, to make it exist,
and what cause can be more sufor produce it into being
ficient than an omnipotent one, such as our author confesses
God to be? Nor doth he deny that there are intelligent spirits,
that were not of themselves; only he would have us think
them but finer matter, impressed with intellectual power. But
what akin is a mind to matter, except his own ? .And supposing a mind or intellect be stamped upon matter, it is then
but added to it, not drawn out of it, as if matter had before
contained it. And even thus, since mind or intellect is not
nothing, (unless he will say himself differs by nothing from
unthinking clay,) we have something out of nothing. And who
can think it more impossible to Oinnipotency, to create matter,
than a mind ?
But if he reckon thought, or intellect, is contained in matter, or included in tlie notion of it, then matter, as such, must
be intelligent, and consequently all matter and this will be
absurdity enough, to give him as good a title to the privilege
of not being reasoned against, as, from his magisterial way of
writing, we may count Spinosa thought himself to have. Nor
indeed will it leave any man so much as a conjecture at the
reason why he should pretend to differ from him. For who
can imagine, why his matter, endued with the attributes of extension and thought, might not do as well as Spinosa's sub:

;

stance

Or

?

he think matter, as such, to have only seminal reason
or intellect in it. antecedently to his supposed divine impress
upon it, how will that agree with his making it esseyitiellement
imparfait essrn/iaf/j/ imperfecta (Preface.) Or what means
his added capable neanmoins, its being nevertheless capable
of all such perfections by the impression of God upon it ?
Is that capacity something, or nothing ? Or what sense is it to
make it capable of having those perfections, which it is essential
if

—

to

it

not to have

And

surely,

v

?

as he will

attribute

to

matter more perfec-

he intended, so he will attribute less to God. For
at. this rate, attribute no more to him, than hath been

tion than

he will,
generally ascribed to ordinary natural agents
that is, to produce into actual being, out of matter, that whereto there was
;

in

it

some seminal disposition

before.
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And

here, indeed,

power

is
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Ift

the source of his error, his reducing

measures of finite an insolent presuming
Omnipotency, and making that simply impossible even to Almightincss itself, which is only so to created,
And to this purpose, I find some reasonings in
agents.
infinite

to the

;

to circumscribe

Sextus Empiricus, who tells us how the sceptics attempt to
prove (besides their disputing against the other three sorts of
causation) that ao-u^xlov an incorporeal thing, cannot be «/]«»
ci^x^.
the cause of any thing corporeal ; arguing (and slightly enough) from the common methods of subordinate agents,
to the operations of the supreme Cause.
Nor is it apprehensible, how one can find a medium
or while they make

—

—

:

matter independent, how not to make God dependent.And when the author Ave are concerned with took a
friendly notice of Hermogenes' consent with him upon this
subject, he might as well have been at the pains to consider
somewhat of what Tertullian wrote against him, that hereby,
in

some respect,

when

God

is

made

inferior

and

subject to

)n otter,

he could not have made a world. JSJateria
suptrior invenitur, quce illi eopiam operandi subministraxit,
loithont

it

Dcus subject us material videtur, cujus substantia; eguit ;
nemo non subjicilur ei cujus eget, 6,-c. Ever// one is subject to
what he stands in need of. Terlull. contra Hermog.

<!y

—
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III.

II.

Directions to readers not wont

grounds of their religion. III. A summary and
plainer proposal unto such, of what hath heen said in the former Part,
concerning God's existence and conversableness with men. IV. The
reasonableness (so much being already evinced) of alleging, and reto inquire into the

lying upon the testimony of the holy Scriptures: First, The expressness of that testimony concerning the unity of the Godhead, the
trinity therein.

The

Secondly,

The

absolute perfection of the Divine

Na-

God's knowledge, power, goodness, and presence.
Fourthly, His propensions towards men, and aptness (supposing there were no obstruction) to human converse matters of doubt herein resolved.
ture.

Thirdly,

infiniteness of

:

AND having thus

I.

Jt\_

far established

and vindicated so prinThat

cipal a ground-work in this important cause,

—

an absolutely perfect Being,
distinct from all things else
and a proper Object of religion,
or whereto a temple, and all the worship thereof, duly belong
I shall now only sutler myself to be a little further diverted
from my intended course, apprehending that their case is
also to be considered, who have beea less accustomed to this
course, of reasoning out to themselves the principles of their
religion
unto whom therefore what hath been hitherto attempted may seem, if not obscure in its parts, yet so tiresome in the whole, as not to meet with patience enough to
trace the design that hath been driven on, to its issue and
period ; it being very incident to unexercised and less-attentive readers, to lose their thread, and forget the scope of a
discourse, and so still have the truth to seek even in the midst
of it. And if what hath been hitherto said, prove unsatisfying to any, that justice must be done to the cause itself and
to them, as to avow that it must rather proceed either from
this infirmity in the reader, or from the unskilfulness of the
writer to propound things happily and to advantage
than
either from the inevidence of the things themselves, or from
want of capacity, even in an ordinary understanding. Nor doth
any undertaking seem more feasible, or less to be despaired
vol. i.
°q
"what

is

necessarily, or of

itself,

is

;

—

:

;

,
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than plainly and salisfyingly to evince, to an unprejudiced
understanding that shall attend, these first foundations of religion and a temple, namely, That God is
and That he
is conversable with men, or is such as is capable and apt to
receive worship from them, and impart blessedness to them.

of,

—

;

We shall therefore
as to

endeavour

so far interrupt the current of this discourse,

this,

more principal things

by giving a brief and plain sum of the
that have been said to this purpose al-

ready.

But to prepare for it, must desire you that have not been,
employ your minds this way, to observe the fol-

II.

as yet, v/ont to

lowing directions.
First3 That you would not give place to discouragement,
nor think too meanly of Ihe understanding whereby God hath
distinguished you from the. inferior creatures.
There is that,
mind and spirit in man, which doth compass many things of
far greater difficulty than it is here to be employed about;
though it can be exercised about nothing of so great consequence. That apprehensive poAver that can take in the orderly frame of such notions as are requisite to the exact skill of
numbering or of measuring things, of navigation, of trade,
of managing the common affairs of human life that can lay
down to itself such prudent maxims and rules whereby the
inconveniencies may in great part be avoided which are incident to common conversation, and the advantages gained
;

which may serve one's own private and secular interests ;
that understanding which can do all this, would far more easily
comprehend as much as is needful to the certain knowledge
of God's existence, and that he is such as we ought to worship,
and may enjoy, if it apply itself hereto. Do not so despair as
not to make an attempt; you know not the strength of your
own mind until you have tried it.
Secondly, That you indulge not, or do not suffer yourselves
to be insensibly seized by a mean and sordid sloth.
Set your
thoughts awork with vigorous diligence. Give not out before
you have well begun. Resolve, since you have a thinking
power about you, you will use it to this most necessary purpose and hold your thoughts to it. See that your mizids do
not presently tire and flag that you be rationally peremptory,
and soberly obstinate, in this pursuit yield not to be diverted.
Disdain, having minds that can reach up to the great Original
and Author of all things, that they should be confined to this
dirty earth, or only to things low and mean.
Thirdly, Look on things that are ratioually evident to your
;

;

:
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understandings, as equally certain with what you see with
your eyes. Are you not as sure that two and two make four
(which judgment is the act of your mind) as that this thing

which you look upon
figure

?

Do

is

black or white, or of this or that shape or
own understandings, as to

not so debase your

think nothing certain that comes under their judgment.

It is

be deceived in many things, and
so us your sense too
but if your sense could make you certain of nothing, what would become of justice and government among men ?
could take an oath before a magistrate ?
What would become of the common actions and affairs
of life ? How could you eat or drink, or buy or sell, if you
could not certainly distinguish one thing from another ? Some
things are so plain as that you can be in no doubt about them,
as that this is bread, not a stone
that a horse, not a sheep ;
otherwise all the world must stand still, and all commerce and
true, they are apt

enough

to

;

Who

;

action cease.

And if there were
may certainly

minds, that you
least, this is true

would beat

and that

not some things sure to your
say, in some plain cases at

false, this right

and that wrong, you

Otherwise, you might be apt to
think a part of a thing greater than the whole, or that the
same man might be at London and at Kome at the same time ;
and you might be as ready to kill your own father astodohiin
reverence, or to commit robbery upon jour rich neighbour as
relieve the poor, and judge the one as good an action as the
as great a loss.

other.

Fourthly, As any particular thing is offered to you, for
we are here aiming at, consider it well by itself,
before you go further
and think thus, Is this plain and certain, yea or no ?
If at the first sight you think it not so, observe diligently what is brought for the proof of it, and seo
whether now it be not manifestly certain and when you once
the purpose

;

;

your mind as a certainty say, Thus far I
am sure. Let not your thoughts run back to this as a doubtful thing any more, or unravel their own work
but make use
of it as a certainty, to your further purpose.
III. Being thus prepared, take this brief account of what
hath before been discoursed more at large.
First, As to this first and great principle,
That there is a
God. Be but patient of being led by the hand a few easy steps
in a way that is in some part sufficiently beaten, or at least that
is sufficiently plain, and it is to be hoped you will soon see
that matter put out of all doubt.
Let this then be your first
find

it is,

fix

it

in

;

;

—

step;
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That somewhat or other there

1.

is, that hath been from
and of itself, without dependence upon
If this be not at the first view evident to you,

all eternity necessarily

any

thing- else.

it seem too large a step, we will divide it into parts
and consider well what is said for the proof of it, by these de-

or if

;

grees.

(1.) Somewhat or other must ever have been: for otherwise, how could any thing come to be at all ? Do you think

was

was nothing at all in being, of one
any thing should have come into being ?
No surely, for which way should it be ? It could not be made
by another, there being no other to make it and it could not
make itself, itself being as yet nothing. But sure you can
easily apprehend, that to make a thing be, is to do something
and as easily, that what is nothing, can do nothing. Therefore, when your own eyes tell you that something now is,
you may be as sure, as of what you see with your eyes, that
somewhat or oilier hath ever been. Say with yourself, Somewhat now is, therefore somezchat hath exer been. If you disit

possible, if ever there

sort or other, that

;

;

cern not the clearness of this consequence, take the opposite to
it: Nothing now is, therefore nothing zcill ever be; it is as
broad as long.
(2.) You may next proceed thus, that something or other
hath been of itself ; that is, without depending upon any
thing else, or being beholden to any other thing for its being.
Now here pause a while, and consider what is said to make
Either you must acknowledge something
this plain to you.
hath ever been of itself, or you must say that all things that
are, or ever have been, were from another, without any exBut mark now, if you say that all things that .arc,
ception.
or ever have been, without excepting any, were from another,
you contradict yourself for besides all things that are, or
ever have been, without excepting any, there is not another
;

whom

they could be. Therefore it is impossible that all
things without exception should have been from another ;
whence then it is plain that something must have been of
itself, without depending for its being upon any thing else :
for it will come to the same contradiction, if you say all things
depend upon some other since there is nothing beyond all
things : therefore, to say that all things depend, is to say they
depend on nothing, that is, they do not depend. And to say

from

;

they have all depended on one another for their being, or made
one another, is altogether as absurd for it will make the Avholc
compass or circle of all being to depend upon nothing, or come
;
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at length to litis, that some one made itself, or even {which is
more gross) made its own maker unless you will rest in some
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III.

;

one that made all the other, and was itself not made by any of
them.
If you do not apprehend this yourself, desire anyone
that hath a belter understanding to explain it to you, and
you will soon seethe matter intended by it to be as evident as
your heart can wish. And so this will be out of question with
you That somewhat was of itself ; which added to what was
proved before, comes to this That somewhat was ever of
itself.
And both these thus conjoined, plainly appear from
what hath been said. For we have seen that nothing could
possibly make itself, (which would absurdly imply, that before,
it both was and was not,) and therefore, whatsoever was of
itself, must ever have been, or never had beginning of being.
80 much then, I suppose, you take to be most certain, that
.something hath ever been of itself.
Whereupon you may
further add,
I hope
(.9.) That what was ere r of itself, was necessarily.
you understand what is meant by being necessarily, that is,
being so as that it could not possibly but be. You may perceive that some things are so as that it was possible they might
not have been, as a house, a town, a garment, or whatsoever
was made by such makers as might have chosen whether they
would have made it, or no. Yea, or whatsoever is any way
made to be, having before not been for what once was not, it
But to be neis manifest it was then possible for it not to be.
cessarily, is to be so as that it could never possibly but have
that is, that which is necessarily, is somewhat of so
been
excellent a nature, as that it could never be out of being.
IS'ow what was ever of itself, it was in this sense necessarily ;
namely, so as that the excellency of its nature was such, as
could never permit that it should not be whence the name
Nothing can
agrees peculiarly and always thereunto.
I
otherwise be of itself, (not by making itself, which you have
seen is impossible,) but by an everlasting possession of that
excellency of being, which excludes all possibility of not being.
It depends upon no one's choice or power, whether that which
is of itself shall be or not be.
(4.) What hath thus ever been necessarily, still is, and
will ever be ; which is plain upon the same ground. What
could never but be, can never but be for its nalure is such,
as whereto not to be is impossible.
Otherwise, if its nature
had not been such, there being nothing else by which it should

—

—

;

;

;

AM

;

be made,

it

could never have been.

Wherefore thus

far you.
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have firm footing in (his first step no part of the ground
which it measures shakes under you. Yon may say you are
sure of this
That somewhat there now is, that hath been
from all eternity, necessarily and of itself, without dependence upon any thing else, and that can never cea.^e to be.
Set this down therefore for a certainty, and then add
302

;

—

—
to

it,

That whatsoever is not necessarily and of itself, is from
and by that which is necessarily and of itself, as the first Author and Cause thereof.
This is so certain, that nothing
needs to be said for the proof of it more than hath been said
already, so that you do but understand the meaning of it
which you cannot but do, if you consider that all things that
are, or ever were, must be of these two sorts, namely, what
was of itself, and what was not of itself, but from another
therefore, what is not of the first sort, must be of the second
and
that is, what was not of itself, must be from another
then, what other must it be from ? Surely from what was of
itself, as its first and chief cause, whatsoever interior or secondary causes it may have had besides, that were before it,
caused by that first. So that you now have plainly before you,
find in view, some or other eternal, necessary Being, not only
to be considered as it is in itself, but as the original and root
of all besides. Then go forward a little, and further add,
3. Neither this visible world, nor any thing of it, is necessarily, or of itself, without depending upon any thing else ;
and was therefore created and made by some more excellent Being that was so, and is quite distinct and diverse from
it.
That this may be made evident to you, consider,
(I.) That whatsoever is changeable or imperfect, and
capable of becoming more perfect, is not necessarily, and of
itself, without dependence on any thing else.
For what is of
itself necessarily, and without dependence on any other, must
nave whatsoever belongs to it, all at once for from whence
should any addition or change happen any way to it ? Not from
any other, for it no more depends on another for addition, than
it is liable to diminution by another, being what it is, necessarily, or from itself: for nothing can impart or add what it hath
not and what it hath was in it before, and was in it necessarily,
and therefore unalterably, and without possibility of any change.
Now you know this visible world is continually changing, and
in an imperfect state
and we may add, that there is somewhat
invisible, of whose present being we are certain, that was not.
of itself, and that did not make this world.
For instance, we
2.

:

;

;

;

;

;
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are certain of the present being- of onr own mind and spirit,
which we cannot see with our eyes, but by self-reflection we

we have somewhat in us that can think. Nor is there
any thing that comes under our immediate, certain observation, more excellent than man himself, especially his mind
and soul. And do you not yourself know, and find hovr
changeable, indigent, and imperfect that is ? Therefore you
may be sure it is not of itself, nor the maker of this visible
are sure

world.

If all the

men

in the

world should join

all

their wit

and power together, which way would they go to work to make
such a world as this ? Yea, or even to make one single pile
of grass, or grain of sand ? Which way can you devise then,
they should make the sun or
is

plain, then, that all this

stars, or such an earth as this ? It
worid had a maker, distinct from

itself.
is of itself, is more excellent than
This you cannot but assent to at the
first sight
for besides that you must needs acknowledge it
better to live of one's self, than to be beholden to another, you
must also know that whatever being is not of itself, hath no
excellency in it, but what was in that being that was of itself

Whatsoever being

(2.)

what

is

not of

itself.

:

before

;

and therefore

had

it

in

it

the excellency that

all

is

proceeded from it, (unabated because in it necessarily,) together with the proper excellency of its own being,
whereas the other sort of beings have but their own derived
Wherefore this also is most evident, that
excellency only.
this world had a maker distinct from and more excellent than
itself, that changes not, and whereto that name most properly
agrees, I
THAT I AM. Being sure of this, you may proceed, and conclude,
4. That the things which are manifestly not of themselves,
but created and made, do plainly shew that the maker of them
doth excel in power, wisdom, and goodness. The greatness
of his works shews his mighty power the nature, exactness,
and order of them, his admirable wisdom and his own selfsufficiency, and independency on the things made, shew his rich
and vast goodness in making them, as you may see more at
large in Part I.
Now therefore, if you have attended, you
cannot but find that you are sure and at a plain certainty concerning these four things
That somewhat was ever, and is
necessarily
that what was not so, did arise from that which
was
that this Avorld being not so, did therefore spring
from that eternal, necessary, self-subsisting Being; and that
this Being hath those particular excellencies, whereof there
in

such

tilings as

AM

r

;

;

:

;

—

;

—

—

—
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are the manifest appearances and footsteps in the works that
are made by him, (namely, especially power, wisdom, and goodness,) in himself.

And

thus the invisible things of

him from

the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by
the things that are made, even his eternal power and godhead

them not are without excuse. Rom. 1.
any thing is, you may be sure somewhat was ever of itself: if you be sure any thing that was
not of itself hath appearances of power, wisdom, and goodness in the frame of it, you maybe sure that that Being which
was of itself is the powerful, wise, and good Creator and Maker
That
of it.
It is to be hoped, then, you are at a certainty,
so that they

20.

who

see

If you be sure that

—

God is.
Secondly, And now as to the second principle, that hath
been insisted on also in 1\\c former Part, 1 'hat this God is conYou cannot surely doubt, but that he
versable with inert.
that made you, and gave you all that any way belongs to your
being, can apply himself to you, or any of his creatures, in a
way suitable to the natures which he hath put into you and
nor that he is ready to Converse with you, in a way
them
suitable to the nature he hath given you, if you be such
towards him, and so apply yourself to him, as you ought.
For it is not a greater thing to do so, nor more exceeding or
going beyond the reach of his power, wisdom, and goodness,
as you caimot but see, than to have given being to you, and

—

;

all tilings.

But now if what is further discoursed in that former Part,
concerning the oneness of the Divine Being, and the infinite*ness thereof, or concerning any other perfections there particularly asserted unto it, seem not so plain to you as is requisite to guide and facilitate your applications to him ;
what hath been more plainly said in this, is however sufficient,
as more primarily fundamental and prerequisite to that
further knowledge of his nature and will towards you, which
in another way is to be had and sought after.
A cloud and darkness are now drawn over the world of
mankind and though it be still very easily discernible that
God is) it is yet more difficult to attain to so distinct apprehensions what he is, as are necessary to our conversing with him.
Against this difficulty, he hath afforded a gracious relief;
that is, he hath provided there should be a more express discovery of him extant among men, than can be collected by
:

making observations upon this world. The case was
such with man, (grown now so great a stranger to God,) as to re-

their
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quire a written revelation of his nature and will; and we have
it in those scriptures which bear with us the name of the word
of God. It were indeed very unseasonable and absurd, to

urge their authority in the inquiry, whether there be a God
or no ? For what authority have they more than other writings,
but as they are God's word ? Therefore to expect or give
assent to them as such, while yet it remains an undecided controversy, whether there be any such one, or no, for whose
sake the assent should be given, were to expose our religion,
These holy writings were not intended, by
not to prove it.
their affirmation of it, to inform us of God's existence, which
they suppose, and do not prove, as a thing we may otherwise
be certain of; but to teach us our duty towards him, and
what our expectations may be from him and do therefore
give us a true representation and discovery of his nature, (so
far as it was needful for us preparatively first to know it,) and
then next, of the present state of things between him and us,
that we might be directed how to apply ourselves to him suitably to both the one and the other.
It is true, that we can
never know that there is a God, without knowing somewhat
cannot so much as
of his nature, or what a one he is.
inquire whether he be or no, but we must have some notion
in our minds of the thing we inquire about ; and so much as
is necessary to this purpose, may be plainly gathered in the
way we have gone hitherto. For if we understand the difference between something and nothing, between being and no
being, and find that something is, or that there is some being;
and again, if we understand the difference between a thing's
being of itself, and being of or from another, and find the
former must be the original of the latter, we cannot but understand ourselves, when we say there is an Original Being.
And having some understanding what is meant by power,
wisdom, and goodness
withal finding that not only the
effects of these, but these very things themselves, are in the
world, we cannot but be sure (because these things come
not of nothing) that the Original Being is powerful, wise,
and good. And now when we have thus found out an Original Being, that is of wisdom, power, and goodness sufficient
to be the Author of such a world as this, we at once know
both what God is, (sufficiently to distinguish Iiim from all things
else,) and are at a certainty that he is.
When we perceive that he hath given to all breath and
being and all things we have sought, and even felt and found
him out, and found that he is not far from any one of us,
VOL. i.
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;
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and move and have our being that he

every where present,

;

in this his crealion, as the great

Sus*

and the Life of the universe and forasmuch especially
as we are his offspring, (as even the light of a Heath- n poet
could reach to discover,) even zee, who are a sort of intelligent,
tainer

designing, active beings, that therefore the

Godhead

is

not

&c. but of a nature more nearly reof our own souls, and the higher excellencies

like silver, or gold,

sembling that,
of the best of his creatures, although eminently containing in
himself also all the real perfections, virtues, and powers of
all the rest:

may by

when we understand so much of God, (as we
own reason,) we understand enough to

the light of our

give a foundation to religion, and to let us see he ought to have
a temple, and worship and another sort of temple than is
made by men's hands, other worship than can be performed by
the hands of men
as is there clearly argued, and inferred by
the apostle, upon those plain grounds.
Now when we are arrived thus far, it is seasonable to make use of the further help
which we may observe the great, and wise, and good God to
have most condescendingly, most aptly, and most mercifully
a/Forded us, for our more distinct understanding of his nature,
and our own state ; and how we are to behave ourselves towards
him thereupon.
IV. Taking notice therefore that there is a written revelalion of him extant in the world, that bears his name, and
gives itself out to be from him; if now we look into it, observe the import and design of it, compare it with what we
consider what is most
before knew of his nature and our own
obvious to an easy self-reflection in our own state and case,
and how exactly this written revelation agrees and corresponds
to those our former notices
taking in withal the many considerations that concur besides, to evidence to us the divine
original and authority thereof: we cannot but have much
rational inducement and obligation to receive, with all reveand to rely
rence and gratitude, this revelation, as from God
upon it, as a sure and sacred light sent down from heaven, to
direct us in all our concernments God-ward.
For finding our
own great need of such an additional light, and apprehending
it. sufficiently agreeable to the divine goodness to afford it,
and
expecting it to be such, in itsscopfc and design, as we find it
if we further consider it must have had some author, and
is
perceiving it not easy, with any plausible pretence, to affix it
to any other than God himself: if we consider that it was
impossible it could be invented by men, without some design
:

;

;

;

;

:
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of self-advantage, either in this world or in the other; and
}iow absurd any such expectation must be, either from men
here, (the contents thereof being so repugnant to the common
inclinations of

men,

as to oblige those that

owned them

severest sufferings on that account,) or from

God

to the

hereafter,

^vho could not bo expected to reward forgery, falsehood, and
If again, we further observe the
the usurpation of his name
positive attestations whereby he hath challenged and owned it
as his own, and wherein the divine power hath borne witness
to the divine truth contained in it
if the matters of fact on
"which all depends appear not less certain than that there were
men and nations in the world, that we have not seen, and before
we were born if we see it not only improbable, but even next
to impossible, that the records of those miraculous attestations
should have been forged, and nations imposed upon thereby ;
and amongst them, many of the wisest of men in those very
times when the things recorded were alleged to have been
done, and in a matter wherein their eternal hope was concerned * we shall upon the whole see cause to judge, That as it
!

;

:

;

were most absurd to suppose such a revelation given by God,
and no sufficient rational evidence withal given that it is from
him, (without which it cannot serve its end, and so would
signify nothing,) so that there is nothing wanting, in divine
estimate itself, to make up such a sufficient, rational evidence
nor in our own, unless we would suppose it necessary that
every man should have a Bible reached him down by an immediate hand from heaven, or make some other supposition as
fond and vain as that or that we count not that sufficient evidence, which ought to satisfy our reason, if it do not gratify
our fancy and curiosity too. It is not fit, here, to say more
of the divine original of those holy writings, nor needful; so
much being written already, + with so great clearness, on that
;

;

by many. That therefore being out of question what
you cannot reason out yourselves, or apprehend from the rea-

subject,

sonings of others, concerning God's nature tending to represent

him worthy of a temple with you, and capable of receiving and
rewarding your sincere and spiritual worship, fetch out from
that divine volume ; for you may be sure, though you can* If we t^ke notice that in

predictions, of the strangest
fulfilled in the

some parts of this Vol. there are very ancient
and most unlikely events, that we see exactly

other parts.
t Ur. Stillingffeet, in his Origincs Sacne. Grotius deVerit. Chr. Relig.
Huet. Demonstr. Evangel. &C, Mr. Baxter's Reasons of Christian Religion.

With many more.
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perfection, he perfectly understands

and is certainly such, as he there tells you he is and
he there reveals himself to be such, as to whom the temple
aiid worship we here intend, cannot be doubted (as he hath
ordered things) to be both due and grateful.
Whatever might
be otherwise matter of doubt, is by his express discovery of
himself, taken away.
If it were still a doubt, after all that hath been formerly said
for the reasoning out of these things, whether the Deity be one
only, or manifold ; whether the world had but one, or had
not many makers
and so, whether there be no danger of
misapplying our religion, or of mistaking the object of our
worship. This word plainly tells us,
First, That there is but one God, the Father, of whom are
all things.
1 Cor. 8. 6.
That he is God, and there is none
else.
Isa. 45. 21, 22.
And that however there be three
that bear witness in heaven, and the stamp of whose name
is,
in our baptism, distinctly and solemnly put upon us
Mat. 28. 1 John 5. yet (as in many other instances, that
may be in some respect three, which in some other respect is
but one) without the unnecessary, punctual declaration, how
these are three, and how but one, it expressly tells us, these
himself,

:

;

three

tire

one.

And if it be yet a doubt with us (in which the reasonings of
some may be too short to determine and resolve them) whether
this one God be so absolutely and every way perfect as to
be

sufficient for us all
whether he can understand all our concernments, relieve us in all our necessities, hear our prayers,
satisfy our desires, receive our acknowledgments and thanksgivings, and take notice with what love and sincerity they are
tendered unto him
or, if he can do for us according to our
;

;

necessities,

ground

and reasonable desires

io believe that

he will

;

;

this

whether we have any

word of

his plainly as-

sures MS,

God all-sufficient; Gen.

he hath
under the name
tells us that he can do every
of the Lord God Almighty
thing, and that he doth whatsoever it pleaseth him. It tells us his
understanding is infinite, and particularly assures us that he
Secondly, Thaihe

all fulness in

him.

is

It often represents

him

17. 1. that

to us,

:

that they cansearches the hearts of men, and tries their reins
not think a. thought, or speak a word, but he understands
them afar off, and knows them altogether : that his eyes are upon
;

all

the

knows

ways of men
if

;

that he

they love him.

knows

all things,

and therefore
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And that we may be the more fully put out

of doubt bow easy
do so, we are assured,
Thirdlyy That he is everywhere present, that he fills heaven
and earth, that the heaven, and heaven of heavens, cannot contain him
that there is no going from his Spirit, or flying from his presence that if one go up to heaven, he is
there
go to the uttermost part
lie down in hell, he is there
of the sea, yet there his hand shall lead, and his right hand
it is

to

him

to

:

;

:

;

hold them.
Fourthly, And that all doubt may vanish, concerning his
will and gracious inclination, how expressly doth he make
himself known by this name ? namely, That he is the Lord,

Lord God, merciful and gracious, long-sufFering, and
abundant in goodness and truth, &c. Exod. 34. 7. And by
the same blessed and inspired penman of a part of these holy
writings, (the beloved disciple, who lay in the bosom of his
only-begotten Son
who also is in the bosom of the Father,
and hath declared him,) we are not only told that God is
Light, whereby the knowledge, purity, simplicity, and glory
of the Divine Being are represented, but also, once and
again, that God is Love, that we might understand him as
a Being not of more glorious excellency in himself, than
of gracions propensions towards his creatures.
And lest
it should be thought our meanness should exempt us,
and
put us beneath his regard, we are told, lie taketh care for
sparrows, he heareth the ravens when they cry and generally,
that the eyes of all Wait upon him, and he gives them their
meat in season, Ps. 145. (which even the brute creatures are
emphatically said to seek of God) and that he opens his hand,
and satisfies the desire of every living thing.
Ps. 104.
And besides what he hath so expressly testified concerning his
oavii .nature, his favourable inclinations towards men might
sufficiently be collected from that very nature which he hath
given to man, considered in comparison and reference to his
own that lie made him in his own image and that he being
the Father of spirits, hath placed a spirit in man, so agreeable
to his own spiritual nature
and by his own inspiration given
the

;

;

:

;

;

him that understanding, that the mind begotten corresponds,
by its most natural frame and constitution, to the mind
that begot, the

vots

ven^vtl^ (as

it

was anciently

called,) his oxen

Eternal Mind: and that if its own original be remembered, it turns itself towards him, seeks his acquaintance by
an instinct he hath himself implanted in it, and cannot rest
until he have such a temple erected in it, wherein both he and
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cohabit together.
By all this, his aptness to that converse with men, which is imported in the notion of a temple,
doth so far appear, that at least it is evident such converse
cannot fail to ensue, supposing that there were nothing in the
it

may

1

way

And

that might be a present obstruction thereto.

it

will

more appear, when we have considered (since there is some*
what that obstructs this converse) what he hath done to remove
the obstruction, and how he hath provided that the intercourse may be restored, and his temple be resettled with menj
upon everlasting foundations.

CHAP.
I.

IV,

That there is an obstruction to this intercourse. If The method of
the following discourse. Fin/, Man's apostasy from God, and the
vitiated state of his nature; 1. Not only represented in the sacred
but also, 2. Acknowledged and lamented by Pagans:—
some respects very mistakenly; wherein perhaps some of them not
justly understood:—This not the primitive state of man
therefore not
Secondly, The temple of God
to be imputed to the Author of nature.
hereby made waste and desolate, and become, 1. Unfit for the divine
presence, being, (1.) Unsuitable, and, (2.) Disaffected. 2. Hereupon forThirdly, The new foundation and platform of
saken, and most justly.
his present temple laid in Immanuel.
Scriptures,
in

;

I.

~JT\

UT so far

it is,

that there should

X3

want probability of

a very inwr.rd commerce between God and man,
we have reason to think it rather strange, considering- his
ture and our own, it should not have been continual ; and
his unbounded and self-communica<ive fulness was not by

that

nathat

him

always afforded, and always imbibed and drawn in by so
capable and indigent a creature. One would wonder what
should have discontinued this intercourse! What can be so
apt to give and flow out, as fulness ? What should be so apt
to receive and take in, as want and emptiness ? Such a commerce then as con be supposed between one * that is rich and
full, and them that are poor and necessitous, one would think
should have never failed. So a fabulous dream may be significant, and not uninstructive, touching the reason and way
• Porus and Penia.

„
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commerce
between
God and creature. We are therefore
of
put upon a new inquiry, and need no longer spend ourselves
in anxious thoughts, Can there be any converse between God
and men ? That we may rather say, How can it not be ? or,

How

strange is it there is not more
that he hath not a temple
every human breast, replenished with his vital presence !
that there are nothing but ruins and desolation to be found,
where one would expect a fabric worthy of God, and an indwelling Deity This must therefore be the sad subject of
our thoughts a while, What hath rendered the blessed God so
much a stranger on earth, and occasioned him in so great part
to forsake his terrestrial dwelling ? Whence we shall have the
advantage (seeing how just cause there was, on his part, for
this deplorable distance) to adore the grace that returns hiin
to us, and inclined him to take that strange course, which we
find he did, to repair his forlorn temple, and fill this desolate,
forsaken world with the joyful sound of those glad tidings,
" The tabernacle of God is with men."
shall find he is
no further a stranger in this world, than as we have made and
continued him so : no further a home-dweller in it, than as
by an admirable contrivance of wisdom and love, which will
be the eternal wonder of the other world, he hath made way
for himself: whereby his propensions towards men, prevailing
against so great an obstruction, do even now appear at once
both evident and marvellous, and ought to be not only the matter of our belief, but admiration.
II. Wherefore our discourse must here proceed by these
That mankind hath universally revolted, and
steps, to shew
been in a state of apostasy from God ; that hereby the temple of God in man hath been generally made waste and
desolate;
and that he hath laid both the new foundations
arid the platform of his present temple in Immanuel, God with
us, his own incarnate Son, who rebuilds, beautifies, furnishes, inhabits it, and orders all the concernments of it.
First, Mankind hath universally revolted, and been in &
state of apostasy from God.
This we do little need to labour
in
every man's own reflection upon the vitiated powers of his
own soul, would soon, as to himself, put the matter out of
doubt
whence each one's testimony concerning his own
!

in

!

We

—

—

—

—

;

case,

would amount

to a universal testimony.

own dark and

No man

that

blinded mind, his slow and
dull apprehension, his uncertain staggering judgment, roving
conjectures, feeble and mistaken reasonings about matters that
concern hira most ; ill inclinations, propension to what is untakes a view of bis
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lawful to him, and destructive, aversion to his truest interest
and best good, irresolution, drowsy sloth, exorbitant and ravenous appetites and desires, impotent and self- vexing passions

can think human nature, in him, is in its primitive integrity,
and so pure as when it first issued from its high and most pure
original.
By such reflection, every man may perceive his
own ill case, in these and many more such respects and by observing the complaints of the most serious, and such as have
seemed most to study themselves, collect it is generally so with
;

others also.
I. They that have read the sacred volume, cannot be ignorant that all flesh have corrupted their way ; (Gen. 6.) that
the great God, looking down from heaven upon the children
of men, to see if there were any that did understand, that did
seek God, (Ps. 14. 2.) hath only the unpleasing prospect before his eyes even of a universal depravation and defection ;
that every one of thera is gone back ; they are altogether become
that all
filthy, there is none tliat doeth good, no not one
have sinned, and come short of the glory of God (Rom. 3.
;

",

—23.) that

this world lieth in wickedness
(1 John 5. 19.)
was not the first state of man, but that he is degenerated into it from a former and better state: that il God
made him upright," but that he is become otherwise, by his

10

and

:

that this

own "many

inventions :" (Eccl. 7. 29.) that by trying, conclusions to better a state already truly good, he brought him-

and by aiming at somewhat above,
self into this woeful plight
sunk so far beneath himself into that gulf ofimpurity and misery,
that is now become to him as his own element and natural
;

...

state.
-

2.

Yea and

the matter hath that evidence, that 'even

many

of them who, for aught We know,, never conversed with those
sacred records, have no less clearly discovered their sense of the
present evil state of man, than their ignorance of the original
of that evil, though some of them carefully acquit God of
it.
Max. Ty'r. Diss. .25. \Ve find their complaints * of the
malignity of ignorance surrounding ail the earth, and that
that, as a garment and
corrupts the soul shut up in the body
web, inwraps the minds of men, that they cannot.look to him
whose pleasure it is to be known, and who is not to be heard
•

•

:

with ears, nOr seen with eyes, or expressed by words. That
till it be rent in pieces, they have upon them t the bo7id of cor-

*The so controverted Merc.

Trismeg.

c. 7.

Secund. M. Ficin. Interpret.

SIS

the living temple.
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the sensible

ruplion, the dark coverture, the living death,

moving sepulchre, which they carry about with

carcass, a

them.

We find

by bonds and chains our mind is
of certain " mean and debasing
passions, that i\o fasten and even nail the soul to the body :"
©f+ much greater evils, and more grievous , than the most paincomplaints, that *

from our infancy

held,

:

ful bodily diseases, gouts, stranguries, dysenteries, and my~
riads of the like; namely, all manner of sins, wickednesses,
transgressions, ungodlinesses, which wc have to lament as the
maladies or disaffections of our soul.
Of certain £ old or inveterate spots, that are by all means to
l)c washed and purged out : that there are certain ^ -principles of viciousness, as pleasures, griefs, lusts, fears, enkindled
from the body, but mixed with the soul, and that absurdly bear
rule over

And

it.

is more than intimated, while
they are said to be rather from parents and our first elements
than ourselves : or, ? rather to be imputed, as is elsewhere
said, to those that plant, than those that are planted.
Whence also, **vice is said to be involuntary (being rooted
in our natures:) that whosoever are vicious, become so, from
such things as do even prevent our choice. And that ft all
men do more evil than good, beginning even from their very

the naturalness of these
f]

:

childhood.

And (as another expresses it) we offend from certain || in*
voluntary passions, in which the pravity of the soul is made to
consist
or §§ that zee here partake a certain mundane nature,
which, he says, is mixed of mind and necessity.
:

*

tigy(A.Zv

xxi avvSi'Ttuv rlv xx\yj>{j.imv, tx

fieitywy, vav.

Iamb, de

vit.

Pythag.
zsigt

f

to

Gupx

yovgtxi, ovo-tvltglxi,

xxxx,

«3c(T/xa;,

zsAiv^iTiois,
tffc. 'csigi

~-\yxxTzaiuppuiAriixt

§

ct^yxi xxxlxs.

|l

lx

x.Yi>J<$is,

rwv yivsloguv xxi ^otynuv,

ailixlsov

Trr;

(a.sv

**

xxxoi,

tt

«f|«'/«- £W<

oi'

rtss tyvlivovlxs

p.

Tgxy

%x\£ZJwkgx.

Idem.
256, Hippar. Pythag.

(A.a.7y.oy

xh, rut

xy.narJflxlx yiyv&fAtZx.
£

(patriots, 'aooxygxi ,

OToXXjj p.si£pvx xxi

\J/uj£»iv

7rx^iWfj.lxi } a.<j%$-hit.x\x.

+

T)

tttgiirfav[jLOWJii,
cis

v

11;

x/aiccv.

Plat.

<$viivo[Aivm fx.aAAov,

Tim. Locr.

Idem Timaeus.

Ibid.

* ttxi^uv, xj s| uy.x%rxvx<jiv xnoilts.

Idem Hipp. Major,

p. 296.

XX
§§

ttxucriot -vsx^rn*.x\x.

[A.s[Aiyphr)

yx%

»»

$r,

Plotin.

Enne.

p. 77.
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2

s

Idem
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voluntary ; vice is, by
" For," says that auanother, concluded to be involuntary.
thor, a who can willingly, in the most lovely and most noble
part of himself, choose that which is the greatest of all evils ?"
esteeming vicious inclination the most repugnant thing to
liberty, (as it is indeed in the moral sense,) and the greatest
slavery.
Whereupon, another inquiring, since God doth nothing but what is good, whence evils should come, resolves that
whatsoever is good is from heaven, but t all evil from our selfnatural vileness. And another speaks of an evil adhering to our
being, and not only acquired, but ^ even connatural to us ; yea,
and this evil is said to be the very death of the soul. The sadness
of the common case of man in this respect, hath been therefore
emblematically represented by § a potion of error and ignorance, presented to every one at their first coming into the
world) and whereof it is said all do drink, more or less ; a
woman called Imposture, accompanied by other harlots, Opinion, Lust, Pleasure, &c. seizing and leading away every one.
And hence are bitter complaints and accusations poured forth
even against nature itself, as being a mere force and war, and
having nothing pure or sincere in it, but having its course
amidst many unrighteous passions yea, and its rise and first
production are lamented, as founded in unrighteousness. The
discontentful resentments whereof have made some not spare to
censure our very make and frame, the uniting ^.of an immortal
thing to a mortal in the composition of man, as a kind of distortion of nature, that the thing produced, should be made to
delight in having parts so unnaturally pulled and drawn tois

||

;

gether.

Ho that some of the ethnick philosophers have been so far
from denying a corruption and depravation of nature in man,
that they have overstrained the matter, and thought vicious
inclination more deeply natural than indeed it is
and so
;

*

tcj oe rriv a.gelnv exbViov hvcci 'izsilxi

to

ty,v yttXKixv

UKtsaiov lzjdgj(ztv }

&C.

Alcinous Cap. 30.
J-

e|

% to

avhpvus

lAO-y^^'ia.-;,

"cjoigtzTofAivov

t-7)

§ T«'y hsTjogtvois.ev&s
o< Se %-flov.
||

Max. Tyr.

Dissert. 25.

ao-<jT v5/xtiv xzHov.

eis

rov

/3/ov isoli^et,

Hiero. in Carm. Pytliag.
'zsavlis 'GslvHcrtv,

aX\a.

hi

(xtv zjXe^ov,

Tab. Cebetis.

Empedocles and Heraclitus are represented

l.oioogxvUs Tfiv tyv&iv us

ocvxyw)

x.tz.1

'noXtf/.ov tiaxv,

as

(-rroXXaxts o^v^d^stoi k,

oc^iyis de [Ainotv

/xriOs

nXixgins

bewailing and reproaching human nature, as being a principle of force and hostility, and having nothing pure or sincere.
Pint, de solert. anim. p. Q64-.
^f tw QvrtTu avngyopivH a§<W!s, &C.

i'%ao-xv) often
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taxed and blamed nature, in the case of man, as to be too
liable to implied reflections even on the blessed Author of
Whereto the known principles of the sect
nature himself.
of the Stoics * do too plainly tend, who give in so vast a catalogue of the diseases and distempers of the mind of man
taking every thing into the account that hath the least of
perturbation in

it,

without excepting so

much

as

mercy

it-

and yet seem
to subject all things to fate and natural necessity, whereby all
these evils in the mind of man would be rejected upon the
holy God, as their original Cause. Whence therefore some
that were more sober have made it their business to vindicate
God from so horrid an imputation ; + and one of much note
self,

or pity towards

them

that suffer unjustly

;

* D. Laert. L. 7.
But perhaps they have been somewhat misunderstood by their prejudiced opposers, or some unwary expressions of theirs
been stretched beyond what was meant. For though they reckon 'i\£©*
{compassion) among the distempers of the mind; yet so afterwards they
do a.nXtt]^o(7vvr, {the want of compassion) too. Whence it is probable they
intended to place e'Xj©* {compassion) among the evils of man's nature no
otherwise than as it should include undue perturbation in it, or as it
might urge those who are more apt to be passionate upon such occasions,
than just and wise, to the doing of unfit or unseasonable things for the

than which nothing is more supposable: which
occasioned that famous general Agesilaus, when his sick friend importuned him with tears, to stop the (then necessary) march of his army for
his sake, (looking sadly back upon him,) to say, us yjxKimav eV<v iXeelv x^PfoveJv,
(How hard is it to Ic pitiful and wise!) Plutar. Apophtheg. Lacon. And that

afflicted person's relief;

making «ysX£»//.oo-i'm vicious too, their meaning was, that a
calm and sedate will or propension to relieve persons in distress was the
virtue, both the other the opposite vices.
Which seems more likely than
Menagius's way of salving the lya.v\to<pavis } by supposing a.vi'hinyi.oavvri here
to have been miswritten for IXzyi^oGmyi, by some very assuming transcribers, that were willing rather to express their own mind than their author's.
Observ. in Locum.
t And though in what follows they are sharply taxed, as laying all the
evils of the world (moral as well as other) upon God and nature.
This
seems to have proceeded from some lavish speeches of Chrysippus, that
justly fell under the representation of Plutarch's severer and more sound
judgment. Yet surely they did suppose another, and purer state of nature, out of which man was lapsed
otherwise, how come they, when

afterwards

;

they assign the common notion of vicious perturbation or passion, to call
it an irrational and
[<&•«$>* fyva-tv xivncris] preternatural motion? What
nature is that, which it is supposed to swerve from ? Besides that, they
constantly call these diseases of the soul, therefoie they understood them,
not to be its very nature for then what were the diseased subject ? Nor
could it agree with that known dogma of theirs, that virtue is ^axlov ru
a thing to be taught, if they should suppose vice in that sense natural.
:

And

indeed, that Plutarch entitles

that

book he hath against them,

ol6
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animadverts upon the mistakes of such as seemed so to charge
him, sharply blaming them for such an intimation but more
sharply (perplexing others in his own dubious twilight) for
the excuse they give of it, namely, That God doth what they
attribute to him in this matter, for the punishment of wicked
men; * alleging it were a grievous matter that God should
will and revenge the same thing, that wickedness should both
be, and be punished, according to the mind of God. +
Some
do, with great reverence of the divine majesty, confess the
rise of all this evil to be from man himself, namely, even that
sort of evil which is called by the name of wickedness, is
said to be from an innate principle, which the arbitrary power
of a man's own soul hatcheth and fosters, and the fault is hi*
who admits it: but God is faultless :| that God did place the
soul over a terrene body, as a charioteer over a chariot, which
it might govern or neglect, &"c. §
So another snys,
that whatsoever things come into this
7&orld from God, are good; but evils proceed from a certain
ancient nature, <Sc
By which what could he mean, but
the hereditary pravity which hath in a long series descended
from depraved progenitors, so as no longer to be a new thing ;
but of a forgotten original, and from of old reigning in the
world ?
They of this famous sect, the Platonists, seem often to attribute vicious inclination to the soul's being united with the
body (as supposing it to have existed pure and sinless before ;)
;

||

•

Uavllm, argues, they intended not the gross things he reno man intends contradiction to himself. And since no mancan hold both parts of a contradiction, it is candid to suppose they would
have chose rather to let go the worse part.
ro7x.«y

<ffff<

futes, for

AXKa.

rov -?£o> y.oKaX^'4

fj.lt

tpvo-i

kockiooi >y

Tri»

—

TtotXx

770<ei>

§771

ttiha&f*

t»v vorngm They admit, however, that God punishes wickedness, and
does many things for the punishment of the wicked.
*}"

ferh

[/.si

ay

th%

Seivov

to nxl

yitscr-Jxi

T'/;v •x.u.y.'.a.t

nai KsXa-'etTZzi xxlec ra»

—

t« Atos Xoyov This is indeed a dreadful notion, that, pursuant to the
appointment of God, evil should both exist and be punished. Plutar. de
Repugnan. Stoicorum.
% a-eyiw

Tr>* (zvlopvT},

r>

vj/y^rjr

equina- xvirxet

re v.au Ti\t>pofv,

v>

DMf/Mt-

—

tk hho[/,h>i aii'ut. Qsoi avxtTsQ The self-born principle,
which the power of the soul conceives and biings to maturity, and whose
name is mischief. The cause lies in the being who chooses it. God is not
chargeable with it. Max. Tyr. ubi supra.
§ As he there proceeds.
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yet even they appear also not to have thought it impossible a
human soul should sometime have been in an earthly body
without sin. For their renowned leader discourses at large
of a former incorrupt state of man in the body, (a golden age,
as others also call it,) and of a defection or apostasy from it
which state, though his Egyptian tradition, misinformed him
about the continuance of it, he excellently describes (as also
man's declining from it,) telling us, that "then God familiarly
conversed with men, taking care of them, as a shepherd of
his flock : that he was chiefly intent upon the ducture and
government of their minds that (as he afterward says in another part of that unfinished discourse) while *the godlike nature continued in sufficient vigour with them, they were
obedient to laws, and behaved themselves friendly towards
that t divine thing that teas akin to them.
Then they possessed thoughts that were true, and altogether great ; using
;

meekness and prudence in reference to their own conditions
and one another: that thev disregarded all things in comThey easily bore a prosperous condition,
parison of virtue.
esteeming all outward things little. They were not intoxicated
or drunken with sensual delights
but sober and quick-sighted, and all things increased upon them through their mutual
But they growing at length into a too great
love and virtue.
esteem and love of terrene things \and that participation which
they had of God decaying (whereas all was well while the
Divine Nature remained with them) and being variously intermingled with ^ much deadly evil, and a kind of human custom or course of living," as elsewhere he so expresses sinfui
corruption, " prevailing among them, and they not able to
bear a prosperous condition, came to shame, and to ruin with
it
having lost the loveliest of their most precious things."
Agreeably whereto, another, discoursing of the nature and original of evil, places it in our being plunged and sunk into
matter and corporeity
and commenting upon a noted passage
of his master, (in Theatet.) namely, " That our recovery
must be by a speedy flight to God," &c. says, that this Jlight
is not to depart from the earth, hut that we become, even while
we are on earth, righteous, and holy, and wise.
Therefore also have we with this sort of men, so frequent
discourses of the purgative virtues, which suppose a lapse
;

;

:

||

i t« Qiov Qvair avius s^jjfxn.
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If*

yet not so inseparable from our natures,
but that by divine help (which they also sometimes speak of as
necessary) a cure and redress maybe wrought.

Nor,

if

we

;

consider, can

that the present state of

it

man

be so

much

as imaginable to us,

he
made. For neither is it conceivable, the blessed God should have made a creature with
an aversion to the only important ends, whereof it is naturally
is

now such

as he

was

is

his primitive state, or that

at first

capable: nor particularly, that he created man with a disaffection to himself; or that ever he at first designed a being of
so high excellency as the spirit of man, to drudge so meanly,
and be so basely servile to terrene inclinations; or, that since

him of a superior and infeand order, the meaner should have been, by original
institution, framed to command ; and the more noble and excellent, only to obey and serve
as now, every one that observes may see the common case with man is.
And how far he
is swerved from what he was, is easily conjecturable, by comparing him with the measures which shew what he should be.
For it cannot be conceived for what end laws were ever given
him, if, at least, we allow them not the measures of his primitive capacity, or deny him ever to have been in a possibility
to obey.
Could they be intended for his government, if conformity to them were against or above his nature ? or were they
only for his condemnation ? or for that, if he was never capable
of obeying them ? How inconsistent were it with the goodness of the blessed God, that the condemnation of his creatures
should be the first design of his giving them laws and with
his justice, to make his laws the rule of punishment, to whom
they could never be the rule of obedience and duty or with
his wisdom, to frame a system and body of laws, that should
never serve for either purpose, and so be upon the whole
useful for nothing? The common reason of mankind teacheth
us, to estimate the wisdom and equity of law-givers, by the
suitableness of their constitutions to the genius and temper of
the people for whom they are made
and Ave commonly reckon
nothing can more slur and expose government, than the imposing of constitutions most probably impracticable, and which
are never Hkely to obtain.
How much more incongruous must
Pruit be esteemed to enjoin such as never possibly could
dent legislators, and studious of the common good, would be
shy to impose upon men under their power, laws against their
genius and common usages, neither alterable easily, nor to any
there are manifestly powers in
rior sort

:

;

;

;

!
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with great solemnity

and weighty sanctions io enact statules for brute creatures
And wherein were it more to purpose to prescribe unto men strict
rules of piety and virtue, than to beasts or trees, if the former
had not been capable of observing them as the latter were not ?
insist not on the written precepts in the sacred volume,
(where we have also the history of man's creation and fall,)
but let the law be considered which is written in men's hearts;

We

vo/a©' ^//./sfyoto*, the t«£<* mo//.©-, or the lex tiala (in the
ethnick language) * which the eternal' lawgiving mind hath
created in our souls. And how evidently doth that law con-

the

we neither are, nor do what we should? How
numerous deformities do we daily behold by that
shattered and broken glass ? how many things which we dis-

vince, that
gross and

we discussed the matter with
many, when they reflect, constrained to suffer at their own hands
even wherein
(not having another law) they are only " a law to themselves,
and have only their own thoughts, either their excusers, or

approve, or certainly would,
ourselves

?

How

if

frequent bulTetings are

;

1'

?
And what doth that signify, but a lapse and recess
from their original state? the broken imperfect memorials

accusers

whereof, are a standing testimony against their present course
their notions of right and wrong, comely and uncomely, remonstrating against their vicious inclinations and ways.
For
would they ever reprove themselves for what was not possible

Or was man

created a mere piece of self-

to be otherwise

?

contradiction

or with a nature

;

and perpetually at war with
that which is clean contrary

made up of repugnancies,

This I should do, but
have a mind to. Were thes£

itself?
I

ever like to be impressions, both, signed upon him by the same
hand ? Nothing is plainer therefore, than that he is corrupted
from his primitive integrity, and become a depraved and a
degenerate thing.
Secondly, We go on then, in the next place, to shew,
That by this degeneracy, the temple of the living God among
men, became waste and desolate namely, both uninhabitable
or unfit for his blessed presence
and thereupon, deserted
and forsaken of it. And (because in breaches and disagreements man hath the first hand and part) we shall therefore
treat, 1. Of the unfitness of man, in his state of apostasy, to entertain the divine presence, or be any longer God's temple
:

;

* t«J/«o
%}0.

yo/AG&t'jr vols $ix$t<riAO§tTa, tout

—

^vyxis.

Hierocl. p. 19. and

the living temple.
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and,

2.

Of the

blessed God's absenting himself,

tart

If.

and estrange-

ment from him hereupon.
I. That the spirit of man, by

his having apostatized, beanswer the purposes of a. temple, will too plainly
appear, by considering the nature of that apostasy which,
what was
but a severing himself from God; a recess and separalion ? Not in respect of place, (which was impossible,) but
the temper of his mind and spirit; or not by a local removal,
but by unsuitableness and disaffection, departing in heart from
the living God.
It is true indeed, that by this his revolt, he
became indisposed to all other converse which belonged to
him as a creature intelligent and virtuous, but chiefly to divine
the blessed God being the chief term of this defection arid revolt.
For man, by his original rectitude, was principally determined
towards God; and by the same due bent and frame of spirit
by which he stood rightly postured towards him, he was in a
right disposition to every thing besides wherewith he had any
concern. And adhering to him as his centre and prime object, he kept his due order towards all other things : whence
by forcing and relaxing the bonds that held him united to
God, and by changing his posture towards him, he came to
stand right no way.
Turning to him the back, and not the
face, all things are inverted to him.
He is now become most
directly opposite to God, and unduly disposed towards other
things Only by means of that opposition.
As then he is unfit
for every other good use, so most of all for that of a temple ;
and that upon both the above-mentioned accounts, as being
first unsuitable to the blessed God, and then thereupon dis-

came

unfit to

;

it.

affected.

(1.) Man was become most unsuitable to him; the divine
image (which where should
be but in his temple) being
now defaced and torn down.
speak not now of the natural image of God in man, or the representation the soul of
man hath of its Maker in the spiritual, intelligent, vital, and
immortal nature thereof, which image we know cannot be
lost
but its resemblance of him in the excellencies which appear to be lost, and which were his duty, a debitum inesse,
and could not be lost but by his own great default. And
it,

We

;

those are both such as wherein the soul of man did imitate
and resemble God, as knowledge, purity, justice, benignity,

&c. and such as wherein though it could not imitate him,
yet was to bear itself correspondency towards him; as he being the absolute Sovereign, to be subject to him, obey and
serve him : and he being the all-sufficient Good, to trust itt
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him, depend upon him, know, love, and delight in him,
unite with him, and expect blessedness only in and from him.
How unlike and disagreeable to God in all these respects is
apostate man
That whereas the notion given us of God, is,
that he is Light, and with him is no darkness at all (J John 1.)
it is said of such as have been involved in the common apostasy,
in reference to that their former state, "Ye were darkness;"
as if that were the fittest and truest account that could be given
of this revolted creature not that he is in darkness, or there
is much darkness in him, but, "He is darkness."
He and
darkness may define one another That is he and he is that.
A dismal horrid cloud hath inwrapped his soul, that resists
and yields not easily to tlie most piercing beams, excludes
light, wheresoever it would insinuate itself.
This hath made
the soul of man a most unmeet receptacle for the divine presence, and more like a dungeon than a temple.
And as lie is
now sunk into carnality, and a low, abject, earthly spirit, how
unfit is he for divine converse
How unapt to savour the things
of God How unlike the Father of Spirits And whereas he
was of a middle nature, partaking somewhat of the angelical,
somewhat of the animal life, how is he swallowed up of the
!

;

:

—

;

!

!

!

and become like the beasts that perish as the horse
and mule without understanding, as the dog and swine both
for fierceness and impurity
as the one is both apt to bite and
devour, and return to his own vomit, and tlie other both to
rend such as stand in his way, and wallow in the mire.
might add the sundry other Scripture resemblances of wolves,
bears, lions, serpents, adders, vipers, &c. whereby many brutes
seem to meet in one man and to have made a collection, and
contributed their worst qualities, and all the venom of their natures, to the making up of one mischievous composition in him.
So that instead of a temple, he is a cage of every unclean and
hurtful thing
he is, in short, of a reprobate mind, full of
latter,

;

;

We

;

:

unrighteousness,

all

fornication,

wickedness,

coyetousness,

maliciousness, envy, murder, debate, deceit, malignity, &c.
How repugnant, in all respects, to tiie holy, pure, benign,

How remote from the imitation
God
of his Maker, wherein he hath offered himself as his most
imitabie pattern!
And wherein he is not imitabie, but requires a proportionable and correspondent deportment or
conformity
as by trust to his all-sufficiency, by subjecmerciful nature of

!

;

sovereign power and government.
How dismal
the case, and how horrid the effects of the apostasy in these

tion
is

to

regards

vol.

his

!

How
i.

preposterous and perverse are his dispositions
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and the course he hath run For wherein it was permitted to
him to imitate and affect likeness to a Deity where he was put
under no restraints, and his highest aspirings had been not
only innocent, but most worthy of praise, (as to imitate God in
wisdom, righteousness, sincerity, goodness, purity, &c.) here
nothing would please but utmost dissimilitude, and to be as
unlike God as he could devise.
But in those things that were
within the inclosure, and appropriate most peculiarly to the
Godhead to be the first and the last, the Alpha and Omega
the only one on whom all must depend, and to whom all must
be subject and obey these sacred regalia, the highest rights
and flowers of the eternal crown, these are thought fine things,
and beheld with a libidinous devouring eye, caught at by a
profane sacrilegious hand. Nothing would satisfy but to be
Godlike in this most disallowed and impossible sense. Man,
!

;

;

;

:

when he hath reduced himself to the lowest pitch of vileness,
misery and penury, now will be self-sufficient and when he
is become the most abject slave to ignominious lusts and passions, now he will be supreme
that is, having made himself
viler than the meanest creature, and worse than nothing, he
will be a God, even his own, a God to himself. Having severed
and cut himself off from God, he will supply the room, and
live only within himself be to himself what God was, and
should ever be. He now moves wholly in his own sphere,
disjoined from that of the whole world, and is his own centre.
Thus is the true
All he does is from himself, and for himself.
image of God torn down from his own temple, and that alienated, and become the temple of a false God, dedicate to that
abominable idol, self.
(2.) Whence it comes to pass, that man is most disaffected
So Scripture testifies concerning
to God, and full of enmity.
And what it had before reprethe carnal mind, Rom. 8. 8.
sented (ch. 2.) full of all malignity, it afterwards speaks of
as directing it (most horrid to think !) against this blessed ob;

:

;

"Ha<ersof God, despiteful, &c." Nor is any thing
more natural for, in part, the contrariety of their nature to
his, more immediately begets this enmity, which always rises

ject

;

;

out of dissimilitude
and partly it is fomented and increased
to a great degree, by a secret consciousness of that dissimilitude,
and the misgivings of their own guilty fears thereupon : which
must tell th^m, whensoever they have so much communication
with themselves, that they are unlike, and cannot but be unpleasing to hire and this infers some kind of dread whence
(as hath been commonly observed) the passage is short and easy
;

:

;
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And though the more positive workings of this
unto hatred.
enmity do not (perhaps with the most) so ordinarily discover
themselves ; and they do not see or suspect that they hate him,
while they are not urged to self-reflection; and when they are,
hardly admit a conviction that they do : yet the matter carown evidence with it, and would soon be put beyond
if men were willing to understand the truth of
their own case.
For whence else do they so slowly entertain
the knowledge of God, when the whole earth is full of his

ries

its

a question,

glory? When so manifest prints and footsteps of his wisdom,
power, and goodness, do offer themselves to view in every
creature, whence can it be, but that they like not to retain him
in their knowledge ? Rom. I. And that their very hearts say to
him, Depart from us, we desire not the knowledge of thy
ways? Job 21.
is so bright a light not observed, but
that it shines amidst a malignant darkness, that, resisting, comprehends it not ?
are the thoughts of God so unpleasant
to men and unfrequent, that when one would suppose no
thoughts should be so obvious, none so welcome, yet it is become
the character of an unrenewed man to forget God, (Ps. 9.) or
not to have him in all his thoughts ? Ps. 10.
do men
decline his acquaintance, live voluntary strangers to him all
their days, and as without him in the world ? Ephes. 2.
are men so averse to trust him, and turn to him, even
upon so mighty assurances ? What makes them shy to take
his word, but rather count him a liar, though they know it
inconsistent with his nature
and can form no notion of God,
without including this conception therein, that he cannot lie ;
when as yet they can ordinarily trust one another, though
there be so much colour to say, "All men are liars?
do they resist his authority, against which they cannot dispute,
and disobey his commands., unto which they cannot devise to
frame an exception ? What, but the spirit of enmity, can
make them regret so easy a yoke, reject so light a burthen,
shun and fly off from so peaceful and pleasant paths yea,
and take ways that so manifestly take hold of hell, and lead
down to the chambers of death, rather choosing to perish than
obey ? Is not this the very height of enmity ? What further proof
would we seek of a disaffected and implacable heart ? Yet to
all this, we may cast in that fearful addition, their saying in
their heart, No God
(Ps. 14.) as if they should say, O that
there were none
This is enmity, not only to the highest pitch
of wickedness, (to wish their common Parent extinct, the

Why

Why

Why

Why

;

1

Why

'

;

;

!
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Author of their being, ) but even unto madness
forgetful heat of this transport,

it is

PART
itself.

For

II.

in the

not thought on that they wish

the most absolute impossibility, and thai, if it were possible, they
•wish, with his, the extinction of their own, and of all being and
;

that the sense of their hearts, put into words, would

amount to no
less than a direful and most horrid execration and curse upon God,
and the whole creation of God at once as if by the blasphemy
of their poisonous breath, they would wither all nature, blast
the whole universe of being, and make it fade, languish, and
drop into nothing. This is to set their mouth against heaven
and earth, themselves, and all things at once, as if they
thought their feeble breath should overpower the omnipotent
word, shake and shiver the adamantine pillars of heaven and
earth, and the almighty fiat be defeated by their nay ; striking
at the root of all
So fitly is it said, The fool hath in his
!

!

heart muttered thus
is

!

Nor are there few such fools but this
common character of apostate man,
:

plainly given us as the

the whole revolted race

of

whom

said, in very general
none that doeth good."
This is their sense, one and all that is, comparatively; and
the true state of the case being laid before them, it is more their
temper and sense to say no God, than to repent, and turn to
him. What mad enmity is this Nor can we devise into what

terms,

;

"They all are gone

it

back, there

is

is

;

!

else to resolve

it.

This enmity, indeed, more plainly shews itself where the
Divine Glory (especially that of his grace, and good-will
towards men, a thing not less evident, than strange!) more
brightly shines : yet there are so manifest appearances of it
every where, and he hath so little left himself " without witness" unto any, that the universal strangeness of men towards
him apparently owes itself more to enmity than ignorance
and even where there is much darkness, there is more ill-will.
For their ignorance, by which they are alienated from the life
of God, is called blindness of heart that is, voluntary, affectIt can be imputed to nothing else,
ed blindness, Eph. 4. 18.
that they who have God so near to every one of them, who live,
and move, and have their being in him, do not yet seek after
him, and labour to feel and find him out that is, that they
can miss of God so nigh at hand, when they have even palpable
demonstrations of his nearness, and kind propensions towards
them. Now this being the case, whatever this degenerate
vile creature might serve for else, he was plainly most unfit
;

;

for the use of a temple, or to be the dwelling-place of

God,
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be hereupon withdrawn that the blessed God absents himself,
and is become a stranger to this his once beloved mansion.
That he hath
shall here take notice how apparent it is
done so, and That he was most highly justifiable herein.
;

We

—

—

(1.) That God hath withdrawn himself, and leiY this his
temple desolate, we have many sad and plain proofs before us.
The stately ruins are visible to every eye, that bear in their

u Here God once
of the admirable frame and structure
of the soul of man, to shew the divine presence did sometime
reside in it
more than enough of vicious deformity, to proclaim he is now retired and gone. The lamps are extinct,
front (yet extant) this doleful inscription

dwelt.'''

Enough appears
;

the altar overturned

;

the light

which did the one shine with

and love are now vanished,
so heavenly brightness, the

other burn with so pious fervour

away

displaced, and thrown

;

the golden candlestick

as a useless thing, to

for the throne of the prince of darkness

which

up

in clouds

is

make room

the sacred incense,

;

is exchanged
and here is, u instead of a sweet
savour, a stench."
The comely order of this house is turned
" the beauties of holiness" into noisome
all into confusion
impurities
the " house of prayer into a den of thieves," and
for every lust is a
that of the worst and most horrid kind
continual rapine and robthief, and every theft sacrilege
bery are committed upon holy things.
The noble powers
which were designed and dedicated to divine contemplation
and delight, are alienated to the service of the most despicable
idols, and employed unto vilest intuitions and embraces
to
behold and admire lying vanities, to indulge and cherish lust
and wickedness. What have not the enemies done wickedly in the sanctuary ? How have they broken down the carved
work thereof, and that too with axes and hammers, the noise
whereof was not to be heard in building, much less in the
demolishing this sacred frame
Look upon the fragments of
that curious sculpture which once adorned the palace of that

sent rolling

its

rich perfumes,

for a poisonous, hellish vapour,

;

;

:

:

;

!

!

great king

;

the relics of

some undefaced truth

;

common

notions

;

the lively prints of
the yet legible

the fair ideas of things

;

precepts that relate to practice.
Behold with what accuracy
the broken pieces shew these to have been engraven by the
!

and how they now lie torn and scattered, one
dark corner, another in that, buried in heaps of dirt
and rubbish
There is not now a system, an entire table of
coherent truths to be found, or a frame of holiness, but some
finger of God,
in this

!
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shivered parcels. And if any, with great toil and labour,
apply themselves to draw out here one piece, and there another, and set them together, they serve rather to shew how ex-

workmanship was in the original composithan for present use to the excellent purposes for which
Some pieces agree, and own
the whole was first designed.
one another but how soon are our inquiries and endeavours
How many attempts have been
non-plussed and superseded
made, since that fearful fall and ruin of this fabric, to compose
again the truths of so many several kinds into their distinct
orders, and make up frames of science, or useful knowledge ;
and after so many ages, nothing is finished in any one kind !
Sometimes truths are misplaced, and what belongs to one kind,
is transferred to another, where it will not fitly match : sometimes falsehood inserted, which shatters or disturbs the whole
frame. And what is with much fruitless pains done by one
hand, is dashed in pieces by another and it is the work of a
following age to sweep away the fine-spun cobwebs of a former.
And those truths which are of greatest use, though not most
out of sight, are least regarded
their tendency and design
are overlooked
or Ihey are so loosened and torn off, that
they cannot be wrought in, so as to take hold of the soul, but
hover as faint ineffectual notions, that signify nothing. Its
very fundamental powers are shaken and disjointed, and their
order towards one another confounded and broken
so that
what is judged considerable is not considered, what is recommended as eligible and lovely is not loved and chosen. Yea,
quisite the divine
tion,

;

!

;

:

;

:

the truth

which

is

after godliness is

not so

much

disbelieved,

and shines as too feeble a
light in that malignant darkness which comprehends it not.
You come, amidst all this confusion, as into the ruined palace
of some great prince, in which you see here the fragments of
a noble pillar, there the shattered pieces of some curious imagery, and all lying neglected and useless among heaps of
dirt.
He that invites you to take a view of the soul of man,
gives you but such another prospect, and doth but say to
you, " Behold the desolation ;" all things rude and waste.
So that should there be any pretence to the divine presence,
it might be said, If God be here, why is it thus ? The faded
glory, the darkness, the disorder, the impurity, the decayed
state in all respects of this temple, too plainly shew the great
as hated, held in unrighteousness

;

—

Inhabitant
(2.)
also

is

gone.

And what was

so manifest a sign of

a most righteous cause

t

for

God's absence, was

who have committed

these
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great wastes, and

And what

could be more injurious to the holy
invade and profane his temple ? Or for what
could we suppose him to shew more jealousy and concern ?
Whoever were a God, one would expect he should plead for
No words can
himself, when men have cast down his altar.
express the greatness of the indignity For do but take the
following state of the case, thus : Man was his own creature,
raised out of nothing by his mighty and most arbitrary hand ;
it was in his power and choice, whether ever he should have
being, any, or none, another, or this, of so noble an order and
kind. The designation was most apt, of so excellent a creature
to this office and use, to be immediately sacred to himself, and
his temple and habitation, the mansion and
his own converse
There was
residence of his presence and indwelling glory
nothing whereto lie was herein designed, whereof his nature
was not capable. His soul was after the required manner,
its powers were competent to their apreceptive of a Deity
pointed work and employment it could entertain God by
knowledge and contemplation of his glorious excellencies, by
This was the
reverence and love, by adoration and praise.
highest kind of dignity whereto created nature could be raised,
How high and quick an advance
the most honourable state.
This moment, nothing, the next, a being capable and full of
themselves

God, than

?

to

!

;

!

;

;

God!
It

was a most delectable and pleasant

state, to

to the entertainment of the divine presence

;

be separated

that as soon as

could first open his eyes, and behold the light and glory
of this new-made world, the great Lord and Author of it
should present himself, and say, "Thou shalt be mine." How
grateful a welcome into being! "Thee, above all my works,
which thou beholdest, I choose out for myself. Thine employment shall be no laborious, painful drudgery ; unless it can
be painful to receive the large communications of immense
goodness, light, life, and love, that shall, of their own accord,
be perpetually flowing in upon thee Whatsoever thou espiest

man

!

most excellent and pleasant to thy sense,
is yet inferior to thee, and insufficient for thy satisfaction and
highest delight, and but the faint shadow of that substantial fulness, which 1 myself will be unto thee."
There was, in all this, the freest and most condescending
vouchsafement ; no necessity could urge the self-sufficient
Goo-1 to affect union and familiarity with its own creature.
Maa's alienation of himself from God, was as entirely volun-

besides, that is even
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he could have no inducement, -which it was not easy to resist ; heaven and earth
could not afford the matter of a regardable temptation, to withdraw him from what did so infinitely excel. But how mean
tilings have become the tempting and prevailing objects
the momentary relishes of a merely sensual delight, that might
have been had innocent and pure, without breaking the enRavenous appetite, lust after forbidden pleasure,
closure.
reason, that should have restrainis impatient of restraint
ed it, resigns its office, falls into a treacherous combination with usurping sense, ©booses rather to obey than rule, to
rebel than obey ; for not to rule, being thereto enjoined by the
supreme Ruler, was to rebel. The empire of rebellious apthus are
petite was reckoned move tolerable than God's
his authority affronted and his goodness despised both at once.
He is rejected both as ruler and benefactor, with equal disrespect to his majesty and grace, to his governing and his
heart-delighting presence.
And how ignominious, hereupon,
is the rejection, when so vile things are chosen and preferred !
The tyranny of lust, before his holy, reasonable, orderly government; the pleasures of sin, rather than those of the divine
presence
this being the practical, decisive judgment given
It is better to be the meanest
in the case, that these are better.
drudge and slave than his servant, and to feed upon husks
or ashes than his pure and most satisfying communications.
And what he chose to be, he is ; that is, with the indignity
done to God, he hath joined the vilest debasement of himself.
For hence also, how loathsome a creature is he now become 1
How perverted in all his powers How full of darkness, confusion, impurity, malignity, and venom
How universally
and horridly deformed
And hereof an estimate may be made,
from his unaptness to self-reflection ; which how notorious
What doth he not rather choose to do with his thoughts,
is it
than turn them inward ? And how unfit is he for divine converse, that cannot endure his own
or to associate with God,
that is become too foul a creature to have any satisfying converse with himself
Now what could be expected to ensue
upon all this, but that he should be forsaken of God that the
blessed presence be withdrawn, that had been so despitefully
slighted, to return no more ? No more, until at least a recompense should be made him for the wrong done, and a capacity
be recovered for his future converse : namely, until both his
honour should be repaired, and his temple until he might
again honourably return, and be fitly received. But who

tary, nothing could force

(o

it

;

!

:

:

:

!

!

!

!

;

!

;

;
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ever be
brought to pass ? that is, neither could his departure but be
expected, nor his return but be above all expectation. To
depart was what became him a thing, as t ?> e case was, most
God-like, or worthy of God, and what he owed to himself.
It was meet so great a Majesty, having been so condescendingly gracious, should not be also cheap, or appear unapprehensive of being neglected and set at nought. It became
him, as the self-sufficient Being, to let it be seen he designed
not man his temple for want of a house; that having of old
;

and having now the heavens for
footstool, he could dwell alone,
and did
or where he pleased else, in all his great creation
not need, where he was not desired.
That of the Cynic was
inhabited his

own

his throne,

the earth

eternity,

his

;

thought a brave saying, when his malecontented servant turned
" It were an unworthy thing Manes
fugitive, and left him
should think he can live without Diogenes, and that Diogenes

—

cannot without Manes." (Senec. de Tranquill.) How much
better would it suit with the real self-fulness of a Deity, where
It
nothing of this kind can look like an empty, hollow boast
dwell
not
to
holiness,
was becoming of his pure and glorious
amidst impurities, or let it be thought he was a God that took
pleasure in wickedness and most suitable to his equal justice to
let them who said to him, " Depart from us," feel they spake
!

;

word against their own life and soul and that what was
their rash and wilful choice, is their heaviest doom and punishment.
It was only strange, that when he left his temple
he did not consume it and that not leaving it without being
basely expelled, he hath thought of returning without being
invited back again.
Yea, and that whatsoever was necessary
thereto, is designed by his own so strange contrivance, and
done at his own so dear expense his only-begotten Son most
freely consenting with him, and in sundry capacities sustainThis
ing the weight and burthen of this great undertaking.
leads us to the third thing proposed, which will be considered
that

;

;

:

in the following chapter.

vol.

I.

2u
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The restitution of this temple undertaken by the Tmmanuel. IF. The
subject of-the preceding chapter continued, wherein is shewn, Thirdly,
That the blessed God hath laid the platform and foundations of his present temple in Immanuel; which was first more darkly prefigured, and
afterwards more clearly revealed: he was himself to be the platform,
and the founder of it; and in order hereto must also be
The subject more particularly considered, wherein, is
shewn the sufficiency and the necessity of this constitution of Immanuel, for this purpose.
First, Its sufficiency; in which it is proved,
I- That we have enough in him, whereupon God might express himthe foundation,

a

sacrifice.

III.

former temple. This founded
answered. 2. That man be
made willing to render it back to him, and admit the operation of his
fashioning hand. To effect this purpose, it is shewn, ( I.) That on account of his sacrifice, he hath the power of giving the Holy Spirit. (2.)
That the unwillingness of man is to he overcome by the power and
spirit of Immanuel, as hereafter to be more fully shewn
but working
(suitably to an intelligent subject in a rational way.
i3.) In this there
is a great accommodateness in the constitution of Immanuel, as demonstrating, [l.] Divine love. [2.] Divine holiness: and those, (l.)In
the possibility of attaining them. (2.) In their own native loveliness.
Secondly, The necessity of this constitution of Immanuel for this pur-

self willing to rebuild

on

and return

to his

his sacrifice: objections to his sacrifice

:

1

)

pose.

J.

A

X\_

ND

indeed, what was to be designed and done, did

—

way call for so great an undertaker. The indignity offered to the majesty of <he most high God, in his
so ignominious expulsion from his own temple, was to be reevery

compensed

—

and the ruin must be repaired which had betemple itself.
In reference to both these performances, it was determined that Immanuel, that is, his own Son,
his substantial Image, the Brightness of his glory, the eternal
Word, should become incarnate; and being so, should undertake several parts, and in distinct capacities, and beat once a
.single Temple himself, and that this temple should be also a sacrifice, and thereby give rise to a manifold temple conformed
to that original one, of each whereof, in the virtue of that
sacrifice, he was himself to be the glorious Pattern, the firm.
Foundation, the magnificent Founder, and the most curious
Architect and Former, by his own various and most peculiar
fallen his

influence.

:
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This hatli been the result oi'the divine counsel, and the Lord's
own doing, most justly marvellous in our eyes.
IF. This leads us to the last thing proposed in the method
in the preceding chapter
and to consider,
Third?//, That the blessed God hath laid the platform and
the foundations of his temple, as it was to be restored and set
up again among men, in and by that great Immanuel, Ins
own Son made flesh. It is to be considered that (as hath been
shewn) the world had a long time lain deluged with wickedness, sunk in sensuality, and a deep oblivion of God
his memorial was even lost among men, and nothing less thought of
than a temple in the true design and meaning of it the notices
of God, and any inclination to religion that remained, (too
deeply infixed into the mind and nature of men to be quite extinct,) were yet so faint and weak, carnal and terrene propensions so strong, that the vital religion which was the proper
business of a living temple, could have no place.
It was npt
so only in the Pagan world from which God had further withdrawn himself, but even with that select people to whom he
vouchsafed more peculiar manifestations and symbols of his
mind and presence.
They had a figurative temple by his own appointment,
erected in much glory among them, that might have instructed
them, and by degrees the rest of the world, if they would
have understood its true meaning and signification, that God
v/as yet willing to dwell with men on earth, and that it should
be a "house of prayer for all nations," who ought, upon
those glorious appearances of God among that people, lo
have gradually proselyted themselves unto them. It prefigured what he intended, namely, in his appointed season,
by his own Son to descend and inhabit, make and constitute
him a much more glorious temple than could be built of wood
or stone, or by the hands of men
that in after time " Shiloh
should come, unto whom the gathering of the people should
be," and by whom he would reconcile and re-collect the
apostate world back again to himself.
But all this was as unintelligible mystery on all hands
entered not into the minds
of men of either sort, but much less into their hearts and the
Jews did much more affect to paganize, and go further off
from God, than the Pagans (which in this they ought) to judaize, and draw nearer to him.
The natural sentiments of
religion, which were common to all men, did run out only into
mere external observances and empty (though somewhat different) formalities, that might well enough agree with a sen;

;

;

:

;

;
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transacted in habitual estrangement from God, and
as without him in the world
so as not only not to answer
the true intent and use of a temple, but to frustrate and
sual

life,

;

elude

it.

When

was the state of things with this world, and
was now come, wherein God intended,
with more vigour and efficacy, to renew and reinforce his
mighty and merciful work of setting up his temple, and to
make it rise in splendour and glory in the world, he at length
sends down his Son
he puts on man becomes Immannel
an incarnate God among men and a Man inhabited by all the
lulness of God.
This man was, therefore, a most perfect Temthis

the fulness of time

:

;

;

;

ple

the original one ? that is, not only a single one himself,
but an exemplary Temple, to which all other were to be conformed the advantage whereof to the forming of more we
shall see hereafter : whereby he was also a virtual one> from
which life and influence were to be transfused to raise and
form all others. But in order to its being so, this very temple
must become a sacrifice and by dying, multiply a seminal
temple, as we shall hereafter shew, and as he himself represents
;

;

:

;

John 12. 24. And which is in the full sense of it
Peter 2. where, when we were first told, (v. 4, 5.) we
r us* corre to him as un'o a living stone, and as lively stones

the matter,
said,

1

be built up a spiritual house; we are further told, (r. 24.)
our sins in his own body on the tree,
(where he was offered as a sacrifice,) that we might die to sin
and live to righteousness. For now, a temple being, in its proper
use and design, intended for divine honour, could not have
its foundation in the ruin thereof, or be built upon his unrejmedied dishonour
the Son of God, by tendering himself
for a valuable recompense, must be the Corner-stone of this
'new building. The wrong that man had done to the divine
majesty should be expiated by none but man, and could be
by none but God. Behold then the wonderful conjunction of
both in the one immanuel who was, by his very constitution,
an actual Ttmple : " God with us :" the habitation of the Deity
that he himself bare

:

|

2

returned, and resettling itself with

men and fitted to be (what
must be also) a most acceptable sacrifice. For here were
met together man that could die, and God that could overcome death man, that might suffer, and God, that could
:

it

;

give sufficient value to those sufferings ; sufficient to atone the
offended Majesty, and procure that life might be diffused, and
spread itself to all that should unite with him ; whereby they
might become living stones, joined to that living Corner-stone
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a spiritual temple, again capable of that divine presence
which they had forfeited, and whereof they were forsaken.
III. That all this n,?y be the better understood, we shall endeavour to shew, moic distinctly, the sufficiency and aptness of ihe constitution and appointment ot Immanuel, (coasftderftig what be was, and what was undertaken to be suffered
and performed by him,) s (he most proper and adequate means
for the restoring of God's temple with men; and the necessity
of th s course for this end.
First, And for the aptness and sufficiency of this course, or
what the setting up of Immanuel might do for this purpose,
may be seen in the suitableness hereof to the foregoing state of
the case, and by comparing therewith what he is, and hath,
done and suffered in order hereto.
have seen that the
former desolate state of this temple was occasioned and inferred by man's apostasy, (whereby he became incapable of
serving any longer the purposes of a temple,) and God's departure thereupon.
There was therefore the concurrence of
somewhat on man's part, and somewhat on God's, unto this
desolation: on man's, what was unjust, leading, and causal;
on God's, what was most just, consequent, and caused thereby?
man's unrighteous and ill-deserving aversion from God, and
God's most righteous and deserved aversion hereupon from
him tiie one caused by the other, but both causing in different kinds the vacancy and deserted state of this temple
which ensued the former as a sinning cause, the latter as
a punishing. Now what we have considerable in the Immanuel towards the restoration of this temple, and that it
might become again habitable and replenished by the Divine
Presence as before, is answerable to this state of the case ;
and directly tending to compose things between the distanced
parties, both on the one part and the other.
And because
God was to have the first and leading part in reconciliations,
as man hath in disagreements, we have enough in him, whereupon God might express himself willing to rebuild and return to his former dwelling
and man be willing to render
it back to him, and admit the operation of the fashioning
hand whereby it is to be prepared and refitted for its proper use.
1. That God might rebuild and return to his former temple.
This is effected and a foundation is laid for the effecting of the other too, in his becoming a sacrifice to justice
a
-i

We

:

;

—

;

—

;

;

and fragrant, so full of Value and grateful
that abundant recompense is made by it for the

sacrifice so rich

savour, as

\

|
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Majesty of heaven, by profaning
and polluting this temple, and expelling so coiitumeliously its
great Inhabitant
an injury, to which the creation, consuming
in a universal flame, had been an unproportionable sacrifice :
but the sacrifice of himself, the Immanuel, God-Man, could
be defective in nothing was both suitable and equal to the
exigency of the case. For the .sacrifice of him who was man,
was suitable to the offence of man and of him who was God,
was equal to the wrong done to God. Long before this sacrifice was off red, the expectation of it, and since, the remembrance, have been precious. It was of sufficient virtue to
work and diffuse its influence at the greatest distance; and
to periuine the world, and
cot of time only, but of place too
scatt r blessings through all the parts and nations of it, as well
When no other sacrifice or offerings
as through all the ages.
could avail anything, (Ps. 40. Heb. 10.) lo He comes into
which, though it was not forma body prepared on purpose
ed and assumed until the fulness of time, (Gal. 4. 4.) was yet
reckoned as slain from the beginning of it, Rev. 13. 8. This
was the seed in which, though it sprung up only in Judea,
yet all the nations of the earth were to be blessed, Gen. 22.
Long was this body in preparing, and the seed trans18.
mitted through many generations, whence it was at length to
arise ; into which as its last preparation, the Deity descended ;
and that it might be a sufficiently costly sacrifice, filled it with
for in him dwelt all the fulness of the
the divine fulness
:

lo the

—

;

;

:

!

:

;

Godhead

bodily, Col. 2. 9.

When we

read Abel's sacrifice

have been more excellent than Cain's, (Heb. 11. 4.) the
Greek word is, it was fuller. How full a one was this That
Avas filled by faith with a derivative fulness
this, immediately by God himself, with his own self-fulness, which filleth all
in all, and whence all must reecive.
Being so filled, it was a temple, and must now further be a
sacrifice.
Both are signified in that one short passage, which
himself let fall, (John" 2. 19.) " Destroy this temple:" that
is, that he was a Temple, and was to be destroyed
which is
carried in the notion of a sacrifice.
This lie said of his body,
Strange mystery
x. 21.
The very temple itself a consuming
oblation, self-devoted even to destruction, and out of that
again self-raised The divine justice could not hereby but be
well satisfied, and say, It was enough, when the whole temple
became all propitiatory, and the profanation of the former temple was expiated by the immolation of the new : so that, ia
point of honour and justice, no exception could now lie

to

!

;

;

!

!
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wasted and
forsaken temple.
Only his return could not, as yet, be presently to dwell there, (for it was most unfit,) but to refit and
prepare it for his future dwelling. It had been long desolate,
and hereby was become decayed and ruinous, full of noisome
impurities
yea, the habitation of dragons and devils of
Ziim, and Jiim, andOchim. Many an abominable idol was
set up here, that filled up the room of the one God that had
forsaken and left it.
It was wholly in the possession of false
gods, for whose use it was tha more fit, by how much it was
against the return of the divine presence to

its

:

the less

fit for his
for amidst darkness, confusion, and filthiwas the chosen seat of the principalities and powers that
now did dwell and rule here. Ilrre was the throne of the
:

ness,

prince of darkness, the resort of his associates, the altars of as
many lusts as the heart of man, now wholly given up to all

manner of wickedness, could multiply unto itself; by whose
consent and choice, this horrid alienation had been made and
continued.
Upon such terms the " strong man armed kept the
house."

The

God might now return, but he mi\st build beand conquer before he build. He might return, but not upon other terms than the expiatory value, and
blessed

fore he dwell,

actual or ascertained oblation of that above-mentioned sacrifice : for when he forsook this his temple, he left it with

—

and his most righteous curse upon it a curse
was of this import, "Never any thing holy or pure any
more come here, or any thing good and pleasant. The light of
the am never shine any more at all on thee
the voice of joy
and gladness never be heard any more at all in thee." The

just resentment,
that

:

powerful horror of this curse held it doomed to all the desolation and misery that were upon it; confirmed it in the power
of him that ruled here, at his will. Hence, had the magic
and charms of the evil one, their permitted, unresisted efficacy,
rendered it an enchanted place ; related and adjoined it to the
nether world, the infernal region ; made it the next neighbourhood, even of the very suburbs of hell ; and barred out all
divine light and grace, all heavenly beams and influences from

So that, had it not been for this Sacrifice, this temple had
been and remained, even in the same kind, an accursed place,
as hell itself: tne Spirit of God should have had no more to do
hefe, than there
for so the sentence and curse of his violated
law had determined
" Thou shalt die the death," did say no
it.

;

:

less.

13ut

now, Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the
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Cursed is
every one thathangeth on a tree : that the blessing of Abraham
might come on the Gentiles thai we might receive the promise
of the Spirit through faith. Gal. 3. He was made a curse for
lis ; not the same in kind which we had incurred, (which it
were horrid to think,) but such as his state could admit, and
For that a person so immutably pure
ours could require.
and holy should become an impure thing, was what his state
and that one of so high dignity should
could not admit
willingly suffer to that degree which he did for us, was a
thing of so great merit and value, as to answer the uttermost of
our ill-deservings than which the exigency of our case could
And the end or design of
not, in that respect, call for more.
his becoming to that degree a curse for us, being expressly
said to be this, that we might receive, the promise of the Spirit,
(or the promised Spirit,) implies, that the curse upon us had
intercepted and cut off from us all influences of that holyfor the fresh emission whereof, in God's own
blessed Spirit
That this
stated method, he had now again opened the way.
blessing is hereby said to become the portion of the Gentiles,
was enough to the apostle's present purpose, writing to the Gathe Jews having, upon the same terms, had the same
latians
privilege formerly from age to age: " Thou gavest thy good
Spirit to instruct them ;" (Nehem. 9. 20.) which also is implied in their being charged with vexing and rejecting this
blessed Spirit, one generation after another, Isa. 63. 10. Acts
And they had now the same gospel, and are here also
7. 51.
included, in that it is said to be the blessing of Abraham into
:

for

it

is

written,

;

;

;

;

;

;

communion

now declared

have
been admitted, about which so great doubt had been in those
That therefore the Spirit might be given for the mendays.
tioned purpose, on the account of the Son of God's oblation
of himself, is out of question. The necessity that he should
be only given on these terms, will be seen hereafter, in its proper
the

Avhereof the Gentiles are

to

place, in ch. 9.

But whereas

it

hath been designed in

represent the constitution of

all

this discourse to

Immanuel (being

first

made a

personal Temple, then a Sacrifice) as an apt and fit means to
multiply this one temple into many, and bring it about, that
upon just and honourable terms God might again return to in-

men : it may perhaps be alleged, by some,
seems an unrighteous thing God should appoint his
own innocent Son to be punished for the sins of offending creatures, and let them escape,
And then how could an unjust
habit the souls of

That

it

3
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which was

the honour of his justice, or that

—

in

means to any good end ? The loud clamours
wherewith some later contenders have filled the Christian world
upon this subject, make it fit fo say somewhat of it and the
tiling itself needs not that we say much.
do" know thnt
we know it by God's
the innocent Son of God was crucified
determinate conns 4; we know it was for the sins of men
(which the adversaries, in a laxer and less significant sense,,
deny not, though it must by no means be understood, say
they, as a punishment of those sins :) we know many of those
sinners do finally escape deserved punishment.
The truth of
itself unfit,

be a

fit

:

We

;

;

these things, in fact,

disputed on neither side

is

:

all

these then

are ack now edged reconcileable and consistent with the justice

of God.

What

then

is

<o

be inferred

are not so, for that they are,

What

? That God is
God's justice admit of

then

tation of

Not

I

that these tinners

acknowledged on all hands.
unjust ? Will their zeal for the repuis

this

?

No;

Son

but

it

is

only un-

punishment: th it is,
it is unjust he should suffer for a valuable and necessary purpose not that he should sutler need - sslj-, or for no purpose
that might not have been served without if
But why may
not the sufferings of Christ be looked on as a punishment, ?
Because they will have it be essential to punishment, that
be
inflicted on the person that offended
and then inconsistent
with its notion and essence, that if be inflict; d on an innocent
person.
But if so, the pretence for the cry of injustice vanishes, unless they will be so absurd as to say, It is very just
to afflict an innocent person, but not to punish him
when the
punishment hath no more in it of real evil to him that suffers
just to count this suffering- of his

a

1

;

!

it,

:

;

it, than the
admitted affliction.
And when they say, The
very notion of punishment carries in it an essential respect
to that personal guilt of him that bears it, it implies that
in the present case punishment hath no place, not because it is unjust, but because it is impossible.
In the mean
time, how vain and ludicrous is that pretence, that all the real
evil which God determined sho >ld befal his Son he should
let come upon
him with acknowledged justice, but that the
injustice must lie only in a notion
that is, if he look upon
it as a punishment.
Yet also the punishing of one for another's
offence is forbidden to men, as themselves allege from i)eut.
24. 16. (as it is not strange God should disallow men that
dominion over one another, which he may claim to himself, and
which he is in no such possibility to abuse as they,) which therefore shews their notion of punishment is false, by which they
;

Vol.

i.

%x
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would make

it

impossible for one

ther's faults, (as the learned Grotius acutely argues,

fact.) inasmuch as

l»AitT It.
for ano-

De

Satis-

were absurd to forbid a thing that is impossible. And that God himself doth often punish the sinsof some
upon others, is evident enough from many places of holy Scripture particularly the second commandment, (Exod. 80. 5.) " I
the Lord thy God am a jealous God, visiting the sins of the fat ers
1

it

:

I'

upon

&c. 2 Sam. 24.

&c. 1 Kings 14. 1 am.
5. 7.
Whereas therefore they are wont, on the contrary, to
allege that of Ezek. 18. " Ye shall no more use this proverb,
The fathers have eaten the sour grapes, and the children's teeth
are set on edge," v. 2, 3. and 19, 20, &c.
It is plain, in that
it is said, Ye shall no more, &c. that the blessed God speaks
here of what, in merciful indulgence, he for the future would
not do, not of what in strict justice he might not
for can it be
supposed he owns himself to have dealt unjustly with them
the children,"

13,

;

before

?

evidently therefore neither impossible nor unjust to
punish one for another's offence and the matter only seems
harsh, to such as have misshapen to themselves the notion of
punishment, and make it only correspond to the appetite of
private revenge
whereas it only answers to a just will of
vindicating the rights and honour of government
which may
most fitly be done, upon another than the offender, not at random, or in an undistinguishing promiscuous hurry, but upon
the two suppositions mentioned by the above-recited author.
First, If there be a near conjunction between the person punishSecondly, If there be a coned, with the person offending.
sent and voluntary susception of the former on behalf of the
other.
And we add, as a third, Especially if there be thereupon a legal substitution, the supreme ruler upon that consent also agreeing, providing, by a special law made in the
case, for such transferring of the guilt and punishment.
All
which have so eminently concurred in the present case, that it
can proceed from nothing but a disposition to cavil, further
to insist and contend about it.
And we know that such translations have among men not only been esteemed just, but laudable as in the known story of Zaleucus, who, having ordained
that adultery among his Locricas should be punished with the
loss of both eyes, and his own son afterwards being found guilty
of that crime, was content to lose one of his own eyes, that justice
might be done to the public constitution, and mercy be shewn
to his son in saving one of his
and that of the Pythagoreans,
Damon and Pythias, the one of whom pawned his own life t&
It is

;

:

;

;

:
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the tyrant, to procure time for the other (condemned to die)
wherein to settle some affairs abroad before his death ; who
returning within the limited time to save his faith and his
friend's life, by surrendering his own, so moved the tyrant,
The common case of man, forsaken of
(that he spared both.
the divine presence, and not to be restored without recompense,
was the most deplorable and the most important that could be
thought.
And it may now be compassionately cared for

having been obtained by this great sacrifice, that the diis so well satisfied, and Ins majesty and honour so
fully asserted and vindicated, as that lie now may, without
wrong to himself, (his justice and the dignity of his government not reclaiming against it,) cast a compassionate and favourable eye upon the desolations of his temple take up kind
thoughts towards it send forth his mightier Spirit to dispossess
the "strong man armed," to vanquish the combined enemypowers, to build and cleanse and beautify the habitation of
his holiness, and then inhabit and dwell in it: upon which
account it is now called, the temple of the Holy Ghost the
Spirit which the Father sends, in the name of the Son, upon
this errand
he having obtained that it should be sent. By
which Spirit also the Immanuel was sufficiently enabled to gain
our consent unto all this; for his dying on the cross was not
that he might have the Spirit in himself, but that he might
Lave the power of communicating it : and so (as was before
intimated) might the foundation be laid for what is to be done
on our part, by the offering of this sacrifice; of which we are
next further to treat.
2. That which was to be done on our part, in order to the
restoring of God's temple in us, was, that we be made willing
of his return, and that there be wrought in us whatsoever
might tend to make us fitly capable of so great a presence.
More needs not to be said (but much more easily might) to shew
that we were most umoilling. And that our becoming willing
this

vine justice

;

;

;

;

was

requisite,

must be

sufficiently evident.

is

pie are Ave to be

?

Not of wood and

For what
stone

;

sort of a tern*
but as our worship

reasonable service, of the same constitution must
whence it is to proceed.
are to be temples,
by self-dedication, separating ourselves unto that purpose ;
and are to be the voluntary under-labourers in the work that
all

the temple be

We

be done for the preparing of this temple for its proper
and the use which is to be made of it, that there the
blessed God and we might amicably and with delight converse
together, supposes our continual willingness, which therefore
is to

use

:
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Now

unto this purpose also, the constitution of Immanuel was most suitable
or the setting up of
this one eminent temple first, God in Christ.
This was a leading case, anfi iiad a further design : it was never meant that
the divine presence should be confined to that one single Per;

son, or only that

God

should have a temple on earth as long
but he was to be the
prin art/ Original Temple ; and his being so, did contribute to
the maki-g us willing to become his temples also.
as the

Man

Christ should reside there

;

(1.) As here was the fulness of that Spirit, by whose power
and influence that, and all the subsequent work, was to be
wrought in us which fulness is by that blessed name, IMMANUEL, signified to be in him on purpose to be communicated, or as what must be some way common unto Hod with
us.
Our aversion was not easily vincible the people, it was
said, (speaking of the reign of Immanuel,) should be willing in
the day of his power; (Ps. 110. 3.) and, as it follows, in the
This was a known name of God's tembeauties of holiness.
ple, (1 Chr. 16. 29.) for the building whereof David was now
preparing, and whereto the passages agree, Ps. 27. 4. Ps. 96.
8,9. And thai spiritual one whereof we speak must be here
chiefly meant, whereof the Christian world, in its exterior
:

:

is but the outer court
or is subordinate to the interior
frame, and to the work thereof, but as scaffolds to the buildThe people shall be zcilling, but not
ing which they inclose.

frame,

;

otherwise than being made so by his pozcer ; and that not always put forth, but in the day of his power on a noted memorable day a day intended for the demonstration and magnifying of Ms power; that is, the season when Immanuel
(the Lord, to whom the speech is addressed) would apply and
set himself, even with his might, to the great work of restoring
and raising up the temple of God a work not to be done by
might and power, (according to the common, vulgar notion
thereof, by which nothing is reckoned might and power but
avsiblearm of flesh, hosts and armies, horses and chariots,)
but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts, Zech. 4.
Then,
though the spirits of men swell as mountains, in proud enmity
and opposition, (which must be levelled where this building is
;

;

:

designed,) those mountains shall appear bubbles what are they
great Undertaker? They shall become a plain,
when the Head-stone is brought forth with shoutings, unto
:

before this

which the cry shall be, Grace, grace. This is the Stone laid
in 7ion for a foundation, (Isa. 28.) sure and tried, elect and
precious; (Ps. 118.) disallowed by men, but chosen of God
;
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the chief Stone of the corner; (1 Peter 2.) a living, spirituous
Stone, from which is a mighty effluence of life and spirit, all
to attract and animate other stones, and
with itself, so as to compact and raise

draw them into union
np this admirable fa-

a spiritual house for " spiritual sacrifice, acceptable to
Jesus Chrisl :" as a Stone that shall spread life through
the whole frame called therefore a Branch (Zech. 3, 8, P.) as
well as a Stone, whereto is attributed the work and the glory of

Tsri'C,

Cod by

:

" Behold the !V#afi whose name is the
building God's temple.
Branch and he shall grow up out of his plac ', and he shall
build the tempi- of the Lord; evenheshall build the temple
of the Lord and he shall bear the glory," «Src. ch. 6. A plain
indication, that the prophecies of that book did not ultimately
;

;

terminate in the restoration of the temple at .Jerusalem

but,

;

more mystically, intended the great comprehensive temple of
the living God, which the Messiah should extend and diffuse,
by a mighty communication of his Spirit, through the world ;
when (as is afterwards said, v. 15.) "they that are afar off
shall come and build in the temple of the Lord ;" " and the inhabitants of one city shall go to another, saying, Let us go
the Lord of
speedily to pray before the Lord, and to see
hosts
will o-o also.
Many people and strong nations,' Szc.
(eh. 8. 20 22.)
Ten men out of ail languages to one Jew, that
shal say, We will go with you, for we have heard that God is
1

;

J

—

with you. See Mic. 4. 2. This, it is said, shall be at Jerusalem,
but if must be principally meant of the New Jerusalem, that
cometh down from heaven, that is from above, that is free
with her children, and is the mother of us all. And how
how mighty and genera! an atplentiful an effusion of Spirit
!

traction,

by

it,

signified

is

in

all

this,

by which

so deeply-

rooted aii aversion to God and serious living religion, as is
known to be common to men, is overcome, and turned into
willingness and

inclination towards

CHRIST

him! And whereby that
1

replenished with the divine
fulness, multiplies itself into so many, -or enlarges itself into
that one, his church ; called also his body-, ('is both his
great primary

Temple,

very body and that church are called his temple,) the fulness
Nor needs it scruple us, or give
of him that ftiletfa all in al'
us any trouble, that we find this name of a temple placed upon
a good man singly and alone, sometimes upon the whole
community of such together. Each one-bears a double habitude direct towards God, by which he is capable of being his
collateral towards our fellow Christians,
private mansion
whereby he is a part of his more enlarged dwelling. WhenJ

—

;

.
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soever then any accession

begun

in

Christ himself,

it

is
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lie

spiritual temple,

done by a further diffusion of

that Spirit, whereof that original

Temple

is

the

first

recep-

tacle.

(2.) But moreover, because it was a, rational subject that was
to be wrought upon, it is also to be expected that the work
in a rational way.
These that must be made
and that were before intelligent stones, were not to be
hewed, squared, polished, and moved to and fro by a violent
hand but being to be rendered willing, must be dealt with in
a way suitable to the effect to be wrought. They are them-

itself

be done

living,

;

selves to

come

as lively stones, to the living Corner-stone,

a vital act of their

own

will

;

which, we know,

moved by

is

by

not to be

force, but rational allurement.
Wherefore this
being the thing to be brought about, it is not enough to inquire
or understand by what power, but one would also covet to
know by what motive or inducement is this willingness and
vital co-operation brought to pass
and we shall find this original Temple, the Immanuel, had not only in it a spring of sufficient power, but also,
(3.) In its constitution a great accommodateness thereto;
carrying with it enough of argument and rational inducement,
whereby to persuade and overcome our wills into a cheerful
compliance and consent. And that,
[I.J As it was itself the most significant demonstration of
dhine love, than which nothing is more apt to move and
work upon the spirit of man. The bonds of love are the cords
of a man, (Has. 1 1. 4.) of an attractive power, most peculiarlove him, because he first
ly suitable to human nature:
loved us.
1 John 4.
This is rational magnetism. When in
the whole sphere of beings we have so numerous instances of
things that propagate themselves, and beget their like, can
we suppose the divine love to be only barren and destitute of
this power? And we find, among those that are born of God,
there is nothing more eminently conspicuous, in this production, than love.
This new creature were otherwise a dead
creature.
This is its very heart, life, and soul that which
acts and moves it towards God, and is the spring of all holy
operations.
Since then love is found in it, and is so eminent
a part of its com position, what should be the parent of this
love, but love ? Not is this a blind or unintelligent production, in respect of the manner of it, either on the part of that
which begets, or of that which is begotten: not only he who
is propagating his own love, designs it, and knows what he is
;

We

;
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hereby made to love, knows whereto tie

is

is to be formed, and receives, through on enlightened mind, the
Very principle, power, and spirit of love. Is his love the
cause of ours; or do we love him, because he loved us first ?
And what sort of cause is it ? or how doth it work i<s effect,
otherwise than as his love, testifying and expressing itself, lets
us see how reasonable and congruous it is, that we should
love back again ? As is more than intimated, by the same sacred
writer, in that epistle " Hereby perceive we tEie love of God,"
:

or other must first render his love
perceivable to us, that thereby we may be induced to love
him for his own, and our brother for his sake. And again,
"
have known and believed the love that God hath to us.
love
God is love," &c. After which it shortly follows, "
;"
The
way
of
say,
should
he
as
if
him, because he loved us first

&c. ch.

3. 16.

Somewhat

We

We

God's bringing us to that love-union with himself, that we by
love dwell in him, and he in us, is, by his representing himself
a Being of love. Until he beget in us that apprehension of
himself, and we be brought to know and believe the love that
he hath towards us,

this

is

not done.

Butwhere have we

that

representation of God's love towards us, save in Immanuel ?
This is the sum of the ministry of reconciliation, or, which is
all one, of making men love God, to wit, that God was in Christ
Thin
reconciling the world to himself, &c. 2 Cor. 5. 18, 19.
of
and
design,
the
ronslitudon
was the very make and frame,
the original Temple, to be the " Tabernacle of witness ;" a

visible testimony of the love of God, and of his kind and gracious propensions towards the race of men, however they were

become an apostate and degenerous race to let them see how
inclined and willing he was to become acquainted again with
them, and that the old intimacy and friendship, long since
out-worn, might be renewed. And this gracious inclination
was testified, partly by Christ's taking up his abode on earth ;
or by the erecting of this original Temple, by the Word's being
made flesh, (John 4.) wherein (as the Greek expresses it,
That whereas we did
Jffx/jvwo-tv) he did tabernacle among us.
dwell here in earthly tabernacles, (only now destitute and devoid of the divine presence,) he most kindly comes and pitches
sets up his tabernacle by ours,
his tent amongst our tents
so that here the divine glory
replenished and full of God
was familiarly visible, the glory of the only-begotten Son of the
Father, shining with mild and gentle rays, such as should al;

;

:

lure, not affright us, nor their terror

make

us afraid.

A

vail
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most condescendingly put on, lest majesty should too potently
strike disaccustomed and misgiving minds
and what is more
terrible of this glory, is allayed by being interwoven with
" grace and truth." Upon tills account might it now truly
be proclaimed, " Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men!"
That is performed which once seemed hardly credible, and
(when (hat temple was raised that was intended but for a type
and shadow of this) Mas spoken of with wondering expostulation
"In very deed will God dwell with men on earth!"
Whereas it might have been reasonably thought this world
should have been for ever forsaken of God, and no appearance
of him ever have been seen here, unless with a design of taking
vengeance how unexpected and surprising a thing was this,
that in a state of so comfortless darkness and desolation, the
" day-spring from on high should visit i(," and that God should
come down and settle himself in so mean a dwelling, on purpose to seek the acquaintance of his offending, disaffected creatures
Bui chiefly and more eminently this his gracious inclination was testified,
By the manner and design of his leaving this his earthly
" Destroy
abode, and yielding that his temple to destruction
this temple, and I will raise it up."
This being an animated
living temple, could not be destroyed without sense of pain,
unto which it could not willingly become subject, but upon
design
and that could be no other than a design of love.
When he could have commanded twelve legions of angels
to have been the guardians of this temple, to expose it to the
violence of profane and barbarous hands
this could proceed
from nothing but love and greater love could none shew,
especially if we consider what >vas the designed event. This
temple was to fall but single, that it might be raised manifold :
it was intended (as it came to pass) to be multiplied by being
is

;

:

;

!

:

;

!

:

as himself elegantly illustrates the matter: " Verily,
say unto you, Except a corn of wheat fall into the
ground and die, it abideth ajone but if it die, it bringeth

destroyed

verily,

;

I

;

much

fruit;" (John 12.) which he afterwards expresses
without a metaphor. " And I, if I be lifted up from the earth,"

forth

signifying, as

We
the
it

it

follows, the death he should die,

"

will

draw

men unto me."

all

on what was said before, that hereby
of the Spirit, which, when
performed such wonders in this kind, creating

will not here insist

way was opened for the emission

came

forth,

and forming

into

temples

many

a disaffected unwilling heart.
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be seen, that he forsook that his present dwelling; not that he might dwell here no longer, but only to
change the manner of his dwelling, and that he might dwell
here more to common advantage the thing he intended, when
he came down. He came down, that by dying, and descending low into the lower parts of the earth, he might make way

Whence

it

may

:

and ascended, that he might fill all things;
might give gifts to men, even the rebellious
Not, I say,
also, that he might dwell among them, Ps. 68.
those great
which
power
by
the
shews
to insist on this, which
effects were wrought, we may also here consider the way
wherein they were wrought that is, by way of representation
and demonstration of the divine love to men. How brightly
did this shine, in the glorious ruin and fall of this temple
how migMiJy did
Herein, how did redeeming love triumph
it conquer, and slay the enmity that wrought in the minds of
men before Here he overcame by dying, and slew by being

for a glorious ascent

(Eph.

;

4.) that he

;

!

!

!

slain.

Now

were his arrows sharp

the hearts of enemies,

in

by which they became subject, Ps. 45. What wounded him,
did, by a strong reverberation, wound them back again. How
inwardly were thousands of them pierced by the sight of him
they had pierced How sharp a sting was in those
words, " Therefore let all the house of Israel know assuredly,
that God hath made that same Jesus, whom ye crucified, both
Lord and Christ !" Aets 2. For it immediately follows, " When
1
they heard this, they were pricked to the heart. ' They that
are now in agonies,
crucified him, are crucified with him
and willing to yield to any thing they are required: " Men
and brethren, what shall we do ?" He may have temples now,

whom

!

;

for taking them ; the most obdurate hearts are oyercome :
and what could be so potent an argument ? what so accommodate to the nature of man so irresistible by it I To behold
this live-temple of the living God, the sacred habitation of a
Deity, full of pure and holy life and vigour, by vital union
with the eternal Godhead, voluntarily devoted and made subject to the most painful and ignominious sulfcring, purposely
to make atonement for the offence done by revolted creatures
against their rightful Lord
What rocks would not rent at
;

I

this spectacle

?

Enough

to put the creation (as

it.

did) into

tv

paroxysm, and bring upon it travailing pangs! And how
strange if.the hearts of men, only next and most closely concerned, should alone be unmoved, and without the sense of such,
pangs ! Well might it be said, " I, if be lift up, will draw
all men," -without any such diminishing sense as to mean
vol.i.
2v
I

M6
by
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much by it (he

wrought, (though that also be not inconsiderable,) as the
power, or natural aptitude of the cause. As if he should say,
This were enough to vanquish and subdue the world, to mollify every heart of man
and to leave the character upon them of
most inhuman creatures, and unworthy to be called men, that
shall not be drawn.
It might be expected, that every one
that hath not abandoned humanity, or hath the spirit of a man
in him, should be wrought upon by this means : and they
cannot but incur most fearful guilt, even all men, who once
having notice of this matter, are not effectually wrought upon

effect

;

by

it.

Upon which

account, the apostle asks the Galatians,

(who

had not otherwise seen this sight than as the gospel-narrative
had represented it to them,) who had bewitched them that they
should not obey, before whose eyes Christ had been set forth
crucified among them; intimating, that he could not account
them less than bewitched, whom the representation of Christ
crucified did not captivate into his obedience.
in his crucifixion,

he was a

And

since,

sacrifice, that is, placatory

and

reconciling, and that reconciliations are always mutual, of

both the contending parties to one another, it must have the
proper influence of a sacrifice immediately upon both, and as
well mollify men's hearts towards God, as procure that he

should express favourable inclinations towards them. That
is, that all enmity should cease, and be abolished for ever

wrongs be forgotten, rights restored, and entire friend-,
and free converse, be renewed, and be made perpetual.
All which signifies, that by this means the spirits of
men be so wrought upon that they render back to God his own
temple, most willingly, not merely from an apprehension of
his right, but as overcome by his love
and valuing his presence more than their own life. Guilt is very apt to be always jealous. No wonder if the spirits of men, conscious of
so great wrong done to God, (and a secret consciousness there
may be even where there are not very distinct and explicit
reflections upon the case,) be not very easily induced to think
God reconcileable. And while he Is not thought so, what can
be -expected but obstinate aversion on their part ? For what so
hardens as despair ? Much indeed might be collected, by deeply-considering minds, of a propension, on God's part, to peace
and friendship, from the course of his providence, and prethat

ship, amity,

;

his clemency, long-sufbounty, towards them. These lead

sent dispensation towards the world
fering,

and most of all

his

;
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own natural tendency yet are they but
in themselves, to men drowned in sensuali-

to repentance in their

dull insipid gospel

ty, buried in earthiiness, in

:

whom

the divine Spirit breathes

and who have provoked the blessed Spirit to keep at a distance, by having stupified and laid asleep the considering
power of their own spirit. Nor are these the usual means,
apart and by themselves, which the Spirit of God is wont to
work by upon the hearts of men, as experience and observation of the common state of the Pagan world doth sadly testify, and without the concurrence of that blessed Spirit, even
the most apt and suitable means avail nothing.
But now where there is so express a testification, as we find
in the gospel of Christ, of God's willingness to be reconciled
a proclamation distinctly made, that imports no other thing
but glory to God iu the highest, peace on earth, and good(for confirmation whereof, the Son of God
will towards men
incarnate is represented slain, and offered up a bloody sacrifice
and that we might see at once both that God is reconcileable, by the highest demonstration imaginable, and how or
upon what terms he comes to be so :) no place for reasonable
have before our eyes what,
doubt any longer remains.
by the wonderful strangeness of it, should engage the most
what ought to assure the
stupid minds to consider the matter
most misgiving, doubtful mind, that God is in good earnest,
and intends no mockery or deceit in his offer of peace and
what ought to melt, mollify, and overcome the most obdurate
Yea, not only what is in its own nature most apt to
heart.
work towards the producing these happy effects is here to be
found, but wherewith also the Spirit of grace is ready to conit being his pleasure, and most fit and
cur and cowork
comely in itself, that he should choose to unite and fall in
with the aptcst means, and apply himself to the spirits of men
in a way most suitable to their own natures, and most likely
to take and prevail with them : whereupon the gospel is
called the " ministration of spirit and life, and the power of
God to salvation." But that this gospel, animated by that
mighty and good Spirit, hath not universally spread itself over
all the world, only its own resolved and resisting wickedness is
otherwise there had been gospel, and temples
the faulty cause
raised by it, everywhere.
[2.] This original'primary temple hath matter of rational
inducement in it as it gives us a plain representation of diFor here
vine holiness, brightly shining in human nature.
was to be seen a most pure, serene, dispassionate mind, unnot,

r

;

;

;

We

;

;

;

;

;
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an earthly tabernacle, like our own.
A mind adorned with the most amiable,
lovely virtues, faith, patience, temperance, godliness; full of
all righteousness, goodness, meekness, mercifulness, sincerity,
humility most abstracted from this world, unmoveably intent
polluted

tincture, inhabiting

;

upon what had reference

to a future state of things, and the
another country
inflexible by the blandishments of
sense
not apt to judge by the sight of the eye, or be charmed
by what were most grateful to a voluptuous ear ; full of pity
towards a wretched, sinful world, compassionate to its calamities, unprovoked by its sharpest injuries
bent upon doing
the greatest good, and prepared to the suffering of whatsoever
evil.
Here was presented to common view a life transacted

affairs of

;

:

;

agreeably to such a temper of mind
equal, uniform, never unlike

;

itself,

of one invariable tenor ;
or disagreeing with the

Men might see a God was come
" The Brightness of the Father's
glory, and the express Image of his person:" a Deify inhabiting human flesh
for such purposes as he came for, could
not be supposed to carry any more becoming appearance than
he did. Here was, therefore, an exemplary temple; the fair
and lovely pattern of what we were each of us to be composed
and formed unto imitating us (for sweeter insinuation and allurement) in what was merely natural, and inviting us to imitate him in what was (in a communicable sort) supernatural
and divine. Every one knows how great is the power of example, and may collect how apt a method this was to move
and draw the spirits of men. Had only precepts and instructions been given men, how they were to prepare and adorn in
themselves a temple for the living God, it had, indeed, been a
but how much had it fallen short of
great vouchsafement
what the present state of man did, in point of means, need, and

exactest or most strict rules.

down

among them

to dwell

;

;

:

;

call for

!

How

great a defalcation were

it

from the gospel,

if

we did want the history of the life of Christ But not only to
have been told of what materials the temple of.God must conto
sist, but to have seen them composed and put together
have opportunity of viewing the beautiful frame in every part,
and of beholding the lovely, imitable glory of the whole, and
which we are to follow, though we cannot with equal steps :
how merciful condescension, and how great an advantage, is
this unto us
have here a state of entire devotedness to
God (the principal thing in the constitution of his temple) exemplified before our eyes, together with what was most suitable besides to such a state.
Do we not sec how, in a body of
!

;

i

We

.
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flesh,

may

be subject to the will of
our meat and drink ? When

God

to count the

;

it imposes any thing
it
grievous to be suffered, to say, "Not my will, but thine be
done ?" How in all things to seek not our own glory, but his ?

doing of

How

hereby to keep his
to please ourselves, but him ?
blessed presence with us, and live in his constant converse and

and not

but to have him ever with,
always aiming to do the things that please him ? Do
we not know how to be tempted, and abstain; injured, and
to live in a tumultuous
forgive
disobliged, and do good
world, and be at peace within to dwell on earth, and have
see all this bath been done,
our conversation in heaven ?
and much more than we can here mention : and by so lively a
fellowship, never to be left alone

;

us, as

;

;

;

We

representation of the brightest divine excellencies, beautifying

exemplary temple, we have a two-fold most conbecoming such namely, that
hereby both the possibility and the loveliness of a temple (the

this original

siderable advantage towards our

we

;

now ourselves to design) are here represented to
by the former whereof we might be encouraged,
by the latter allured, unto imitation that working upon our
hope, this upon our desire, and love in order hereto.
First, The possibility. I mean it not in the strict sense only,
as signifying no more than that the thing, simply considered,
thing

our view

are
:

;

implies no repugnance in
absolute omnipotence

such a thing is (in

itself,

for

;

as

nor is without the reach of
no one needs to be told that

be told it, would
encouragement. There are many things in.
this sense not impossible, whereof no man can, however, have
the least rational hope
as, that another world may shortly
be made that he may be a prince, or a great man therein ;
with a thousand the like.
But I mean it of what is possible to
divine power, (that is, to the grace and Spirit of God,) now
ready to go forth in a way and method of operation already
stated and pitched upon for such purposes.
For having the
representation before our eyes of this original Temple, that is,
God inhabiting human flesh on earth, we are not merely to
consider it as it is in itself, and to look upon it as a strange
thing, or as a glorious spectacle, wherein Ave are no further
concerned, than only to look upon it, and take notice that there
is or hath been such a thing
but Ave are to consider how it
came to pass, and Avith Avhat design it Avas that such a thing
should be, and become obvious to our view.
have Ave
such a sight offered us ? or Avhat imports it unto us ? And Avhen
we have informed ourselves, by taking the account the gospel

signify

little

this sense) possible, so to

to his

:

;

;

Why
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gives us of this matter, and viewed the inscription of that great
name Immanuet, by wonderful contrivance, inwrought into
the very constitution of this temple, we shall then find this to
be intended for a leading case ; and that this temple was

meant for a model and platform of that which we ourselves are
become or, after which the temple of God in us must
be composed and formed and so, that this matter is possible
to an ordinate, divine power, even to that mighty Spirit that
resides eminently in this temple, on purpose to be transmitted
thence to us, for the framing of us to the likeness of it and so that
the thing is not merely possible, but designed also, namely, that
as he was, so we might be in this world: (Uohn4.) unto which
to

;

:

;

is

necessary our believing intuition towards him, or a fiducial

acknowledgment that this Jesus is the Son of God, come down
on purpose into human flesh, to bring about a union between
God and us; whereupon that union itself ensues : the matter
is brought about, we come to dwell in God, and he in us, r. 15.
And this we collect and conclude from hence, that we find
the same Spirit working and breathing in us, which did in him ;
" Hereby know we that we dwell in him, and he in us, because
he hath given us of his Spirit," v. 15. And though it was an
unmeasured fulness of this Spirit which dwelt in this primary
temple, yet we are taught and encouraged hence to expect
that a sufficient and proportionable measure be imparted to us,
that we may appear not altogether unlike or unworthy of him
that this temple and ours are of the same make, and " both he
that sanctifieth, and they that are sanctified, are all of one ;"
;

that

we

so far agree with our original, that he

may

not be

Heb. 2. And how aptly doth this
tend to excite and raise our hope of some great thing to be effected in this kind in us, when we have the matter thus exemplified already before our eyes, and do behold the exact
and perfect model according whereto we ourselves are to be
framed. JVor doth that signify a little to the drawing of our
wills, or the engaging us to a consent and co-operation, as
the under-builders, in the work of this temple.
A design that
in itself appears advantageous, needs no more to set it on foot,

ashamed

to call us brethren,

than that it be represented hopeful.
No one, that understands
any thing of the nature of man, is ignorant of the power of
hope. This one engine moves the world, and keeps all men
busy. Every one soon finds his present state not perfectly good,

and hopes some way to make it better otherwise, the world
were a dull scene. Endeavour would languish, or rather be
none at all for there were no room left for design, or a rational
;

:
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but a lazy unconcerned trifling, without care which end goes forward, and with an utter indifFerency whether to stir or sit still. Men are not, in their other
designs, without hope, but their hope is placed upon things
and when they have gained the next thing they
of no value
hoped for and pursued, they are as far still as they were
from what they meant that for. They have obtained their
nearer end, but therein mistook their way, which they designed by it, to their further end. When they have attained to
perhaps much further from
be rich, yet they are not happy
When they have preyed upon the pleasure
it than before.
enterprising of any thing

;

;

:

they had in chase, they are

still

unsatisfied

;

it

may

be, guilty

and wormwood. Many such disappointments might make them consider, at length, they have
been out all this while, and mistaken the whole nature and
kind of the good that must make them happy. They may
reflections turn

it all

to gall

come to think with themselves, Somewhat is surely lacking,
not only to our present enjoyment, but to our very design
somewhat it must be without the compass of all our former
God may
thoughts, wherein our satisfying good must lie.
minds and they may cry out, Oh that is it;
was I mistook, and had forgot myself. Man once had
a God and that God had his temple, wherein he resided,
and did converse with man hither he must be invited back.
Yea, but his temple lies all in ruin, long ago deserted and
disused, forsaken upon provocation, and with just resentment
the wrong done to
the ruin to be repaired by no mortal hand
be expiated by no ordinary sacrifice. All this imports nothing
but despair.
But let now the Immanuel be brought in this
original Temple be offered to view, and the design and intent of it be unfolded and laid open, and what a spring of
hope is here Or what can nofa be wanting to persuade a
wretched soul of God's willingness to return ? Or, being now

come

here

into their

!

;

it

I

:

;

;

!

sensible of his misery

by

his absence, to

make

it

willing of his

yea, and to contribute the utmost endeavour that all
things may be prepared and put into due order for his re-

return

;

still wanting, it is but
? Or if any thing should be
what may more work upon desire, as well as beget hope and
to this purpose, a narrower view of this original Temple also
serves
that is, it not only shews the possibility, but gives us

ception

:

;

opportunity to contemplate,
Secondly, The loveliness too of such a temple. For here is the
fairest representation that ever this world had, or that could
be had, of this most delectable object.
The divine holiness
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incarnate did never shine so bright.
And wc may easily ap»
prehend the great advantage of having so lively and perfect

a model set before ns of what we are to design and aim at.
Rules and precepts could never have afforded so full a description, or have furnished us with so perfect, an idea.
He that
goes to build a house, must have the project formed in his
mind before and (as hath been said) he is to make a material house of an immaterial.
So here, we may say the real
house is to be built out of the mental or notional one. It is
true indeed, when we have got into our minds the true and full
idea or model of this temple, our greatest difficulty is not yet
over how happy were it, if the rest of our work would a»
soon be done, and our hearts would presently obey our light
If they were ductile, and easy to yield, and receive the stamp
and impression that would correspond to a well enlightened
mind ; if we could presently become conform and like to the
notions we have of what wc should be
if on the sudden our
spirits did admit the habitual, fixed frame of holiness, whereof
we sometimes have the idea framed in our minds, what excellent creatures should we appear
But though to have that
model truly formed in our understandings be not sufficient, it
is however necessary
and although our main work is not
immediately done by it, it can never be done without it. Truth
" Sanctify them through thy truth,"
is the means of holiness
John 17. 17. God hath chosen us to salvation, through
sanctification of the Spirit and belief of the truth, SThes. 2.13.
Therefore it is our great advantage to have the most entire
and full notion that may be, of that temper and frame of spirit
we should be of. When the charge was given Moses of composing the tabernacle, (that moveable temple,) he had the perfect pattern of it shewn him in the mount.
And to receive the
very notion aright of this spiritual living temple, requires a
some-way prepared mind, purged from vicious prejudice and
perverse thoughts, possessed with dislike of our former pollutions and deformities
antecedent whereto is a more general
view of that frame whereunto we are to be composed, and Ihen
a more distinct representation is consequent thereon. As we
find the prophet is directed first to shew the people the house,
that they might be ashamed
whereupon it follows, if they
be ashamed of all that they have done, then he must shew them
the form of the house, and the fashion thereof, and the goings
out thereof, and (he comings in thereof, and all the ordinances
thereof, Ezek. 4S. 10, 11.
How much would it conduce
to the work and service of God's temple in, us, if upon our
;

:

;

!

;

:

;

;

4
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having had some general intimation of his gracious propen»ions towards us, to repair our ruins, and restore our forlorn,
decayed state, we begin to lament after him, and conceive inward resentments of the impurities and desolations of our souls :
and shall now have the distinct representation set before our
eyes, of that glorious workmanship which he means to express
How taking and transporting a sight will
in our renovation
this be to a soul that is become vile and loathsome in its own
But
eyes, and weary of being as without God in the world
now, wherein shall he be understood to give us so exact an account of his merciful intendments and design in this matter, as
by letting us see how his glory shone in his own incarnate Son,
and then signifying his pleasure and purhis express Image
This is his
pose to have us conformed to the same image.
most apt and efficacious method, when he goes about to raise
his new creation, and erect his inner temple ; (as it was, in some
respect, his way, when he made his first great outer temple of
the world ;) "God, that commanded light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ,'' 2 Cor. 4.
That glory shines with greatest advantage to our transformation, in the face or aspect of Immanuel.
When we set our
faces that way, and our eye meets his, we put ourselves into a
purposed posture of intuition, and do steadily look to Jesus ;
" when we, with open face, behold as in a glass the glory of
the Lord, we are changed from glory to glory, as by the Spirit
of the Lord," 2 Cor. 3. His very Spirit enters with those vital
beams ; enters at our eye, and is thence transfused through our
whole soul.
!

!

;

The

seed and generative principle of the

"Being born again, not of corruptible
ruptible, the word of God," 1 Peter 1. 23.
truth

;

new

creature

is

seed, but incor-

We

must unof practical truth, or that which serves to shew what
we are to be and do, (ch. 2. 1 4.) in our new and regenerate state.
Hereby souls are begotten to God, hereby they
live and grow, hereby they come and join as living stones
to the living Corner-stone, in the composition of this spiritual house
as we see the series of discourse runs in this
context.
Now we have this practical truth, not only exhibited in aphorisms and maxims in the word, but we have
it exemplified in the life of Christ.
And when the great renovating work is to be done, the old man to be put oil', the new
man to be put on, the spirit of our mind to be renewed, our
business is to learn Christ, and the truth as it is in Jesus
derstand

it

—

:

:

VOL.1.

2

z
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accomplished the formation of that new
man that is after God. And when we become his (second) workmanship, we are created in Christ, Jesns unto good works ;
caught into union with that Spirit, which shewed itself in the
whole course of his conversation on earth, and is gradually to
work and form us to an imitation of him. \V hereunto we are
not formed by mere looking on, or by our own contemplation
only of his life and actions, on the one hand
(our rigid hardness and stiff aversion to such a temple and course as his was,
are not so easily altered and overcome :) nor, on the other hand,
is our looking on useless and in vain, as if we were to be formed,
like mere stones, into dead unmoving statues, rather than
living temples
or as if his Spirit were to do that work upon
us, by a violent hand, while Ave know nothing of the matter,
nor any way comply to the design. But the work must be
done by the holding up the representation of this primftrj/ temple before our eyes, animated and replenished with divine life
and glory, as our pattern, and the type by which we are to bo
formed, till our hearts be captivated and won to the love and
liking of such a state
that is, to be so united with God, so
devoted to him, so stamped and impressed with all imitable
Godlike excellencies, as he was we are to be so enamoured
herewith, as to be impatient of remaining what we were before.
And such a view contributed directly hereto, and in a way
suitable to our natures. Mere transient discourses of virtue and
goodness, seem cold and unsavoury things to a soul drenched
in sensuality, sunk into deep forgetfulness of God, and filled
with aversion to holiness but the tract and course of a life
evenly transacted, in the power of the Holy Ghost, and that
is throughout uniform, and constantly agreeable to itself, is
apt, by often repeated insinuations, (as drops wear stones,) insensibly to recommend itself as amiable, and gain a liking even
for the
with them that were most opposite and disaffected,
nature of man, in its most degenerate state, is not wholly destitute of the notions of virtue and goodness, nor of some faint
approbation of them. The names of sincerity, humility, sobriety, meekness, are of better sound and import, even with
the worst of men, than of deceit, pride, riot, and wrathfuiness
nor are they wont to accuse any for those former things,
under their own names. Only when they see the broken and
more imperfect appearances of them, and that they are rather
offered at than truly and constantly represented in practice
this begets a prejudice, and the pretenders to them become
suspected of hypocrisy, or a conceited singularity, and are
4.

is

:

;

;

:

:

:
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not censured as not being grossly evil, but rather that they are
But when so unexceptionable a course
not thoroughly good.
is in constant view as our Saviour's was, this procures, even
from (lie ruder vulvar, an acknowledgment that he dolh all
tii

ings well,

and carries that

and awful majesty,

lustre

command

as to

yea, is apt to allure those
a veneration and respect
that more narrowly observe into a real love both of him and
;

way especially when it hath such a close and issue, as
appear no way unworthy of himself, or his former pretensions.
But all being taken together, resolves into the plainest demonstration of most sincere devotedness to God, and good- will to
men; upon which the great stress is laid: "And I, if I be
lift up, will draw all men unto me."
And how great a thing
is done towards our entire compliance with the Redeemer's design of making us temples to the living God, as he himself
was, when he, under that very notion, appears amiable in our
eyes! How natural and easy is imitation unto love! All the
powers of the sou! are now, in the most natural way, excited
and set on work and we shall not easily be induced to satisfy
ourselves, or admit of being at rest, till we attain a state, with
the loveliness whereof our hearts are once taken and possessed
beforehand.
But nothing of all this is said with design, nor
hath any tendency, to diminish or detract from that mighty
his

;

;

power of the blessed

Spirit of

God, by whom men become

willing of the return of the divine presence into
residence, and, in subordination, active towards

its

ancient

but rather
to magnify the excellency of that wisdom, which conducts all
the exertions and operations of that power so suitably to the
subject to be wrought upon, and the ends and purposes to be
it

;

effected thereby.

Upon the whole, the setting up of this original temple, inscribed
with the great name Immanuel, or the whole constitution of
Christ the Mediator, hath, Ave see, a very apparent aptitude
and rich sufficiency in
between God and men

its
;

kind, to the composing of things

the replenishing this desolate world

with temples again every where, and those with the divine
presence
both as there was enough in it to procure remission
of sin, enough to procure the emission of the Holy Spirit
an
;

:

immense

fulness both of righteousness

and

Spirit

;

of righte-

ousness for the former purpose, and of Spirit for the latter : and
both jof these, in distinct ways, capable of being imparted;

because the power of imparting them was upon such terms ol>tained, as did satisfy the malediction and curse of the violated
lav,\ which must otherwise have everlastingly withheld both
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from apostate, offending- creatures. It is not the righteousness
of God, as such, that can make a guilty creature guiltless,
(which must rather oblige him still to hold him guilty,) or the
Spirit of God, as suck, that can make him holy.
Here is a
full fountain, but sealed and shut up
and what are we the better for that ? But it is the righteousness and Spirit of Immanuel,
God with us ; of him who was made sin for us, that we might
be made the righteousness of God in him and who was made
a curse for us, that we might have the blessing of the promised
Spirit otherwise, there were not in him a sufficiency to answer
the exigency of the case ; but as the matter is, here is abundant
sufficiency in both respects, as Ave have already seen.
And
therefore, the only thing that remains to be shewn herein,
is
the necessity and requisiteness of such means as this, unto this
For when we take notice of so great and so rare a thing
end.
as an lmmanuel, set up in the world
and find by this solemn
constitution of him, by the condition of his person, his accomplishments, performances, sufferings, acquisitions, the
powers and virtues belonging to him, that every thing hath
so apt an aspect, and is so accommodate to the restitution of
lost man, and of God's temple in and with him ; we cannot
but confess, here is a contrivance worthy of God, sufficient
for its end.
So that the work needs not fail of being done, if
in this way it prove not to be overdone
or if the apparatus be
not greater 'than was need fill for the intended end
or that the
same purposes might not have been effected at an easier rate.
I design therefore to speak distinctly and severally of the ne*
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

and
and do pur-

cessity of this course, in reference to the remission of sin,

to the emission or

communication of the

Spirit

:

posely reserve several things concerning this latter, to be dis*
coursed under this head after the necessity of this same course
:

for the former purpose (wherein the latter also hath
tion) hath been considered.

its

faunda*
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An objection supposed. II. The subject of the preceding chapter
continued: and, Secondly, The necessity of this constitution of lmmanuel to the erecting God's temple in the world. The discoursing of
this matter, proper on this occasion.
1. As to God's part herein, it is
proposed to shew, (1.) That a recompense was necessary to be made •
and, (fc) That it could be made no other way. Towards the evincing
the former, [1.] Sundry things are gradually laid down.
[2.] The
point itself argued, by comparing the injury done to the divine, with
clone to a human government, where, First, Repentance not constantly thought a sufficient recompense ; otherwise, a
penitent delinquent was never to be punished. Secondly, Difference
between God's pardon and man's in most usual cases. A comparative
view of the curse of the law and the blessing of the gospel. Thirdly,
Recompense for wrong done to government, quite another thing from
what answers the appetite of private revenge. Fourthly, Expressions

what we may suppose

Fifthly, Shewn
in God, how to be understood.
more than a constant will so far to punish offences, as is necessary for the asserting and preserving the rights and
dignity of his government. Sixthly, So much most agreeable, and

that seem to import

it

that they import no

necessarily belonging to the perfection of the divine nature. Seventhly,

And if the justice
much more.

of a

human government

requires

it,

of the divine

Why

might not the matter
here perhaps be said,
have been otherwise brought about? Or, might not
God of his mere sovereignty have remitted the wrong done to
him, without any such atonement ; and, upon the same account, have sent forth his Spirit to turn men's hearts ? And if
that must work by arguments and rational persuasives, were
I.

TTT may
I

there no others to have been used, sufficient to this purpose,
though the Son of God had never become man, or died upon
this account ?
That to use means exceeding the value of the

may seem

divine wisdom, as not to
can think the concernments of
silly worms impossible to be managed, and brought to a fair and
happy issue, without so great things as the incarnation and death
of God's own Son ?
II, The subject of the preceding chapter is therefore continued, in which we proceed to shew, as was promised,

end,

have used

as unsuitable to the

sufficient.

And who
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necessity, as the case stood, that this course

should be taken for this end. No man can here think we mean
that the end itself was otherwise necessary, than as the freest
love and good-will made it so but that supposed, we are only
to evince that this course was the necessary means to attain it.
And as to this, if indeed that modesty and reverence Avere
every where to be found, wherewith it would become dimsighted man to judge of the ways of God, any inquiry of
tins kind might be forborn
and it would be enough to put us
out of doubt, that this was the most equal and fittest way, that
we see it is the way which God hath taken. But that cross
temper hath found much place in the world, rather to dispute
God*s methods, than comport with them, in an obedient thankful compliance and subserviency to their intended ends.
And
how deeply is it to be resented, that so momentous a thing- in
the religion of Christians, and that above all other should be
the subject and incentive of admiring, devout thoughts and
affections, should ever have been made intricate and perplexed
by disputation That the food of life should have been rilled
with thorns and gravel And what was most apt to beget good
blood, and turn all to strength, vigour, and spirit, should be
rendered the matter of a disease This can never enough be
taken to heart.
What complaints might the tortured, famished church of Christ send up against the ill instruments of so
great a mischief " Lord
we asked bread, and they gave us
a stone.
They have spoiled the provisions of thy house. Our
pleasantest fare, most delicious and strengthening viands, they
have made tasteless and unsavoury." What expostulations
might it use with them " Will you not let us live ? Can nothing in our religion be so sacred, so important, as to escape
your perverting hands ?"
The urgency of the case itself permits not that this matter
be silently passed over a living temple needs the apt means
of nourishment and growth ; and it must be nourished and
grow, by what is suitable to its constitution : unto which
nothing is more inward, than the laying this " living Corner;

;

!

!

!

!

!

!

:

stone."

We

will acknowledge that the reasons of divers things in
God's determinations and appointments may be very deeply
hidden, not only from our more easy view, but our most diligent search: where they are, his telling us, the matter is so,
But
or so, is reason enough to us to believe with reverence.
when they offer themselves, we need not be afraid to see them
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matter they concern is brought in question,
should be afraid of being- so treacherous as not to produce
them.
Now that it was requisite this temple should be so founded
as haih been said, is a matter not only not repugnant to the
the

common

reason of man, but which fairly approves itself thereunto
that is, so far as that though it exceed all human
thought, the great Lord of heaven and earth, infinitely injured
by the sin of man, should so wonderfully condescend yt.
when his good pleasure is plainly expressed, touching the end,
that nothing could be so apparently congruous, so worthy of
:

;

himself, so

accommodate

to his design, as

the

way which he

hath avowedly taken to bring it about. That it might be
brought about, (as in all reconciliations, and as hath been said
concerning this,) a compliance was necessary, and a mutual
yielding of both the distanced parties
that is, that God con;

sent to return to his desolate temple,

and that man consent or be

willing he should.

We

have shewn that the eonstitution and use of the original
temple, whereof the account hath been given, was sufficient, and
Now being to shew wherein they
aptly conducing unto both.

were also requisite or necessary to the one and the other, we
must acknowledge them not alike immediately necessary to
each of these; and must therefore divide the things in order
whereto this course was taken, and speak of them severally.
Nor are they to be so divided, as though the procurement
of God's return for his part, and of man's admitting thereof
were throughout to be severally considered for
God's part is larger than man's, and someway runs into it
he is not only to give his own consent, but to gain man's and
besides his own willing return to repossess this his temple, he

for his part,

;

;

is to

make man

willing also

:

or rather that return or reposses-

be found to include the making
very return and repossession,
he is to put forth that measure of power and influence, by which
he may be made so. AH this is God's part, which he doth
graciously undertake, and Avithout which nothing could be
effected in this matter.
But then because man is to be wrought
upon in a way suitable to his reasonable nature, he is to have
such things offered to his consideration, as in their own nature
tend to persuade him
and which that power and spirit, to be
put forth, may use as proper means to that purpose. Now it
is man's part to consider such things, and consent thereupon.
sion, rightly understood, will

of

man

willing

;

that

is,

in that

;

Our

business here, therefore,

is

to

shew how necessary the
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to

what now appears to be God's part and afterward, to say
somewhat as to our own. To the former, it was requisite that
the Original Temple, Immanuel, should be set up, and be
used to such immediate purposes as have been expressed :
to the latter, was requisite the declaration hereof.
To the one,
:

—

—

(hat such a constitution should be

known

to

;

to the other, that

it

be made

man.

1. In reference to God, this constitution was necessary, that
so there might be a sufficient means for the previous expiation

of the offence done to the divine majesty
or that the injurious
Tiolation of his sacred rights might be sufficiently recompensed.
And here, more particularly, two things are to be cleared ;
namely, that in order to God's return, it was necessary such
a full recompense should be made him and that it could not
;

;

any other way than this, by Immanuel. In discoursing
of which things, it is not intended to go in the usual way of
controversy, to heap up a great number of arguments, and
discuss particularly every little cavil that may be raised on
be

full

the contrary part

may

but plainly to offer such considerations as
;
tend to clear the truth, and rather prevent than formally

answer objections against if. Wherefore we say,
(I.) It was necessary God's return and vouchsafement of his
gracious restored presence to man, as his temple, should be
upon terms of recompense made him (or as certain to be made)
for the indignity and wrong done in the former violation thereof.
Towards the evincing of which,
do not
[l.J Several things are gradually laid down.
here need to be curious in inquiring, whether the consideration
of this recompense to be made, had influence on the gracious
purpose of God in this matter, or only on the execution thereof.
Nor indeed hath the doubt any proper ground in the present
case, which, where it hath disquieted the minds of any, seems
to have proceeded from our too great aptness to measure God by
ourselves, and prescribe to him the same methods we ourselves
are wont to observe.
That is, we find it is our way, when we
have a design to bring about, upon which we are intent, first
to propound the end to ourselves which we would have effect-

We

by what means to effect it
whereupon, we assign to the blessed God the same course.
But to him, all his works are known from the beginning of the
world and he ever beheld, at one view, the whole tract and
course of means whereby any thing is to be done, which he intends with the intended end itself.
So that we have no reason

ed, then to deliberate and consult

:
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him any thought

or purpose of favour towards the
men, ancienter or more early than his prospect
of the way wherein that favourable purpose was to be accomto affix to

sinful sons of

plished.

Nor

again can any act or purpose of his towards his creathe essential
rectitude of the counsels of his own will; the determinations
tures be otherwise necessary to him, than from

whereof are such as might not have been, or might have
been otherwise, where the thing determined was, by those measures, a matter of indifferency.
Where it was not so, they
as
are (however necessary, yet also) in that sense most free
they are directed and approved by his infinite wisdom, and attended with that complacency which naturally accompanies any
act or purpose that is in itself most unexceptionabiy congruous,
just, and good.
It may furthermore be truly said, that nothing ought to be
reckoned possible to him, upon the agreement only which it
holds to some one attribute of his, considered singly and apart
from all the rest : as, for instance, in what is next our present
case, to forgive all the sins that ever were committed against
him, without insisting upon any compensation, were vainly alleged to be correspondent to boundless sovereign mercy, if it
will not as well accord with infinite wisdom, justice, and holiness ; as it would be unreasonably said to be agreeable enough
to him, to throw all the creatures that never offended him into
an endless nothingness, in consideration only of the absoluteness of his power and dominion.
But whatsoever he can do,
must be understood to be agreeable to a Being absolutely and
every way perfect.
Moreover we add, that whatsoever is most congruous and fit
for him to do, that is truly necessary to him : he cannot swerve
in the least tittle, we will not only say from what strict and rigorous justice doth exact and challenge, but also not from
what is requisite, under the notion of most comely and decent.
Hath it been said of a mortal man, that it was as easy to alter
the course of the sun, as to turn him from the path of righteousness ?
must suppose it of the eternal God equally im;

We

possible that he should be diverted from, or ever omit to do,

what

most seemly becoming, and worthy of himself. In such
is pleased to be our pattern, what we know
to be our own duty, we must conclude is his nature
we ought
to be found neither in an unjust act or omission, nor undecent
one and he cannot. And if it belong to us to do what is good,
is

things wherein he

:

;

it

more necessarily belongs
VOL. I.

to

him to do what
3 A

is

best

j

that

is,

in
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any way capable of coining under a moral

for as in other matters

it is permitted to ns to act
nothing hinders but he may much more.
Wherefore it is not hence to be thought that therefore it was
necessary this universe and every thing in it should have been
made as perfect as they could be as if we ourselves will make
any thing for our own use, nothing obliges us to be so very
curious about it, as that it may be as neat and accurate as we
can devise to make it it will suffice if it be such as will serve
our turn. And indeed, in the works of nature, it would have
been less worthy of God to have expressed a scrupulous curiosity that nothing might ever fall out besides one fixed rule,
(especially in a state of things designed for no long continuance,) that should extend to all imaginable particularities
as
that all men should be of the cpmcliest stature, all faces of the
most graceful aspect, with
md the like. _ But in matters wherein there can be better ()SpW|e, in a moral sense, it
seems a principle of the plainest efidcipp|Hhal the blessed God
cannot but do that which is simply the best
yea, while a
necessity is upon us not only to mind tilings that are true, and
just, and pure, but also that are lovely and of good report,
We have no cause to doubt, but whatsoever is comely, and beseeming his most perfect excellencies, is an eternal, indispen:

arbitrarily, so there

is

:

;

;

;

sable law to

him

:

present case, what

what

is

fit

wherefore
it

were

it is

not enough to consider, in the
him to do, but

strictly not unjust for

and becoming

so excellent

and glorious a majesty

as his.

Nor now can
Judge of what

it

be a doubt, but that he only

is

the competent

becoming and worthy of himself; or what is
most congruous and lit in itself to be done; (Isa. 40.) " Who
is

hath directed the Spirit of the Lord, or being his counsellor,
hath instructed him ?" &c. Surely the best reason Ave can exercise in this case, is to think that course reasonable which Ave
iind God hath chosen, although we had no insight at all into
the matter.
There are many constitutions which we have occasion + o observe in the course of God's government over the
world, which, by the constancy of them, we have ground to
think founded in indispensable necessity
though the reasons
whereupon they are necessary, are most deeply latent and hidden from us. Not to speak of the abstruser paths and methods
of nature, wherein while we observe a constancy, ^et perhaps Ave
apprehend it might have been some other way as well perhaps
it might, but it is more than we know.
And though, as hath
:

:

been said,

Ave

have reason

to

suppose that the Avays

God

living temple.
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absolutely
arbimore
Iiafh taken in matters of this sort maybe
trary, yet the constant iteration of the same thing, or continua-
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shews the peremploriness of
it an implied
rebuke of our ignorant rashness, in thinking if might as well
be otherwise
and a stiff asserting of his determinations against
There are none so well studied naturalists, as to be able
us.
to give a rational account why it is so, and so, in many inwherein they may yet discern the inflexibleness of
stances
nature, and perceive her methods to be as unalterable as they
are unaccountable.
It is true, this is obvious to be seen by
any eye, that where things are well, as they are, constancy
doth belter than innovation or change but it very much becomes human modesty, to suppose that there may, in many
cases, be other reasons to justify the present course, which Ave
see not.
But we may, with more advantage, consider the fixedness of* that order which God hath set unto the course of his
dispensation towards his intelligent creatures, wherein we shall
only instance in some few particulars,
As, first, that there is so little discernible commerce, in the
present state, between the superior rank of these creatures and
the inferior.
That whereas we stre well assured there are intelligent creatures, which inhabit not. earthly bodies like ours,
but hold an agreement with us in greater tilings they yet ,'jo rarely
converse with us. When we consider, that such of them as remain
innocent, and such of us as are, by divine mercy, recovered out of
a state of apostasy, are all subject to the same common Lord obhave all the
serve the more substantial things of the same law
same common end are actuated by the same principle of love,
devotedness, and zeal for the interest and honour of the great
are all to make up one
Maker and Lord of all things.
community with them, and be associates in the same future
they
blessed state; yet they have little intercourse with us
shun our sight. If sometimes they appear, it is -by transient,
hasty glances they are strangely shy and. reserved towards
put us, and appear to be themus they check our inquiries
know
selves, in reference thereto, under awful restraints.
sometimes we may think with ournot the reason of all this
selves, those pure and holy spirits cannot but be full of kindness, benignity, and love, and concerned for us poor mortals,
whom they see put to tug and conflict with many difficulties
and calamities abused by the cunning malice of their and
our enemy
imposed upon by the illusions of our own senses.
How easily might they make many useful discoveries to us 5
tion of the ancient settled course,

the Creator's counsel, and

seents to carry with

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

We

—

:

;

;

We

:

;

;
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us more ex-

;

pressly with the state of things in the other world

rectify our
dark or mistaken apprehensions, concerning many both religious and philosophical matters
But they refrain, and we
;

!

know

not why.

Again, that in the days of our Saviour's converse on earth,
them on whom he
wrought miraculous cures, between the divine power and their
faith
so that sometimes we find it expressly said, " He could
do no mighty work, because of their unbelief."
And we lastly instance, in the fixedness of that course which
God hath set for making known to the world the contents of
the gospel of Christ : so that little is ever done therein, im-!
mediately, or by extraordinary means.
The apostle Paul is
stopped in the career of his persecution, by an amazing voice
and vision but he is left for instruction as to his future course,
to Ananias.
Unto Cornelius an angel is sent, not to preach the
gospel, but to direct him to send for Peter for that purpose.
The Lord doth not immediately himself instruct the Eunuch
in the faith of Christ, but directs Philip to do it.
And experience shews, that (according to the rule set in that case,
Horn. 10.) where they have no preachers, they have no gospel.
Now as to all these cases, and many more that might be
thought on, can it be said it would have been unjust, if God
had ordered the matter otherwise than he hath ? That, we
cannot so much as imagine
nor are we to think the matter
determined as it is, in all such cases, by mere Mill and pleasure, without a reason
which were an imagination altogether
unworthy the supreme wisdom but that there are reasons of
mighty force and weight, or certain congruities, in the natures
of things themselves, obvious to the divine understanding,
which do either wholly escape ours, or whereof we have but
very shallow, dark, conjectural apprehensions as he that saw
men as trees, or as some creatures of very acute sight perceive what to us seems invisible.
And yet those occult and
hidden reasons and congruities have been the foundation of
constitutions and laws that hold things more steadily than adamantine bands, and are of more stability than the foundations
of heaven and earth.
Furthermore, it is to be considered that the rights of the divine government ; the quality and measure of offences committed against it, and when or upon what terms they may be
remitted
or in what case it may be congruous to the dignity
of that government to recede from such rights ; are matters of

there should be so strange a connexion, as to

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

3
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it becomes us to be very sparing in making an estimate about them especially a more diminishing one
Even
than the general strain of Scripture seems to hold forth.
among men, how sacred things are majesty and the rights of
government, and how much above the reach of a vulgar judgment Suppose a company of peasants, that understand little
more than what is within the compass of their mattock, plough,
and shovel, should take upon them to judge of the rights of

so high a nature, that

;

!

and make an estimate of the measure of offences
committed against the majesty and dignity of government how
competent judges would we think them ? And will we not acknowledge the most refined human understanding as incompetent to judge of the rights of the divine government, or measure the injuriousness of an offence done against it, as the
meanest peasant to make an estimate of these matters in a human
government? If only the reputation be wronged of a person
of better quality, how strictly is it insisted on to have the matsuch as are
ter tried by peers, or persons of equal rank
capable of understanding honour and reputation Hoav would
it be resented, if an affront put upon a nobleman should be
committed to the judgment of smiths and coolers; especially
if they were participes criminis
sharers in the crime, and as
well parties as judges ?
When the regalia of the great Ruler and Lord of heaven
and earth are invaded, his temple violated, his presence dewho among
spised, his image torn down thence and defaced
the sons of men are either great, or knowing, or innoce.-it
enough, to judge of the offence and wrong, or how fit, it is
that it be remitted without recompense, or what recompense
would be proportionable ? How supposable is it, that there
may be congruities in this matter obvious to the divine understanding, which infinitely exceed the measure of ours ?
[2.] And yet, because God speaks to us about these matters, and they are our own concernments, as being of the offending parties, it is necessary we apply our minds to understand them, and possible to us to attain to a true, though not
to a full, understanding 01 them.
And though we can never
fully comprehend in our own thoughts the horror of the case,
that reasonable creatures, made after God's image, so highly
favoured by him, capable of blessedness in him, uncapable of
it any other way, should have arrived to that pitch of wickedness towards him, and unnaturalness towards themselves, as to
say to him, " Depart from us," and cut themselves off from
.him ; though we may sooner lose ourselves in the contempla-

their prince,

;

;

!

—

;
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and be overwhelmed by our own thoughts, than ever see
through the monstrous evil of this defection, yet we may soon
tee it incomparably to transcend the measure of any offence
ih:\t ran ever be done by one creature against another, or of
the most scandalous affront the meanest, the vilest, the most
f ion,

ungrateful, ill-natured wretch could have devised to put
the greatest, the most benign,

upon

and best deserving prince the

world ever knew. And if we can suppose an offence of that
kind may be of so heinous a nature, and so circumstanced as
that it cannot be congruous it should be remitted without some
reparation made to the majesty of the prince, and compensation for the caudal done to government, it is easy to suppose
It much more incongi nous it should be so in the present case.
Yen, and as it am never be thought congruous that such an
offence against a human governor should be pardoned without
the intervening repentance of the delinquent, so we may easily
apprehend also the case to be such as that it cannot be fit it
should be pardoned upon that alone, without other recompense :
wneteofif any should doubt, I would demand, Ts it in any
case tit ihi\t a penitent delinquent against human laws and government should be punished, or a proportionable recompense
be exacted for his offence, notwithstanding? Surely it will
be acknowledged ordinarily fit and who would take upon him
to be the censor of the common justice of the world in all such
•

:

cases; or to damn the proceedings of all times and nations
wheresoever a penitent offender hath been made to suffer the
legal punishment of his offence, notwithstanding his repentance ?
First, How strange a maxim of government would that be,
That ii is never fit an offender, of whatsoever kind, should be
punished, if he repent himself of his offence! And surely if
ever in any case somewhat else than repentance- be fitly insisted
on as a recompense for the violation of the sacred rights of
government,
may well be supposed to be so in the case of
man's common delinquency and revolt from God, much more.
Secondly, [Tn'tb which purpose it is further to be considered, that in this case the matter is much otherwise between God
and man, than for the most part between a secular prince and
it,

a delinquent subject
that is, that pardon, be it ever so plenary, doth, as pardon, no more than restore the delinquent
into as good a condition as he was in before.
But what was,
for the most part, the case before of delinquent subjects ? There
are very few that were before the prince's favourites, his inti;

mate associates and friends, with

whom

he was wont familiarly
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Very often

the condition of

36?

tire

offender was such

him from the gallows letat
and cnjoj only the poor advantages of his former
mean condition and not always- that neither : yea, or if he
« had enwere one whose higher
titled him to a
attendance on the person of the .prince,
daily, inward conversation v
is
possible he
nutation as to his life, or it may- be,
might -he pardi
nt being restored to the honours and
further, to his
offices about the per;
the prince, which he held only bj?
royal favour
for though princely compassion might extend

before, that his pardon only saves

;

r

him. live,

;

it

i

:

so far as to

let liis

offence be expiated

by

less

than his utter

go
ment might not admit that a person under public infamy should
have the liberty of his presence, intermingle with his councils,
or be dignified with more special marks of his favour and kindWhereas in the resti
ness.
f man, inasmuch us before
he was the temple and residence of the great King, where he
ruin, yet also his prudent respect to the dignity of his

afforded his most inward, gracious presence, the design is to
restore him into the same capacity, and to as good condition

was in before in these respects yea, and not only so,
but unspeakably to better his case, to take him much nearer
to himself than ever, and into a more exalted state,
la order
whereto, it was the more highly congruous that his offence be
done away by a most perfect, unexceptionable expiation that
so high and great an advancement of the most heinous offenders, might not be brought about upon other terms than should
well accord with the majesty of his government over the world.
Here, therefore, let a comparative view be taken of the
fearful malediction and curse of God's law upon the transgressors of it, and of the copious blessing of the gospel : that
thereupon we may the more clearly judge how improbable it
was there should be so vast a difference and translation between
two so distant states, without atonement made for transgression
of so high demerit, and so deeply resented.
as he

:

;

As
Ci

to the former,

cursed

we

are in the general told, (Gal. 3.) that

every one that continues not in all things written in
the book of the law, to do them."
Astonishing thing! That
he should, curse me, who made me That my being, and a
curse upon me, should proceed from the word and breath of
the same sacred mouth
Of how terrible import is his curse I
To be made an anathema, separate and cut off from God, and
from all the dutiful and loyal part of his creation Driven
is

!

!

!
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delightful presence! In the same breath,

said to be the loathed wretch, Depart

—accursed

!

To

it

II.
is

be re-

duced to the condition of a vagabond on the earth, not knowing whither to go Naked of divine protection from any vioyea, marked out for the butt of the sharpest arlent hand
rows of his own indignation! How voluminous and extensive
reaching to all one's concernments in both worlds,
is his curse
temporal and eternal, of outward and inward man. To be
cursed in one's basket and store, in the city and field, ingoing
Especially to have all God's curses and
out and coming in
plagues meeting and centering in one's very heart, to be there
smitten with blindness, madness, and astonishment How efficaNot a faint, impotent wishing ill to a man,
cious is tli is curse
but under which he really wastes, and which certainly blasts,
withers, and consumes him, and even turns his very blessings
How closely adhering, as a garment wherewith
into curses
he is clothed, and as a girdle with which he is girt continually!
How secretly and subtly insinuating, as water into his bowels,
and oil into his bones! And how deservedly doth it befal
The curse causeless shall not come this can never be without
a. cause.
If another curse me, it shews he hates me; if the
righteous God do so, it signifies me to be in myself a hateful
creature, a son and heir, not of peace, but of wrath and a
curse.
And the effect must be of equal permanency with its
so as that God is angry with the wicked every day,
cause
and rains upon them fire and brimstone, and a horrible tempest,
indignation and wrath, tribulation
as the' portion of their cup
and anguish, upon every soul of man that does evil, and continually growing into a treasure, against the day of wrath.
View, on the other hand, the copious, abundant blessing
contained and conveyed in the gospel.
It is a call to blessing,
that we may inherit a blessing : it discovers a state begun with
a course, under a
the blessedness of having iniquity forgiven
continued blessing, of meditating on the word of God with de!

;

!

!

!

!

!

!

;

;

;

;

day and night ; of being undefined in the way : gives
characters of the subjects of blessings showered down from the
mouth of Christ on the poor in spirit, pure in heart, the meek,
light,

merciful, &c. : aims at
taking them into God's

them

making them nigh, that were afar oif
own family and household making
;

and daughters ; enyet
a fellowship with the Father and Son

friends, favourites, domestics, sons,

gaging them in
were all these the children of wrath, by nature. Whence is
this change ? A regression became not the majesty of heaven.
:
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God's original constitution, that connected sin and the curse,
was just: he abides by it, reverses it not. To have reversed
it, was not to have judged the offenders, but himself: but
having- a mind to shew men mercy, he provides for the expiation of sin, and salving the rights of his government, another
way by transferring guilt and the curse, not nulling them.
Thirdly, V/hcreupon, Ave may also see what made atonement for sin so fundamental to a design of grace the magnifying the divine law
(Isa. 42. 21.) the asserting the equity
and righteousness of the supreme government not, as some
odiously suggest, the gratifying of what, witli us, is wont to
go for a private appetite of revenge, from which the support
of the honour and dignity of the government is most remote :
yea, it were horrid to suppose that any such thing can have
place with the blessed God, which is one of the most odious
things in the disposition of lapsed, degenerate man
an aptness to take complacency in the pains, and anguish of such as
have offended us unto which purpose, how feelingly would
a malicious, ill-minded man, oftentimes utter the sense of his
heart, and say, O the sweetness of revenge So black a thought
of God will be most remote from every pious breast, or that is
capable of savouring real goodness. Nor doth any precept
within the whole compass of that revelation which he hath
given us, express more fully, at once, both our duty and his
own nature, than that of loving our enemies, or of forgiving
men their trespasses. There is, perhaps, somewhere (but O
how rarely !) to be found among men, that benign, generous
temper of mind, as when an enemy is perfectly within one's
power, to be able to take a real solace in skewing mercy when
he is in a fearful, trembling expectation, and hath even yielded himself a prey to revenge, to take pleasure in surprising
him by acts of kindness and compassion one that can avow
the contrary sentiment to the spirit of the world, and to them
whoso emphatically say, How sweet is revenge and can with
greateirorzS®pathos oppose to it that, as the undisguised sense of
his soul, O but how much sweeter is it to forgive! Than which,
there is nowhere to be seen a more lively resemblance of God a
truer and more real part of His living image, who bath commanded us to love our enemies if they hunger, to feed them to bless
them that curse us to pray for them that despltefully use us,
and persecute us; that Ave may be his children, that we may
sheAv ourselves born of him, and to have received from
him a new, even a divine nature, one truly agreeable to, and
resembling his own
and unto whom, therefore, the acts and.
VOL. i.
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—

;

;

;

—

;

!

;

:

!

;

;

;

:

;
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operations that naturally proceed from this temper of spirit,
are more grateful and savoury than all whole burnt-offerings

and

sacrifice.

blessed

God,

self-consistent

So are we to frame our conceptions of the ever
we will take the rationally coherent and
idea of an absolutely perfect Being, or his own

if either

frequent affirmations who best understands his own nature, or
the course of his actual dispensations towards a sinful world,
for our measure of him.

Fourthly, But is it a difficulty to us to reconcile with all this
such frequent expressions in the sacred volume, as import a
steady purpose that all the sins of men shall be answered with
an exactly proportionable measure of punishment ? That every
transgression shall have a just recompense of reward ? That
death is the stated wages of sin ? Or do we find ourselves more
perplexed how to understand, consistently with such declarations of his merciful nature, those passages which sometimes
also occur, that seem to intimate a complacential vindictivethe Lord is "jealous,
ness, and delight taken in punishing
the Lord revengeth :" yea, that he seems to appropriate it as
peculiar to himself " Vengeance is mine, and I will repay
it :" that "indignation and wrath, tribulation and anguish,
shall be upon every soul of man that doetb evil :" that speak
of his laying up sin, sealing it among his treasures of his
waiting for a day of recompenses
of his whetting his glittering sword, his making his bow ready, and preparing his arrows on the string of his being refreshed by acts of vengeance,
his satiating of his fury, and causing it hereupon to rest, as
having highly pleased and satisfied himself therewith. If anything alien to the divine nature, and disagreeable to the other
so amiable discoveries of if, be thought imported in such expressions, let it only be considered, first, what must be allowed
to be their import
and, next, how well so much will agree
with a right conception of God.
For the former, it is not necessary that such expressions be
understood to intend more, and it seems necessary t'ey be not
understood to import less, than a constant, calm, dispassionate, complacential will, so far to punish sin, as shall be ne-,
cessary to the ends of his government.
That they do import
a will to punish, is evident for they are manifest, expressions
of anger, whereof we can say nothing more gentle, than that it
is a will to punish.
It cannot signify punishment, without that
for though the word anger, or wrath, be sometimes usi d
will
in Scripture for the punishment its- li', yet even then that will
is supposed, otherwise what is said to be punishment, were au

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;
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a punishment

?

can it signify only God's declaration of his will to
punish, excluding that will itself; for then what is it a declaration of? Or what doth it declare? Surely we will acknowledge it a true declaration then it cannot be the declaration
of nothing, but must have somewhat in-God correspondent to
namely, the will which it declares. Which being plain,
it
less

;

;

that

it

be also,

A

accompanied with nothing of
be a constant will, in reference to all such
occasions, wherein the sacredness of the divine government,
and without any change,
violated, requires such reparation
(other than what we may conceive imported in the different
aspects of the same object, conceived as future, present, or
Fifthly,

perturbation

dispassionate will,

;

that

it

;

and beheld before, with purpose, afterwards with con*
acknowledged perfection of the
not admit only, but require.
nature
doth
manifestly
divine
For that such a calm, sedate, steady, fixed temper of mind
in a magistrate is an excellency, even common reason apprehends : t her tore is it said, by a noted Pagan, that judges

past,

tinual approbation,) the most

—

be legum similes like the laws themselves ; which
are moved by no passion, yet inflexible : and then where can
such an excellency have place in highest perfection, but in the
blessed God himself? Yea, and that it be also a cornplacential
will, as some of the expressions above recited seem to import,

ought

to

may very well be admitted, if we rightly conceive and state in
our own minds the thing willed by it that is, the preserving
Indeed,
the honour and dignity of the supreme government.
simply to take pleasure in the pain and misery of another,
;

is

so

odd and unnatural a

disaffection, that

it is

strange

how

it

can have place anywhere; and where it seems to have place
among men, though too often it really hath so in more monstrously vicious tempers, yet, with many others, (who herein
are sufficiently blameable also,) the matter may, perhaps, be
somewhat mistaken ; as that pleasure may possibly not be
ta! en in the afflicted person's mere suffering, for itself, but
only as it is an argument or evidence of the other's superiority,
wherein he prides himself, especially if he before misdoubted
his own power, and that there hath been a dispute about it,
which is now only thus decided for then a secret joy may
arise unto the prevailing party, upon his being delivered from
an afflicting fear of being so used himself: and whereas he
took it for a disparagement that the other did so far lessen and
diminish him in his own thoughts, as to suppose or hope he
:
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should prove the stronger a pleasure is now taken in letting
him feel and have so sensible a demonstration of his error.
Sixthly, But that wherewith we must suppose the blessed
;

God to be pleased, in the matter of punishing, is the congruity of the thing itself, that the sacred rights of his government over the world be vindicated and that it be understood
how ill his nature can comport with any thing that is impure
and what is in itself so highly congruous, cannot but be the
matter of his delectation. He takes eternal pleasure in the
reasonableness and fitness of his own determinations and actions, and rejoices in the works of his own hands, as agreeing
with the apt, eternal schemes and models which he hath conceived in his most wise and all-comprehending mind
so that
though he desireth not the death of sinners, and hath no delight in the sufferings of his afflicted creatures, which his immense goodness rather inclines him to behold with compassion,
yet the true ends of punishment are so much a greater good
than their ease, and exemption from the suffering they had
deserved, that they must rather be chosen, and cannot be
eligible for any reason, but for which also they are to be delighted in
that is, a real goodness, and conducibleness to a
valuable end, inherent in them. Upon which account, the just
execution of the divine pleasure in the punishment of insolent
offenders is sometimes spoken of under the notion of a solemn
festival, a season of joy, yea even of a sacrifice, as having a
fragrancy or delectable savour in it. But whereas some of
the above-mentioned expressions do seem to intimate a delight
;

:

:

;

in satisfying a furious, vindictive appetite

;

we

are to consider,

what is spoken for the warning and terror of stupid, besotted men, was necessarily to be spoken with some accommodation to their dull apprehension of the things which they
yet see and feel not.
For which purpose the person is
put on, sometimes, of an enraged, mighty man the terror of
which representation is more apprehensible to vulgar minds,
that

;

than the calm, deliberate proceedings of magistratical justice ;
being many times more requisite, that expressions be rather
suited to the person spoken to, though they somewhat less exactly square with the thing itself intended to be spoken.
Wherefore this being all that we have any reason to understand imported in such texts of Scripture as we before
mentioned, namely, a calm and constant^will of preserving
it

the divine government from contempt,

by

a due punishment

of such as do offer injurious affronts io it
and that takes
pleasure in itself, oris satisfied with the congruiiy and fitness of
;

2
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unworthy of

that disagrees with his other perfections

that the notion of a Being, every

way

?

Or

perfect, doth not exact

and claim as necessarily belonging to it ? For to cut off this
from it, were certainly a very great maim to the notion of such
a Being, if we consider it as invested with the right and office
of supreme rector, or ruler of the world. For if you frame
such an idea of a prince as should exclude a disposition to
punish offenders, who would not presently observe in it an intolerable defect? Suppose Xenophon to have given this character of his Cyrus
That he was a person of so sweet a nature,
that he permitted every one to do what was good in his own
eyes
if any one put indignities upon him, lie took no offence
at it
he dispensed favours alike to all even they that despised his authority, invaded his rights, attempted the subversion of his government, with the disturbance and confusion
of all that lived under it, had equal countenance and kindness
from him, as they that were most observant of his laws, and
faithful to his interest
and it were as safe for any one to be
his sworn enemy, as his most loyal and devoted subject
who
would take this for a commendation, or think such a one fit to
have swayed a sceptre ? Can there be no such thing as goodness, without the exclusion and banishment of wisdom, risfhteousness, and truth ? Yea, it is plain they not only consist with
it, but that it is a manifest inconsistency it should be without
them. The several virtues of a well-instructed mind, as they
all concur to make up one entire frame, so they do each of them
cast a mutual lustre upon one another; much more is it so
with the several excellencies of the Divine Being. But how
much too low are our highest and most raised thoughts of the
Supreme Majesty How do we falter when we most earnestly
strive to speak and think most worthily of God, and suitably
:

—

;

;

;

;

:

—

!

to his excellent greatness

!

Seventhly, If the justice of a human government requires
such a recompense, much more is it required by that of the

Divine government. This is discussed in the following chapAnd the second thing proposed in page 360, namely,
f< That no recompense could be adequate but
that made by
juuuanuel," is considered in Chap. VIII,

ter.
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The

notion of justice in the divine government, and in a human, not
same.— A thing said to be just, in a negative, and a
the question discussed, Whether God's will to punish
positive sense:
altogether the

—

sin were, antecedently to his legal constitution to that purpose, just,
not only in the former sense, but in the latter also? Volenti non fit

—

To him who consents, no wrong is done, as to man, needs
limitation.— Holy Scripture speaks of God's punishing sin, not merely
as a concomitant of justice, but an effect:
his will to punish it must
proceed from justice j not, primarily, according to the common notion
of justice, as it respects the rights of another; therefore another notion
of it (as to him) to be sought. God's rights so unalienable, that he
cannot quit them to his own wrong, as man can.— Secondarily, according to the other notion, his right to punish depends not on his legal
constitution, but that on it.
That he cannot altogether quit it, no
detraction from him.
Justice, in a larger notion, doth further oblige
to insist upon recompense; namely, universal justice, as especially it
comprehends his holiness, and also his wisdom. The fitness of God'»
methods herein not to be contemplated by men only, but angels. In
whatsense punishments to be reckoned debts. This matter summed up.
injuria

—

—

—

i

—

—

—

—

WE

must also acknowledge a very vast difference between God's government over his intelligent creatures, and that of a secular prince over his subjects
and
are thereupon to inquire, whether the notion of justice, as it is
applied to the one government and the other, can be the same.
A secular ruler is set up and established purposely for the
good of the community, as the more principal end of his constitution. The people are not formed for him, but he for them ;
whence the administration of justice is a public and common
right, wherewith he is intrusted by the Supreme Ruler foHhem,
in order to the common good. Well, therefore, may his decrees
and edicts go in this form, and have this for their chief scope and
end
Ne quid detrimenti respublica capiat Let the state
receive no injury.
And hence the neglect duly and seasonably
to animadvert upon offenders, is a violation of the public
justice committed to his management, for which he is accountable to Kim that intrusted him : it is a wrong done to the community, of whose rights he is the appointed guardian. And
;

:

—
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whereas such offences as more directly strike at his crown and
dignity, as treason or rebellion, seem more principally levelled
against himself and his own rights, so is the legal punishment
of them to be more at his arbitrament, whether to inflict or not
inflict it
because it may seem in any one's power to dispense
with or recede from his own rights.
Yet indeed if the matter
be more narrowly scanned, the relaxation of these should be,.
in reason, less in his power than of any other; because they
more directly affront that Supreme Ruler whom he represents,
and threaten the dissolution of the government, which is the
principal civil good of the whole community, and the benefits
whereof are their highest right. If violence be done to a
private subject, the impunity of the offender would be a public
wrong because it remotely tends, by the badness of the example, to the hurt of the whole community. But in this case,
without any such circulation, all the rights of the community
are immediately struck at together, in their central knot and
juncture wherefore here, most of all, the prince is debtor to
the community.
But now, the great Lord and Ruler of the
world owes his own creatures nothing he is, by his goodness,
inclined to take care of them, and preserve common order
among them but not owing them any thing, (except by his
own word he makes himself a debtor,) he cannot be said to
wrong the community, by not providing that punishments be
inflicted upon delinquents, according to demerit.
What he
can be understood, originally, to owe herein, he owes only to
himself: whence also the notion of justice which we herein
attribute to him, seems very different from that which belongs
to human governments
which, though it allows not the dis;

;

;

:

;

;

posal of another's right, to his prejudice, forbids not the re-

mitting of one's own.

Whereas,

therefore, a thing

maybe

said to be just, in a two-

which justice does not
disapprove, or positive, as that whereto also justice doth
oblige: it is hereupon a question of great moment, Whether
God's will to punish sinners, antecedent to his legal constitution
to that purpose, were just in the former sense only, or also in
fold sense

;

either negative, as

it is

that

Can we say, God had been unjust, in not so
?
determining ?
Whose rights had he violated in willing otherwise? Not man's, to whom he did owe nothing.
Will we
say, His own ?
But volenti non fit injuria to him who

the latter

—

done : which maxim doth not set us at
liberty absolutely to do whatsoever we will with ourselves, and
consents, no

wrong

is
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because of others, whose rights are complicated
with ours, the chief Ruler and Lord of all especially, who
hath principal interest in us, and all that Ave have. Yet it
holds even as to us for though we may injure others, God
especially, by an undue disposition of our properties, which
he intrusts us with (not for ourselves only, but for himself
chiefly, and for other men, whom therefore, in the second
place, we may wrong, by disabling ourselves to do them that
good which Ave ought;) and though Ave may also prejudice
ourselves, yet, ourselves apart, Ave cannot be said so far to
wrong, by our own consent, as to be able to resume our right
because, by that consent, (supposing it imprudent, or any
way undue,) Ave have quitted and even forfeited the right,
which, for ourselves, Ave had. But as to God, who has no
superior, nor owes any thing to any one, whom can he be
thought to wrong, by departing from any of his oavu rights ?
is

ours

;

:

;

Inasmuch therefore as
general notion of

it,

is

justice,

in the

common and most

ever wont to be reckoned conversant

about «>.Ao7f/oi> «y*Jo» the good of others, even that Avherefo
they have a right it seems not intelligible, how justice, according to this usual notion of it, could primarily oblige God
to inflict deserved punishment upon transgressors, if he had
not settled a legal constitution to this purpose, and declared
that (his should be the measure of his proceedings herein ; both
because it is so little conceivable Ijoav the punishments of the
other state (which Ave are chiefly to consider) can be a good to
them Avho do not suffer them, (as Ave are sure they can be none
to them that do,) and also that it is not to be understood hovv,
if they Avere, they could otherwise have any right thereto,
f hafi by that constitution by which (as, before, God's dominion
was that of an absolute, sovereign Lord) he noAV undertakes
the part of a governor, ruling according to known and esta;

blished Iuavs.

Yet it is very plain, that for the actual infliction of such
punishments, holy Scripture speaks of it not merely as a concomitant of justice, or as that Avhich may consist with it, but
as an effect
which the avWoiWcr, mentioned by the apostle,
plainly signifies, (2 Thess. 1. 6.) when he tells us, it is Avith
God lUxtov a righteous thing, (that must be not only Avhat
justice doth admit, but exact,) u^xtsoHvoli
to recompense tribulation to the troublers of his people, &c.
And when we are
fold. (Rom.. 2. G.) that God uvsohiian
will render (or recompense) to eyery one according to his vvorks, even in the
;

—

—
—
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day above mentioned, (v. 5.) which is called, ^px o'fyjjr, x *j
uxsoKocXv^tut SiKziox.piiTixsj tov Qwv
the day of wrath, and of the re~
judgment
righteous
the
relation of
of God ; and that it is said,
the world was to become uctoo<x®- guilty, (we read,) liable to he
impleaded before God, Rom. 3. 19. And again, (ch. 12. 19.)
that ex&KrxrK,— vengeance is said to belong to him, and he will
repay; with many more passages of like import.
But to carry the matter higher it being evident it is that
which justice doth require, to punish sin, according to such
a constitution once made yet, all this while, how the constitution was any necessary effect of justice, appears not.
Nor are we helped by the common notion of justice herein,
and are therefore cast upon the inquiry, Whether any other

—

—

:

;

fitly assignable, according whereto it may
be understood to have required the making that constitution

notion of justice be
itself?

here to be considered, whence, or from what founany man, or community of men, come to have
It cannot be, but that the Fountain of
right to any thing.
From whence
all being: must be the Fountain of all rights.
It is

tain,

things, absolutely considered, descend, all the relations that

must

result

also descend.

There can therefore be no pre-

tence of right to any thing, among creatures, but from God ;
He, as the Sovereign Proprietor and Lord of all, settles such

and such rights in creatures, which they hold and retain dependently on him, upon terms and according to rules which
so as that by transgression men may
lie hath prescribed
forfeit such rights, or by consent and mutual contracts transfer them to one another. Whereupon they have no unalienable
rights, none whereof they may not be divested, either by their
default or consent; sometimes by both together, as by a faulty
consent.
And indeed if it be by the former, it must be by the
latter
because no man is supposed to commit a fault against
his will.
But it may be by the latter without the former, as
none can doubt but one may innocently divest himself, in
many cases, of his own present right otherwise, there could
be no such thing in the world as either gift or sale. And
hence it comes to pass, that the justice which is inherent in any
man, comes to be conversant about the rights of another, not
;

;

;

his

own;

so far as to oblige

rights of another, while yet

him not
it

forbids

to intrench

him not

upon the

to dispose of

his own, as they are merely his.
And there is no such tiling
as justice towards a man's self, so inhibiting him as (though

vol.

i.

3c
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perhaps such an act ought not to have been done) to make his
act in that kind invalid, when he hath done it, only because
he hath thereby wronged himself; or which he can, afterwards,
For he hath no other
allege against his own act or deed.
rights in any thing, than what are derived, borrowed, dependent on the Supreme Proprietor, measurable by his rules,
by which they arc not unalienable yea, justice obliges, if
he swear to his own hurt, not to change, Ps. 15.
;

But now, with the Supreme Proprietor, there cannot but
be unalienable rights, inseparably and everlastingly inhecannot be, but that He that is the Founmust have them primarily and originally in
himself; and can no more so quit them, as to make the
creature absolute and independent, than he can make the
creature God.
Wherefore, though with man there can be
no such thing as justice towards one's self, disenabling him to

rent

iri

him

for

:

it

tain of all rights,

forego his

own

rights, the case cannot but be quite otherwise

God, and

for the same reason for which it cannot agree
because man hath none but borrowed and alienable
rights, which he can forego to his own prejudice, and God
hath none that he can so part with. Hereupon, therefore,
God did owe it to himself primarily, as the absolute Sovereign
and Lord of all, not to suffer indignities to be offered him,
without animadverting upon them, and therefore to determine

as to
to

man

lie

would do

;

so.

But withal, he having undertaken the part of a legal Goby established laws, which should be the
stated measures of sin and duty, of punishments and rewards
hereby common order was to be preserved in the governed
community
and having published his constitution in his
word and otherwise sufficiently to that purpose, he hath
hereby, secondarily made himself Debtor to the community,
and by his constitution given men some right to the benefit of
that order which was to be maintained among them by these
means
which benefit they do here, in this present state,
actually partake in some measure
and might in a greater
measure, if they were more governable, or would regard and
be awed more by the laws (with their sanctions) of their great
and rightful Ruler and Lord. Wherefore, though men have
no benefit by the punishments of the future state, they have^
or might have, by the feared commination of them, which,
neglected, made the actual infliction of them necessary. Nor
had they only the probable benefit of present order hereby.

vernor, and to rule

:

',

:

;
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but of a future well-being it being the design of that, as of
all the comminations of wise and good rulers, to prevent the
desert of the threatened punishment, and consequently the
punishment itself. And though men could have no right to
any such benefit, before the constitution ; yet it is not inconceivable, that by it they might have some ; namely, an inferior and secondary right.
;

Wherefore the blessed God, by making the legal constituwhich he will have to stand as the measure of his government, hath not added to his own right to govern and punish
as th're is cause ; for it was natural, and needed nothing to
tion,

support

it.

The

constitution rather limits than causes his

which depends not on it, but gives rise to it rather.
He gives assurance, by it, of his equal dealing, and that he
will not lay upon man more than is right, that he should enter
into judgment with God, Job 34. 12, 23.
And whereas he
hath been pleased to publish his constitution, in the form of a
covenant, variously attempered to the dilferent states of men,
nothing accrues to him by their stipulating with him thereupon. He is their Governor, as he is their Maker; not at
their choice, which in propriety the case admits not, there
being no competitor that pretends against him ; but is only a
right,

loyal, dutiful consent, or recognising his former right.
They
that consent to it, do therefore more deeply oblige themselves
to their

favours
before

:

;

own

duty, and entitle themselves to his covenanted
but can entitle him to nothing, for their all was his
his contract shews his condescension, not defective

And this his antecedent, original right, that peculiar
excellency of his nature, his justice to himself inviolably preserves, as the faithful guardian of all his sacred rights.
So
that when he undertakes the part of a legal Governor, it indispensably necessitates his doing whatsoever is requisite for
supporting the honour and dignity of his government; and
can permit nothing that shall detract from it, or render it less
august and awful.
title.

Yet need we not here over scrupulously defend the common
notion of justice, in the utmost strictness of it, that makes it
conversant only about another's right, and seems therefore to
imply that a man can owe nothing to himself. That love to
others which comprehends all our duty to them, is to be
measured by love to ourselves, which seems equally comprehensive of duty which we are supposed to owe to ourselves.
Nor shall we dispute whether in no sense one can be both
creditor and debtor ; or whether insobriety be not properly un««
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righteousness, and sobriety justice, even towards one's self:

God being still preserved, under whom, and
whoniy only we can owe any thing to ourselves or others.
Only supposing, among men, such a thing as self-justice, it
is with them a weaker and more debile principle, that may
betray and lose their rights, which then no justice can reclaim.
Whereas, with God, it is, as all other excellencies are, in
highest perfection, and hath always the force with him of an
eternal and immutable law.
subordination to

for

And

if

any should imagine

from the abso-

this to detract

of God's dominion and sovereignty, and set him
in this respect beneath his own creatures, that whereas they
can quit their rights, it should be supposed he cannot forego
his
it is answered, It hath not been said, that God can forego
none of his own rights ; it is plain he doth, when having the
luteness

;

right to punish a sinner, he

by pardon

confers

upon him right

and dishonour
of his glorious excellencies, and the dignity of his government.
And therefore, if some preparation were requisite to his
doing it, consistently with the due honour and reputation
thereof, justice towards himself required he should insist upon
it; which is no more a detraction from his absoluteness, than
that he cannot lie, or do any thing unworthy of himself. He
but so just,
is so absolute, that he can do whatever he pleases
that he cannot be pleased to do an unrighteous thing.

to

impunity

:

but he cannot do

it

to the prejudice

;

But besides that stricter notion of God's justice, as it is
conversant about, and conservative of, his own rights; we
may also consider it in a larger and more comprehensive notion,
as it includes his several moral attributes and excellencies,
and answers to that which among men is called universal
For so
justice, and reckoned to contain in it all virtues.*
taken, it comprehends his holiness, and perfect detestation of
all impurity, in respect whereof he cannot but be perpetuallyinclined to animadvert with severity upon sin both because of
its irreconcilable contrariety to his holy nature, and the insoand because
lent affront which it therefore directly offers him
him, which
of
misrepresentation
the
implicit,
most
of
injurious
it contains in it, as if he were either kindly or more indifferently
affected towards it
upon which accounts, we may well sup;

;

:

*

'E> It

virtue.

Inuuwvty trvXki&hi nis apr irtr-BtgktWtsne*S comprises every
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pose him to esteem it necessary for him, both to constitute a
that he
rule for punishing it, and to punish it accordingly
may both truly act his own nature, and truly represent it.
;

And

we

notion of his justice in this
governing wisdom ; the part of
which attribute it is, to determine and direct the doing whatsoever is fit to be determined and done as it is the part of his
again,

latitude,

it

will

if

take

comprehend

the
his

;

righteousness (taken in the strictest sense) to resolve upon and
execute whatever the rules of justice do require and call for.
It is the judge of decencies, or what it is meet and becoming
him, as the Lord and Ruler of the world, to do or not do.
And a very reasonable account might be given of this matter,
that we may renew and somewhat further insist on what was
There are many just laws
said before, chap. vi. p. 369.

made by human

legislators, to the

making whereof, though

justice (in the stricter sense) did not rigidly oblige

them, so

they had not made them, yet this
other principle, of equal importance to government, and which
also doth not altogether refuse the name of justice, might
require the making them, and would not be well comported
with by omitting to make them.
Hereupon therefore if it should be inquired, Was it, antecedently to the making of this constitution, an indifferent thing
with God, whether to determine sin should be punished, or
it was not innot ?
I answer, even upon this ground, No
Any thing is with him
different, but indispensably necessary.
necessary, as he is the Supreme Governor, that is upon a prudential account most fit and conducible to the ends of governthat they

had been unjust

if

;

An

assert, such
most strictly taken, but his
wisdom also whose part it is to judge of congruities, as it is
Nor is
the part of strict justice to determine matters of right.

ment.

antecedent necessity

as not only arises

from his

we might therefore

justice,

;

it

Wisdom is the chief principle exercised in
laws, justice in governing according to laws already
I say, the chief; for justice hath that part in legisla-

unfit to say,

making
made.
tion too,

which hath been assigned

it,

as

wisdom hath

also

its

can be more
iiecessary to the great God, than to do ever what is most becoming and worthy of himself ? And what could have been so
becoming of him, as to let it appear to the world how sacred
the rights of his empire over it are
how horrid a thing the
part in the consequent administration.

And what

!

defection of a reasonable creature

is,

from the great Author

S82
and Lord of
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expiation it
did require! how solemn rights were to be performed how
great and awful transactions, that sin might become pardonable !
What could so tend to exalt majesty, to magnify the
reputation of his government, to possess his reasonable creatures with awful apprehensions, and make them dread to
offend ? In a prudent government, how great a thing is reason
of state
Even where there is the greatest inclination imaginable to be in all things most strictly and unexceptionably just,
yet is that the only care with prudent governors, that they
may be able to approve the justice of their administrations ?
There are many things which, without transgressing particular rules of justice, might have been omitted, from which
its

life

!

!

!

upon mere reason of state, you can no more make them
swerve one ace, than you can remove the earth from its centre,
or change the ordinances of day and night and whereas that
fcath place in all things that tend to the keeping up the reputation and grandeur of government, where can it claim to have
j)lace with equal right as here ?
Whereupon we may, with
greatest assurance, assert, that in things which have this reference, it is equally impossible to the absolute perfection of
the divine nature, that God should do an inept or unfit thing,
as an unjust.
And whereas his righteousness is the directive
principle, in respect of equity or iniquity
so is his wisdom,
of congruity and incongruity, decency and indecency: and
that it is equally necessary to him to do what is most worthy
of himself, and most becoming his excellent greatness, as what
is most strictly just. Therefore that when his most transcendent
greatness is represented in terms as high and great as could come
under human conception, (Heb. 2. 10.) He, namely, for zehom
are all things, and by whom are all things ; (and what could
sound higher ?) it is considered what was most becoming of
him, as such
and determined that it became Him, for and
by whom all things were, since there was one (though so great
a one) that had undertaken for sinners, to be the Prince or
Prefect (izwv™) over the great affair of their salvation, especially being to make them, of rebels, sons, and as such, bring
them to glory, out of the meanest and most abject state that
he should not be made perfect, (not be duly initiated into
his great office, or not be complete master of his design,)
otherwise than by his own intervening suffering.
Meaner
persons might do as became their meaner condition but He,
for whom are all things, and by whom are all things, must do
yet,

;

;

;

;

;
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Him, who is the
and the Last, the Author and the End of all things

as best

VII.

the most glorious greatness of

We

are prone to confine our apprehensions of things to
our own narrow sphere, that have reference also to another
besides, and greater than ours.
If God had no creatures but
man, capable of government by laws, the case had been much
other than it is
for considering that men have all been in
one common case of apostasy and condemnation, they who
should be restored to favour and a happy state, should have no
reason to look strangely upon one another, whatsoever the
way and terms were of their restitution, being all dealt with
alike.
But we are to design a larger field and scene for our
thoughts, and to consider, that besides men, that shall be restored from a fallen and lapsed state, there are numberless
myriads of pure and loyal spirits, that never fell, and with
whom restored men are to make one eutire, happy community,
for ever. Now we are to consider what aspect the matter would
have in their eyes, if not a single person, or two, but so vast
a multitude, (and not guilty of some light, transient offence
only, but of insolent, malicious enmity and rebellion against
the divine government, propagated aiid transmitted from age
to age, through all the successions of time,) should be brought
in upon them, to partake in the dignities and blessedness of
their state, without any reparation made of so great and conThough their perfect subjection in all
tinuing an injury
things to the good pleasure of God would not allow them to be
exceptions, and apt to censure his doings or determinations,
yet also his most perfect wisdom and exact judgment, and
knowledge of what is in itself most fit, could much less admit
he should do any thing liable to be censured by his creatures,
as less fit.
And no doubt so large and capacious intellects may
Well be supposed to penetrate far into the reason and wisdom
of his dispensations arid so not only to exercise submission,
in an implicit acquiescence in the unseen and only believed
fitness of them, but also to take an inexpressible complacency
and satisfaction in what they manifestly discern thereof, and
to be able to resolve their delectation in the ways and works of"
God into a higher cause and reason than the mere general
belief that he doth all things Well
namely, their immediate,
delightful view of the congruity and fitness of what he does.
When they behold the apostasy and revolt of the sons of
men expiated by one of themselves, but with whom the Divine
Natureu in his own Son, was so intimately united, that the
;

!

;

;

3
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atonement made was both fit, as from them, and adequate, as
this they cannot but behold with complacential apto him
probation and admiration for, no doubt, he made creatures
of such a capacity, with a design to gratify the understandings he gave them, by approving and recommending the exactness and accuracy of his methods thereto ; otherwise, a far
lower measure of intellectual ability, in these creatures, had
They certainly
answered the Creator's purpose as well.
cannot but approve that way he hath taken, for itself; and do
doubtless stoop down to look into it, not with less complacency, than wonder; it being, in the congruity of it, as
suitable to their bright and clear intellects, being revealed, as
for the strange contrivance thereof it had been altogether above
them, if it had not been revealed. They cannot, when they
behold a full, glorious vindication of the offence and wrong
done to their common Lord, and the dignity of his government, by his revolted creatures, antecedent to the reception
of any of them into grace and favour, but highly admire the
lovely comeliness and congruity of his whole dispensation,
and express their pleasant resentments, by bearing a part with
the redeemed society in such strains of praise, such admira" Holy and marvellous are thy
tions and applauses, as these
works, Lord God Almighty ; just and true are thy judgments,
thou Kinsr of nations and of saints ''
:

;

:

Upon

the whole, there appears

clude, not only

upon

sufficient

reason

the account of justice

to con-

more

strictly

taken, but also of congruity and fitness, or according to such

a larger notion of justice as imports an inflexible propension to
do what is fit and congruous to be done, it was indispensably
necessary the holy God should, in order to his return to his
temple among men, insist to have a recompense made for the
wrong that was done him by the violation of it. Nor let
this be understood to detract from, but add to, what hath
been above discoursed of justice, taken in a most strict sense,

and most appropriate

to

God,

as

it

is,

primarily and in the

sacred rights which
must be, by consequence, vindictive of the violation of (hem
and this is the original justice, (as his are the original rights,
and the fountain of all other,) and must have had place, though
he had settled no express constitution of government. And

first

place, conservative of his

own most

;

:

also as, secondarily,

it

is

conservative of the rights of the

governed community, which, by the constitution once
accrue to it.
»

settled,,
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understood, in what sense
punishments, passively taken, are to be accounted debts.
And it is fitter to distinguish, and thereupon to explain, how

Whereupon

also

it

be

they are or are not so, than at random to deny they are so at
all, when our Lord hath taught us to pray, " Forgive us our
debts;" and when it is so plain in itself, that he who by
delinquency hath forfeited his life, is most truly said to owe it
to justice.
Yea, and whrn, though the creditor pcence he
who has a right to punish is said not to be so easily assignable, yet
no doubt at all is made concerning the debtor for how absurdly
should he be said to be a debtor, that owes no debt ? Therefore
punishments are not of the nature of those debts that, according
to the rules of commutative justice, arise by contract between
man and man and which, as they arise by consent between the

—

;

;

two covenanting

parties,

may

as well cease

by

But

consent.

nothing hinders, but they maybe such debts as arc to be estimated
by the distributive justice of rulers, whereof we must either say,
that of some, justice doth oblige human and secular rulers to
exact the punishment or else, that magistratical justice would
allow the remitting of all, and that no offences of any kind be
;

all punished.
But if the justice of any secular rulers
them to punish some offenders, then most of all that of
the supreme and most absolute Ruler and Lord of all, whose
rights are natural, and depend not on our consent, or any
contract with us, any more than our consent was previous to
our coming into being, or our becoming his creatures and
whose justice must be more concerned to protect and vindicate
his rights, than that of any earthly governor can be \o preserve
the rights of even the most considerable community : no com-

ever at
oblige

;

munity, nor all taken together, nor even the whole creation,
being of any comparable value with the interest of the supreme
and universal Ruler, of himself alone in respect of whom all
nations are as the " drop of the bucket, &c." especially if
we add, (though that be but of secondary consideration,) that
the rights of the greatest, even the universal community of all
mankind, are involved with his own, and that their common
peace and order are to be preserved by punishments, even
eternal ones, not as executed, but as threatened
which, as
hath been said, made the execution necessary, where the
terms and method of remission are not complied with.
And whereas it is reckoned difficult to assign the creditor
pocnce, the reason of that is not difficult to be assigned, if we
consider what the true notion of a creditor is.
And it is
not taken passively, for him who is intrusted with another's
vol.i.
3d
;

;
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is

not so to be limited

;

inasmuch

as a

PART lit
man may

be more properly creditor of what is his own than of what is
another's ; but actively, for one who trusts another.
But the
he who is liable to punishment , is not intrusted
debitor pcence
with any thing, but is only to be punished when he can be
met with, and duly brought thereto and therefore is not
bound to offer himself to punishment, as another debtor is to
pay what he owes : he is to be active in the solution ; the
delinquent, passive only: whence dare poznas is rightly interpreted to suffer punishment.
And that this is all he is
obliged to, is plain, if we consider that it is not the precept of
the law that in this case obliges him, which only obliges to
the doing of duty ; but the annexed commination, which can
only oblige to undergo punishment.
Creditor indeed is chosen as a fit word to express the correlative unto debitor pocnce ; but by it we are to understand no
more than only the object of this solution : so in human
governments, the governor is improperly, namely, as he is
intrusted with the rights of the community.
But in the divine
government, God himself, originally and radically, as he is
Maker and Lord of all ; immediately and formally, as he is
the supreme Ruler, and such a one therefore as governs prinFor he
cipally, suo jure, and for himself, not for others.
cannot but be his own supreme end
that he also doth undertake the care of the concernments and good of others, is of
mere vouchsafement and condescension, not from any antecedent obligation so to do.

—

;

;

The sum

of

all

therefore

is,

that whether

we

take divine

comprehends all the moral
excellencies that relate to the government of God over man,
especially his wisdom and his holiness, or whether we take
it in the stricter sense, for a principle inclining him to maintain and vindicate the rights and dignity of his government, it

justice in the

larger sense, as

it.

did direct as well his making a constitution for the punishing
of affronts and offences committed against it, as to proceed

according to it, so as not to remit such injuries to the offender
without most sufficient recompense.

CHAP.
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thus (1.) being so far insisted on, namely, that a sufrecompense was necessary; we proceed to shew, (2.) That no les s
was sufficient than that made by Immanuel. [1.] Dishonourable to
have insisted on less. [2.] What the divine estimate in this matter
was, his own word shews.
[8.] His love to offenders would otherwise
have been under restraint. [4.] It is proposed to consider two things:
First, What was to be remitted; where is shewn, 1. The greatness of
the offence the sins of all times and ages. That the recompense is\
not applicable to fallen angels, or to the impenitent and unbelieving
under the gospel, does not arise from any insufficiency. cl. The way
and manner in which remission is to be granted: namely, byauni-"^
versal law.
Secondly, What is to be vouchsafed; which follows in
Chap. IX.

The head marked
ficient

—

AND

so much being clear, there Is less need to insist copiously in shewing what was proposed, ch. vi. p. 360.
and which comes next to be considered,
(2.) That no recompense could be sufficient for expiating
the wrong done by the violation of God's temple among men,
and the laying its foundations anew, besides that which bath

been made by the Son of God, Immanuel, God with us. And
by his becoming himself first an original Temple, a Man,
inhabited with all the fulness of God, and then made also a
Sacrifice to the offended majesty and justice of Heaven, for
those great and high purposes, the expiating the indignity
of violating God's former temple, and the raising, forming,
and beautifying it anew, in conformity to its present pattern
and original ; and then possessing, inhabiting, and restoring
the divine presence in it.
For as it hath been shewn already,
that this recompense could not but be full, and apt to answer
these purposes
so it is in itself evident, that whatsoever
should be tendered in the name of a recompense, ought to be
pi//, and proportionable to the wrong done, and to the favours
afterwards to be shewn to the transgressors.
Here therefore
let if be observed,
[1.] That it would have been dishonourable to have insisted on less
for it were manifestly more honourable and
worthy of God not to have exacted any recompense at all, than
this,

;

:
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to have accepted, in the name of a sacrifice, such as were unproportionable, and beneath the value of what was to be re-t

What had been lower must have been
mitted and conferred
let any thing be supposed less than God, and
infinitely lower
Such is the distance between
it falls immensely short of him.
.

;

created being- and uncreated, that the former

is

as nothing to

and therefore, bring the honour and majesty of
the Deity to any thing less than an equal value, and you bring
it to nothing.
And this had been quite to lose the design
it had been to make the
of insisting upon a recompense
majesty of heaven cheap, and depreciate the dignity of the
divine government, instead of rendering it august and great.
Therefore the whole constitution of Immanuel, his undertaking, performances, and acquisitions, appear to have been not
only apt, suitable, and sufficient to the intended purposes,
(which was first proposed to be shewn,) but also requisite and

the latter

;

;

necessary thereto.
[2.]

What

the divine estimate in this matter was, his

own

apply our minds
to meditate silently and intently a while on those words of our
Lord, (John 10. 17.) " Therefore doth my Father love me,
because I lay down my life :" and let us consider them with
that reverence which we cannot but conceive due to words Ave
esteem most sacred and divine that is, that they could not be
whereupon, let us bethink ourselves,
rashly or lightly spoken
Have those words a meaning ? This, our awful regard to the
venerable greatness of Him that spoke them, cannot suffer us
And if they mean any thing, it is impossible they
to doubt.
should not mean somewhat most profound and great somewhat that implies a reference to a peculiar OcoTjpcrjis, that is, a
divine decorum, which as an eternal law perpetually conducts
all the propensions and determinations of God's most perfect
what was
will, that could by no means suffer any violation
"become
might
best
what
becoming
namely,
of
God
most
him, for whom are all things, and by whom are all things ;"
(Heb. 2. 10.) worthy of the great, all-comprehending, central,
original Being, from whence all things sprang, and wherein
all terminate.
Here is some gradual retcction (if we consider
what immediately follows, " In bringing many sons to glory,
&c") of the veiled arcana of the Divine Being if we may,
on so fit occasion, allude to the inscription in the Egyptian

word shews and
:

for the evincing hereof, let us

;

:

;

:

;

:

temple, elsewhere mentioned in this discourse

was, and

is,

my veil ?"

Here

is,

—"

I

am

all

that

he that shall draw aside
in some part, a withdrawing of that sacred

and shall be, and

who

is

CHAP. VTIT.
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prerogative it belonged, and of whom
hath seen God at any time, but the only
begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father he hath deHere is some disclosure of the mysclared him," John I. 18.
tery of God, of the Father, (Col. 2. 2.) in whom the divine
and of
nature was primarily, and as in that first fountain
it is

said,

to

whom by

"No man

:

;

whom

Christ, the mystery of the Mediator, of

The agreement,

distinguishing name.

Christ was the

hitherto inconceivable

and most mysterious, of the absolute purity and perfection of
the divine nature, with the admirable mercifulness of the constitution of Immanuel, of God and man united in one, in order
to the reconciliation of the holy, blessed

How

miserable man.

becoming

Him

was

it

to

God, with unholy,

be brought about,

in a

way

whom and by whom all things were, so
Majesty that He should admit that so des-

for

great, so august a

!

picable and rebellious a race should not only be saved, but be

made sons This could never be, though his immense and
boundless love most strongly inclined him to it, but by their
having one of highest dignity, his own Son, set as a Prince or
Prefect over the whole affair of their salvation; nor by him,
This was according
but upon his own intervening suffering
to fixed rule indispensably necessary ; that is, by the inviolable
maxims of the divine government. But because, through the
inconceivable richer of his own goodness, this was a thing he
was most propense unto, and intent upon ; yet because the
death of his own Son in their stead could neither be meritorious
nor just, without his own free consent, therefore, says our
Lord, doth my Father love me, because 1 lay down my life
What conceivable reason can there be of this connexion, ( u He
therefore loves me, because I lay down my life,") without the
concurrence of these two things to be considered conjunctly ?
namely, A most intense, vehement love to a perishing world ;
and an inflexible regard to the eternal, immutable measures of
!

!

decent and indecent, that had
mind of God.
The first made the end necessary, the preventing the total,
eternal ruin of a lost world ; the second made the Son of God's
death, and his ozsn eonsent thereto, the necessary means to
this end.
The former, namely, the end, was not otherwise
necessary than upon supposition
it was not so absolutely necessary, that by any means, right or wrong, fit or unfit, such
a ruin (even most deserved) must be prevented. But it was so
right and wrong,

fit

and

unfit,

their fixed, everlasting seat in the

;

far necessary ; as that

if,

by any

rightful

and decorous means,
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be prevented as to many, and a contrary blessed
state of perpetual life be attained by them, this must be effected
and brought about for them. Not, it is true, for all offendthis ruin could

ers, but as

many

as the like eternal, indispensable

means and

measures of equal and unequal, fit and unfit, capable and uncapable, should not exclude.
All this we have in that most admirable text of Scripture,
(John 5. 16.) " God so loved the world, that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not
perish, but have everlasting life."
So loved! The matter is
signified in such a way, as to leave all men amazed
and by
their astonishment to supply their most defective conception of
so stupendous a love.
The world is an indefinite term, that
contains the special and the afterwards specified object of this
love; not a single person, but a whole race of intelligent creatures, a world inhabited by such, that were not to be left, and
finally all swallowed up together in one common ruin; that
upon this account he gave his only begotten Son to death, as
the event and known design shewed.
And how inconceivable
must his love be to his only begotten Son " The Brightness of
his glory, the express Image of his person !" Always his Delight
Yet rather than all this world should be lost for ever,
He is thus given up " That whosoever believe on him, should
!

!

!

!

not perish,

&c." which expresses

the certain, specified, deleaving them certainly excluded,
who, after sufficient proposal, refuse their homage to the
throne of Immanuel choose rather their forlorn souls should

clared object of this love

:

;

be for ever forsaken of the divine presence, than unite with
Iiim, and surrender themselves to him, by whom alone they
might be refitted, animated again, and inhabited as his living
temples.
Their exclusion is necessary, by such measures as
those, by which such means were necessary to the salvation and
blessedness of the others.
But who can doubt hereupon, but
that this course was indispensably necessary to this end ? Especially if (reviewing that first-mentioned iext) we consider,
that our Lord represents his laying down his life as an unexpressible additional endearment of him to the Father: as
if he should say, " O thou Son of my delights, thou hast now
set my love to lost souls at liberty, that hath been ever pregnant with great and godlike designs towards them, and that
must otherwise have been under perpetual restraint :" which is,
But it may be said, Could
[3.] Most evidently implied.
the love of God be under restraint ? And 1 say No, it could

2
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Mind, where ends

connected together under one permanent, eter-

itself, as peculiarly accommodate to this end
and was therefore eternally determined by easy concert between the Father and the Son, not
to remedy, but prevent any such restraint.
Yet it may be
further urged, Cannot the absoluteness and omnipotency of
a God enable him to satisfy his own propensions, if it were

nal view, this course presented
;

ever so

to save

many thousand

worlds of offending crea-

It was once
taking such a circuit as this ?
said to a human mortal king, that had about him but a
thin shadow of sovereignty, Dost thou now govern Israel,
and not make thy will any way take place ? Much more might
it here be said, Dost thou govern the world ? Art thou not

tures, without

God

and may freely say, I can the
? Yes
God, do what is not Godlike that is, can
!

;

arm

therefore the less

break through established, eternal measures, and counteract
myself.
I must do as becomes Him, for whom and by whom
are all things.
Others may assume to themselves an imagined,
unhallowed liberty of pursuing, at the next, their own incliYet
nations
but it is beneath divine greatness to do so.
in this case (it may be further said) why did not love to
his Son preponderate ?
Which our Lord himself in great
" because I lay down my
part obviates by what is subjoined
life ;" how ? With a power and design to take it again, as v.
18. " I have power to lay it down, and I have power to take
it again
I am not to lie under a
this is a matter agreed.
perpetual death
that could neither be grateful to my Father,
nor is in itself possible. But as things are stated, 1 am prepared to endure the cross, and despise the shame, for the joy
set before me
which joy will be everlastingly common to him
and me, and to the whole redeemed community, according to
their measure."
But was all this unnecessary trifling ? What
serious man's reverence of Deity can let him endure to harbour
Therefore take we now the entire state
so profane a thought !
of this matter, as it lies plainly in view before us, in these
texts of Scripture : first, here is an unexpressible love of God
to undone, lost sinners
secondly, here is a plain intimation
that this love must have been under a suspension and restraint, if God's own Son had not laid down his life for them :
thirdly, it is as plainly signified, that the Son of God's laying down his life for them, was, in divine estimate, a sufficient
expedient to prevent this restraint upon his love to sinners :
;

—

:

;

;

.

less, for that I

:
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was reckoned by the blessed
God more eligible, than that his love to sinners should be under perpetual, everlasting restraint : fifthly, that it was only
reckoned more eligible, as there was a conjunct consideration had of his laying it down, with a power and design of resixthly, that therefore, as the
sinning and taking it again
eternal God had a most constant, unquestionable love to his
only-begotten Son, his love to him hath a peculiar and
most complacential exercise, on the account of his concurring with him upon this expedient; choosing rather to
endure all the dolours of that u one hour, and power of
darkness," that was to come upon him, than that a whole
world of reasonable creatures, his own offspring, and bearing
that this expedient

fourthly,

:

his own image,
who now sees

the great

God,

should

all

But

perish together everlastingly.

not that this was the determinate judgment of
namely, that hisgracious designs towards guilty

way

creatures were not otherwise to be effected, than in this

And

yet, for the further clearing of this

10. 4. that the blood of the

Lord

Christ,

and of

goats, are put in direct opposition to each other

"

?

taking TIeb.

matter,

;

bulls and
and here-

it should
than that the former
was necessary to the taking it away ? Let us but appeal to ourselves, what else can it mean ? Will we say, though sin could
not be taken away by the blood of bulls and goats, it might by
some nobler sacrifice of an intermediate value ? But is not this
manifestly precluded, and barred by the immediateness of the
opposition ? These two only are in competition, and it is said,
not (his, but that.
Other sacrifices God would not ; (Ps. 40.

upon, that
take

away

it

is

said of the latter,

sin :"

It is

what can that imply

not possible

less,

Lord, " Lo 1 come." These are rehe taketh away the first, that he may
When it is said, (Mic. 6.
establish the second, Heb. 10. 9.
if
6, 7.) not thousands of rams, or ten thousand rivers of oil
one should say, Yea, but eleven thousand might serve were
not this trifling, not reasoning ? Is it not plain all other were
refusable, for the same reason ?
I shall now somewhat enlarge (as was formerly designed)
upon the two tilings already intimated under the foregoing head
of Immanuel's sufficiency, &c. as having acquired the twofold power of foirgpsirig sin, and giving the Spirit. And shall
now shew, further, the necessity of his engaging in this affair
/the restoring of God's temple) with reference to both these
6, 7.) then, saith our

jected, this

is

chosen

!

;

;

;

thiugs, requisite thereto.
/
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remitted,

and what was

it

be considered

to be conferred,

—What was
by

his pro-

curement.
First, What was to be remitted. It was not the single trespass
of one or a few delinquent persons, but the revolt and rebellion of a vast community
a universal hostility and enmity,
continued and propagated through many successive ages, that
was now, once for all, to be atoned for. It is hereupon^ be
considered, How great the offence was that must be remitted,
and the way and manner in which the grant was to be made of
;

this remission.

A

1
How great was the offence to be remitted !
whole
race and order of creatures had been in a conspiracy against
.

Lord, to deface his temple, tear down his image,
invade his rights, withhold and incapacitate themselves for his
worship, substitute, instead of that, highest contempt, banish
their rightful

much as in them lay raze out his memohe might be no more known, feared, or served upon
earth
How horrid a prospect had the Lord from heaven,
when, from the throne of his glory there, he beheld the state
of things below! (Ps. 14. 2,3.) « The Lord looked down
from heaven upon the children of men, to see if any did understand, and seek after God ; they are all gone back, none that
does good, no not one." All were become such mischievous,
wicked fools, as to say, with one consent, in their hearts,
No God And though, it is true, this wickedness was not in
event to be actually remitted to all, the case was to be so stated,
that remission might be universally offered
and that it be left
to lie upon men's own score if it were not. accepted
and
therefore, that a sacrifice must be offered up, of no less value
than if every single transgressor was to have his actual, sealed
pardon.
his presence, and as

rial, that
!

!

;

;

For let it be considered what sort of transgressors are excluded the benefit of remission, on the account of that great
Sacrifice that once for all was offered up
and we find it not
difficult to apprehend other most important reasons why they
are excluded
but no colour of a reason that it should be for
want of sufficient value in this Sacrifice.
As for the angels that fell, though their case comes not directly
under our present consideration, yet occasionally, and as (a
fortiori) we may argue from it, some thoughts may be usefully
employed about it. The divine pleasure herein is indeed intimated, in the Son of God's not taking their nature, but ours,vol. i,
3 E
;

;
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and his known measure of shewing mercy, is that he will shew
mercy, because he will shew mercy. Yet, whereas we find that
the most sovereign act of grace, the predestinating of some to the
adoption of children, is ascribed to the good pleasure, (Eph.
1. 5.) the same act is ascribed also to the counsel of his will,
v.'th And when we seethe apostle in that holy transport,
394r

(Rom. 11. 33.) crying out, in contemplation of distinguishing
mercy, » jSaS©- O the depth ! he doth not say of the sovereign
power, but of the wisdom and knowledge of God ; and admires the unsearchableness, not of his arbitrary determinations,
but of his judgments and ways, or judicial proceedings towards
them that believed, or believed not (Ps. 30. 31. 32.) implying that he had reasons to himself, though past our rinding
out, of his different proceedings towards some, and others.
And as for the angels that fell, and whom lie thought fit not
to spare, (2 Pet. 2. 4, 5. Jude 6.) he threw them into chains
of darkness, resolving to deal with them, not upon terms of
absolute sovereignty, but of justice, therefore reserving them
to the judgment of the great day not in the mean time affording them a second trial, in order to their recovery, as he hath
for no justice could oblige him to
to us, even of mere mercy
Yet their case and ours so differed, that
offer us new terms.
there are reasons obvious to view, and which must lie open
to all, in the public, final judgment, why he might judge it
fitter to design the objects of mercy among men, than the
As,
apostate angels.
That we must suppose them (namely, the angels) created,
each of them, in perfect maturity, unto which we (our first
parents excepted) grow up gradually and by slow degrees.
They had their intellectual ability fit for present exercise,
when they first existed, and did all then at once coexist ; (as
we generally reckon, having nothing to induce us to think
otherwise ;) we come into being successively, and exist here
but in a succession.
Whereas they therefore must be understood to have been
originally under a sort of covenant of works, (as we were,) or
were some way or other made to understand what, by the law
of their creation, was their duty towards the Author of their
:

;

;

being, and what their expectations might be from

him

;

we

have no reason therefore to apprehend that they weie treated
with, in one common head of their own order, in whom they
should stand or fall, as we were our case not admitting it to
be otherwise, because we were not coexistent with him. But
we must conceive them to have been, every individual of them.
;
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personal covenanters, each one in his own person receiving the
signification of their Maker's will ; and if there were reason or
need of solemn astipulation, each one in his own person as it

were plighting his faith, and vowing his allegiance to the
They therefore, from a self-concelestial crown and throne.
tracted malignity, rebelled with open eyes ; and though an
obligation by a common head were binding theirs, by their
own act and deed must be more strongly binding ; and their
revolt more deeply and more heinously criminal.
The posterity of our apostate first parents have but a
limited time, in this state of probation, wherein to understand the present altered state of things between them and their
offended Lord : within which time, though he foresaw the
malignity of very many would never be overcome by his goodness, in the ordinary methods wherein he reckoned it became
him to discover and exercise it towards them, yet according
to the course and law of nature he had now settled for this
apostate sinful world, their course would soon be run out, and
they would not have opportunity long to continue their rebelAnd also,
lion, and obstruct his interest and designs on earth.
having all things ever present to his all-comprehending view, he
foreknew and foredetermined that great numbers should become
the captives of his grace, and that the love and blood of an lmmanuel should not be lost and thrown away upon them : but that
he should make them " willing in the day of his power" to fall
in with gracious intendments, and their Redeemer should see his
seed, and the travail of his soul, and be satisfied therein whereas
he beheld the apostate spirits of that higher order fixed in
enmity, not vincible by any ordinary methods. Nor was it to be
expected he should exert (in this case) his absolute power,
and act ad ullimiim to his very uttermost, as a natural agent
doth (had he thought that tit, he could as well have prevented their revolt ;) or that he should have appointed a Redeemer for their recovery, who were irrecoverable : their case
at first being (probably) very parallel to their's among men,
who sin "that sin against the Holy Ghost." And as things
lay in divine prospect, their malicious opposition to God's
designs in this world was not bounded within the narrow limits
of a short human life, their natures not being subject to a law
of mortality, as it is with every sinner among men but they
were beheld as continually filling this world with mischiefs,
with wickednesses and miseries, and counterworking all God's
glorious and merciful designs in it
even every one of them,
from his first apostasy, as long as the world shall last.
;

:

—

;

;

;
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the devil.

and from them

God.

In
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being seduced, tempted, and deceived
devils, as being their own tempters, sin had

first,

its

original

and

first

rise in the creation

agency, whether of good or

to be attributed to this,

evil,

much

is

of

wont

Who

w&sjirst in it ?
In point of good,
hath no competitor ; he is the undoubted first
Fountain of all good, and is therefore acknowledged the
supreme Good. In point of evil, (namely, moral,) there is
none prior to the devil, who is therefore eminently called the
And as the devils were first in sin, so
evil, or wicked one.
they led ns into it, by deceiving us the malignity of it was
therefore the greater on their parts, and proportionably the
less on ours.
The more knowing are the more deeply guilty,
the deceiver than the deceived, and deserve the more stripes.
It is true that none can deserve mercy, for then it were justice,
and not mercy ; but though none can deserve to have mercy
shewn them, they may deserve not to have it. The more a
ruler is above us, and the less he needs us, the less possible it
is for us to oblige him, and the more possible to disoblige and
offend him, and the more heinous will the offence be : therefore, though none can claim mercy, they may forfeit it; and
will, by the deeper guilt, incur such a forfeiture, by how

the blessed

God

;

much

the more and clearer the light and knowledge are against
which they offend. And this we find to have been a measure
with the blessed God, in the exercise of his mercy, even in
some of the highest instances hereof that we meet with in holy
Scripture; " I obtained mercy, because I did it ignorantly,
Not that this could specify a more
in unbelief," 1 Tim. 1. 13.
deserving object of mercy for where there can be no desert at
But it represents the
all, there can be no more, or less.
occasion and season of shewing mercy more fitly, in the estimate of the divine wisdom, which conducts the acts of soveand judges of congruities, as justice doth of right
reignty
and wrong. Where indeed, among the objects of mercy,
there is an absolute parity, there (as to them) mere sovereignty
determines as it may be ordinarily, in God's electing among
men the objects of his free favour. Where there is no objective reason of eligibility in one more than another, especially
if there be such as would rather persuade the contrary way,
wisdom hath no proper exercise. But occasions are of greater
latitude, and comprehend all considerable circumstances and
consequences and many things lie open to the divine eye,
;

;

;

;

that are hid to ours.

But now, whereas we cannot doubt,
4

that besides such conside-
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God saw

superabundant
ground of not making such provision for the recovery of fallen
angels, as of lost men; we can have none, whereupon to
imagine the former partake not of the benefit with the latter, for
want of value in the sacrifice of Immanuel. For when the
blood of his cross is intimated to extend to all things both in
heaven and earth (Col. J. 20.) to diffuse an influence through
the universe ; to be the cement of the creation, in what part
and for what time it shall continue, subordinately to the
Creator's pleasure and purposes
and that by Him, who shed
it even as such, all things are said to consist
and that besides
his natural right, he hath acquired, by the superabundant
value of this sacrifice, (the odours whereof are spread through
all worlds,) a universal dominion
and particularly, to be
Head of all principalities and powers; to establish the faithful
and loyal, to judge and punish the disloyal, over whom he so
gloriously triumphed on the cross (Col. 2. 15.) to have every
knee bow to him, &c. : (Phil. 2. Q 11.) it cannot be, doubtless, but the value of the same sacrifice had sufficed to obtain
a power, as well as to govern and judge all, to establish and
reward the good, to punish the bad to have obtained that,
upon terms, pardon and mercy might have reached down into
the infernal regions, if they that inhabit them could upon other
accounts have been thought a pardonable or tractable sort of
delinquents.
And if we cannot apprehend this great Sacrifice
to want value even to make atonement for devils, we can as
little think it should want value to save
The impenitent and unbelieving among men, under the
gospel / and that it must therefore also be for some other
reason, that such perish.
As,
If there be any thing of reason in what hath been discoursed concerning the state of the lapsed angels, the continuance
of men in wilful impenitency and infidelity partly supposes t
partly makes, the state of things with them the same.
For it implies they have been apPartly supposes it so.
plied to and treated with personally, upon the terms of the
second covenant ; that is, the covenant of God in Christ, as
the apostate angels were upon the first.
And if the guilt of the
former apostates were so horridly great upon this account, the
guilt of the latter must be proportionably so on the same

rations as occur to us, the blessed

;

;

:

;

;

—

;

account.
Partly makes
violators first

covenant,

For hereby, as the angels were
it the same.
and immediately in their own persons of theirs*

so are

men

of the second.

For, generally, they

FART
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and if
that live under the gospel are professed covenanters
they were not, they could not but have become obliged to
;

have been
them or,

so,

by

and tender thereof unto

the very proposal

mind of Him who made them, concerning this matter, was known. They were not obliged by
their own consent, but they were obliged to it, and by an incomparably greater and deeper obligation not by their own
What is
act and deed, but by His who gave them breath.
their authority over themselves, compared with that of the
Supreme Lawgiver ? A mere borrowed subordinate thing,
;

as soon as the

;

without and apart from him, without whom their being itself
An argument ad hominem, is convictive,
were mere nothing
in disputation, between one man and another; but how much
more overpowering means of conviction will there be in the
And the parity of cases between
judgment of the great day
the angels that fell, and insolent sinners under the gospel, is
intimated as monitory to the latter, in those texts of Scripture
that speak of God's most just and terrible severity to the
former namely, the sin of both was apostasy, according to
For
the different covenants or laws under which they stood.
as the one sort were apostates from God, so the others were
from Christ, denying the Lord that bought them, 2 Pet. 2. 1.
!

!

;

And

again,

" turning the grace of God

into lasciviousness,

and denying the only Lord God, and our Lord Jesus Christ,'*
Jude 4. Whereupon, this example of God's vengeance upon
Besides what
the angels that fell is subjoined in both places.
was common to them with the apostate angels, there were
some things peculiar to these wilful refusers of the grace of the
gospel, and violators of the gospel-covenant. As,
That the guilt of wilful sinners under the gospel admits
of this aggravation above that of the rebelling angels, that they
offend against the grace of the remedy, never offered to the
other; treading under foot the Son of God, profaning the
blood of the covenant, wherewith they were sanctified, as an
unholy thing, and doing despite unto the Spirit of grace, Heb.

And,
That the offer

10. 29.

made to them, carried in it a manifest
(remote) claimable right to the benefits
of the gospel-covenant, on supposition of their compliance
with the terms of it, (unto which the fallen angels could have
no pretence,) barred only by their non-acceptance or refusal,
which appears in the general tenor of the gospel-covenant itself: "Ho, every one that thirsts"
"Whosoever will, let
itself,

signification of their

—

him come, and

take of the waters of

life

freely"

— " God

so
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only begotten Son, that
whosoever believetli in him, should not perish." And it is here
to be noted, that a secret intention gives not a claimable right,
but some overt-act or deed and it must be claimable, before
it ought to be claimed or accepted.
This is the case then with
the wilfully impenitent and rebellious under the gospel,
that it may be truly said to them, u You might have had
pardon and eternal life, if you had not rejected the kindest
offers."
It is not therefore want of value in this sacriiice,
but their rejection, whence it is unavailable to them. As
for them that could never have the gospel, or infants incapable of receiving it, we must consider the holy Scriptures were
written for those that could use them, not for those that could
not
therefore to have inserted into them an account of God's
methods of dispensation towards such, had only served to gratify the curious and unconcerned, not to instruct or benefit
such as were concerned. And it well became hereupon the accurate wisdom of God, not herein to indulge the vanity and
folly of man.
2. Now let it hereupon be considered, in what way was
this to be done
not otherwise than by enacting and publishing
a universal km, that whosoever should comply with such and
such terms, expressed in that law, (as, for instance, repentance towards God, and faith in Jesus Christ,) should be acAnd this being now
tually and finally pardoned and saved.
the plain state of the case, let any sober, unprejudiced mind
make a judgment of it, what this matter would come to, if there
had not been a compensation made, as a foundation to this law,
and the publication of it. They that exalt one divine perfection, to the diminution of several others
that, for instance,
so plead for the absoluteness and sovereignty of God's mercy,
as not to adjust therewith the determinations of his wisdom,
purity, righteousness, forget that they hereby make any satisfaction by a Redeemer unnecessary, (and by consequence make
Christ, whom they cannot deny to have suffered and died, being
innocent, to have died in vain,) nor do allow in their own
thoughts its just weight to this state of the case, that the method
in which God was to exercise his pardoning mercy, was by
publishing an edict for that purpose, that was to extend all the
world over, and through all the successions of time. They know
this is the course the wisdom of God hath pitched upon, and
yet, taking the case as it is, would have this large, universal
tenor of the gospel to proceed upon no foregoing compensation.
The great God requires it should be proclaimed to all the world,
loved the world, that

lie

his

—

;

;

;

;

—
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u Whosoever

to the waters"

—

"If the
believes shall not perish, but have life everlasting"
wicked turn from all the sins he hath committed, he shall not
die

:

all his

so your iniquities shall not
that are

— " Repent,
—
your ruin" " Come to me,
ye

transgressions shall not be mentioned"
lie

weary and heavy laden, and

" Go, preach

all

I

will give

the gospel to every creature

shall be saved."

This

is

the

;

you

rest"

whosoever believes

known tenor of the

gospel, directed

" Look to me,
without limitation to all the ends of the earth
and be saved all sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven to
men." That gospel which determines that whosoeve? believes
He
shall be saved, is directed to be preached to all nations.
did first, by his angels from heaven, indefinitely proclaim,
« Peace on earth, and good-will towards men :" and pursuant
;

;

by our ascending Lord to
and ministers that should succeed to the end of
Now suppose that without reference to, or menthe world.
tion any where made of this compensation to the justice of God,
there must be an offer made of such mercy, not to present delinquents only, but to all, in all future times and ages
With what methods of government would such a course as
this agree ? I the rather insist upon this, both as apprehending
it to have its own great weight, and that perhaps it hath escaped

hereto was the commission given
his apostles

!

the consideration of the most, in treating of this important subyet, what is more obvious ?
It is one thing for a prince,
;

ject

by

a private act of grace, to pardon a particular person that
hath offended him without insisting upon any recompense
another thing to do it to a multitude, not only that had now
transgressed, but that should do so in any future time. Lighter
minds may perhaps at first sight reckon this would only so
much the more magnify the mercy of God above that of man,
** whose ways are not as our ways, nor his thoughts as our
thoughts." And so indeed doth the way he hath taken for the
pardoning of sin infinitely exceed all human thought, Isa. 55.
6 S. But we must take heed of being so inconsiderately officious, as to prescribe him ways of exalting one attribute, to
the depressing of another
and so to set him above men in
one respect, as to throw him in another below himself, yea
and below men too that, is not more to set him above them
in point of mercy, than beneath them in point of governing

—

;

:

wisdom and

And if any would be so insolent
might have thought the inconvenience
of such a universal edict might have been avoided, by his
sending an angel, or affording some particular revelation to
righteousness.

to prescribe to him, they
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man he would have turn to him, and repent. But were
And consider
it dutiful so to correct his way of dispensation ?
how this way he hath chosen would square with the ordinary
measures of government, without the foundation laid which we
are asserting.
That prince would certainly never be so much

CHAP.

every

magnified for his clemency and mercy, as he would be despised
all the world for most remarkable defects of government,
that should not only pardon whosoever of his subjects had offended him, upon their being sorry for it, but go about to
provide a law that should obtain in his dominions, through all
after-time, that whosoever should offend against the government, with whatsoever insolency, malignity, and frequency,
if they repented, they should never be punished, but be taken
forthwith into highest favour.
Admit that it had been congruous to the wisdom and righteousness of God, as well as his
goodness, to have pardoned a particular sinner, upon repentance, without satisfaction
yet nothing could have been more
apparently unbecoming him, than to settle a universal law,
for all future time, to that purpose
that let as many as would
in any age, to the world's end, affront him ever so Lighly, invade his rights, trample his authority, tear the constitution of
his government, they should, upon their repentance, be forgiven,
and not only not be punished, but be most highly advanced

by

;

;

and dignified.
And though he hath, upon the recompense made him by
his Son for all this injury, declared he will do all this ; they
accepting their Redeemer and Saviour for their Ruler and
Lord, and returning to their state of subjection and duty to
himself, in him
yet it were enough to make the world tremble and fall astonished at his foot-stool, to have peace and reconciliation offered them only upon such terms ; and to
behold God's own Son made a sacrifice to his justice, and a
public spectacle to angels and men, for the expiation of the
wrong done and enough to make all men despair of ever
finding such another sacrifice, if they should reject the terms
upon which only the value and meritoriousness of this can be
available for them.
They can never, after this, have pretence
to think it a light matter to offend God, or to think that he
;

;

looks with indifferency upon sin, or counts it a small matter.
And suppose it possible a single delinquent might have been
pardoned, without such atonement made for his offence the
design of God's unbounded mercy not being so narrow, but so
;

vastly comprehensive as to require the settling of a stated

course for the reducing and saving of lost souls, in

vol.

I.

3f

all

times
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Redeemer of so high dignity was to be constituted for this purpose
it had been an inexpressible injury
to him, a detraction from the kindness of his undertaking and
the authority of his office, that any thing of mercy should be
shewn in this kind, but in him and by him alone.
But that it may be further understood how requisite it was
such atonement should be made, such a sacrifice offered, for the
gins of men, in order to God's settling his temple and presence
\vitli them
we were to consider, not only what was to be remitted, which we have done, but also what was to be comand ages

since a

;

:

;

municated, namely, his blessed Spirit, in pursuance of the
which remains to be done in what
;
follows in chap. ix.

same gracious purpose

CHAP. IX.

We

proceed to consider, Secondly,

What

the gift or comniuni cation of the Spirit.

is

to
1.

be vouchsafed

The

gospel the

:

namely,

means of

it.
2. The inseparable connexion hereof with the former, the imparting of righteousness for removing the guilt of sin. 3. In what sense
the Holy Spirit of God is said to be given or communicated. 4. What
personal union signifies. 5. How, personal presence, vital union, and

of

communicated

influences, concern the inquiry.

necessity asserted of this communication.

7.

6.

In what respect the

Since there

ness of Spirit in Immanuel, purposely for communication,
it to pass that he thereby raises no more such temples?
8.

is

such

ful-

how comes

The

neces-

communication for this purpose represented two ways; by
shewing, (1.) That the holy Scripture teaches that God doth give his"
Spirit, though under distinct notions, only through Christ.
(2.) That
it was most reasonable, and therefore necessary it should be so.
The
doctrine of Scripture herein proposed under six heads.
sity of this

—

WHEREAS
God

there could be no restoration of this temple

men (as hath been shewn) without the
concurrence of these two things the remission of sin, and
the emission of the Holy Spirit
and that it was undertaken to
shew, that these were so great things, as that the wisdom of
God judged it not meet to vouchsafe them in another way,
<hnn by constituting the Immanuel invested with a full power,
by his own acquisition, in an unexceptionable, legal way, to
whereupon, as we have
dispense, and effect both of them
*een, this constitution was abundantly sufficient, so it now
Having endeaalso must appear necessary, for this purpose.
of

with

—

:

;
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Toured to evince this necessity concerning the former of these,
remission of sin, upon consideration of the vast amplitude
and the peculiar way of this remission : we are now,
Secondly, to shew it concerning the latter ; namely, the
emission or communication of the Holy Spirit.
The rich sufficiency of Immanuel, so constituted, as to be
furnished with this power of giving the Spirit, hath already
been seen, and that in a two-fold respect ; namely, both in
respect of the end of

its

communication, that the indisposed,

unwilling heart of man might be prepared and made willing
again to receive the divine presence and in respect of the way
wherein it was to be communicated namely, in a way suitable
to man's intelligent nature, by representation of the glorious
object by which his soul was to be impressed. Immanuel himself, represented as the original, exemplary Temple ; and also
represented as made a Saerifiee : as was discoursed ch. V.
Whereby the two purposes are answered, mentioned ch. vi.
1

;

;

1.
For which it was requisite this constitution of Immanuel should be, and should be declared and made known to
us: that the blessed God might, upon terms not injurious to
himself, give his own consent
and might, in a Avay not

sec.

:

Both which he is graciously
unsuitable to us, gain ours.
pleased to assume to himself, for his part, in his transactions
with us about this matter; leaving it for our part, being so
assisted, to consider what is represented to us
and thereupon,
actually to give our own consent.
1. Whereupon we are not to look upon the gospel of the
Son of God as a useless or unnecessary thing. It is the ministration of spirit and life, (2 Cor. 3. 6.) and the power of
God to salvation to every one that believes; (Rom. 1. 16.)
an apt instrument of such impressions upon the spirits of men
the
as are necessary to their being formed into living temples
sword of the Spirit. Not that any good work is wrought by
but it is the Spirit that
the inanimate gospel : the letter kills
gives life, 2 Cor. 3.
An instrument comes under the general
notion of means, which signify somewhat middle between the
And suppose an agent able effectually
efficient and the effect.
to use them
a sword is a fit instrument for its proper use,
supposing a hand able to wield it.
The communication therefore of the Spirit is what we are
principally now to consider.
And as the constitution of Immanuel was sufficient, in its own kind, and for its own proper
purpose, in this restoration ; so we are to shew the necessity of
for this samp purpose.
it
:

;

;

;

?
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2. There ought to be a concurrence of these two, in the
Cause, the Restorer, of this temple ; namely, a fulness of
righteousness, to be so imparted as that it may be a ground
upon which sin may be forgiven and a fulness of Spirit, from
whence vital influence may be communicated and transfused.
Inasmuch, as it is most evident, there cannot but be a
connexion of what is correspondent thereto in the effect,
namely, the temple itself restored, it must be full of life,
For can it be thought that the righteousness of
1 Pet. 2. 4, 5.
the Son of God should ever be the clothing of a carcass ?
Without union to Christ, no man can have either : neither
his righteousness nor his indwelling Spirit.
Nor can they be
separable, with reference to the designed end.
It is an unsupposable thing, that one should be God's temple enlivened,
and animated by his Own Spirit, and yet be under remaining
guilt, and liable every moment to his consuming wrath ; or
that he could be any whit the better, to have all his former
guilt taken off, and be still i( dead in trespasses and sins!"
Wherefore this latter is of equal necessity. Hither therefore
we have reserved the larger discourse we intended of the gift
or communication of the Spirit, as the most proper place for
And by way of preparation hereto, it is necessary to con*
it.
;

skier,

How or in what sense the Spirit is said to be given at .ill,
communicated or to say somewhat of the true import of

3.
ojr

;

the phrase giving the Spirit,
It is evident, that whereas giving imports some sort of communication, there is yet a sense

wherein that blessed Spirit is, to any creature, simply incom*
municable. There is a trtpixvpw$> or mutual in-being, of the
sacred persons in the Godhead, which is most peculiar to
themselves, not communicable to creatures with them

which

is

;

and

natural and necessary, not gratuitous, and whereto

therefore the notion of gift

noway

ignorant, that because the

Holy

agrees.

Spirit

is

We

cannot yet be
sometimes called the

Spirit of God, sometimes the Spirit of Christ, some bold, assuming enthusiasts, upon pretence of being possessed of this
Spirit, have taken the liberty of uttering " great swelling
words of vanity," and to talk of being godded with God, and

christed with Christ.

Yet, because the expressions of giving

the Spirit, of receiving, of having the Spirit, of our being in
the Spirit, and of his being and dwelling, or abiding in us,
arc phrases of known and frequent use in Scripture ; whether
in relation to

to

some ? or

extraordinary purposes and operations, peculiar

to ordinary }

common

to all that

me

sincere in the
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such expressions are therefore by no means
but cautiously used, and understood
to be rejected or disused
find no difficulty in apprein a sound and sober sense.
Christian church

:

;

We

hending how God is said to give any thing diverse or distinct
from himself; as houses, lands, riches, &c. : when in the

mean time we

will confess it not so easy to conceive of his giving what is within the verge of Deity, or that is of and b( longSome have thought, that by the Spirit given,
ing to himself.
we are to understand the operations and effects of the Spirit, exas of prophecy, working miracles, &c. and ordinary, (which concern our present purpose,) the graces,
Others, finding it
habits, acts, and influences of the Spirit.
so expressly said of the Spirit himself, spoken of as a person,
tr•aordinary,

that he shall be given, he shall abide with,

and

shall or

doth

dwell with or in you; (John 14. 15, 16. Ron.. 8. in divers
verses of those chapters ;) have thought it too diminishing, and
ben ath the sense of those places, to understand them of any

than the \ery person of the Spirit. And Borne, reckoning the particle in to import union, have therefore incogitantly spoken of a personal union between the Holy Spirit and
believers.
Others, more cautiously, of his indwelling, personal presence in them
as a greater thing, and more answerthing

less

;

able to the letter of such texts, than their only having in then*

any one may adventure
and to shew,
4. What personal union signifies, I conceive that if any will
make use of metaphysical terras, they should take them in the
sense wherein metaphysicians use them; which they do not,

his graces or gracious influences.

to give a censure

If

and judgment upon

all this,

who speak

of a personal union between Christ, or the Spirit of
For by personal union is never wont
to be meant a union of one person with another, but a union
of the singular nature with this peculiar manner of subsistence,
whereby is constituted one person that is, that by personal
Christ and believers.

;

union

meant, not the subjects of union, as if it only signified
that several persons remaining distinct were yet some way or
other united with one another
which, so taken, were a verylax expression, and which, according to the various capacities persons may admit of, would be of vast extent, and may
reach to domestical, political, and I know not how many more
unions ; which cannot but be much beneath what such men
must be understood to intend : but that expression, personal,
union, means the result of union, whereby the mentioned two
become one person, And therefore they that speak in this
is

;

gtricter

and more proper sense of personal union of the

Spirit
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believers,

do most unwarily

VATlTU.

assert a nearer

union between

the Spirit and believers than that of the sacred persons in the
with each other.
For they who acknowledge them

Godhead

one in Godhead, do yet as commonly deny them to be one
person, and assert them to be ever three distinct persons : and
this must be as much above what such men will avow and
Therefore that expression can, in this case, admit
stand by.

no

tolerable sense at all, distinctly expressive of

that can be truly
5.

meant by

any thing

But,

it.

How do personal presence, vital union,

influences, concern the subject

?

and communicated

for,

(1.) TW, of a personal indwelling presence, can by no
means be denied. The plain import of many texts of Scripture
is so full to this purpose, that to take them otherwise, exclu-

sively of this,

is

not to interpret Scripture, but deny

it.

(2.) Yet this expression of a personal indwelling presence,
taken alone, doth not signify any peculiar distinguishing privi-

but what is common to all men and
For can we acknowledge God to be omnipresent, and
deny it of any person of the Godhead ? Therefore, the Spirit's
personal presence alone doth not distinguish believers from
others, even though we suppose that presence to be ever so
intimate
God is all, and in all, more inward or intimate to
us than we are to ourselves an assertion carrying its own
evidence so fully in itself, as easily to be transferred from the

lege of believers from others

;

creatures.

:

;

Pagan academy
tain in

to the Christian

church, so as generally to ob-

it.

That therefore such as speak of the Spirit's being preby his gracious influences, operations, and effects, sup-,
pose his personal presence, from which they can no more be
The way
severed, than the beams from the body of the sun.
of divine operation being also by an immed lateness both virttdis Sc sitppositi, of both power and person, as it is common*
ly, and fitly enough, wont to be spoken.
If any therefore should speak of the Spirit's personal pre-.
sence, as secluding gracious effects wrought thereby,- they
do not herein say a greater thing than the others, but much
less.
For though there cannot be any gracious effects without
(3.)

sent,

the present person of the Spirit, yet we all know he maybe
personally present where he produces no such effects : it is
therefore his being so present, as to be the productive cause of

such blessed effects, that is any one's peculiar advantage. It
is very possible to have the personal presence of some great
and munificent personage, and be nothing the better for it, if

CHAP.
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his favour be shut up towards me.
nicative presence that I can be the better

upon
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is

for,

only

1)

is

commu-

which depends

free good-will.

(4.) It

is

Spirit, that

therefore only the free, gracious presence of the
can be the matter of gift and of promise not that
;

which is necessary, or impossible not to be, which is peculiar
and distinguishing. Mere personal presence, as the divine
essence itself, is every where, by necessity of nature, not by
vouchsafement of grace and therefore no way comports with
;

the notion of giving, or of promise.
(5.) Therefore giving the Spirit imports, in the full sense of
it,

two things

:

real, when he vouchsafes to be in us, as the
spring and fountain of gracious communications, influences,
and effects, which are most distinct from himself. For the
cause is uncreated : the effect is the new creature, with whatsoever was requisite to produce, sustain, improve, and per-

Somewhat

[1.]

though so

its cause, in nature, as to bear its
born of the Spirit, is spirit," John 3.
6.
And because he is said to be in Christians, who are truly
such, and they in him
which are words very expressive of
Union
that union is most properly vital, as whereof holy life
is the immediate result: "I live, yet not J, but Christ"
(that is, by his Spirit) « liveth in me." Nor, otherwise, could
such be living temples, animated from lmmanuel.
[2.] Somewhat relative, tiie collation of a right to such a
presence, for such purposes
which hath no difficulty.
easily conceive how the meanest persons may, by vouchsafement, have relation to, and interest in, the greatest so God
gives Himself, his Son, his Spirit, to them that covenant with
him, as we also take the Father, Son, and Spirit, to be our
God as the baptismal form signifies. And when we so covenant, then hath this giving its full and complete sense.

fect

it

;

like

" That which

name.

is

;

;

We

;

;

;

And now, having thus far seen in what sense the blessed Spirit
of God maybe said to be given or communicated, we come
next briefly to shew, as the other intended premise,
6. In what respect we are here, pursuantly to the drift and
design of the present discourse, to affirm a necessity, in reference to this communication.
It may admit a twofold reference : backward, to the constitution of lmmanuel, on which
it depends
forward, to the restoration of God's temple,
which depends on it. There was a consequent, moral necessity of this communication upon what the lmmanuel was, did,
;

—

;

suffered,

and acquired.

There was an antecedent, natural
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necessity of

it,

in order to

In the former respect,

it.

stood related to

it

its

it

PART
effected,

II.

and done

"was necessary in point of right,

meriting cause.

In the latter respect,

was necessary in fact, as it stood related to its proper deIn
signed effect, which could only be brought about by it.
the communication of the Spirit was necessary to the
short
restoring of this temple.
The constitution of Immanuel was
necessary to the communication of the Spirit.
This former necessity hath, in great part, been evinced already, in representing the ruinous state of God's temple
among men, when Immanuel undertook the reparation of it
and in treating of his abundant rich sufficiency for this underYet, there will be further occasion to say more of
taking.
it

;

it

in the progress of the following discourse

more

directly

come under our consideration

;

in

the other will

what follows

;

wherein, however, we must have reference to both promiscuously, pursuantly to what hath been said.
For as we have shewn, that the immense fulness of both
righteousness and Spirit, treasured up in Immanuel, could
not but be abundantly sufficient for the purpose of restoring
God's temple ; and have also shewn, that his fulness of righteousness was in order to the remission of sin, as well necessary,
as sufficient, to the same purpose ; so it remains further to be

shewn, that his fulness of Spirit, as it was sufficient, so is the
emission or immission of it also necessary, for that part it
was to have in this restoration. And that the whole course of
divine dispensation, in restoring of this temple, imports a
steady comportment with this necessity in both the mentioned
kinds of it. Therefore, the Immanuel being the procurer of
this restoration, as this may fitly be styled the temple of Christ y
or of God in him ; so the Spirit, being the immediate actor
herein, is it also styled the temple of the Holy Ghost, as we
find in

and

may

many

6. 19.

Eph. 2. 20, 21. 1 Cor. 3. 16.
Peter 2. 4, 5. which the reader
And they all shew, how important

texts of Scripture,

2 Cor.

6. 16.

consult at leisure.

1

and necessary a part, the blessed
As withal,
and glorious work.

Spirit hath in this merciful
it

being considered what

relation the Spirit bears to Christ, as he

diator between

God and man

of his being constituted and
part herein.

;

it

is

Immanuel and Me-

evidently shews the necessity

made such,

in order to the Spirit's

God's own judgment is the surest measure to direct ours of
what was necessary, in this case. And so far as the ground of
his judgment is, by himself, made visible to us, we are neither3

CHAP. IX.
put out our

to

own
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them away from beholding

eyes, nor turn

We are to reckon

it.

it

always safe and modest

to follow

him,

by an obsequious, ductile judgment of things apparent, and
which he offers to our view, or appeals to us about them. To
go before him by a preventive judgment of the secret things
that belong to him or pretend to give reasons, or an account
of his matters, where he gives none himself, argues rashness,
arrogance, and self-confidence, whereof we can give no account.
But our judgment may be truly said to follow his,
when he having in his word declared his choice of such a
course, which he steadily pursues in his consequent dispensations

that

;

we thereupon conclude

what he judged most

insisted) necessary.

fit,

that

was

Therefore

to

course to be most fit-, and
(as formerly we have

him

may we

with just confidence

undertake to shew,

That

his declared, chosen, constant course of giving the

is to do it in and
Immanuel, the constituted Mediator between
God and man. And that it was apparently reasonable and becoming of himself so to do.

Spirit, for

by

restoring his temple with men,

Christ, or

Whereby

the necessity will appear, both of his giving the

Spirit, for the restoring

constitution of

of his temple

Immanuel, or such

and of

;

his settling the

a Mediator, in order to the

giving his Spirit.

Only, before we proceed more distinctly to discourse these
it seems requisite to consider and discuss a difficulty,
which may give great amusement to the minds of many,
namely,
7. That since, by the drift and tendency of this discourse,
it would appear, that the Son of God, Immanuel, God with
things,

by

us, hath

his

own dear

work
temples every where
for this blessed

;

purchase, a fulness of Spirit in him

and now hath

at his pleasure,

it

in his

That yet

power

to raise

so great a part

of the world is still desolate, full of idols' temples yea, the
visible temple of God full of idols, destitute of the divine
Spirit, under the poisonous influence of the prince of the power of
the air, the spirit that works in the hearts of the children of disobedience, Eph. 2. 2. and Ive^yoivr^ by an efficacious energy^
as the word there used emphatically signifies.
For what hath
that accursed spirit more power to destroy, than the Son of
;

—

God, manifested to dissolve and destroy the works of the devil
and his blessed Spirit have to save ?
Some considerations tending to disamuse men's minds about
vol.

i.

3q
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may make way for

our clearer and less-interrupted
progress in the following discourse.
Therefore consider,
( 1 ) That the raising up of temples to God in the souls of men,
with the dispossessing of that wicked one, must by no means
be understood to be the work of mere power as if no other
excellency of the divine Being were concerned in it. Nor is it
fit to say (as elsewhere is insisted) that God can do every tiling
that almighty power can do.
Almighty power gives us not
an adequate notion of God. He is every other excellency as
well as power
and can do nothing but what agrees with every
this matter,

.

;

;

other perfection of his nature, wisdom, justice, holiness, truth,

&c.

as well as his

power.

The Son

of God, Immanuel, having obtained an inof power to reside in himself, cannot be expected
to exert it to the utmost, as natural, unintelligent agents do.
But so far as is suitable to the proper ends of his undertaking,
and the office which he bears.
(3.) It ought to be deeply considered, as a truth both of
(2.)

finite fulness

evidence and great importance, (though perhaps it
have escaped the thoughts of many,) that the principal
end of our Lord's undertaking and office, was not the salvaThis is that whereupon
tion of men, but the glory of God.
The other he could only
his design did ultimately terminate.
intend secondarily, and as a means to this otherwise, he would
make the creature his chief end, and place upon it a most appropriate divine prerogative, to be the last, as he is the first,
which is said of the great God, in reference
to all things
to this very case, the saving of some, and rejecting of others.
In contemplation whereof, the apostle, crying out, O the depth !
asserts God's absolute liberty, as debtor to no man, (Rom. II.
33 35.) and subjoins the true reason hereof, That of him, and
by him, and to him, are all things, that to him might be
This is the avowed design of our Lord Christ's
glory, &c.
office, in both his lowest humiliation, and highest exaltation.
The desire of being saved from the (approaching) hour and
power of darkness vanishes, and gives place to this, Father,
glorify thy name, John 12. 27, 28.
When, for his obedience
all are to
to death, that of the cross, he is highly exalted
Phil. 2.
confess him Lord, to the praise and glory of God.
S, 11.
He, who is the most competent and most rightful
Judge, determines when it will be more for the glory of
God, to dispossess the strong man armed, being himself the
stronger, and erect that house into a temple : and when it
clearest

may

;

:

—

—
—
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will most serve this his great end, to leave the strong man
armed still in his possession, and finally to doom the possessor

and the possessed

to

take their

In the former

lot together.

ease, there are vessels unto honour,

framed by

his

own hand,

In the latter,
glory of grace, Eph. 1. 6.
vessels unto dishonour, to glorify his power, by making known
For that honourable purpose,
his wrath and just resent menis.
none are of themselves fit; but he makes them meet (Col. 1.
12.) for that glorious state, before he makes them partakers of
it : but none serve the dishonourable use, but who are, of them-

to the praise of

(lie

selves, vessels of wrath fitted for destruction, Rom. 9. 22. Our
Lord was faithful as a Son and was therefore content to die
upon a cross, that he might, in a way against which the
strictest justice should not reclaim, obtain to himself a power
and as men should
of giving an apostate world a time of trial
acquit themselves, by complying or not complying with his
;

;

methods, glorify the Father, whose glory he sought, as
being sent by him, and vindicate the rights of the divine
government, both in them that are " saved, and in them that
perish.'"

(4.) But it may gain us further advantage, to consider the
great God doth not pursue ends, as we are wont to do, who

commonly apprehend ourselves to stand in need of the things
we pursue as our ends. But he acts agreeably to his self-sufficient fulness, who dwells not in temples made with hands, nor
in any human temple, u as if he needed any thing, seeing he
gives to all life and breath, and all things ;" (Acts 17. 25.)
and expects hereupon, that men should seek after him
as nothing is more fit, than that indigency and necessity should
crave and supplicate unto rich and abounding fulness. Princes
glory in their acquisitions, and the increased multitude of their
subjects, from whom they have an increase of power, and the
ampler revenues. They glory in receiving He in giving,
in making his diffusive goodness flow among his creatures.
Nor hath he any cause to be anxious about the event, or how
his communications are received
beholding always, with infinitely higher complacency, the perfect rectitude of his own
dispensations, than their felicity, though he take a secondary
:

—

;

$

it is the result of the former.
He
us to do, (Jer. 9. 24.) that he exerciseth loving kindness, judgment, and righteousness in the earth,
because in those he delighteth.

pleasure in that too,
glories,

when

as he requires

(5.) Though the goodness and loving-kindness of God be
immense, and without limit ; yet, the exercise of it is within
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which annexed judgment or the most exquisite
wisdom prescribes to it. He waits to be gracious and because he is the God of judgment, they are blessed that wait
for him, Isa. SO. 18.
There is a critical season and nick of
time, which men are concerned to wait for; and because to
every purpose there is time and judgment, therefore is the
misery of men great, Eccl. 8. 6. For man also knows not his
tim°, ch. 9. 12.
The most perfect wisdom hath drawn out a
certain verge, within which the most special goodness confines,
ordinarily, its communications
otherwise, what means that,
certain limits,

—

:

—

goodness ? Rom. ]]. 22. with that of
Jude 21. Keep yourselves in the love of God, looking for the
mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life. While we
converse with the ever Blessed One, within the region of his
own love and goodness, imbibing, and taking in his free and
gracious communications, and still craving and expecting
more, we keep within the sacred vital circle and inclosure
without which, is darkness and the shadow of death.
breathe in the element of life, by grateful aspirations, and
respirations, that cannot be unpleasant to ourselves, but must
be infinitely more pleasant to him
who reckons it a more
blessed thing to give than to receive.
are always to remember, that our state is that of expectants that we keep
ourselves in the love of God, looking, waiting, always onward,
until we attain eternal life.
Our waiting hath the annexed
promise of blessedness, as above, Isa. 30. 18. and Prov. 8. 34.
And is most becomingly required, as a just homage unto sovereign goodness.
(6.) That admirable goodness of God, which shews itself in
raising up temples in this vile world by the Spirit of Immanuel,
claims our subordinate co-operation as under-builders in this
structure
are to work, because he works, of his good
pleasure, Phil. 2. 12, 13.
Which signifies both his liberty
and delight in working. It is said, 1 Cor. 3. 9. Ye are God's
building yet, it is also said, v. 14. If any man's work abide,
which he hath built, &c.
One of great note in the ancient Christian church, discoursing of this passage, Says,
o/xoSo/Ari a ts tz'/vith, a.K\x ru hmom.
The building is not the artist's, or workman's, but the Lord's,
that owns it
and who is to be, as a little after he speaks,
vms ri^tis, a.vTosivo»t<&, (Chrysost. in 1 ad Cor.) the inhabitant of
And inasmuch as we are to be living, intelligent temples,
it.
we are also to be ourselves labourers and workmen (as well as
they who are to be so by special ofiice) in this building. But
if

thou continue

in his

;

We

;

We

:

;

We

:

rj

—

;
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our work be pulling down, stifling; convictions, suppressing;
desires, fear, &c.
Do we provoke the Lord to jealousy, bykeeping up the service of the idols' temple, and profaning his
own, 1 Cor. 10. 22? or have we forgot who hath said, Vengeance is mine, even for treading under foot his Son Immanuel,
if

and despiting

his Spirit of grace,

pleasure the blessed

God

cations, gratefully received

;

10. 29, ^>0 ? The high
own gracious communi-

Heb.

takes in his

and

his just resentment

and

dis-

may be underBoth may be con-

pleasure for the contemptuous refusal of them,

stood some way to measure one another.
jectured from this text of Scripture, after such sort, as the
great, things of God can be conceived of, by sucli mean mortals.
The Spirit of grace of all kindness! love! goodness!
benignity
sweetness
the ineffable delight that blessed
!

!

!

O

must take in its own effusions, tending to the recovery,
and saving of a lost soul, when there is an agreeable
comportment therewith But the despiting of such a Spirit
Who can conceive or apprehend, deeply enough, the horror
of this crime the thwarting the design of so compassionate
goodness or of severity, or soreness of punishment, it shall be
thought worthy of
The whole work of faith, that is, thnt entire work, necessary
to be wrought upon the soul of a man, in order to his future
felicity, and that by God's own power is called the fulfilling
or satisfying, the good pleasure of his goodness, 2 Thess. 1.11.
O the plenitude of satisfaction which our blessed Lord takes
in the fulfilling the good pleasure of his goodness, when the
methods are complied with, according whereto he puis forth
But if we can apprehend
his power for effect ing such a work
what it is to cross a man of power in his pleasures what is it
to withstand the great God in his pleasures even the pleasures
of his goodness! His most connatural, delightful pleasures!
Some estimate we can make, by supposing a wealthy, potent,
wise, and good man, intent upon reclaiming a poor, wretched,
undone, perverse neighbour; if his supplies and counsels be
Spirit

the healing

!

!

!

!

:

!

gratefully received,

how

pleasant

is

it

to his benefactor

often repeated, they are scornfully rejected,

how vexing

is

!

if

the

disappointment
(7.)

We must know,

Spirit, leading

with

;

on

there are vincible operations of that

to those that are victorious, being

otherwise, to the most terrible vengeance.

was charged upon the Jews, Acts

7. 51. that

complied

When

it

they did always

resist the Holy Ghost, as their fathers did
it is implied,
he was always striving, though more rarely, to victory. But
:

PART
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Prov. 1. 23. Turn at my reproof, could any
essay to turn, without some influence of the Spirit ? But that
complied with, tends to pouring forth a copious effusion,
The less sensible adminicida, the
not to be withstood.
gentler aids and insinuations of grace, lead (o what shall

when

it

is

said,

overcome.

Without such an overpowering effusion, man's impoacknowledged, by those that understand either
or themselves. But how perverse is the inference,
Scriptures
the
(8.)

feiscy will be

that therefore they are to

sit still

!

No

more than they that wait
be gracious, and shew mercy.

strive, wait,

;

therefore to pray, cry,
for the

morning, until he

men to be destitute of the Spirit is crimiand as much so, not to be filled with the Spirit, as to be
drunk with wine the same authority that forbids the one, en(H.) Therefore, for

nal

:

:

joins the other,

Eph,

5: 18.

(10.) But though it be God's ordinary method, to proceed
gradually in raising temples to himself in this world, he never

own hands, as not to do extraordinary acts of
grace and favour, when he thinks fit; and without any danger of forcing men's wills, or offering violence to human nathan which imagination nothing is more absurd ; both
ture
because,
fl.] The forcing of a man's will, implies a contradiction
for Ave have no other notion of force, than the
in the terras
so binds his

:

;

making one do a thing

against his will.

But

it

is

ble a man should will or be willing against his will.
hath made a man's soul and all its powers, well

impossi-

He

that

enough

knows how to govern him without violence, and by (though
ever so sudden) an iramission of his light and grace, effecAnd also
tually to change a man's will without forcing it.
because,
[2.] ?no man that hath the present use of his own faculties, will think they can be injured by divine light and grace
or that they hurt the nature of man, which they manifestly
tend to restore, improve, and perfect. Yet no man is to ex;

pect, that because the blessed
rarer instances of dealing

of men,
more usually,
spirits

God

vouchsafes to

by way of sudden

make some

surprise with the

but,
that this should be his ordinary method
awaken them into some consideration of that
;

to

forlorn state, while they are destitute of the divine presence,
and their souls the haunts and residence of devils, instead of
temples of the Holy Ghost. And to make them know, that

he counts the gift of his Son, and Spirit, too great things to be
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their being attained

;

;

after
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he hath given hope of

or that the neglect thereof should not have

a very terrible vindication letting men feel that the despising
the riches of his goodness, which gently leads to repentance,
is nothing else but ei treasuring up wrath against the day of
wrath," and the revelation of his righteous Judgment. Jnasmuch as he owes it to himself, to let them know that the high.
and lofty One that inhabits eternity, needs not seek to them for
a house, Isa. 66. 1, 2. And as to what in ordinary course,
he judges necessary (lest men should in all this be thought
justly querulous) he appeals to themselves, Isa. 5. 4.
What
could I have cone more? Are not my ways equal ? Ezek. 18.
8. Whereupon we now proceed to shew the two things,
:

before intimated.

That the Holy Spirit is not otherwise given, than in or by
Immanuel, or for Christ's sake and, How necessary, or (w Inch
comes fully to the same) how highly reasonable it was in itself, and may appear to us, that so mighty a gift, and of this
peculiar nature and kind, should not be vouchsafed unto men,
upon other terms, «r in any other way, than this.*
(1.) For the former of these; That the Spirit of God is
actually given, upon this account on'y, his own word sufficiently assures us.
And who can so truly inform us, upon
what considerations he doth this, or that, as he himself? Let
;

us then, with equal, unbiassed

and import of what we
about this matter, which

up

minds,

consider the

find spoken in the
I

conceive

may

tenor

holy Scripture

be truly

summed

thus, namely,

[1.] That the Holy Spirit is given to this purpose of restoring the temple -of God with men, with the worship and
fruitions thereof,

under a twofold notion,

—of a

Builder, and

an Inhabitant.
[2.] That He is given under both notions, or for both these
purposes, for Christ's sake, and in consideration of his death

and sufferings though they have not influence to the obtaining of this gift, for both these purposes, in the same way,
but with some difference, to be afterwards explained in what
;

follows.

[3.] That it was not the immediate effect of his suffering,
that this blessed Spirit should be forthwith given to this or that

particular person

;

but that

into Christ's power,
* This

is

all

the fulness of his grace be giyen

and the right of dispensing
considered in chap.

xi.

page

151.

it,

annexed
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and Mediator
between God and them, for the accomplish ing the end of
his office, the ceasing of controversies, enmities, and disaffection* on our part, God ward.
[4.] That hereupon, its actual communication for both the
mentioned purposes, is immediately from Christ or by and
through him.
[5.] That it is given by Christ, under the former notion, or
for the former purpose of rebuilding God's temple, as a soveto his office, as

or an

reign,

is

the

sinners,

absolute plenipotentiary in the affairs of lost

so as not to be claimable, upon
any foregoing right.
[6.] That he gives it, under the latter notion, and in order
to a continued abode and inhabitation, as an oeconomus, or
souls, in a

more arbitrary way,

the

steward

by

fixed rule

of the household of God proceeding herein,
published in the gospel, according whereto
;

the subjects of this following communication, being qualified
for

it,

by

the former,

may, with

the prescribed terms, and claim

it

certainty, expect
as a right

the merit of his blood, obtained that they

;

it

upon

he having, by

might do

so.

CHAP. X.
I.

Thefirst of the six heads mentioned in the preceding chapter, page4I5,
on That the Spirit is given both as a Builder, and as an
1. Scripture testimony concerning the forInhabitant of this temple.
mer of those, and the latter. 2. The Spirit given for the sake of
insisted

—

and sufferings. 3. Anciently, the blessing of Abraham,
from age to age, upon this account. 4. More copiously
5. Christ's
to other nations, when the fulness of time was come.
death hath influence for these two purposes with much difference, to
Colossians 1. 19 21. largely opened.
II.
be afterwards explained.
The principal import of that text,
III. A digression relating thereto.
to shew the dependence Christ's whole work of reconciliation, both of
Cod to us, and of us to Cod, had upon his sacrifice on the cross. The
latter whereof (our reconciliation toGod) is effected by his Spirit, obtained by that sacrifice. Other texts to the same purpose. IV. The subChrist's death

and
and

his seed

—

ject

is

resumed, and

it is

6. That the Spirit is expressly
name, &c. 7. Given for building

further noted,

said to be given by Christ, or in his

or preparing a temple, by a less certain,

I.

1%X^^

jj%

known

rule.

^ c * us see
as *° eacu °f these, whether this be
>
not the plain doctrine of the Scriptures in this matter.
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hath been

sufficiently

shewn

of these, it
experience of all the world shews-,
that until this blessed Spirit be given, the temple of God is
every where all in ruin that therefore he cannot dwell until
he build, and that he builds that he may dwell, (the case
already, and the

first

common
:

his known design being considered,) are things, hereupon, plain in themselves, and are plainly enough spoken in
Scripture.
Let us therefore,
1. Consider the Scripture testimony concerning both these.
When the apostle had told the Christians of Corinth, (1 Cor.

and

"Ye

are God's building," he shortly after adds, (in
the same chapter, v. 16.) " Know ye not that ye are the

3. 9.)

temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you?"
This temple, being a living thing, (as 1 Pet. 2. 5. represents
it,) the very building and formation of it is, in the more
peculiar sense, generating
and because it is to be again
raised up out of a former ruinous state, wherein it lay dead,
and buried in its own ruins, this new production is regeneration.
And do we need to be put in mind whose work that is ?
that « it is the Spirit that quickeneth ?" (John 6. 63.) or of
what is so industriously inculcated by our Lord, (eh. 3. v. 3,
5, 6, &c.) and testified under the seal of his fourfold amen,
that this new birth must be by the Spirit ? And we have both
notions again conjoined, Eph. 2. For having been told, (v.
18.) that both Jews and Gentiles have by one Spirit access
to the Father, so as to be no longer strangers and at a distance, but made nigh to God; (v. 19. compared with v. 13.)
" are built upon the foundation of the
it is said, (v. 20.)
apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief
Corner-stone;" and again added, (v. 21.) " In whom all the
building, fitly framed together, groweth (as a living thing)
unto an holy temple in the Lord." After all which, the
end and use of this building (implied in the name of a
temple) are more expressly subjoined, (v. 22.) " In whom
also ye are builded together an habitation of God, through
;

We

the Spirit."

It is

therefore sufficiently evident, that the Spirit

given under these distinct notions, and for these several
purposes, the one subordinated to the other, namely, both
as a builder and a dweller.
2. That the Spirit is given for Christ's sake, whether for
the one purpose or the other, is as expressly signified as any
thing in the whole gospel.
For what means it, that he is
said to be given in his name ? John 14. 20. and 15. 26. and that
the work he does, being given, is said to be done in his name ?
is

vol.i.

3n
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Cor. 6. 11. u Ye are sanctified in the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and by the Spirit of our God."
1

Yea, arid that it is given in consideration of his sufferings
and death, is not less plainly spoken for not only are the
immediate and most peculiar operations of this Spirit, ascribed to his death, (1 Pet. 2. 24.) " He himself bare our
sins in his own body on the tree, that we, being dead to sin,
should live unto righteousness ;" but the imparting of the Spirit
itself, is represented as the design and end of those sufferings, Gal. 3. 13, 14.
"He was made a curse for us; for
cursed is every one that hangefh on a tree, that the blessing of
Abraham might come on the Gentiles, that we might receive
the promise of the Spirit," &c.
3. It was the same way, and on the same terms, upon the
largeness and certainty of the divine prospect, and foresight
touching Christ's future sufferings, that this was the blessing
of Abraham and, his posterity, long before he suffered: that
God gave them, of old, his Spirit to instruct them; (Neh.
9. 20.) which is not obscurely implied, when, looking back
upon the days of old, they are said to have " rebelled, and
vexed his Spirit ;" (Isa. 63. 9, 10.) and when Stephen tells
them, (Acts 7. 51.) "Ye do always resist the Holy Ghost;
as your fathers did, so do ye," it is implied that even from
age to age that blessed Spirit was striving with them (children and fathers :) for there could be no resistance, where
there was no striving
and that, in those former ages, that
Holy Spirit was active among them upon Christ's account, and
by the procurement of his future sacrifice, (presignified by
:

;

:

their

when

many

sacrifices,)

is

also sufficiently intimated, in that,

That under Moses, they did

eat and drink
meat and drink
they are said to have drank of
the rock that followed them
and it is added, that rock was
Christ.
And by what provocations could they be supposed
more to resist and vex the Holy Spirit, than by those wherewith, in the day of provocation and temptation, they are
said to have lusted in the wilderness, and tempted God in
the desert, (Ps. 106. 14. Ps. 78. Ps. 95. Heb. 3.) by which
they are expressly said to have tempted Christ, 1 Cor. 10. 9.
And certainly the privilege was inestimably great, (though
they too generally little esteemed it, and made little advantage of it,) that when the most of the world besides was
nothing else but waste, neglected wilderness, fhey should
be an inclosed vineyard, under the long continued droppings
and dews of heavenly influence. For it was not but upon high
it

spiritual

is

said,

;

;
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and long provocation, that at last
to rain no more rain upon it, Isa. 5.

6.
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his clouds

How singular a

favour

was it to be the appropriate plantation, vineyard, and garden
of God, taken in from so vast and wild a desert! and that the
God of .Abraham Mould so long continue the relation, and be
their God to bless them with the choice of his blessings, those
whereof his own Spirit was the peculiar source and spring!
4. But when the fulness of time, and the season for the ac;

tual immolation of that Sacrifice, (once for all, to be offered

up,) was

now come,

that the

immense

fulness of

virtue might be duly demonstrated and glorified

its
;

value and

down goes

which the amplitude and extensiveness of God's
kind design could no longer endure and as some time the
great prophetic oracle given to Abraham, must take effect,
In thy seed (and it is said, not of seeds, as of many, but of
seed, as of one, namely, Christ, Gal. 3. 16.) shall all the nations of the earth be blessed
Now must the
this is the time.
blessing of Abraham come upon the Gentiles.
Nor could
any time have been more fitly chosen, that the copiousness
and vast diffusion of the effect, might demonstrate and magnify
the power and fulness of the cause, and even lead the eyes of
all unto it.
The drawing, so generally of all men, was that
which must dignify the cross, and incite all eyes to behold
and adore the Son of man lifted up, John 12. 32. and in the
midst of death, even with his dying breath, sending forth so
copious, and far-spreading a diffusion of spirit and life And
now had it only been said loosely and at large, that this was
brought about by his dying, that might admit a great latitude
of sense, and give some room for sinister interpretation. The
intendment of the expression might be thought sufficiently
answered, if, in any way, his dying did occasion good imBut when the effect is expressions upon the minds of men.
pressly ascribed to his dying so, as the cause, that is, to his
being lifted up, to his being made a curse in dying, by hanging on a tree, and a curse for us to redeem us thereby from
the legal curse which lay upon us before
the curse of the
law, the doom which the violated law laid upon us, of having
(as is apparently meant) the Spirit withheld from us, that thereupon the great and rich blessing might come upon us, of having that holy Spirit freely, and without further restraint, communicated to us this puts the matter out of all dispute, that it
was in consideration of his dying, that God now gives his
Spirit, and leaves no place for contending against it unto any.
the inclosure,

:

;

!

;

;
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to object, than they

II.

can have pre-

it.

then, the plain doctrine of the Scriptures, that the
given for the restoring of God's temple with men, for
the sake of Christ's death and suffering, who was Immanuel.
It

is

Spirit

is

and, in his own person, the original temple, out of which,
each single temple was to arise and spring up, as well as he

was the exemplary temple, unto which they were

all to be
conformed.
5. But whereas his sufferings and death have their influence
differently, to the Spirit's building of any such particular secondary temple, and to his replenishing and inhabiting it that
difference we shall find is not inexplicable or very difficult to
be represented according to the tenor of the Scriptures also.
In order whereto it will be of use to add,
That, as the immediate effect of his sufferings and death, the Spirit in all the
fulness thereof, is first given info his power, and the right of
communicating it annexed to his office, as he is the Immanuel,
the Redeemer of sinners, and Mediator between God and them
that it might implant what was necessary, and root out what
should be finally repugnant, either to their duty towards him
or their felicity in him.
That this was the end of his office, the very notion of a
mediator between God and men, doth plainly intimate ;
(I Peter 3. 18.) " For Jesus Christ himself suffered once, the
just for the unjust, to bring us to God." Which must signify
not only that he was to render God accessible, expiating by
his blood our guilt
but also, to make us willing to come to
him, vanquishing by his Spirit, our enmity procured also by
his suffering, the just for the unjust, without both we could
not be brought to God, which was, we see, the end of his suf:

—

;

;

fering.

Here we are to open Col. 1. 19, 20. That all fulness
upon his suffering, reside in him, for this purpose is as
plainly signified by that remarkable connexion, a For it pleased
the Father that in him should all fulness dwell and, having
made peace by the blood of his cross, by him to reconcile all
things to himself."
The Father is not in the original text,
(the verb being left impersonal,) but is fitly and necessarily
understood for whose pleasure can this be supposed to be,
II.

did,

—

;

but the Father's ? And so the current of discourse doth thus
run smooth. " The Father was pleased that all fulness should
dwell in him. having made peace by the blood of his cross, by

4
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by him

:

for that

ll was judged necessary to this
inculcated a second time,
But
reconciling design, that all fulness should dwell in him.
who did thus judge ? The Father was pleased it should be so;
but upon what consideration ? " having made peace by the
is

blood of his cross." The same ffe, that was pleased all fulness should dwell in him, was so pleased, as baring made
peace by the blood of his cross for the syntax cannot admit
that hfwoiro'iva-au; should be spoken of the Son ; but the lather
"All tilings ate of
(as agent, agreeably to that 2 Cor. 5. 18.
God, who hath reconciled us to himself, by Jesus Christ'*)
having made peace or pitched upon this method, and laid
this foundation of making peace (for it is usual to speak of a
thing as done, when it is put into a sure way of being so) by
;

;

the blood of his Son's cross, was

now

content that

all

fulness

should dwell in him, to be diffused by him, through the
world, in order to his having temples prepared, inhabited,
replenished with divine glory every where : not in hcaveis
only, which was already full of them, or where it was easy to
suppose he might find such temples ready prepared in all
quarters
but even on earth also, where all was waste and desolate, nothing to be seen but forlorn ruins.
III. And, by the way, (that we may make some, not uuuseful, digression,) it is very ordinary in Scripture, \o join
things in the same period, as if they were of equal concernment, when, though they arc mentioned together, their concernment is very di fie rent, and the main stress is intended to
be laid but on the one of tliem ; the other being placed there,
;

either as an opposite, the

more

to illustrate

and

set

oiY that

or as an introduction, a thing supwith which it is joined
posed, and which had place already, unto which the other is
more principally necessary to be added and then is the form
of speech, manifestly, elliptical, but so, as that to consideringreaders it is easy to apprehend what is to be supplied. As when.
the apostle speaks thus, (Rom. 6. 17.) " God be thanked, that
yc were the servants of sin, but ye have obeyed from the heart
that form of doctrine which was delivered you ;" doth the
apostle intend to thank God for their having been the serBut that, whereas, or
vants of sin? No man can think so.
notwithstanding, they had been so, (which was the thing to be
supplied,) they did now obey, &c. So that (John S, 5.) " Except a man be born of water, and the Spirit, he cannot enter
It was certainly none of our Sainto the kingdom of God."
viour's design to assert the. absolute, universal, necessity of
;

;

PART
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washing with water, equally, with being born of the Spirit
but whereas it was the known manner among the Jews to admit proselytes to their religion, by baptism (which was then
reckoned as a new birth) his design was, without rejecting that
as useless, (which he intended to continue in the Christian,
church,) to represent the greater, and most indispensable necessity, of being born of the Spirit, added to the other, and
that without this, the other alone would avail nothing. When
again it is said, (James 1. 9, 10.) " Let the brother of low degree rejoice in that he is exalted ; but the rich, in that he is
made low ;" it cannot be thought, that both these were equally
intended to be enjoined but the former is supposed, as a thing
would be naturally, and of course Let him, as if he
had said, admit lie do, or he may, or it is taken for granted
that he will rejoice, who, being of Ioav degree, is exalted.
But the principal design is to shew, what it is less obvious to
apprehend or imagine, that the rich hath a truer cause and
greater reason to rejoice when he is made low ; because he
was, otherwise, apt to please himself, or be mocked with a
;

that

;

Many more

shadow.

such instances might be given of two

things thus joined together in the same assertion, or sometimes, in the same precept, where the intendment is to make

use of the one, cither by way of opposition, or comparison,
the more to magnify, or to lay the greater weight on the
other.

The matter may well be so understood in the place under
" by him to reconcile all things to
our present consideration
for persons, as elsewhere in holy
put
(things
being
himself,"
;

Luke 19. 10. 1 John 5. 4. and commonly in other
" whether things on earth, or things in heaven ;" that
is, even as well men on earth, where the difficulty was greater,
and where enmity against God did rage, where he was set at
as those in heaven,
greatest distance and highest defiance
where all was pacate already, and therefore a word was chosen
more suitable to the state of their case, who were principally
meaning that, by reconintended, namely, of reconciling
ciliation, he would make the state of things on earth, now so
filled with enmity against God, suitable to their state above,
among whom there was none and yet a word not wholly incongruous to the heavenly state also for iOTxa1*w.«TTav, doth
not always suppose a foregoing enmity, as ^awmtwi.rrei), (used
2 Cor. 5. 19, 20.) doth not always nor doth the decompound
Scripture,

writers,)

;

;

:

;

;

her*

rriore limit

ciliate,

or

the sense

draw

;

but doth sometimes signify to con-

into society,

and may,

in

reference to that
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above, have reference to the continuation of amity and
accord there that no more any such rupture, as once there
was, should have place in those bright regions for ever. And
it seems designed for the Redeemer's more consummate glory,
that the perpetual stability of the heavenly state, should be
owing to him, and to the most inestimable value of his oblathat it should be put upon his account, and
tion on the cross
be ascribed to the high merit of his pacificatory sacrifice, that
they continue in obedience, and favour for ever For why,
else, is the mention of the " blood of his cross" so carefully
inserted, and that, rather than be omitted, it is even thrust
" It pleased the Father that in him should
into a parenthesis
all fulness dwell, and (having made peace by the blood of
state

;

;

!

:

his

cross) to reconcile

all

—on

things to himself

earth

more remarkably designed though
the principal import of the word reconciled^ (as any word
heaven !" This
is

is

the

;

to be applied to divers matters,

is

those on earth,

who

in

yet,

that

differently to be under-

stood, according to the diversity of the matter,)

date to their case,

—

is

accommo-

who were

principally intended, namely,
were in enmity with God. And the fol-

lowing words shew these to have been here principally intended "And you, who were sometime alienated, and enemies
in your minds by wicked works, yet now hath he reconciled," &c. (v. 21.) as if he had said, He hath not only conciliated to himself, or made sure of the everlasting amity of
those, who Avere always dutiful in heaven
but he hath also
recovered the good-will and loyal affection of such on earth,
as were at enmity, in an apostasy, alienated, and enemies in
their minds
and all, by the same means, the virtue and fragrancy of a sacrifice, sufficient to fill heaven and earth with its
grateful odour, and whose efficacy can never decrease to ail
:

;

;

eternity.

Nor

therefore,

is it

consequent, that the direct in-

tention of this his sacrifice, should bear reference to the con-?

cernments of angels, whose nature he took not, but from the
redundancy of its merit, this inestimable advantage, namely,
the permanent stability of their state, may weil be supposed to
accrue to them and, for the greater honour of the Redeemer,
they made debtors to him for it.
And why should it seem incongruous, that those most constantly pure and holy creatures above, who are, in this same
context, (v. 16.) made to owe whatever excellencies they have,
within the sphere of nature, to the Son of God, should owe to
him also, whatsoever they have within the sphere of grace ?
Yea 3 how aptly do things correspond, that, whereas it had
;
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been said above, (r. 16.) " By him were all things created,
ihat are in heaven, and that are on earth," &c. it should also
be alter said, " by him are all things reconciled," either recovered into, or continued in, everlasting amity with him,
th.it is, That "whosoever partake of special divine favour,
whether they be of the tilings on the earth, or the things in
And
beaveto, shall for the future be debtors to him for it.

whereas

it

is

expressly said in Scripture, that

" when God

raised him from the dead, he set him far above all principality
and power," &c. Eph. 1. 20, 21. (which words hxolSurev farif&v&,
jfei kirn above., not only signify constitution, a thing diverse
from natural priority, but also, being conjunct with his raising
him from trie dead, import a reference to his dying, and confinest over death, as the reason of it,) and that "being gone
angels, and authorities, and powers, are made
into heaven
Subject to him :" (1 Peter 3. 22.) and that he being said io be
" the head of all principalities and powers ;" he might, by
themselves, be understood not to be an useless or nnbeneficial
Head to them. Though it also is not io be forgotten, that at
the time when the apostle wrote these words, a considerable
part of that holy blessed society, then in heaven, were sometime
on earth, in a.state of enmity against God, and so who needed
as they did
reconciliation in the strict and proper sense
who were still on earth, and to whom he now more particularly directs his speech, (v. 21.) "And you also, who were some-

—

;

—

yet now hath reconciled," &c.
But, though I could not think it an impertinency, to use
some endeavour for clearing the whole of this (somewhat obiCtrre) context, it coming, as it did, in my way, yet the principal thing, with reference to my present scope and purpose,
which J consider in it, is that it was upon the account of the
blood our Redeemer shed on the cross, that the Father was
pleased all fulness should dwell in him, as an original Temple,
to serve the purposes of that great reconciling -work, undertaken by him, the raising up of multitudes of temples, all
sprung from this one, in this world of ours, That God might

times alienated

that amazing thing! 2 Chr. 6. 18.
dwell with men on earth
And that ascending (in order whereto he was first, dying, to
tkecend) that he might fill all things, give gifts, that of his
Spirit especially
and that to such as were enemies in their
minds, by wicked works, even the rebellious also, that the
Lord God might have his temple, and dwell with them, Ps.
!

;

And whereas that work must comprehend the work.
ingout of enmity from the hearts of men against God (and not

08. 18.
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only the propitiatingof God to them, which the word tlzwmornaxs
Seems more principally to intend) and that a great communication of influence from the Divine Spirit, was necessary for the
overcoming that enmity that therefore this fulness must include (among other things, being ct«v wx»jfw/A«, all fulness) an
immense treasure and abundance of Spirit, (which is elsewhere said to be given him, not by measure, John 3. 34.) and
that therefore his sufferings did obtain this plenitude of Spirit
to be first seated in him, as the receptacle and fountain, whence
it must be derived, and that the power and right of dispensing
it should belong to his office, as he was the great Reconciler
;

and Mediator between God and man. Which also many other
do evidently imply, as when he is represented as a universal Plenipotentiary, able to quicken wliom
he will, John 5. 21. And "all power is said to be given
him, both in heaven and earth;" (Mat. 28. IS.) and that "the
Father had given all things into his hands," (John IS. 3.)
which must comprehend the power of giving the Spirit, and
which the end of giving him that plenitude of power plainly re" Thou hast given him power over all flesh, that he
quires.
might give eternal life to as many as thou hast given him;"
(John 17. 2.) the Spirit given being the root of that life,
(Gal. 6. 8.) they that sow to the Spirit, shall of the Spirit
texts of Scripture

reap

life

everlasting.

and a Saviour,

And

that he

is

to give repentance,

exalted to be a Prince

(which equally implies

the gift of the Spirit) as well as remission of sins, Acts 5. 31.
Nor is the consideration of his sufferings and death less plainly

upon which this fulness of power is
" Christ both died, and revived,
he might be Lord of the living and the

signified to be the ground,

given him

and

;

when

it

rose again, that

dead," Rom.

14. 9.

said,

is

And when,

after

mention of his being

obedient to death, &c. it is said, " Wherefore God hath highly
exalted him, &c." that all " should confess Christ is Lord,
&c." Phil. 2. 5 11. Having made this digression, we now

—

IV. Resume the subject, and further note,
6. That hereupon, the Spirit (whether it be for the one
or the other, of the mentioned purposes) is actually and immediately given by Christ, or by the authority of that
office which he bears
than which nothing can be plainer,
in that he is called the Spirit of Christ, Rom. 8. 9.
And
when our Lord -himself uses the expressions about this matter, with such indifferency and as equivalent; either " I
will send him," (John 16. 7.) or, " I will send' him from
my Father," (John 15. 26.) or,
Father will send him
vol. i.
Si
;

"My
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signify

than that, as the Father -was the first Fountain of this
communication, so the established way and method of it,
was in and by Christ, from which there was to be no deparless,

ture

as

?

is

also signified in that of the apostle,

Epb.

1.

3.

" Blessed be the God and father of our Lord Jesus Christ,
wh6 hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly
places (or things) in Christ."

And when we consider, how exact care is taken in wellordered secular governments, not only that things be done
which the affairs of the government required but that they
be done regularly, and in the way which is prescribed and
;

and attends the business of
place and station
and that no one may expect that
from the treasurer, which is to be done by the chancellor,

set

so as that every one knows,

;

his

own

;

or that from him, which belongs to the secretary of state.
If there be any beauty and comeliness in order, where should

we more expect

to find

it,

than in the divine government,

and in the conduct and management of the affairs of the
supreme and celestial kingdom wherein only the remoteness
of those things from our sense makes every thing seem
little and inconsiderable ?
But did we allow ourselves to
retire more frequently out of this world of shadows, and
;

ascend into those glorious regions above ; there to contemplate
<he bright orders of holy, loyal spirits, all employed in the
services of the celestial throne, and to behold Jesus the
Head of all principalities and powers, the Restorer of what

was sunk and decayed, and the Upholder of the whole
sliding universe, even of the noblest parts of
liable to the

consist

;

same lapse and decay

we should

not think

it

and honour should belong

;

by

it,

whom

that were
all

things

strange that such deference

that it should be
to his office
rendered every way so august and great, that he should be
so gloriously enthroned at the right hand of the Majesty on
high; and that, when his administrations are manageable
with so much ease and pleasure, to one of so immense
wisdom, power and goodness
all acts of grace and favour,
should more especially pass through his hands. And if Ave
understand any thing of the distinction of persons in the
ever blessed Deity (whereof if we understand nothing, how
do we adventure to affirm any thing ?) it is not more difficult
to apprehend distinct employments, wherein yet, all can never
;

;

fail

that

have their most complacential consent. And when
kind of office, was so freely undertaken by the .Son

to
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and management whereof, hath, no doubt,
filled (he supreme court, at first, and from age to age, with
his highest celebrations and praises, and for the execution
the susception

made his first descent into this world of
appear
an incarnate God on earth, a proours, and was to
clamation was published in heaven, " Now let all the angels of God worship him;" and in his execution whereof,
they had, from time to time afterwards, spontaneously stooped down to behold, with pleased wonder, his surprisingly
who can
strange and prosperous methods and performances
think it unsuitable to the dignity and authority of so great,
and so highly magnified an ofiice, unto which all the power
of heaven and earth was annexed, that it should by consent
belong to it, to employ the whole agency of the Holy Ghost,
in pursuance of its high and great ends ?
But now, he having by his blood obtained, that this
immense plenitude of Spirit should reside in him, not for
himself, personally considered, (for so he had it by natural,
eternal necessity, without capitulation or procurement) but
as he was invested with such an ofiice, and iu order to its
whereof, when he

;

being, by the power of that office, communicated to others ;
it is easy to be conceived, and may be collected from the
tenor of holy Scripture,

in

what

different

methods

it

was

be communicated, for the (already mentioned) different
•ends of that communication, namely, the rebuilding of God's
temple on earth, and the constant inhabiting and replenishing it afterwards.
Therefore,
7. For the former of these purposes, it is given more arbitrarily, and of more absolute sovereignty, not limited by
(o

any certain, published, or known rule or other than what
lay concealed in secret purpose. Here the first principle is
given of that life which springs out, and exerts itself, in the generating, and forming of a living temple; which grows up into
everlasting life, and makes it an eternally living thing.
Now
whereas he hath so vast a power given him by the Father
over all flesh, (which giving, we again note, must signify
this not io be the power he had by natural inherence, but
;

by

later constitution,)

of persons,

we do know

to

whom,

or to what sort

consummate

state of it,
be given, for that is sufficiently declared in Scripture;
but we are not told to whom it shall be given in the very
initial state,
or in the first and seminal principle of it

this eternal life,

in

the

is to

that

is

reserved

among

solves, or placita

the Arcana Imperii, the secret reof the divine government.
And so, tak-
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ing the whole of it together, (as here we must,) we are only
told, Pie will give it to as many as the Father hath given
do find a connexion, (Rom. 8. 30.)
him, John 17. 2.

We

of predestination, calling, justification, and glorification :
but not of a sinner, as such, with any of these. So observable was that of a noted ancient, (S. Jerom.,) " He that
hath promised pardon to a penitent, hath not (except with very
great latitude) promised repentance to a sinner." To speak
here more distinctly,
Ever since the apostasy, even upon the first declared constitution of a Redeemer, and in the shining forth of that first

cheering ray of gospel light and grace, " the seed of the woshall break the serpent's head;" a promise was implied
of the communication of the Spirit; that curse, which made
the nature of man, as the accursed ground, unproductive of
anything but briersjand thorns; and whereby all holy, vital,
influences were shut up from men, as in an inclosed, sealed
fountain, being now so far reversed, for the Redeemer's sake,
as that all communication of the Spirit should no longer remain impossible. And hereupon, some communication of it,

man

might

some previous dispositions
seems to have been general (and
is therefore fitly enough wont to be called common grace) but
then, in that lower degree, it is not only resistible, but too
so as that it builds no
generally resisted with mortal eflicacy
but retiring, leaves men under the most unliving temples
comfortable and hopeless (but chosen) shades of death.
When it was said concerning the old world before the flood,
Spirit shall not always strive with man," it is implied, it
had been constantly and generally striving, until then ; but
that it was now time, by the holy, wise, and righteous judgment of heaven, to surcease, and give them over to the destruction which ensued. Which text, it is true, some interpret
otherwise but if we will allow that of the 1 Pet. 3. 18 20.
to mean that, while Noah, that preacher of righteousness, did
it externally, Christ was, by his Spirit, inwardly preaching to

in such a degree,

as

and tendencies

holy

to

infer

life,

;

;

"My

—

;

'

who were, now since, in the infernal prison
not while they were so, (which the text says not,) but in their
former days of disobedience on earth ; this place will then much
agree with the sense, wherein we (with the generality of our
Nor are we therefore to think
interpreters) take the other.

that generation,

no stated rule at all, in reference to this case of God's
general
more
(but less efficacious) striving with men, by his

there

is

Spirit.

For we here

see, that before

4

God

took any people to
^
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be peculiar to him, from the rest of men, the reason which lie
why his Spirit should not always strive with man, in
common (after an intimation of his contemptible meanness,
and his own indulgence towards him notwithstanding, and instance givers of his abounding wickedness in those days) was,
gives,

because all "the imaginations of the thoughts of his heart
were only evil continually ;" (Gen. 6. 3 5.) that is, that in
opposition to the dictates of the blessed Spirit, he gave
himself up to the power, and government of sensual inclination, his mind, or thinking, considering power and
faculty, falling in with the imaginations of sense, and
taking part therewith, against the Spirit of God which im-

—

;

ported nothing

than a continual rebelling against that
Holy Spirit. Now if we consider this, as the declared reason,
why God's Spirit should not always strive, and compare therewith other passages of Scripture; we may collect, and perceive there is some rule of God's proceeding, in this matter,
not only settled in heaven, but sufficiently notified on earth
also
that is, concerning the extent, not concerning the limitation of this gift; how far God would certainly go, in affording it, not how far he would not go. As far as it is sought,
less

:

complied with, and improved not how far he would not, in
some instances, proceed, beyond that. He hath bound us to
pray, strive, endeavour, but not tied his own hands from doing
surprising acts of favour, above and beyond his promise.
It is plain, man had by his apostasy cut off all intercourse
between God and him not only was become regardless of it,
but disentitled. It was his inclination not to converse with
have but
God; it was his doom that he should not.
short and dark hints of God's first transactions with men, but
what was written and done afterwards, much enlightens and
There was, no doubt, a much more compre-*
explains them.
hensive and substantial law, or rule of duty given to Adam,
than that positive statute " Of the tree of knowledge of good
and evil, thou shalt not eat;" that was fundamental to it, and
transgressed in the violation of it, and therefore some way
implied in it and if all that more were only given by internal,
mental impression, or was only to be collected from the
thorough consideration of God's nature and his own, and of
the state of things between God and him that must have been,
as intelligible to his yet undepraved mind, as Avritten tables
or volumes. There must also, accordingly, be much more implied in the subjoined enforcing sanction, or rule of punishment
;""
i(
In the day thou eatest thereof, thou shalt die the death
;

;

We

:

;

;

TART
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than the vulgar apprehension of dying comes to ; for these
were the words of the commination or curse upon man, if he
should transgress. And are we not plainly told, (Gal. 5. 13,
that this
34.) a Christ hath redeemed us from that curse

—

blessing might
Spirit ?"

come upon

Therefore, this curse

—

we might receive the
did shut up the Spirit from

us, that

us; and this death must signify a suspension of all vital, holy
influence, a continual languishment under the stupifying power
of a carnal mind, which (Rom. S. 6.) we are expressly told is

And wiien that first evangelical promise was collateand implicitly given, Wrapped up in the threatening to
it
the serpent, That the woman's seed should break his head
could mean no less, than that he, that should afterwards, in
the fulness of time, become her seed, and be born of a woman,
should redeem us from under that curse, and turn it, in all the
consequent horrors of it, upon himself. It was therefore further plain also, that no brcatli of holy divine influence was
ever more to touch the spirit of man, had it not been for the
Redeemer's interposition, and undertaking.
But he having interposed, undertaken, and performed, as
be hath what is the effect of it ? What Is it that the Spirit
should now go forth with irresistible almighty power to convert all the world? That, the event too plainly shews was not
or that it should immediately supply men with
the design
sufficient grace and power to convert themselves? That, no
scripture speaks, and it were strange, if such sufficient grace
were actually given to all, it should prove effectual with so
very few. But the manifest effect is, that the Spirit may now
go forth (the justice, and malediction of the law not reclaiming against it) and make gentle trials upon the spirits of men,
inject some beams of light, and some good thoughts, with
which if they comply, they have no cause to despair of more;
and so, that which is wont to be called common grace, may
gradually lead, and tend to that of a higher kind, which is
That light, and those motions,
special, and finally saving.
which have only this tendency, must be ascribed to the Spirit
of God, co-operating with men's natural faculties; and not to
For we are not
their own unassisted, natural power alone.
And now
sufficient of ourselves, to think one right thought.
if they rebel against such light and motions, violently opposing their sensual imaginations and desires, to their light, and
the secret promptings of God's Holy Spirit
they hereby vex
his Spirit, provoke him to leave them, and do forfeit even those
assistances they have had, and might farther have expected.

death.
rally,

;

!

;

;

;
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which
seems
to
be summed
upon the Redeemer's account. All
up, as a stated rule, in that of our Saviour—" To him that
hath, shall be given; but from him that hath not" (where
having manifestly includes use and improvement) " shall be
taken away that which he had." Which latter words must
be taken not for a prediction, expressive of the certain event,
but a commination, expressing what is deor what shall be
;

may be. The true meaning or design
of a commination, being, that it may never be executed. And
to the same sense is that of Prov. 1. 23, 24, &c.
"Turn at
my reproof I will pour out my Spirit unto you, I will make
known my words unto you but I called, and they refused I
therefore they
stretched out my hand, and no man regarded
shall eat the fruit of their own way," &c. v. 31.
So far then we are not without a stated rule, as to those previous and superable operations of the Spirit of God according w hereto we may expect them to be continued and increased,
or fear they shall be withheld. But now, because all do more or
less resist, and thereby deserve they should cease, or commit a
forfeiture of them and sometimes this forfeiture is taken, sometimes it is not; but the grieved Spirit returns, and re-enforces
his holy motions, even unto victory, where, or when he shall
do so, we have no certain published rule, whereby to conclude this way, or that. The Son of God (by consent with the
Father) here acts as a Plenipotentiary, and Sovereign, quickening whom he will. The Spirit (by consent with him) breathes,
in order to the vital production of temples, as the wind
where
served, or moot justly

—

:

;

;

;

;

—

it

listeth

;

which is the thing there discontext, and even in the next following

or for regeneration,

coursed of in all that
words, which apply that similitude '" so is every one that is
born of the Spirit," John 3. 8. And we are therefore, elsewhere, warned to " work out our salvation with fear and trembling," (Phil. 2. 12, 13.) because God workefh in us, to will,
and do, of his own good pleasure being under no tie, hot
quite to desist, and forsake us, at the next opposition he meets
with.
At least, they that are not within the compass of his
covenant (once sincerely entered) can lay no claim, in such a
case, to his continuance, or return.
;

;
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The sixth head proposed before, chap. ix. p. 416, now insisted on j
which includes what was also mentioned in the first, namely, that the
Holy Spirit is given, not only as the Builder, but also, Secondly, As
an Inhabitant of this temple; for which latter purpose he is given by
Iramanuel as a Trustee; the Oeconomus, or chief Steward, of God's
household, by a certain, known rule, giving them who partake
therein, the ground of a rightful claim unto this great and most comprehensive gift. Whereupon we are to consider The dueness and

I.

—

1. The dueness of it.
the amplitude or comprehensiveness of this gift.
(2.) By this promise, its having the form of a cove'
(1.) By promise.
nant restipulated on their part. (3.) From their state of sonship, as
regenerate: as adopted. (4.) From their being to receive it by faith.
9.. Its ample extent, (1.) Measured by the covenant, considered partly in
This
acta signato
in execution.
in agreement, partly in actu excrcito

•

—

infers,

[1.]

—

Reconciliation.

the covenant refers to

[2.]
(S.) It

it.

Relationship.
is

(2.)

The summary of

considered what there

is

promised

in the gospel covenant, besides what may be comprehended in the
gift of the Spirit.
II. The subject resumed from chap. ix. p. 415: and
having shewn, as even as there proposed, that the Spirit is not otherwise given than bylmmanuel; it is considered, as was also promised,

How

highly reasonable

it

upon any other terms.

was that the Spirit should not be vouchsafed
III.

The

suhject briefly considered

ference to the external state of the whole Christian church.

in

re-

IV. Con-

clusion.

I.

ryiHE
JL

now

tioned in the

head proposed before, chap. ix. p. 416,
which includes also what was menhead, namely, that the Holy Spirit is given

sixth

insisted on,
first

not only as the Builder, but also,
Secondly, As an Inhabitant of this temple. For which purpose, when by regeneration it is thus built and prepared, the

Redeemer gives

the Spirit upon other terms, namely, according to the tenor of a certain rule declared and published to the
world and whereby a right thereto accrues unto these rege:

The unregenerate world especially such as by
frequent resistances had often forfeited all gracious communications of that blessed Spirit, have nothing to assure them he
will ever regenerate (hem.
But, being now regenerate, and
nerate ones.

;

thereby formed into living temples, they may, upon known
and certain terms, expect him to inhabit them as such ; and
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Immanuel, and (hat as God, even their
own God, (Ps. 67.) he will bless (hem, and abide with them,
and in them, for (hat gracious purpose. Why else hath he
conquered all their reluctancy, and made them his temples ?
It was against their (former) will, but according to his own.
He at first herein, by rough hewings might displease them,
but he pleased himself, and fulfilled, hereby, " the good pleaNor will now
sure of his own goodness," 2 Thess. 1. 11.
leave his people, because it pleased him to make them his
Neither is he now the less pleased that
people, 1 Sam. 12. 22.
he is under bonds, for he put himself under them, most freely,
and his "gifts and callings arc without repentance," Rom. 11.
29. But being under bonds, he now puts on a distinct capacity,
and treats these his regenerate ones under a different notion,
from that under which he acted towards other men, or themselves
that might
not as an absolute, unobliged Sovereign
before
but as a trustee, managing
do, or not do for them as he would
a trust committed to him by the Eternal Father as the Oecothe prime Minister,
nonius, the great Steward of his family
and Curator of all the affairs of his houce and temple, which
they are, (1 Cor. 3. 17.)* all and every one: for as vast as
and as manifold as
(his (emple is, where it is made up of all
neither is above
it is, when ev ery one is to him a single temple
to be statedly (heir

;

:

:

;

;

;

r

;

the comprehension, nor beneath the condescension of his large
and humble mind. Neither larger diffusion, nor more particular distribution, signifying

him

to be greater or less, in all,

every one.

in

He

so fakes care of all, as of cvvry one, and of every one,
he were the only one under his care, lie is the firstborn among many brethren
and as that imports dignify,
so it doth employment
it being his part as such to provide
for the good state of the family: which is all named from
him, both that part in heaven, and that on earth, Eph.S.
15.
Yea, and he may in a true sense be styled the 'Pater'
families, the Father of the family : though to the first in Godhead, he is the Son; to us he is styled the everlasting Father^

as if

;

;

*

wo

Hujus enim

Templum

altogether form

.Concordiam,

&

—

&

For
singuli, Templa sUmus
simul omne?
temple, and each is also a temple. Omnium
;

si-ngulos iiihabitatve dignatur,

non

in

omnibus,

quam

in

Qiumiam nee mole

distenditur, nee partitione minuitur,
de Civ. Dei Lib. 10. Cap. 4.— He designs to inhabit the whole so-

singulis major.

Aug.

this

ciety, and every one of those who compose it; nor is He greater in the
body than in the 'member?,, since he is not enlarged in the mass nor diininbhed by the division,

VOL.

i.

2k.
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Therefore he is under obligation hereto, by his Father's appointment, and his own undertaking.
And that, which he hath obliged himself to, is to give the Holy
Spirit, or take continual care that it be communicated from
time to time, as particular exigencies and occasions shall
require.
It was a thing full of wonder, that ever he should
be so far concerned in our affairs
But being concerned so
deeply as we know he hath been to be incarnate for us ; to
be made a sacrifice to God for us, that he might have it in his
power to gi\c the Spirit, having become a curse for us, that he
might be capable of conferring upon us this blessing it is now
no wonder he should oblige himself to a continual constant care
that his own great and kind design should now not be lost or
miscarry. Alter he had engaged himself so deeply in this
design for his redeemed, could he decline further obligation ?
Is. 9i 6.

!

;

;

And

consider
Gift

gift

of his

own

Spirit! Concerning

— The dueness and the greatness,

or shcw

r

:

them to this
which we shall

his obligation creates their right, entitles

mighty

,

that, as their case

is

or amplitude of this

now

stated,

upon

their

regeneration, they have a pleadable right to this high privilege, the continued

how

shew, of

communication of the

large extent this privilege

things are contained in

it.

J

scruple not to

Spirit.

And

next

and how great
call it a Gift, and
is,

yet at the same time to assert their right to it, to whom it is
given not doubting but every one will see, that a right accruing
;

we shall shew this doth) detracts nothing
from the freencss of the gift. When the promise only, with
what we shall see is directly consequent, produces or create?
this right, it is unconceivable that this creature, by resulting
naturally, should injure its own parent or productive cause.
by

free -promise (as

We shall therefore say somewhat briefly.
Of

1.

the dueness of this continued indwelling presence of

the blessed Spirit to the regenerate

:

(intending to speak more

largely of the amplitude and extensiveness of

it,

on the account

afterwards to be given) And
It
{ 1 ) It is due (as hath been intimated) by promise
pressly said to be the promise of the Spirit, Gal. 3. 14.
.

to

whom

Spirit, as

?

is

ex-

But

To the regenerate, to them who are born after the
may be seen at large, ch. 4. These (as it after fol-

lows) are the children and heirs of the promise, which must
principally mean this promise, as it is eminently called, Acts
2. 38. "Repent," (which connotes regeneration,) "and ye
shall receive the Holy Ghost ; for the promise is to you, &c.

aud

to as

many

as the

Lord

shall call t"

which

calling,

when
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When

(Eph. 1. 13.) this
is called the Spirit of promise, what can that mean

includes regeneration.

but the promised Spirit.
(2.) Their right is the more evident ; and what is promised
the more apparently due, in that the promise hath received the
form of a covenant, whereby the covenanters have a more
strongly pleadable right and claim ; to which the rest of men
have no such pretence.
It is true that we must distinguish of the covenant,
as pro-

—

posed, and entered.

The proposal of it is in very general terms, " Ho, every
one that thirsts" Isa. 55. 1. " Incline your ear and I wili
make an everlasting covenant with vou " v. S. And so it
But
gives a remote, future right to such as shall enter into it.
only they have a present acttial right to what it contains, that
have entered into it : and their plea is strong, having this to
say " I have not only an indefinite, or less determinate promise to rely upon
but a promise upon terms expressed, which
I have agreed to; and there is now a mutual stipulation between God and me : He offered himself, and demanded me ;
And hereupon I
I have accepted him, and given myself.
humbly expect and claim all further needful communications
of his Spirit, as the principal promised blessing of this covenant." Such a one may therefore say, as the psalmist hath
taught him, Remember thy word to thy servant, in which
thou hast caused me to hope, Ps. 1 19. 49. I had never looked
for such quickening influences, if thou hadst not caused me,
and been the Author io me of such an expectation. Now thou
hast quickened me by thy word, r>. 50. so quickening me according to thy word. " I will put my Spirit within you," is a
principal article of this covenant, Ezek. 36. 27.
And this expression of putting the Spirit within, must signify not a light
touch upon the soul of a man, but to settle it as in the innermost
centre of the soul, in order to a fixed abode.
And how sacred is the bond of this covenant! it is founded
in the blood of the Mediator of it.
This is, as he himself speaks,
the new testament (or covenant) in my blood, Luke 22. 20.
Therefore is this, in a varied phrase, said to be the u blood
of the covenant :" and therefore is this covenant said to be everlasting, Heb. 13. 20. referring to a known maxim among the
Hebrews, Pacts, confirmed bf/ blood, (sanguine sancila,) can
u The God of peace by the blood of the
never be abolished.
everlasting covenant, make yoa perfect in every good work :"
Vi hick
must imply a continual communication of the Spirit j

—

—

;

;

—

—
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do always what is well-pleasing in his
sight: which, who can do without such continual aids? " Com-

for

is

it

also added, to

Jesus the mediator of the new covenant, we come to the
blood of sprinkling," Heb. 12. 24. He could not, mediate
for us upon other terms
and upon those, obtains for us the
ing- to

;

better

Eph.

u

promises,

spiritual blessings

in

heavenly

things,"

1. 3.

And

further, this covenant

ed and made

it.

«

is

ratified b}^ his oath

My covenant will

1

not break

who

form-

— Once have

I

sworn," Ps. 89. 34, 35. By ihese two immutable things, (oven
to our apprehension,)
is impossible for God to lie, Heb. 6. 17,
18.
Regeneration is the building of this temple covenanting
on onr part contains the dedication of it; and what then can
follow but constant possession and use.
(3.) The regenerate, as such, are sons, both by receiving a
new nature, even a divine, 2 Pet. 1. 4. in their regeneration;
and a new title, in (what is always conjunct) their adoption.
Now, hereupon the continual supplies of the Spirit in this
house (or temple) of his are the children's bread, Luke 11. 13.
Bocnuse they are sons, therefore God sends the Spirit of his
Son into their hearts, Gal. 4. 6. and he is styled the Spirit of
adoption, Bom. 8. 14, ]5. Therefore they have a right to the
it.

;

provisions of their Father's house.

The

(4.)

Spirit

is

unto these children of

God

given upon

which must certainly suppose their previous title
for the ground of it.
They receive "the pomise of the Spirit
by faith," (Gal. 3. 14.) as by faith they are God's children,
r. 26'.
Receiving tlie Son, who was eminently so, and to
whom the sonship did primarily or originally belong; and bepoti)e¥ or
lieving in his name, they thereupon have l%wtqn>
right to become the sons of God, John 1. 12. being hen in,
but of God.
also regenerate, born riot off flesh and blood,
by faith they retain him,
Arxl thus, by forth receiving hini
for the
or have him abiding in them, as he abides in them
union is intimate find mutual, John 15. 5. Thvy first receive
him upon the gospel oiler, which, as was said, gave them a remote right, and now retain him, as having an actual riglit.
He dwells in the heart by faith, Efhi 3. 17. But what he
theft faith

;

—

—

;

:

doth,
for

iii

when,

this respect, his Spirit

doth

;

so he explains himself:

in those valedictory chaptersof St. John's gospel, 14,

he promises his disconsolate disciples, he would come
would see them, he would manifest himself to them,
abide
with them, within a little while they should see
he would
him, ,&c, he intimates to them, that he principally meant all
J5,

1£>.

to them, he
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of a presence to be vouchsafed them by his Spirit, eh. 14.
19.
-And he concerns the Father also with himself
v. 16
in the same sort of commerce
(v. 20.) " At that day ye shall
this

—

;

know

that

I

am

in

my

Father, and

you

in

me, and

you

I in

;"

another place, we find the Spirit
promiscuously spoken of as the Spirit of God, and the Spirit
of Christ; and the inbcing, or indwelling of Christ, and of the
when
Spirit, used as expressions signifying the same thing
also he operation of God is spoken of by the same indwelling
Spirit, Rom. 8. 9
11.
Which an eminent father observing,

as also v. 21, and

2.3.

Thus

in

;

I

—

takes occasion to speak of the joint presence of the several per-

whom any one is present,
because each bears itself inseparably towards the other, arid is
united most intimately therewith,* wheresoever one hypostasis
(or person, as by the Latins we are taught to speak) is present
sons of the trinity, with such, with

there, the whole trimly

is

present

— Amazing

thing!

that the

Godhead, should so concentre in kind design, influence and operation towards a despicable impure worm
Hut this conjunction infers no confusion; breaks not the
glorious Subsistents in the eternal

order, wherein each severally acts towards one end.

But that,

we may conceive from whom, through whom,
and by whom, what Mas lately a ruinous heap is become an animated temple, inhabited by the divine presence, wherein we
notwithstanding,

to forget, how eminent and conspicuous the part is
of onr Lord Christ, and upon how costly terms he obtained,
that, the blessed Spirit should so statedly, and upon a right
claimable by faith, employ his mighty agency in this most
gracious and wonderful undertaking! being (as hath been observed) made a curse for us, that we might receive the promise

ought not

Spirit, by faith, Gal. 3. 13, 14. Whence also it is said that
our believing we are sealed with the Spirit of promise;
(I-]ph. 1. 13.) that is. by that seal, by which God knows, or
owns, or acknowledges, them that are his, (2 Tim. 2. 19.)
though they may not always know it themselves. Hereupon
also our Lord hath assured us
from Ihem that believe in him,

of the

after

:

shall ilow (as out of the belly of a conduit) rivers of living

waters,

which

it is

said

bespoke of the

believed should receive,

Much more
new testament
*

ottu

in Kpist.

John

Spirit,

which they that

7. 3S, 39.

might be alleged from many texts of the old and
which believers, or they who

to evince the right

yxf -n jj.i'x rys
ad Roman.

rgioloos

luofxats

7rx^r\

ttutx

ir<igt?iv

v rptxr. Chrys.
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to the abiding indwell-

ing presence of his Spirit, as the inhabitant of that temple -which
they are now become. But that matter being plain, we shall
proceed to what was next proposed ; to shew :
2. The ample extent and comprehensiveness of this pri\*ilege, which I shall the rather enlarge upon, that from thence
tve may have the clearer ground upon which afterwards to arhow highly reasonable and congruous it was, that so
gue
great a thing, and of so manifest importance to God's having
a temple and residence among men should not be otherwise
communicated than in and by Iramanuel ; the Founder and
Kestorer of this temple.
(1.) And we cannot have a truer, or surer measure, of the
amplitude and extensiveness of this gift, than the extent and
comprehensiveness of the covenant itself, to which it belongs.
To which purpose, let it be considered that this covenant of
God in Christ, of which we are now speaking, may be looked
5

—

upon two ways

We
as

it,

;

may view
is

were

M

that
it

is,

and model of
agreement, to be collected

abstractly, taking the frame

adit signato

—

in

and gathered out of the holy Scriptures. Or Ave Avay look
upon it as in aetit exercito, namely, as it is now transacted
and entered into by the blessed God, and this or that awakened,
considering, predisposed soul.

Now

here,

former way, and you find this article, constandcerning the gift or communication of the Holy Ghost

Take

it

the

;

ing there as one great grant contained in the gospel covenant.
And it is obvious to observe, as it is placed there, what aspect
it hath upon both the parts of the covenant, 1 will be your
God you shall be my People. Which Avill be seen, if
You consider this covenant as actually entered into, or as
the covenanting parties are treating; the one, to draAv the
other to enter this covenant.
And so Ave shall see that our consent, both that God shall be our God, and that Ave Avill be of

—

people, with all previous inclinations thereto, and A\hat
immediately results from our covenanting, do all depend upon
this communication of the Spirit; and otherwise, neither can
he do the part of a God to us, nor Ave, the part that belongs to
By all which Ave shall see the vast
his people towards him.
extent of the gift.
It is the Mediator's part to bring the covenanting parties together,- He is therefore said to be the
Mediator of the neAv covenant, Heb. 12. 21. He rendered it
possible, by the merit of hi;; bioorl, that the offended Majesty

It is

of heaven might, without injury

to himself, consent

j

and

that
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the Spirit might be given to procure our consent, which, as
Mediator or Immanuel, he gives: and when he gives it in so

copious an effusion, as to be victorious, to conquer our averand make us cease to be rebellious, then he enters to dwell,
Till then, there is no actual covenanting ; no
Ps. 68. 18.
plenary consent on our part to what is proposed in the covenant, in cither respect : we neither agree that God shall
be our God, nor that we will be of his people. This speaks
this gift a great thing and of vast extent, looking for the present upon the two parts of the covenant summarily : and afferwards considering what each part more particularly contains
in it.
But if in practice, it be so far done as is requisite to a
judicious and preponderating determination of will, (which
may yet afterwards admit of higher degrees,) how great a thing
is now done
Their state is distinguished from theirs who are
strangers to the covenant, who are without Christ, and without God in the world. From hence results,
[1.] An express reconciliation between God and thee: for
this is a league of friendship, enmity ceasing.
[2.] A fixed special relation: (Ezek. 16. 8.) "I entered
into covenant with thee, saith the ,Lord God, and thou becamest mine." How great and high a privilege? Relations
are said to be of minute entity, but great efficacy : and
it is observable what the philosopher (as lie was wont to
be called) says of them, (Ar. re^i: n.) that their zrhole being;,
namely, of the things related, is related to another. Admirable
all the divine Being related to me a worm
And that all this
may be the plainer, let us,
sion,

!

!

(2.)

But consider more

distinctly

what the great summary

of God's part of this covenant contains what is the most
the dependancc of our part thereon
principal promise of it
upon what terms that which is distinct is promised how far
what, is distinctly promised, is coincident •with this gift of the
indwelling Spirit, both in respect of this present and the future
;

;

;

;

eternal state.

The known and usual summary of this covenant, on
is, " I will be their God;" as it is set down in
places
many
of both testaments. Now, what can be meant,
more principally, by his being their God, than giving them
his indwelling Spirit ? Wherein without it can he do the part
[1.]

God's part,

of a God to them ? By it he both governs and satisfies them :
both their supreme and sovereign Lord, in the one regard,
and their supreme and sovereign good, in the other. Doth,
being their God intend no more than an empty title ? or, what

is

2
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would be their so great advantage, in having- only a nominal
God? Yea, and he is pleased himself to expound it of his
continued gracious presence, (2 Cor. 6. 16.) " I will dwell
in them, and walk in them, and I will be their God;"
alluding to his continuing his tabernacle among them, as
"I will set my tabernacle
is promised, Lev. 26. 11, 12.
among you, and my soul shall not abhor you; and I will
And what
wall; among you, and I will be your God," &c.
did that tabernacle signify but. this living temple, whereof we
speak, a< a certain type and shadow of it? Agreeably whereto
Jiis covenant is expressed, with evident reference to the days of
the gospel, and the time of the Messiah's kingdom, (plainly
meant by David's being their king and prince for ever,) Ezek.
21. u David, my servant, shall be king over them,"
37. 2i
(spoken many an age alter he was dead and gone,) u and
Moreover, I will make a covenant of
their prince for ever.
peace with them, it shall be an everlasting covenant with them,
and Avill set my sanctuary in the midst of them for evermore.
My tabernacle also shall be with them yea, I will be their
;

God." That Yea,

the exegetical note,

is

observable,

"my

sanctuary and tabernacle shall be with them," (that is, " I will
dwell in them," as it is expounded before, 2 Cor. 6. 16. And
rould it be meant of an uninhabited, desolate sanctuary or
tabernacle, that should be with them for evermore?) And
why is this his constant inhabiting presence to be with them?

what follows, informs us, Yea, I
he should say, I have undertaken to
be their God, which I cannot make good unto them, if 1 afTo be to them a disford them not my indwelling presence,
tant God, a God afar off, can neither answer my coven ml,
nor tlie exigency of their case. They will but have a G'od,
and no God, if they have not with them, and in them, a divine, vital, inspiriting, inactuating presence, to govern, quicken,
support, and satisfy them, and fill them with an ali-suilicient
fulness.
They would soon, otherwise, be an habitation for
y,iim and Oehim. or be the temple but of idol gods.
it is therfore evident that this summary of God's part of his

The emphatical yea,
will he their G'od

:

A\i<h

as if

covenant, J will be their God, wry principally intends his
dwelling in them by his Spirit.
And tire astipulation, on their part, to be his people,
(which is generally added in all the places, wherein the other
part is expressed,) signifies their faith, by which they take
hold of his covenant, accept him to be their God, dedicate
themselves to be his people, his peculiar, his mansion, his
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Now this their self-resigntemple, -wherein he may dwell.
ing faith, taken in its just latitude, carries with it a
twofold

reference to

their Sovereign

Good

;

Him, as their Sovereign Lord,
whom, above all other, they are

as
to

he do not put his
obey and enjoy.
Spirit into them, to write his law in their hearts, and " cause

But can they obey him,

if

to walk in his statutes?" Ezek. 36. 27. Jer. 31. 33. Or
can they enjoy him, if they love him not as their best good ?

them

which love

is

the

known

fruit

of his Spirit.

Whereupon,

such self-resignation and dedication, what remains, but
that "the house of the Lord be filled with the glory of the
Lord ?" as 2 Chr. 7. 2.
[2.] Let us consider what is the express, more peculiar
kind of the promises of this covenant, in the Christian conIt is evident,
tradistinct to the Mosaical administration of it.
in the general, that the promises of the gospel covenant are in
their nature and kind, compared with those that belonged to
the Mosaical dispensation, more spiritual; therefore called better promises, Heb. 8. 6.
They arc not. promises of secular
felicity, of external prosperity, peace, and plenty, as those
other most expressly were.
It is true indeed that the covenant with Israel, with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and their
For the comseed, was not exclusive of spiritual good things.
munication of the Spirit was (as hath been noted) the blessing of
Abraham, (Gal. 3. 14.) and that, as he was the father of that
people, the head of a community, now to be much more extended,
and take in the Gentiles, the time being corno,when all.nations
were to be blessed in him, which is said to be the gospel that was
preached to Abraham, Gal. 3. 8.
But in the mean time,
the Spirit was given less generally, and in a much lower
measure ; wherefore, in that purposed comparison, 2 Cor. 3.
between the legal and the evangelical dispensation though a
certain glory did attend the former, yet that glory is said to be
no glory, in respect of the so much excelling glory of this latter, v. 10.
And the thing wherein it so highly excelled, was
the much more copious effusion of the Spirit.
That whereas,
under the former dispensation, Moses was read for many ages,
with little efficacy, a vail being upon the people's hearts, signified by the (mystical) vail wherewith, when he conversed
with them, he was wont to cover his face that comparative
inefficacy proceeding from hence, that little of the light, life,
and power of the Spirit accompanied that dispensation now,
under the gospel dispensation, the glory of the Lord was to be
beheld as in a glass, with unvailed face, so as that, .beholding
VOL. i.
3l
after

;

;

:
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it, we might be changed (so great an efficacy and power went
with it) into the same likeness, from glory to glory, as by the
Spirit of the Lord
which is the scope of the latter part of
;

How great were the splendour
and magnificence of Solomon's temple, yet how much more
yorious is that which is built of living stones f And as the
whole frame of that former economy was always less spiritual, a lower measure of the Spirit always accompanying it;
that chapter, from v. 10 to 18.*

so

when

it

stood in competition, as corrival to the Christian

dispensation, being hereupon quite deserted

by

the Spirit,

it

spoken of as weak, worldly, carnal, and beggarly, Gal. 4.
9. Col. 2. 20. Heb. 9. 2, 10.
Therefore the apostle expostulates with the Galatian Christians, verging towards Judaism ;
" Received ye the Spirit by the works of the law, or by the
healing of faith? Are ye so foolish, having begun in the Spirit, are you now made perfect by the flesh ?" Gal. 3. 2, 5.
and ch. 4. from v. 22 to 31. Speaking of the two covenants,
under allegorical representation, he makes the former, given
upon Mount Sinai, to be signified by Agar the bond-woman,
and by the terrestrial Jerusalem, which was then in bondage,
with her children, as productive but of a servile race, born
after the flesh only, as Ishmael was, destitute of the Divine
Spirit
(which where it is, there is liberty, 2 Cor. 3. 17.) the
other by Sarah, a free- woman, and by the celestial Jerusalem,
which is free, with her children, all born from above, of the
Divine Spirit (John 3. 3, 5. as «»w9« there signifies ;) which
spiritual seed, signified by Isaac, are said at once to be born
And this can
after the Spirit, and by promise, v. 23, 28, 29.
import no less than, that the ancient promise, (given long before the law, upon Mount Sinai, namely, four hundred and
thirty years, Gal. 3. 17. and expressly called the covenant of
God, in Christ ; most eminently to be made good in the days
of the gospel, after the cessation of the Mosaical institution, as
it was made before it,) must principally mean the promise of
Which is most plain from that of the apostle Peter
the Spirit.
to his convinced, heart- wounded hearers, Acts 2. 38, 39,
<i Repent and be baptized, every one of you, in the name of
Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive
the gift of the Holy Ghost ; for the promise is unto you, and
is

;

;

* Domus Dei

aedificatur per

quam Templum
&c—The house of God is
gloriosior

Testamentum Novum lapidibus vivis longe
quod a Rege Solomone coristructum est,

illud

built by the New Testament with living stones,
and is far more glorious than the temple which was erected by king Solomon. Aug. de Civ. Dei. L.18. C. 45.
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promise not beyour children, and lo all thai are afar oft',''
to
children,
to reach the
but
them
and
their
confined
ing to be
Gentiles also, as Gal. 3. 14.) " even as many as the Lord our
God shall call." And surely that which is, by way of excellency, called the promise, must be the more principal promise of
which it is also signified to be, in that account
this covenant
given of it by the prophets, Isa. 44. 3. and 59. 20,21. Jer.
31. 33. quoted Heb. 8. 10. (where though the Spirit be not
expressly named, yet those effects of it are, which manifestly
suppose it,) and Ezek. 36. 25, 27. Joel 2. 28. This new co(this

;

is distinguished from the former, by the more certain,
more general, and more efficacious communication of the Spirit
promised in it, as is plainly implied, Jer. 31. and (which refers thereto) Heb. 8. 9—11.

venant

[3.] It will further tend to evidence, that the Spirit is given
as a settled Inhabitant, upon the known terms of this covenant;
if we consider upon what terms it is promised, what is distinctly

but however most conjunctly promised therewith, namely, all
the relative graces of justification, pardon of sin, and adoption.
These are promised, as is apparent, in the same covenant,

our taking hold of and entering into
God in Christ to be our God, and
giving up ourselves to be his people and is (according to that
latitude, wherein faith is commonly taken) inclusive of repentFor a sinner, one before in a state of apostasy from God,
ance.
cannot take him to be his God, but in so doing he must exercise
repentance towards God.
His very act of taking him, in
Christ, is turning to him through Christ, from the sin by
which he had departed and apostatized from him before.
Therefore must the indwelling Spirit be given, upon the same
certain and known terms as is also expressed in (the beforementioned) Gal. 3. 14. Eph. 1. 13, &c. Acts 2. 38, 39.
[4.] Now faith and repentance being first given in forming

and upon

faith,

which

is

the covenant, our accepting

;

God's temple, consider, how coincident the

gift of the Spirit,
with remission of sin, or with whatsoever
relative grace as such, is distinct from that which is inherent,
subjected in the soul itself, and really transmutative of its sub-

as an Inhabitant,

But we

is

how manifestly the latinvolved in the former.
Giving the Spirit
(the root and original of subjective grace) implies two things :
first, conferring a right to it
and secondly, actual communication.
The former belongs to relative grace, the latter
to real; (as they commonly distinguish ;) but the former is in
order to the latter, and the latter most certainly follows upon

ject.

ter of these

are to consider withal,

is

:
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signified by one name of giving ; and
make one entire legal act, (though there are

Both are

in a sort,

which the former (usually) begins,
consummates. Divers things are not herein
given, but only a title to, and the possession of the same thing
nor by divers donations but by the concurrence of such things
as arc requisite to make up one and the same.
And let it now
be considered,
distinct physical ones,)

and the

latter

:

;

(3.)

What

there

is

promised

in the gospel-covenant, besides

We

what may be comprehended in the gift of the Spirit.
will first set aside What is manifestly not promised in it besides
and then, more closely inquire about what may seem
distinctly promised, and see in how great part that residue will
;

be reducible hither.
[1.] As to what is manifestly not promised besides ; it is
plain, there is not promised in it a part and portion in a particular land or country on earth, as there was in the old covenant (contra-distinguished to this new one) to Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob, and their seed, which land was, we know, called
the "land of promise ;•" and unto which the body of that people had so certain a title, upon the condition of their continued
obedience, that they were sure never to be removed out of it
or if they had made a general defection, and were thereupon
forsaken of God, and given up to invading enemies, that should

dispossess them, they were as sure, upon their general repentance, to be restored, and settled there again, as may be
seen in Solomon's prayer, at the dedication of the temple, and

God's most gracious and particular answer thereto, and in divers places of the Old Testament besides.
If particular persons brake this covenant, by grosser transgressions, they were to be cut off from this good land, and,

by Moses's law, at the mouth of two or three witnesses, to die
without mercy ; and so, by such execution of justice, the
body of the people ^as kept safe from divine displeasure the
land was not defiled, so as to spew out its inhabitants.
But if the people did generally revolt, so as that the ordinary
methods of punitive justice could have no place, God took
;

the matter into his own hands, and did justice upon them
himself, by casting them out.
This is the covenant which, it
The new gospel
is said, they brake, Jer. SI. 32. and Heb. 8.

covenant is apparently of no such import, or hath no such additament to the spiritual blessings of it.
Nor again doth it promise more indefinitely, temporal blessings of any kind, with certainty, upon any condition whatso-
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God,

ever, even of the highest faith, the most fervent love to

most accurate obedience, and irreprehensible sanctity,
as if the best and holiest men should
therefore be any whit the more assured of constant health,
know the ordiease, opulency, or peace in this world.
nary course of providence (which cannot justly be underwood to be a misinterpreter of God's covenant) runs much
and that such things as concern the good estate of
otherwise
our spirits, and inward man, are the only things we can, upon
any terms, be sure of, by this covenant the tenor of it not
warranting us to look upon external good things, as otherwise
promised, than so far as they may be subservient to these, and
to our better serving the interest and honour of God and Vnz
Redeemer of which things he reserves the judgment to himself;
And unto Him, by this covenant, we absolutely devote ourselves to serve and glorify him in his own way, and in whatsoever external circumstances his wisdom and good pleasure
shall order for us
being ourselves only assured of this in the
or

(lie

attainable on earth

;

We

;

;

;

;

That all things shall work together for good to us, if
we love him, &c. but still esteeming it our highest good (as we
general,

cannot but do,

if

we love him

as

we ought)

to be

most service-

able to his glory, and conformable, in our habitual temper, to
his will.
Spiritual good things then, are by the tenor of this
Other things indeed cannot be
covenant our only certainties.
Their nature refuses
the matter of absolute universal promise.
it and makes them uncapable.
They are but of a mutable
goodness may be sometimes, in reference to our great end,
good for us ;ind sometimes, or in some circumstances, evil
and prejudicial. And being in a possibility to become evil in.
that relative sense, (as what hinders a greater good, is then an
evil,) if they ever be actually so ; they are then no longer matThe promise would in that case cease to be a
ter of a promise.
promise
for can there be a promise of an evil ? It would then
necessarily degenerate, and turn into a threatening.
But it may be said of those good things that are of a higher
kind and nature, that respect our souls and our states godward, there seem to be some vastly different from this of giving
;

:

;

the Spirit.
[2.]

may

Therefore,

We are next to inquire what they are,

be found to

Remission of sin

upon

this

account.

We will take
will or

it

and how

far

they

fall into this.
is

most obvious, and comes

And

let

first

view,

in

us bethink ourselves what

for granted, that

it

is

it is.

not a mere concealed

purpose to pardon, on the one hand, (for no one in com-
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mon

speech takes it so ; a purpose to do a thing signifies it
not yet to be done :) nor mere not punishing-, on the other.
If
one should be never so long only forborne, and not punished,
he may yet be still punishable, and will be always so, if he be
jet guilty. It is therefore such an act as doth, in law, take
away guilt, namely, the reatum poena, or dissolve the obliga*
Hon to suffer punishment.
It is therefore to be considered, what punishment a sinner
was, by the violated law of works and nature, liable to in this
world, or in the world to come and then what of this, is, by
virtue of the Redeemer's sacrifice and covenant, remitted.
He was liable to whatsoever miseries in this life God should
please to inflict
to temporal death, and to a state of misery
;

;

hereafter, all

comprehended

die the death ;" if

we

in this threatening,

dences for a commentary upon

Now

" Thou shalt
and provi-

will take following scriptures
it.

which the sinner was liable in this
world, were either external, or internal. Those of the former
sort, the best men still remain liable to.
Those of the inner
man were certainly the greater, both in themselves, and in
especially such as stand in
their tendency and consequence
the ill dispositions of men's minds and spirits godward, unapf>rehcnsiveness of him, alienation from him, willingness to be
as without him in the world. For that the spirits of men should
be thus disaffected, and in this averse posture towards God, in
whom only it could be possible for them to be happy, how
could it but be most pernicious to them, and virtually comprehensive of the worst miseries ? And whence came these evils
to fall into the reasonable, intelligent mind and spirit of man ?
Was it by God's infusion ? Abhorred be that black thought!
Nor could it be, if they were not forsaken of God, and the
holy light and influence of his Spirit were not withheld. But
is more evil inflicted upon men than either the threatening or
the sentence of the law contained ? That were to say, he is
punished above legal desert, and beyond what it duly belonged
to him to suffer.
Experience shews this to be the common
case of men.
And did that threatening and sentence concern
Adam only, and not his posterity ? How then come they to be
mortal, and otherwise externally miserable in this world, as
well as he ? But how plainly is the matter put out of doubt,
the miseries to

;

that the suspension of the Spirit is#part (and it cannot but be
the most eminent part) of the curse of the law, by that of the
apostle, " Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law,

being made a curse for us, that this blessing

—might come upon

4-
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« that

we might receive the promise of the Spirit," Gal. 3. 13, 14.
But now what is there of all the misery duly incumbent
upon man in this world, by the constitution of that law of
works and nature, remitted and taken oif by virtue of the covenant or law of grace or faith, from them that have taken
hold of it, or entered into it ?
dare say, God doth not
keep covenant with ihem ? And we find they die as well as
other men and are as much subject to the many inconveniences
and grievances of human life. And it is not worth the while
It
to talk of the mere notion, under which they suffer them.
is evident that God doth them no wrong, in letting these be
their lot
and therefore that as they were, by the law of nature deserved
so God hath not obliged himself, by the covenant or law of grace, to take or keep them off; for then
surely he had kept his word.
That he hath obliged himself

Who

;

;

;

which is more, and a greater thing, to bless and
them to their advantage and gain, in higher respects,
is plain and out of question.
Which serves our present purpose and crosses it not.
For upon the whole, that which remains the actual matter
to

do

that

sanctify

of remission, in this world, is whatsoever of those spiritual evils
would be necessarily consequent upon the total restraint, and
withholding of the Spirit.

And

that

this

is

the remission of sin in this

the Scripture intends,

is

life,

which

plain from divers express places,

Acts 2. 37, 38. When the apostle Peter's heart-pierced
bearers cry out, in their distress, " What shall we do ?" he

them thus : " Repent, and be baptized, ever}' one of
you, for the remission of sins, and ye shall (he adds) receive
;"
the Holy Ghost for the promise is to you, and your children
"
as though he had said,
The great promise of the gospelIt doth not
covenant, is that of the gift of the Holy Ghost.
but
promise you worldly wealth or ease or riches or honours
it promises you that God will be no longer a stranger to you,
refuse your converse, withhold his Spirit from you your souls
But as he hath mcrcishall lie no longer waste and desolate.
fully approached your spirits, to make them habitable, and fit
to receive so great and so holy an intimate, and to your reception whereof, nothing but unremitted sin could be any obstruction ; as, upon your closing with the terms of the gospel*
covenant, by a sincere believing intuition towards him whom
you have pierced, and resolving to become Christians, whereof
your being baptized, and therein taking on Christ's badge
directs

;

;

;
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and cognizance, will be the fit and enjoined sign and token, and
by which federal rite, remission of sin shall be openly conso by that remission
firmed, and solemnly sealed unto you
of sin the bar is removed, and nothing can hinder the Holy
Ghost from entering to take possession of your souls as his own
temple and dwelling-place."
;
1

We

are by the way to take notice, that this fulfilling of the
terms of the gospel-covenant is aptly enough, in great part,
here expressed by the word repentance ; most commonly it is
by that of faith. It might as fitly be signified by the former
in this place, if you consider the tenor of the foregoing discourse, namely, that it remonstrated to them their great wickedness in crucifying Christ as a malefactor and impostor,

whom they ought to have believed in as a Saviour ; now to
repent of this, was to believe, which yet is more fully expressed
by that which follows, and be baptized in (or rather into) the
name of the Lord Jesus Christ.
It is in the whole plain, that their reception of the Holy
Ghost, as a Dweller, stands in close connexion, as an immediate consequent, with their having their sins actually remitted,
and that, with their repenting their former refusing of Christ,
as the Messiah, their now becoming Christians, or taking on
Christ's name, whereof their being baptized was to be only
the sign, and the solemnization of their entrance into the
Christian state, and by consequence, a visible confirmation of
They are therefore directed to be
remission of sin to them.
baptized into the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, Im % o^xl,.
or unto a covenant-surrender of themselves to Christ, whereof
their baptism was, it is true, to be the signifying token for
the remission of sins, which remission, therefore, must be
understood, connected, not with the sign but with the thing
which it signified. And it was only a more explicit repentance of their former infidelity, and a more explicit faith,
which the apostle now exhorts them to, the inchoation whereof
he might already perceive, by their concerned question,

" What

we do

?" intimating their willingness to

do any
were already overcome and won and that the Holy Ghost had consequently
began to enter upon them: the manifestation of whose entrance
is elsewhere, as to persons adult, found to be an antecedent
requisite to baptism, and made the argument why it should not
be withheld, as Acts 10. 47. " Can any man forbid that these
should not be baptized, who have received the Holy Ghost, as
shall

thing that they ought.
;

well as

we

?"

;

that their hearts
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Remission of sin therefore, as it signifies giving a right lo
future impunity, signifies giving a right to the participation
of the Spirit; the withholding whereof was the principal punishment to betaken off. And as it signifies the actual taking
ofTof that punishment, it must connote the actual communication of the Spirit.
Therefore, upon that faith which is our
entrance into the gospel-covenant, the curse which withheld
the Spirit is removed, and so we receive the promise of the
Spirit (or the promised Spirit) by faith, as is plain in that
before mentioned, Gal. 3. 13, 14.
The same reference of giving (or continuing) the Spirit unto
forgiveness of sin, Ave may observe in that of the Psalmist:
" Hide thy face from my sins, and blot out all mine iniquities.
Create in me a clean heart, and renew a right Spirit within
me. Cast me not away from thy presence, and take not thy
Holy Spirit from me ;" (Psa. 51. 9 11.) which it is plain was
(jreaded and deprecated as the worst of evils
but which
would be kept off, if iniquity were blotted out. And as to
this, there was no more difference in the case, than between
one whose state was to be renewed, and one with whom God

—

;

was first to begin. And that summary of spiritual blessings
promised in the new covenant, Jer. 31. 31, 32, &c. and Heb.
S. which all suppose the promised gift of the Spirit itself,
as the root of them all
" 1 will put my law in their inward
parts, and will write it in their hearts," &c. is all grounded
upon this : (4 For I will forgive their iniquity, and I will remember their sin no more." When therefore the punishment
of sin is remitted, quoad jus, or a right is granted to impuni-

—

ty, the Spirit

is,

this sacred gift.

& jure,

When

or a right is conferred unto
given
actually (upon that right granted) the
;

punishment is taken off, the Spirit is actually given the withholding whereof was the principal punishment we were liable
;

to, in this present state.

And

as to justification, the case cannot differ,

which

itself

from pardon, that the same act is pardon, being done by God as a sovereign Ruler acting above law,
namely, the law of works ; and justification, being done by
him as sustaining the person of a judge according to law,
namely, the laAV of grace.
Adoption also imports the privilege conferred of being the
sons of God.
And what is that privilege ? (for it is more than
so

little differs

a name) that such are led

which Spirit
vol. i.

is

by the Spirit of God; (Rom 8. 14.)
therefore, as the peculiar cognizance of their
3m
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of adoption, (r. 15.) and forms their's
suitably thereto : for it was not fit the sons of God should
have the spirits of slaves. It is not the spirit of bondage that
is given them, as there it is expressed, but a free generous
slate, called ihc Spirit

not of fear, as there, and 2 Tim. 1. 7. but of love and
power, and of a sound mind. Most express is that parallel
text, Gal. 4. 6. Because they are sons, he hath sent the Spirit
of his Son into their hearts, that enables them (as also Rom. 8.
16. speaks) to say, Abba, Father, makes them understand their
state, whose sons they are, and who is their Father, and really
implants in them all filial dispositions and affections.
AYherefore it is most evident that the relative grace of the
covenant only gives a right to the real grace of it ; and that
the real grace communicated in this life, is all comprehended
in the gift of the Spirit, even that which flows in the external
For as outward
dispensations of Providence, not excepted.
good things, or immunity from outward afflictions, are not
promised in this new covenant, further than as they shall be
truly and spiritually good for us
but we are, by the tenor
of it, left to the suffering of very sharp afflictions, and the
loss or want of all worldly comforts, Avith assurance, that will
turn to our greater spiritual advantage
so the grace and
sanctifying influence, that shall make them do so, is all from
the same Fountain, the issue of the same blessed Spirit.
only add, that eternal life in the close of all depends upon
it, not only as the many things already mentioned, do so, that
are necessary to it, but as it is signified to be itself the immediate perpetual spring thereof. They that sow to the Spirit,
shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting, Gal. 6. 8.
And how
plainly hath our blessed Lord signified the vast extent of this
gift, when by good things in general, Mat. 7. 11. he lets u«
know he means the Holy Spirit, Luke 11. 13.
therefore see, that this great gift of the Holy Ghost is
vouchsafed entirely upon the Redeemer's account, and by the
spirit;

;

;

We

We

authority of his office, for the building and inhabiting the deGod with men. For the rebuilding of it;

solated temple of

by that plenipotency, or absolute fulness of power, which, by
the sacrifice of himself, he hath obtained should be in him.
For the re-inhabiting of it, by virtue, and according to the
tenor of that covenant, now solemnly entered ; and which was
established and ratified in the blood of that same Sacrifice.
Herein appears the dueness of it to the regenerate or that
they have a real right to it, who are born of the Spirit; and
;
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amplitude and vast comprehensive-

ness of this gift.

We

therefore proceed to what was, in the next place,
II.
promised, chap. ix. p. 415, (and wherein, after what hath
been said, there will need little enlargement,) to shew,
(2. ) How highly reasonable it was the Holy Spirit of God
should not be vouchsafed for these purposes, upon other terms.

And

this

we

By

shall see,

we have been shewing
and amplitude of this gift.
Let it be remembered that the most considerable part of the
penalty and curse incurred by the apostasy, was the withholding of the Spirit
from which curse in the whole of it
By
Christ was to redeem us, by being made a curse for us.
the same curse also, our title to many other benefits ceased
and was lost, and many other miseries were inferred upon it.
But this one of being deprived of the Spirit did so far surmount all the rest, that nothing else was thought worth the
naming with it, when the curse of the law, and Christ's redemption of us from it, are so designedly spoken of together.
If only lesser penalties were to have been remitted, or favours
conferred of an inferior kind, a recompense to the violated
law and justice of God, and the affronted majesty of his government, had been less necessarily insisted on. But that
the greatest thing imaginable should be vouchsafed upon so
easy terms
and without a testified resentment of the injury
done by ruining his former temple, was never to be expected.
Nothing was more becoming or worthy of God, than when
man's revolt from him so manifestly implied an insolent conceit of his self-sufficiency, and that he could subsist and be
happy alone, he should presently withhold his Spirit, and
leave him to sink into that carnality which involved the fulness of death and misery in it. ("To be carnally minded is
death.") It belonged to the majesty and grandeur of the
Deity, it was a part of godlike state and greatness, to retire
and become reserved, toreclude himself, and shut up his holy
cheering influences and communications from a haughty
miscreant
that it might try and feel what a sort of God it
[1.]

all this

mentioning briefly, what

while,

—The

vast extent

;

;

;

could be to

itself: but to return ; the state of the case being
unaltered and every way the same as when he withdrew, no
reparation being made, no atonement offered, had been, in-

stead of judging his offending creature, to have judged himself, to

rescind his

tear his act

own

and deed

sentence as if

as if

it

had been

it

had been unjust

;

to

the product of a rash
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and hasty passion, not of mature and wise counsel and judgment the indecency and unbecomingness whereof had been
the greater and the more conspicuous, by how much the
greater and more peculiar favour it was to restore his gracious
presence, or (which is all one) the influences of his Holy
;

Spirit.

Further consider,

[2.] That since nothing was more necessary for the restitution of God's temple, it had been strange if, in the constitu-

Immanuel

had been omitted : for
could never have come to any
better state and posture between God and man God must have
let him be at the same distance, Avithout giving him his Spirit.
Neither could He honourably converse with man
nor
man possibly converse with Him. Man would ever have borne
towards God an implacable heart. And whereas it is acknow^
ledged, on all hands, his repentance at least was necessary
both on God's account and his own, that God might be
reconciled to him, who without intolerable diminution to himself, could never otherwise have shewn him favour.
He had
always carried about him the %»fVixv i/«1«/xtX»)loF, the heart that
could not repent.
The " carnal mind," which is " enmity
tion of

it is

for this purpose, this

plain that without

it

tilings

;

;

God,

him nor can be," had rehad never been any stooping
or yielding on man's part. And there had remained, besides,
all manner of impurities : fleshly lusts had retained the throne ;
the soul of man had continued a cage of every noisome and
hateful thing, the most unfit in all the world, to have been the
temple of the holy blessed God. It had neither stood with
his majesty to have favoured an impenitent, nor with his holiness to have favoured so impure a creature.
Therefore, without the giving of his Spirit to mollify and purify the spirits of
men, his honour in such a reconciliation had never been

against

mained

is

in full

neither subject to

power

;

there

salved.

And

must stand on man's part, his hapHe could never have conversed with God, or taken complacency in him, to whom he
had continued everlastingly unsuitable and disaffected. No
valuable end could have been attained, that it was either fit
God should have designed for himself, or was necessary to
have been effected for man. In short, there could have been
no temple
God could never have dwelt with man man
would never have received him to dwell.
[3. J But it is evident this was not omitted in the constituIt being provided and procured by his
tion of Immanuel.
take the case as

it

piness had remained impossible.

:

;
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dear expense, that lie should have in him a fulness of Spirit:
not merely as God
for so in reference to offending creatures
but as Immanuel, as a Mediator, a dying
it had been inclosed
Redeemer for only by such a one, or by him as such, it
could be communicated so was there a sufficiency for this
purpose of restoring God's temple. And why was he in this
way to become sufficient, if afterwards he might have been
waved, neglected, and the same work have been done another
;

:

;

;

way

?

[4.] It could only be done this wny, in and by Immanuel.
As such, he had both the natural and moral power in conjunc-

which were necessary

tion,

to effect

it.

The natural power

of Deity which was in him, was only
competent for this purpose. Herein had he the advantage infinitely

of

all

human power and

greatness.

secular prince had never so great a

condemned

favourite,

who

mind

If an offended

to save

besides that he

is

and

restore

a

of so haughty a

pride, and so hardened in his enmity, that he had rather die
than supplicate, hath contracted all other vicious inclinations,
is become infamously immoral, debauched, unjust, dishonest,
false, and we will suppose stupid, and bereft of the sprightly
his merciful prince
wit that graced his former conversation
would fain preserve and enjoy him as before but he cannot
change his qualities, and cannot but be ashamed to converse
familiarly with him, while they remain unchanged.
Now the
blessed Immanuel, as he is God, can, by giving his Spirit,
do all his pleasure in such a case. And he hath as such too,
The moral power o{ doing it most righteously and becomingly
of God, that is, upon consideration of that great and noble
He is now enabled to
sacrifice, which as such he offered up.
give the Spirit : he might otherwise do any thing for man,
rather than this : for it imports the greatest intimacy imaginable.
All external overtures and expressions of kindness,
were nothing in comparison of it. And no previous disposition towards it, nothing of compliance on the sinner's part, no
self-purifying, no self-loathing for former impurities, no smiting on the thigh, or saying, li What have I done," could be
supposed antecedent to this communication of the Spirit The
universe can afford no like case, between an offending wretch,
and an affronted ruler. If the greatest prince on earth had
been never so contumeliously abused by the most abject peasant
the distances are infinitely less, than between the injured
glorious Majesty of heaven, and the guilty sinner ; the injury
;

;

!

;

done

this

majesty incomprehensibly greater.
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And

besides all

other differences in*the two

II.

cases, there is

may

be collected from what hath
been so largely discoursed, that the principal thing in the
sentence and curse upon apostate man, was, That God's Spirit
should retire and be withheld, so that he should converse
this

most important one, as

The condemning sentence upon
with him, by it, no more.
governments extend to life and
doth
criminal,
in
secular
a
such a one might be pardoned as to both, and held
estate
If before he were a favourite, lie may
ever at a distance.
Familiar converse with his prince,
still remain discourted.
;

was ever a thing to which he could lay no legal claim, but
was always a thing of free and arbitrary favour. But suppose, in this case of delinquency, the law and his sentence
and suppose we that vile insolent peadid forbid it for ever
sant, before under obligation to his prince, for his daily livelihood and subsistence, now under condemnation for most ophe
probrious affronts and malicious attempts against him
;

;

mercy, defies justice his compassionate
prince rushes, notwithstanding, into his embraces, takes him
but
into his cabinet, shuts himself up with him in secret
all this while, though by what he does he debases himself,
beyond all expectation or decency the principal thing is
If he could
still wanting, he cannot alter his disposition.
give him a truly right mind, it were better than all the riches
of the Indies. This greatest instance of condescension, he canIt is not in his power,
not reach, if he never so gladly would.
even when he joins bosoms, to mingle spirits with him and
so must leave him as uncapablc of his most valuable end, as he
found him.
what was in itself so necessary to the
In the present case
who herein
intended end, was only possible to Immanuel
becomes most intimate to us, and in the fullest sense admits
and was therefore, necessary to be done by
to be so called
him: unless his so rich sufficiency, and his end itself, should
be lost together.
Thus far we have been considering the temple of God individually taken as each man, once become sincerely good
and pious, renewed, united with Immanuel, that is, with God
in Christ, and animated by his Spirit, may be himself a single
temple to the most high God.
III. I might now pass on to treat of the external state of the
Christian church, and of the whole community of Christians,
who collectively taken, and built upon the foundation of the
apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief
4
relents not, scorns

;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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framed and builded together, they

Lord

in the

;

and are

in this

com-

God

through the Spirit. Eph. 2.
20.
But this larger subject, the outer-court of this temple, is,
I find, beset and overspread with scratching briers and thorns.
And for the sacred structure itself, though other foundation none
can lay, than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ, 1 Cor. 3. 11 ;
&c. yet some are for superstructing one thing, some another
some gold, silver, precious stones others wood, hay, stubble.
I am, for my part, content, that every man's work be made
pacted

state,

a habitation of

;

manifest,

when

the

day

shall declare

it.

Great differences there have long been, and still are, about
setting up (the <7fl^vyiac) the pinnacles, and adjoining certain appendicles, which some have thought may innocently and
becomingly belong to it. And very different sentiments there
have been about modifying the services of it. Some too are
for garnishing and adorning it one way, some another.
And
too many agitate these little differences, with so contentious
heats and angers, as to evaporate the inward spirit and life,
and hazard the consumption of the holy fabric itself. Ill—
willers look on Avith pleasure, and do hope the violent convulsions, which they behold, will tear the whole frame in pieces,
and say in their hearts, " Down with it even to the ground."
But it is built on a rock, against which the gates of hell can
never prevail
It ought not to be doubted, but that there will yet be a time,
of so copious an effusion of the Holy Spirit, as will invigorate
it afresh, and make it spring up out of its macilent, withered
state, into its primitive liveliness and beauty
when it shall,
according to the intended spiritual meaning, resemble the external splendor of its ancient figure; Sion, the perfection of
beauty and arise and shine, the glory of the Lord being risen
upon it. But if before that time there be a day that shall burn
as an oven, and make the hemisphere as one fiery vault
a
day wherein the jealous God shall plead against the Christian
church for its lukewarmness and scandalous coldness in the
matter of serious substantial religion ; and no less scandalous
heats and fervours about trivial formalities, with just indignation, and flames of consuming fire, then will the straw'and
stubble be burnt up and such as were sincere, though too
intent upon such little trifles, be saved yet so as through fire.
A twofold effusion we may expect, of the wrath., and of
the Spirit of God. The former to vindicate himself; the other
to reform us.
Then will this temple no more be termed for;

;

;

;
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saken ; it will be actually and in fact, what in right it is always,
"Bethel, The house of God, and the gate of heaven." Until
then, little prosperity is to be hoped for in the Christian
spiritual, without a large communication of the
church
Spirit, it cannot have; external (without it) it cannot bear.
It was a noted Pagan's observation and experiment, Infirmi
;

— how

incapable a weak
mind is of a prosperous state. Sen. In heaven there will be
no need of afflictions on earth, the distempers of men's minds
do both need and cause them. The pride, avarice, envyings,
self-conceifedness, abounding each in their own sense, minding

est

animi, non posse

pad

divitias

:

every one their own things, without regard to those of another,
a haughty confidence of being always in the right, with contempt and hard censures of them that differ, spurning at the
royal law of doing as one would be done to of bearing with
the imothers, as one would be borne with, evil surmisings
periousness of some, and peevishness of others, to be found
among them that bear the Christian name, will not let the
church, the house of God, be in peace, and deserve that it
should not but that he should let them alone to punish themselves and one another.
But the nearer we approach, on earth, to the heavenly state,
which only a more copious and general pouring forth of the
blessed Spirit will infer, the more capable we shall be of in*
Then will our
zeard and outward prosperity both together.
The external pompousness of
differences vanish of course.
the church will be less studied, the life and spirit of it much
;

;

;

more

;

and

if I

may

express

my own

sense, as to this matter,

it

should be in the words of that worthy ancient,* namely, That
supposing an option or choice were left me, I would choose to
have lived in a time when the temples were less adorned with
all sorts of marbles, the church not being destitute of spiritual
In the mean time, until those happier days come,
graces.
wherein Christians shall be of one heart and one way, happy
are they that can attain so far to bear one another's yet remaining differences. And who, since it is impossible for all to worship together within the walls of the same material temple,
choose ordinarily to do it, where they observe the nearest approach to God's own rule and pattern and where, upon experience, they find most of spiritual advantage and edification,
not despising, much less paganizing those that are built with
them upon the same foundation, because of circumstantial dis;

* ui$sais pot. Isidor. Pelusi, L.

2.

Eph. 2S0.
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agreements nor making' mere circumstances, not prescribed by
Christ himself, the measures and boundaries of Christian communion, or any thing else that Christ hath not made so who
;

:

abhor

him

to say (exclusively) Christ

to be

any where

else

is

here, or there, so as to

deny

or to confine his presence to this or

;

or to a temple so or so modified, by no direction
from himself. And if any through mistake, or the prejudices of
education and converse, be of narrower minds, and will refuse
our communion, unless we will embrace their's upon such terms
as to abandon the communion of all other Christians, that
even
are upon the same bottom with ourselves and them
as to them we retain a charitable hope, that our blessed Lord
will not therefore exclude them
because, through their too
intense zeal for the little things, whereof they have made
their partition- wall, they exclude us.
If again, we be not too
positive, or too prone to dispute about those minute matters
that have been controverted by the most judicious and sincere
servants of our Lord, on the one hand, and the other, in former
days, and with little effect as if we understood more than any
of them had engrossed all knowledge
and wisdom were to
die with us! and that with our bolt too suddenly shot, we
could out-shoot all others that ever had gone before us if our
minds be well furnished with humility, meekness, modesty,
sincerity, love to God, and his Christ, and our brethren, no
otherwise distinguished, than by their visible avowed relation
to him
this will constitute us such temples, as whereunto the

that party

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

blessed

God

And do more

will never refuse his presence.

keep the Christian church

to

a tolerable good state, until
of restitution come, than the most
in

the Tsxxfytwrict, the tinges
fervent disputations ever can.

IV. And so I shall take leave of this subject, in hope that
through the blessing of God, it may be of use to some that
shall allow themselves to read and consider it.
Only I request such as are weary of living as without God in the world,
that they deter not to invite, and admit, the divine presence ;
until they see all agreed about every little thing that belongs
to his temple, or that may be thought to belong to it, but resolve
upon what is plain and great, and which all that are serious,
that have any regard to God, or their own everlasting wellbeing, cannot but agree in, that
everlasting doors, that the

is,

forthwith to

" lift up

King of glory may come

in.*'

the

Do

without delay, or disputation. Let others dispute little
punctilios with one another as they please
but do not you
it

;

dispute this grand point with him.

vol.

i.

3

jf

Look

to

Immanuel

;

cou-
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sider

Him

ments,

in ihe several capacities,

and

performances, acquisitions,

mirably

fitted to faring it

Will yon

ple in your breast.

a design

about, that

PART

If,

in all the accomplish-

by which He

is

God may have

so ad-

his tem-

defeat so kind, and so glorious

Behold, or listen, doth he not stand at the door,
and knock ? Rev. 3. 20.
Consider as exemplary, the temper of the royal psalmist, how
he sware Iioav he vowed I will not come into the tabernacle of
my house, nor go up into my bed I will not give sleep to my
eyes, nor slumber to my eye-lids, until I have found out a place
for the Lord, a habitation for ihe mighty God! Ps. 132. Yours
?

—

;

a businesTsof less inquisition, less expense ! His temple is to
be within yoit.
Lament, O bitterly lament, the common case,
that he may look through a whole world of intelligent creais

and find every breast, until he open, shut up against
him All agreeing to exclude their most gracious rightful Lord,
choosing rather to live desolate without him ?
The preparation, or prepared mansion, is a penitent, purged,
wilting" fteart
Fall down and adore this most admirable and
condescending grace
that the high and lofty One, who
inhabits eternity, who having made a world, and surveying
the work of his own hands, inquires, " Where shall be my
house, and the place of my rest?" and thus resolves it himtures,
!'

!

:

<
The humble, broken, contrite heart! there, there, I
dwell!"
If you have such a temple for him, dedicate it.
Make haste
to do so
doubt not its suitableness. It is his own choice, his
own workmanship the regenerate new creature. He himself, as Immanuel, hath procured and prepared it, knowing
what would be most grateful, most agreeable to him to the
most exalted Majesty the most profound, humble, self-abasement.
Upon this consummative act, the dedicating of this
temple, I might here fitly enlarge ; but having published a
discourse already some years ago, under this title of Self'
dedication; (which you may either find annexed to this, or
have apart by itself, at your own choice;) thither I refer
you. And because this must be a living temple there is
also another extant, upon these words : Yield yourselves to
God, as those that are alive from the dead. That also, such
as are inclined may, through God's gracious assisting influence,,
with eyes lift up to heaven, peruse unto some advantage,

self:

:

nill

:

:

:

;

;

